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Advisor: Professor Juliette Blevins 
This dissertation presents a linguistic study of the sound patterns of Camuno framed 
within Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins, 2004, 2006, to appear). Camuno is a variety of 
Eastern Lombard, a Romance language of northern Italy, spoken in Valcamonica. Camuno is 
not a local variety of Italian, but a sister of Italian, a local divergent development of the Latin 
originally spoken in Italy (Maiden & Perry, 1997, p. 2). It is an oral language with no writing 
system, and it is endangered. The language is understudied (Bonfadini, 1995, p. 26), and this 
thesis appears to be the first detailed study of Camuno phonology. The goal of this 
dissertation is linguistic and cultural. It will assess, characterize and explain the most striking 
properties of the sound patterns of Camuno as spoken in the upper part of the low valley; and 
it will provide a lasting documentation of an endangered language that may soon disappear.  
Notable sound patterns in Camuno discussed in this work include: a unique system of stress-
dependent height harmony; final obstruent devoicing; and nasal/zero alternations originating 
from final-consonant loss. In analyzing these sound patterns in terms of their phonetic and 
diachronic sources, naturalistic data is combined with acoustic analysis and experimental 
paradigms. This description and analysis of Camuno phonology will provide a foundation for 
all those who wish to study Camuno word-structure, and other structural aspects of the 
language. At the same time, it illustrates the value of the Evolutionary approach in coming to 
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Camuno is a variety of Eastern Lombard spoken in Valcamonica, Italy, together with the 
local variety of Italian. It is a spoken language that lacks a writing system, and it is severely 
endangered. Despite local attempts to collect and document cultural traditions and folklore, the  
language is understudied (Bonfadini, 1995, p. 26), and, to date, no synchronic description of its 
phonology has ever been attempted. The goals of this dissertation are both linguistic and cultural. It 
will attempt to assess, characterize and explain the most striking properties of Camuno sound 
patterns with special focus on varieties spoken in the upper part of the low valley. At the same time, 
it will provide a lasting documentation of an endangered language that may soon disappear, and that 
is highly valued by many native speakers as part of local identity. Though written as a linguistic 
study, the hope is that this study will contribute to cultural preservation and revitalization, and act as 
a catalyst for future work on the language.  
The dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the 
language, the relevant sociolinguistic and historical facts, and a typological overview. Chapter 2 
reviews the main approaches to sound patterns, and states the rationale for choosing Evolutionary 
Phonology (Blevins, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010, to appear) as the primary framework of 
description and analysis. Chapter 3 describes Camuno segments with respect to their occurrence, 
distinctiveness, phonetic characteristics, distribution, alternations, historical evolution, and prosodic 
organization. Chapter 4 explores the phonetics and phonology of voicing contrasts for obstruents, 
and the characteristics of nasal deletion patterns. Chapter 5 investigates vowel alternations and the 
system of height harmony. In Chapter 6, Conclusions, the main characteristics of the language are 







Chapter 1. Linguistic, socio-historical and typological overview 
1.1 The language 
This dissertation presents a linguistic study of the sound patterns of Camuno, a Romance 
language of northern Italy. The sound patterns that will be the main object of this study are of three 
basic types. One type is static distributional patterns (e.g. if there is a final unstressed vowel is 
either /ɔ/ or /e/). Another type is active alternations (e.g. medial voiced obstruents alternate with 
voiceless obstruents in word-final position). A final distinction can be made between productive and 
non-productive sound patterns: productive patterns are those that are extended to novel or nonsense 
words. 
Though referred to as a „dialetto‟ of Italy, Camuno is not a local variety of Italian, but a 
sister of Italian, a local divergent development of the Latin originally spoken in Italy (Maiden & 
Perry, 1997, p. 2). As a variety of Eastern Lombard, Camuno is quite different from Standard 
Italian, the national language of Italy, which derives from a Florentine variety of Tuscan. 
Ethnologue (Lewis, Simons, & Fennig, 2013) classifies Lombard [lmo] as a language of Italy, 
whose varieties are today spoken in Lombardy, and in Switzerland (Ticino and Grisons or 
Graübunden). Over time, Lombard developed into two different but related languages: Western 
Lombard, whose model was the city of Milan, and Eastern Lombard, whose models were the cities 
of Brescia and Bergamo. The split dates back to the 13
th
 century, when Bergamo and Brescia began 
to use a popular, anti-Latin vernacular, setting themselves apart from Milan (Sanga, 1997, p. 257). 
(1) lists the main Lombard varieties, and the areas in which they are spoken; these varieties may not 
be mutually intelligible. 
(1) LOMBARD VARIETY SPOKEN IN 
 ESTERN LOMBARD  Milano and surrounding towns; Valchiavenna, 
Valtellina, Western Piemontese (Novara, Verbania, 
Ossola), Canton Ticino (Switzerland), Canton 
Graubünden (Switzerland) 
 EASTERN LOMBARD Cremasco Crema and surrounding areas 
  Bergamasco Bergamo and “le Valli” „the valleys‟ 
  Bresciano Brescia, “la Bassa” „the plain‟, Valtrompia, Valsabbia 
  Camuno Valcamonica 
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Camuno exhibits phonetic, phonological and grammatical features in common with three 
neighbouring varieties in the region: Western Lombard (Milan), Bresciano (Brescia), and 
Bergamasco (Bergamo) (Bonfadini 1990). Camuno also shows local innovations, including a 
unique system of height harmony,
1
 and a phonetically unique pattern of final obstruent devoicing. 
The annotated trees (2a), (2b) and (2c) illustrate the main sound changes that characterize the split 
between Latin and Lombard, and between Western Lombard and Eastern Lombard all the way 
down to Camuno across the Eastern Lombard varieties. Data are from Bonfadini (1990, pp. 60-62), 
Sanga (1997, pp. 254-259) and the writer‟s fieldnotes.  
Some additional information may be needed in order to read the annotated trees.  
Annotated tree (2a). Lists the (main) innovations that marked the split between Latin and Lombard. 
The sound changes are not necessarily listed in a chronological order.  
Annotated tree (2b). Lists the innovations that marked the initial split between Lombard and 
Western and Eastern Lombard. Notice that the labels are the same, such that feature (A) in Lombard 
is the same as feature (A) in Eastern Lombard. In the latter, the same feature will have undergone 
some change. Apparently, sound change (A) spread from Eastern Lombard, since it was more 
advanced there than in Lombard. One could also notice that Western Lombard is more conservative 
than Eastern Lombard.  
Annotated tree (2c). Lists the innovations that marked that split between Eastern and Western 
Lombard, and are not directly related to Lombard any longer. In Eastern Lombard, which is the 
variety of interest, the innovations are grouped with respect to the varieties in which they occurred. 
The list of innovations in each group is not in chronological order, except for (U) and (Z). Some 




                                                          
1
 Height harmony is attested in Estern Lombard, but not in Western Lombard  (Sanga, 1997, pp. 255-259). 
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(A) Weakening of intervocalic obstruents 
(B) Degemination 
(C) Maintenance of dental 
affricates 
(F) Distinctive vocalic length 
(G) Traces of 
metaphony triggered by 
final *[-i] 
(D) Rise of [ø] < *[ɔ] < O 
(E) Rise of [y] < *[u] < U: 
(H) Rise of [o] < [a] < A before a cluster  
[+liquid]C 
(I) Maintenance of sibilants 
[ʦ] 
(J) Weakening of post-tonic 
dental nasal in coda 
(K) Fall of final *r  in infinitives 
(L)*v > Ø before back vowel; 
intervocalic *v > [w] 
(M) Palatalization of root-final 
[l]  in masculine plurals (N) Definite article of 
the feminine plural [i] 
(O) Rise of subject clitic verb forms, 
with tendency towards repetition of 
subject pronouns up to a maximum 
of three in 2sg. 
(P) Post-verbal negation (Q) Rise of [e]# in the present 
indicative 1sg. (<enclitic EGO) 
LOMBARD 
EASTERN LOMBARD WESTERN LOMBARD 
(A) More advanced 
(F) Loss 
(H) The change is  context -free 
(J) Fall of the nasal 
(C) *ʦ > s 
(G) Loss 
(I) *ʦ > s 
(G) More limited 





































EASTERN LOMBARD WESTERN LOMBARD 
(JJ) Fall of final unstressed 
vowels other than /a/  
(LL) Intervocalic *l > [r] 
(KK) Final liquids > Ø 
(NN) Ø marker for the pl. f. 
(MM) Past participles end in [a:], [y:], and [i:] 
(PP) 3rd conjugation  infinitive ends in Ø 
(OO) Palatalization of *kt to [ʧ]  
(QQ) Voiced reflex of intervocalic CL  
(U) Fall of final unstressed 
vowels other than /a/ 
(X) Latin [k] and [g] followed by palatal vowel > [s] and [z] 
respectively 
(W) Latin [j] > [z] 
(Z) Final obstruent devoicing 
(BB) [e] as marker of the plural 
minine 
(V) Regressive height  harmony 
(FF) Voiced reflex of intervocalic CL  
(CC) Lowering of *y e *i in closed syllables 
(AA) Palatalization of final [t]i > [ʧ]; [n]i > [ɲ] 
(Y) s > h 
(II) Palatalization of *kt to [ʧ]  
BERGAMASCO       
BRESCIANO                
CAMUNO 
BERGAMASCO       
BRESCIANO                
BERGAMASCO                      
CAMUNO 
BRESCIANO                
CAMUNO 
BERGAMASCO                       
(HH) *kt > t 
(DD) 3rd conjug. infinitive ends in 
[er] 
(EE) 3rd conujg. infinitive ends in 
conosonant 
(GG) 3rd conjug. infinitive ends in [í] 
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Notice that Eastern Lombard needs to be conceived as the sum of all the varieties that are grouped 
under the label Eastern Lombard, not as an individual entity. Sound changes (J), (V), and (Z) are the 
ones discussed in this dissertation. The sound change *s > h which appears to be an innovation of 
Eastern Lombard has diffusional characteristics. It is not attested in the towns of Brescia and 
Bergamo. In the province of Brescia, it is attested in most of the upper low, and low Valcamonica, 
on the banks of Lake Iseo, in Franciacorta, in Valtrompia (with the exception of Collio), in Val 
Sabbia, and along the banks of Lake Idro. In the province of Bergamo, it is attested in low Val 
Brembana, in low Val Seriana, in Val Borlezza, in the areas around Bergamo, in the eastern plain, 









Camuno takes its name from „Camunni‟, the Roman name for the ancient population 
who inhabited the valley. Native speakers never use this term and refer to it simply as dial  t 
„dialect‟. Located in eastern Lombardy, Valcamonica, or al kam  nega in Camuno, is one of 
the largest valleys in the central Alps. Figure 1 shows the location of Valcamonica with 
respect to Italy and southern Europe. 
 
Figure 1. Map of Italy with Valcamonica in the black square. Hike.mountainzone.com 
 
A glacial valley, it stretches mainly from north to south for about 100 km., from Tonale Pass 
(1883 m.) to Pisogne (185 m.). Inhabited by approximately 118,000 people, it covers an area 
of about 1,340 square kilometers. Geographically, the valley is usually divided into three 
parts: low (Lake Iseo – Breno); middle (Breno – Edolo), and high (Edolo – Tonale Pass). It 
borders the provinces of Trento (north west), Bergamo (east), and Sondrio (north east). The 
largest towns are located in the mid-low part of the valley floor. Side valleys and villages are 
also found along the flanks. This configuration has favored the development of dialectal 
variation within the language. The biggest differences are between varieties in the upper part 
of the valley (roughly from Edolo to Tonale Pass) and the rest of the valley; and between side 
valleys and the valley floor. For example, in the upper part of the valley, archaic clusters like 
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/pl/ and /gl/ are maintained as in plǿf „rain 3sg.pres.‟, glás „ice‟. The same words are 
pronounced as pjǿf and ʤás in the lower part of the valley, showing a shift of *l > j. In the 
upper part of the valley no *s > h change has occurred, and there has been no loss of  /w/ or 
/v/. In yet another area along the flanks, the sequence /pj/ is systematically realized as /ʧ/, and 
the fricative /f/ has undergone debuccalization being pronounced as /h/. These data can be 
found in Bonfadini (1990, 1993, 1995). 
There is clear evidence that the valley has been inhabited since the Neolithic. The 
„Camunni‟, people of uncertain origin, left physical traces of their culture which have made 
the valley the largest center of rock art in Europe, and the area of major concentration of rock 
engravings a UNESCO site since 1979. Figures 2 and 3 are two examples of rock engravings. 
   
Figure 2.  Duel scene at Foppe di Niardo. Wikipedia.org.            Figure 3. Camunian Rose at Foppe di Nadro. Wikipedia.org. 
        
1.3 The speakers 
The dearth of work on Camuno (Bonfadini, 1995) is matched by a lack of information 
on the speakers of this language. Who are they? Where do they live? How many are there? 
How often do they speak the language? Who do they speak it to? In which domains? Do they 
like their language? Do they want to pass it on? Before going any further, I should make the 
reader aware that I am one of these speakers, although I consider myself more a heritage 
speaker than a native. I was born and raised in Valcamonica. The language that is the object 





not speak the language natively is mainly political. I belong to one of the first generations 
who were strongly encouraged to speak Italian rather than the dial  t, though everybody else 
around me was speaking it, except for some peers. Speaking Italian was thought to be a way 
to ensure more and better future opportunities. While I can speak Camuno, I am most 
confident as a passive listener.  
In order to answer the questions above and arrive at a first impression of the 
sociolinguistic situation, I devised the questionnaire in Appendix II, p. 230-231. Between 
2010 and 2012, I interviewed over 50 native speakers of Camuno, males and females, whose 
ages ranged from 49 to 94. The age range was meant to include the generations who are still 
using the language the most. The speakers are from different villages, namely Cogno, Esine, 
Gorzone, Prestine, Breno, Malegno, Darfo, Piamborno, Bienno, Rino, Garda, Temú, scattered 
along the valley, all of them located in the low-mid area, with the exception of Rino, Garda 
and Temú located in the upper valley. Selecting the speakers, setting up the interviews and the 
interviews themselves were highly facilitated by the fact that I know these people. They are 
relatives, friends, acquaintances. I was warmly welcome to interview them, and the 
atmosphere was very relaxed and friendly. 
Apart from the different experiences these people may have had in their lives, the picture 
that emerges of the interaction between Camuno and Italian is rather consistent. None of the 
participants is a monolingual speaker of Camuno. For the great majority of the people in the 
study, Camuno is the language they acquired first. It is the only language of interaction with 
the members of their original family, and the language they still use in most domains of their 
social and private lives. It is not, however, the language they would use with non-local people. 
Most important, it is not the language they would use with younger generations. On this issue 
the figures are dramatic, with women being more consistent in the use of Italian with younger 





interlocutors. If the adults still use some Camuno with their children, the use reduces even 
more with their grandchildren. There are exceptions to this trend, though. In the more remote 
and isolated villages of the valley, Camuno may still be used in the household, and passed on 
to children.  
In order to illustrate the vitality of the language in these situations, and its use in artistic 
expression, a Camuno poem has been included in Appendix III, pp. 232-233. The prose poem 
was written in 1998 by a middle-school student who was 14 years old at the time. He was 
from Vissone, a small village in a side valley. Camuno was his native language, though he 
spoke a different variety from the the two that are the subject of this dissertation. The original 
transcription has been slightly modified to the practical orthography used in this dissertation, 
and a rough translation has been supplied.  While a few poems and stories of this kind exist in 
Camuno, a future goal is to collect more oral history, poetry and fiction for publication.  
For the reader‟s appreciation of the Camuno language and culture, a few items of 
Camunian life are illustrated in figure 4 through 7. 
 






Figure 5. fiurít „cream-like ricotta‟ made during the summer in málga. M. Cresci (2011) 
 
 
Figure 6. perýk „wild spinach‟. It usually grows near a málga. It is widely used in traditional dishes. M. Cresci (2011) 
  






Figure 7. mohkarǿla „cooling-cabinet‟. People would usually hang mohkarǿla in a cool corner of the house or cellar to 
preserve and protect food. It is no longer used in modern homes for this purpose, though it may serve as a regular cabinet. A. 
Cresci (2014). 
 
1.4 Camuno: an endangered language?  
Although at present there are no monolingual speakers of Camuno, historically 
monolingualism was the rule. When Italy became a nation in the 1860s, very few people 
spoke Italian, if any. Estimates range from De Mauro‟s figure (1972) of a scarce 2% of the 
population to Castellani‟s (1982) 9.5%. This implies that 90.5% or 98% of the population 
spoke a dialect or local vernacular. In 150 years the situation has completely reversed. Most 
Italians now speak Italian natively, while being bilingual in Italian and a dialect. The 
successful revitalization of Standard Italian has come at the expense of the local languages, 
which tend not to be passed on to the new generation any longer. Since the end of the Second 
World War, and in particular from the 1960s onwards, the use of the dialects was highly 
discouraged, and the dialects themselves were stigmatized as „bad‟ language, or the language 
spoken by uneducated, uncouth people. Non-native speakers of Italian started to speak Italian 





natively anymore. These first generation native Italian speakers are now well into their late 
forties, and do not speak the dialect with their children, who may nonetheless pick it up from 
the elderly of the community.  
Despite what appears a dire situation for the dialects of Italy, times seem to be changing. In 
the past fifteen years some initiatives have been taken to protect the minority languages of 
Italy. In 1999 the Italian government passed a law (no. 482 of 15 December) that officially 
recognizes Arbëreshë, Catalán, German, Griko, Slovene, Croatian, French, Franco-Provençal, 
Friulian, Ladin, Occitan, and Sardinian as minority languages.
3
 A number of dialects were 
officially recognized in the same and following years. In 1999, Piedmontese was officially 
recognized by the Piedmont region. In 1997, Sardinian was officially recognized by the 
Sardinia region. In 2007, Venetan was officially recognized by the Veneto region. Finally, in 
2008, Napoletan was officially recognized by the region Campania. Lombard, the family 
Camuno belongs to, has not as yet received any official recognition by the Lombardy region.  
Figure 8 illustrates the linguistic diversity in Italy. Though steps are being taken to 
recognize local languages, Standard Italian is dominant, and most of the languages on this 
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 Although Friulian and Ladin are not treated by the natives as dialects of Italy, they are nonetheless local 











1.5 Typological Overview 
As this thesis deals in detail with the sound patterns of Camuno, this typological 
overview is meant to offer a broader picture of language. However, it should be highlighted 
from the start that these additional aspects of Camuno grammar have not been studied in any 
detail, and remain, for the most part, unexplored.  Further, as there is no body of Camuno 
texts, or recorded monologues or dialogues of any substantial length, most of the comments 
made here are based on sentential utterances.  
Eastern Lombard, of which Camuno is affiliated, has been classified as a Gallo-Italic 
language (Pellegrini, 1977). Sound changes in these languages have given rise to several 
shared patterns, including: front rounded vowels; consonant-final words; medial consonant 
lenition; and loss of the geminate/non-geminate contrast. While Western Lombard and 
Bergamasco show the Gallo-Italic development  of original -CT-  > jt > ʧ, Camuno shows loss 
of -C- (n  t „night‟ < NOCTE(M); lat „milk‟ < LACTE(M), etc.).  
There are at least four major word-classes in Camuno: nouns, verbs, adverbs, and  
adjectives. Minor word classes include particles (alúr , „then‟, ihé / iʃé, „so‟ ) conjunctions, 
and prepositions. 
Word-formation processes in Camuno include derivational and inflectional affixation.  
The language has a small set of derivational prefixes like productive /dɛh-/  (< DIS-) as in 
butuná „to button‟ / d hbutuná, „to unbutton‟.  In addition there are many productive 





(3) /-er/ fornér „baker‟ fúrɛn „oven‟ 
 /-ɛt/ kornɛ t „french bean‟ kórɛn „horn‟ 
 /-at/ malát „sick‟ mál „bad‟ 
 /-ɔt/ balɔ t „pebble‟ bálɔ „ball‟ 
 /-ɛl/ brokɛ l „twig‟ brɔ kɔ „branch‟ 
 /-øl/ brahǿl „armful‟ bráh „arm‟ 
 /-et/ karolét „termite eaten‟ karǿl „termite‟ 
 /-ai/ zentáiɔ „bad people‟ zét „people‟ 
 /-i/ kuntintí „sop‟ kontét „content‟ 
 /-u/ formentú „maize‟ formét „corn‟ 
 /-ym/ marhým „rot‟ márh „rotten‟ 
 /-am/ halám „salami‟ hál „salt‟ 
 /-ah/ vináh „bad wine‟ i „wine‟ 
 /-uz/ purúzɔ „fearful, f.‟ pórɔ „fear‟ 
 /-adur/ lauradúr „worker‟ laurá „to work‟ 
 /-an/ hotánɔ „underwear‟ hótɔ „under‟ 
 /-izɛl/ panizɛ l „diaper‟ pán „cloth‟ 
 /-ár/ kotár „kid‟ kɔ t „kid‟ 
 
Sequences of suffixes are shown in (4)  
(4) /zǿk/ zǿk „game‟ 
 /zyg-a/ zygá „to play‟ 
 /zyg-a-dur/ zygadúr „player‟ 
 /zyg-a-dur-ɛl/ zygadurɛ l „player-DIM‟ 
 /zyg-a-dur-ɛl-i/ zygadurilí „player-DIM-DIM‟ 
 
Further examples of diminutive and augmentative suffixation and their role in vowel 
harmony are discussed in Chapter 5. 
Most verbal argument-changing processes like passive and causative are periphrastic, 
as in Italian. Inflection in nouns is limited. Like other Gallo-Italic languages of the area, 
historic *-i was the marker of plurality (not –s). Reflexes of this suffix are seen in subclasses 
of masculine nouns ending in coronals (e.g. gál „rooster‟ vs. gái „roosters‟; gát „cat‟ vs. gáʧ 
„cats‟; án „years‟ vs. áɲ „years‟) where final consonants are palatalized. Verbal inflection is 
illustrated by the partial paradigms in (5) and (6). These paradigms illustrate inflectional 





(5) Present - verb durmí „to sleep‟ 
 - dórme „I sleep‟ 
 te dórmet „you sleep‟ 
 al/la dórmɔ „s/he, it sleeps‟ 
 n dórmɔ „we sleep‟ 
 - durmí „you sleep‟ 
 i/le dórmɔ „they sleep‟ 
 
(6) Past subjunctive - durmí „to sleep‟ 
 - dorméh that I slept 
 te dorméhet that you slept 
 al/la dorméh that s/he/it slept 
 n dorméh that we slept 
 - dorméhf that you slept 
 i/le dorméh that they slept 
 
There is no productive compounding of simple stems in Camuno. However, there is 
one remarkable word-formation process used to form intensive adjectives which appears to 
involve simultaneous reduplication, compounding and suffixation.  A sample of these base 
and derived intensive adjective forms is given in (7c).  All words are compounds: the first part 
of the compound is the inflected base word (with number and gender); while the second 
compound member is a word formed by suffixation of /-ɛnt/ to the (uninflected) stem, 
followed by inflection, as diagramed in (7a) and (7b). 
(7a) [[ADJ-INF] [ADJ - ɛnt - INF]]A-intensive 
 
(7b) [[mat-a]A   [mat - ɛnt - a]A]A 
  crazy-f.sg.    crazy - ADJ - f.sg. 
 
(7c)  MASC. SG.  MASC. PL.  FEM. SG.  FEM. PL. GLOSS 
  ʧɔ k-ʧokɛ nt   ʧɔ k-ʧokɛ nʧ   ʧɔ ka-ʧokɛ ntɔ   ʧɔ ke-ʧokɛ nte  „completely drunk‟ 
  màt-matɛ nt   màʧ-matɛ nʧ   màta-matɛ ntɔ   màte-matɛ nte  „completely crazy‟ 
  ɔ rp-ɔrbɛ nt   ɔ rp-ɔrbɛ nʧ  ɔ rba-ɔ rbɛ ntɔ   ɔ rpe-ɔ rbɛ nte  „completely blind‟ 
  ròt-rotɛ nt   ròʧ-rotɛ nʧ  ròta-rotɛ ntɔ   ròte-rotɛ nte  „completely broken‟ 
  htràk-htrakɛ nt   htràk-htrakɛ nʧ   htràka-htrakɛ ntɔ    htràke-htrakɛ nte  „dead tired‟ 
  nɛ t-netɛ nt   nɛ ʧ-netɛ nʧ   nɛ ta-netɛ ntɔ    nɛ te-netɛ nte  „spotless 
  hpɛ h-hpehɛ nt   hpɛ h-hpehɛ nʧ  hpɛ ha-hpehɛ ntɔ   hpɛ he-hpehɛ nte  „very thick‟  
  nỳt-nydɛ nt   nỳʧ-nydɛ nʧ  nỳda-nydɛ ntɔ    nỳde-nydɛ nte  „completely naked‟ 
  hùrʧ-hurdɛ nt  hùrʧ-hurdɛ nʧ   hùrda-hurdɛ ntɔ   hùrde-hurdɛ nte  „completely deaf‟ 
  krỳ-kryɛ nt   krỳ-kryɛ nʧ   krỳa-kryɛ ntɔ    krỳe-kryɛ nte  „completely uncooked‟ 
  mpè-mpenɛ nt   mpè-mpenɛ nʧ   mpè-mpenɛ ntɔ   mpè-mpenɛ nte  „very steep‟ 
  dỳr-dyrɛ nt  dỳr-dyrɛ nʧ   dỳra-dyrɛ ntɔ   dỳre-dyrɛ nte  „very hard‟ 
  pjà-pjanɛ nt   pjà-pjanɛ nʧ   pjà-pjànɛ ntɔ   pià-pianɛ nte  „very flat‟ 





Alternations in stem forms evident in (7c) are discussed in Chapter 4. 
Camuno sentences have basic SVO word-order.  Subjects are obligatory, except for 
first person singular and second person plural (once a polite form).  Modifiers tend to follow 
nouns within the noun phrase. However, a small class of modifiers (bú/bún  „good‟; b  l 
„beautiful‟; gránt „large‟) can precede or follow the noun, as shown in (8).  
(8) búnɔ fon:ɔ „good-hearted woman‟ but fon:ɔ búnɔ good woman 
 grán fon:ɔ „very good woman‟ vs. fon:ɔ grándɔ „tall woman‟ 
 bɛ lɔ fon:ɔ „attractive woman‟ or fon:ɔ bɛ lɔ „attractive woman‟ 
 bráɔ fon:ɔ „well-behaved woman‟ or fon:ɔ bráɔ „well-behaved woman‟ 
 
As illustrated in (8), all adjectives agree with the head noun in pre-nominal and post-
nominal position with the exception of /grand/; for this sole item, there is no pre-nominal 
agreement. The adjective bún  „good‟ in post-nominal position has a literal meaning; 
associated with „woman‟; it could convey the meaning „a woman who is good to eat‟. Articles 
precede the noun and encode gender and number.  
Possession is expressed with the preposition de „of‟ as in la kú  d l gát „the tail of the 
cat‟.  Possessive words are: mé (my; mine); t   (your; yours; 2
nd
 person singular); h   (his; her; 
hers); n  h (our; ours; masculine singular and plural); n  h  (our, ours; feminine singular); n  he 
(our; ours; feminine plural); (v)  h (your; yours; 2
nd
 person; masculine singular and plural); 
(v)  h  (your, yours; 2
nd
 person plural; feminine singular); (v)  he (your; yours; 2
nd
 person 
plural; feminine plural); h   (their, theirs). When the possessive word is not marked for gender 
and number, gender and number are on the preceding article, as shown in (9). The noun 
phrases in (9) behave as single phonological words in having only a single stress on the final 
syllable: all examples are clitic phrases, with definite + possessive pro-clitics followed by 





(9)   sg. N  pl. N sg. N pl. N 
 sg. 1 la me ká le me ká la me má  le me má 
   the-my-house the-my-houses the-my-hand the-my-hands 
  2 la  tɔ ká le tɔ ká la tɔ má le  tɔ má 
   the-your-house the-your-houses the-your-hand the-your-hands 
  3 la  hɔ ká  le hɔ ká la hɔ má le hɔ má 








 pl. 1 la  nɔhɔ ká   le nɔhe ká la nɔhɔ má  le nɔhe má 
   the-our-house the-our-houses the-our-hands the-our-hands 
  2 la ɔhɔ ká  le ɔhe ká la ɔhɔ má le ɔhe má 
   the-your-house the-your-houses the-your-hand the-your-hands 
  3 la  hɔ ká  le hɔ ká la hɔ má le hɔ má 
   the-their-house the-their-houses the-their-hand the-their-hands 
 
As in other Romance languages, subject and object arguments can be expressed as 
clitics.  The majority of clitics are preverbal, however, postverbal clitics are found in 
imperatives and infinitives for all persons, and in finite indicatives for 2
nd
 person singular /t/ 
and 2
nd
 person plural /f/.  Clitic doubling is the norm, and clitic tripling is found as well, as in 
/te te me ede=t/ „you you me see you‟ meaning „you see me‟ where the subject may be 
focused. 
Negation is marked by the post-verbal particle mí . Compare dórme „I sleep‟, with 
dórme mia „I don‟t sleep‟. In periphrastic constructions like the past perfect, negation follows 
the auxiliary verb. Compare o durmít „I have slept‟ with o mi  durmít „I haven‟t slept‟.  In 
Camuno, as in Eastern Lombard more generally, the negative particle mi  derives from 
mígol  „crumb‟, and from n …verb…mígol , where n  has been lost.  N  is preserved in /nɛ/ < 
/n-ɛ/ „not-be‟, and used commonly in tag-questions. 
Information questions in Camuno can be expressed in two different ways. In one 
construction type the question word is in-situ, and the only change in word order is that 
otherwise pre-verbal clitics are post-verbal. Compare te l  z t an líb r „you read a book‟ to 
l  z t k  ? „you read what = what do you read‟? where the 2
nd
 person singular clitic is normally 





an líb r „(Michela) she reads a book‟ to (Michela) l  zel  k  ? (Michela) reads-she what = what 
does Michela read?, where the subject clitic is pre-verbal in the statement but post-verbal in 
the question.  Question words can also appear phrase-initially, (e.g. ke l  zel ?  „what is she 
reading?‟) in which case, the question word can also be doubled (e.g. ke l  zel  k  ?). Doubling 
occurs for adjunct question words as well: ndo net andoe? = Where go-you where? = where 
do you go?. In all cases, subject clitics are post-verbal.  Though archaic, some speakers still 
use a periphrastic construction in information questions involving an auxiliary form of /fa/ „to 
do‟. Compare fet na ndoe = do-you go where? vs. net andoe = go-you where? both meaning 
„where are you going?‟. 
In simple sentences, yes-no questions differ from declaratives in clitic order, and in 
clitic doubling.  Pre-verbal clitics in declaratives occur post-verbally in yes-no-questions: e.g. 
le la a „she-she-goes‟ vs. a la le? „goes-she-she?.  In 2
nd
 person forms, declaratives and yes-
no questions differ in that the question lacks pre-verbal clitics: te net „you go‟ vs. net? „go-
you?‟ meaning „are you going?‟, ni „you-pl-go‟ „you go, you are going‟ vs. nif? „go-you-pl.‟ 
meaning „are you going?‟. 
The short text in Appendix III, pp. 232-233, provides most of the syntactic properties 













Chapter 2. A frame of reference 
Phonology is the study of sound patterns.  Every language has specific sounds that 
differentiate it from others, but there are also many properties that spoken languages share. 
“Sound patterns include overall properties of contrastive sound inventories (e.g. vowel 
inventories, consonant inventories, tone inventories), as well as patterns determining the 
distribution of sounds or contrastive features of sounds (stress, tone, length, voicing, place of 
articulation, etc.), and their variable realization in different contexts (alternations)” (Blevins, 
2006, p. 117). A comprehensive theory of sound patterns allows one to understand both the 
unique properties of language, and the commonalities. A comprehensive theory not only 
allows one to describe these sound patterns, but allows for a better understanding of why they 




 centuries has 
evolved, but certain descriptive elements have remained constant: the segment, features, and 
prosodic constituents like syllables and feet.  In the analyses that follow, I try to make use of 
these more-or-less theory-neutral descriptive elements.  
Theory plays a role in two central areas. One role of a theory is to represent, where 
possible, the kind of knowledge speakers have of sound patterns of their language. In this 
function, a constrained theory might rule out certain sound patterns because they are difficult 
to learn, or have properties that do not conform to mental grammars. Another role of theory is 
to explain why sound patterns have the properties they do. In this second function, a theory 
may need to consider external factors, like speech production, perception, language history 
and social factors. In order to explore both the form and content of a speaker‟s grammar as 
well as questions regarding explanations for the form and content of Camuno sound patterns 
themselves, I will use a range of tools and concepts developed over the years within 
Generative approaches to Phonology (cf. Chomsky & Halle, 1968; Goldsmith, 1976, 1990; 





stance whether the phonological categories, rules, and constraints arise from UG, are learned 
or some combination of the two. The basic assumptions that inform this work are (i) that 
linguistic competence can be modeled as a combination of words, rules and exceptions to 
these rules. Exceptions may be listed in the lexicon, or expressed in the rules themselves; (ii) 
surface forms are derived from underlying forms through ordered rules. The form of rules is 
not assumed to have psychological reality; they are simply a useful and precise way of 
representing relationships between surface forms and more abstract phonological 
representation. However, in some cases, the content of the generalization will be shown, 
through experimental evidence, to be psychologically real. For this reason, the 
linguistic/phonological descriptive categories developed in the field will be used in this work 
as descriptive tools, with no additional implications, unless otherwise specified.  
As stated in the introduction to this work, one of the purposes of this dissertation is a 
detailed linguistic description of the sound patterns of Camuno. Accounting for the sound 
patterns of an understudied, spoken language requires data collection, which needs to be 
informed by a precise methodology and a general philosophy of research. Assessment of 
sound patterns and their productivity must be based on the linguistic behavior of native 
speakers. Where possible, the more speakers that contribute to the database, the better. 
Objective arguments regarding sound patterns require significant quantitative and qualitative 
data. Phonetic (articulatory, acoustic, perceptual) investigation of the physical properties of 
sound patterns is essential to any serious investigation of the sound patterns of a language. 
While this kind of work once required special equipment and highly specialized training, the 
digital age has brought with it  greater ease of recording and speech analysis, allowing for 
significant advances in this area.   
It is my experience that primary data collected by linguistically expert native speakers 





sound patterns can ultimately be studied as systems with no reference to the speakers, a 
synergistic relationship between a language and its speakers is desirable and should be 
pursued. I have been lucky to be able to base the work in this thesis on data collected from my 
own extended community. It has not only allowed me to understand the language better, but 
also to build deeper lasting relationships with those who are language experts.  Finally, I 
believe that a researcher should not be guided by theoretical biases but by sound research 
tools. Whether the data will ultimately support or reject theories of language is of secondary 
importance.  
The second goal of this dissertation is grounded in cultural concerns related to the 
documentation of Camuno as an endangered, minority language.  Camuno has been treated 
historically as a stigmatized and undervalued „jargon‟. The language does not have a proper 
name. Camuno speakers refer to their language as dial  t „dialect‟ and most of them do not 
think of it as a fully-fledged language. Most of the speakers are not aware that what they 
speak is the historical development of the Latin once spoken in the valley. They usually think 
of it as a degraded version of Italian. This is not the case, and for these reasons it is important 
to promote the dial  t to the status of a language with a proper affiliation. To this purpose, 
investigation of the historical evolution of the language from Latin to the present day will be 
an important part of this work. Camuno preserves ancient features that have been lost in other 
languages, and has innovated new sound patterns that make it of interest to phonologists 
around the world.  Camuno is just as worthy of study as any other Romance language, and its 
oral literature is just as beautiful.  If this thesis goes even a small way toward promoting these 
values, it will have accomplished this second goal. 
The purposes of this work and the writer‟s interests demand an approach to sound 
patterns that is both grounded and experimental in nature. The approach must be flexible 





diachronic, phonetic, psycholinguistic, cognitive, statistical), and to yield to what the data 
suggest, rather than conform to pre-determined aspects of a model or theory. Synchronic 
approaches like Generative Phonology (Chomsky & Halle, 1968) or Optimality Theory (OT) 
(Prince & Smolensky, 1993) focus mainly on synchronic patterns and their description, and 
on theories of “possible grammars”; explanations for sound patterns, where proposed, tend to 
be theory-internal. Within such models, the questions of why a language like Camuno has 
final-devoicing, and how it acquired it are not central. The focus is on the pattern as an 
abstract entity, one which instantiates one of the many possibilities offered by universal 
grammar. Since I am interested in understanding why Camuno has the sound patterns it does, 
and how they have developed, a framework embracing synchronic sound patterns, diachronic 
development, and phonetic explanation is desirable. 
Purely diachronic approaches (cf. Joseph & Janda, 2003), on the other hand, trace the 
history of sound patterns, but rarely ask questions like why a certain sound change did or did 
not occur, and how its evolution results in a unique synchronic system. Again, to take an 
example from Camuno, I would like to understand why final nasal consonants were lost 
without resulting in nasalization of the preceding vowel, as they did in French, Portuguese, 
and other languages around the world.  While the sound change is easy to express, many 
historical linguists would stop at this point, and move on to the next sound change.  
Attempting to discover whether nasal consonant loss without vowel nasalization correlates 
with other phonetic, phonological, or social factors (e.g. language contact) is the kind of 
research that also requires a framework linking classical historical linguistics with other 
subfields. 
Finally, while phonetic study of many phenomena can be illuminating and extremely 
useful (cf. Blevins, 2004, pp. 31-44 for an overview), I believe that the most productive 





perspective, linguistic phonetics becomes of interest to the extent that it allows quantification 
of linguistic categories, units, processes, and these are typically described in terms of the 
phonology or sound patterns of a language. For these reasons, the role of phonetics in this 
thesis is to describe and quantify phonological categories and patterns that are real to speakers 
of Camuno, showing themselves in both natural everyday speech, and in experiments 
designed to probe this knowledge.  
One approach that attempts to bridge synchrony, diachrony and phonetics is 
Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins, 2004, 2006, 2010, to appear) Evolutionary Phonology is a 
holistic approach to sound patterns whose central goal is to explain why certain patterns have 
the properties and typological distribution they do (to appear). It constitutes a concrete and 
comprehensive attempt to explain the majority of the world‟s recurrent sound patterns in 
terms of well-understood instances of phonetically motivated sound change. The central 
premise of Evolutionary Phonology, directly relevant to this work, is that principled 
diachronic explanations for sound patterns can replace, or complement, synchronic 
explanations. Markedness, in the generative, or OT sense, has no clear role within synchronic 
phonology; where patterns are extremely common across languages, external, non-
phonological factors (articulation, perception areodynamics, aspects of category formation) 
are often implicated. Within this model, most aspects of sound patterns are viewed as learned 
language-specific information. This premise acknowledges that synchronic phonologies exist: 
features, segments, prosodic units, and a wide range of patterns like those described here are 
represented in the minds of the speakers as consequence of grammatical learning. In Blevins‟ 
(2004) words, Evolutionary Phonology is a concrete model that “Incorporates current models 
of articulatory phonetics, speech perception, and language acquisition. As a comprehensive 
model, it summarizes a great deal of work in experimental phonetics, typology, variation, and 





patterns. As an explanatory model, it locates the domain of explanation for many recurrent 
synchronic patterns in the diachronic dimension” (p. 7).   
Evolutionary Phonology provides a constructive framework for identifying sound 
patterns, appreciating their regularity, abstract nature, and productivity, and understanding 
them in terms of their phonetic bases and historical origins. Camuno lends itself especially 
well to analysis within the Evolutionary framework.  An apparent long history of independent 
development has left the language with many exceptionless sound patterns, each with 






















Chapter 3. The phonology of Camuno 
3.1 Introduction 
 The sound patterns of Camuno are easily distinguished from Standard Italian, and 
other surrounding dialects. Camuno has a salient system of vowel harmony (Chapter 5), and 
many words end in consonants, pronounced in a distinctive way (Chapter 4). In this chapter, I 
describe individual sounds, and some of their properties. The two varieties of Camuno under 
study are spoken in the upper part of the lower valley. The speakers in this study are from the 
towns of Cogno, Esine, Gorzone,  Breno, Malegno, Prestine, Piamborno, Darfo, Bienno, 
Rino, Garda and Temú (the 4 speakers from Rino, Garda and Temú, towns in the upper 
valley, only participated in the vowel harmony data elicitation experiment). These two 
varieties of Camuno are mainly distinguished by the presence of the voiced alveolar fricative 
/z/ in one variety, and by the presence of the voiced inter-dental fricative /ð/ in the other 
variety. In both varieties the two fricatives are realized as [h] in word-final position. In this 
work, examples will be given with /z/. When necessary, I will distinguish the varieties by 
referring to them as Camuno-z, and Camuno-ð.  In addition to distinct varieties of Camuno, 
differences between male and female speech are noticeable.  For example, /h/ is pronounced 
with more pharyngeal constriction and consequently more noise in men‟s speech than in 
women‟s speech.  
3.2 Segments 
   3.2.1 Consonant inventory 
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 An example of phonetic geminate is fón:a, fón:e „woman, women‟ which can be pronounced with a geminate or 
with a /-mn-/ cluster.Younger, less conservative speakers prefer the geminate, older, more conservative speakers 





(10)  LABIAL DENTAL/ALVEOLAR ALVEO-PALATAL PALATAL VELAR GLOTTAL 
        
 STOP p, b t, d   k, ɡ  
 FRICATIVE f, v z or ð * ʃ   h  
 AFFRICATE   ʧ, ʤ    
 NASAL m n  ɲ   
 LIQUID  l, r     
 GLIDES w   j   
 
*As noted above, voiced fricatives /z/ and /ð/ distinguish the two Camuno varieties of interest.  
In the varieties of Camuno under investigation, the oral stops and affricates come in 
voiced/voiceless pairs at the same place of articulation.  Fricatives present us with a different 
picture. Where a /s/ vs. /z/ contrast might be expected, there is no /s/, but /h/ instead. Indeed, 
the glottal /h/ (< *s or *θ) is found word-finally as the devoiced counterpart of the voiced 
coronals /z/ in one variety and /ð/ in another variety. Due to historical lenition of /v/ (see 
Chapter 4),  /v/ and /f/ contrast only in R_V (where R is a non-syllabic sonorant), and in 
sandhi in the same environment. /ʃ/ occurs in Italian loans, such as ʃiá, from Italian ʃiáre „to 
ski‟, liʧ nʃá from Italian liʧ nʦiáre „to lay off‟, gráʃe from Italian gráʦie „thanks‟, and before 
stressed /u/ as in paʃú „passion‟. Glides /j/ and /w/ are discussed in the context of the vowel 
system. The minimal and near-minimal pairs that I have identified to illustrate all consonant 
contrasts are given below. 
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 Camuno-ð has /u/ as the reflex of Latin short *u, while Camuno-z has /o/. 
/p/     /b/     
p vs. b páh  „step; peace‟ báh  „short, low‟ b vs. t bóh „fruit worm‟ tóh „cough‟  
 póh „well‟ bóh „worm‟ b vs. d bú „good, m.‟ dú „two‟ 
p vs. t pál „pole‟ tál „person‟ b vs. ʧ bóh „worm‟ ʧóh „closed field 
p vs. d pýr „pure‟ dýr „hard‟ b vs. ʤ báh „low, short‟ ʤáh „ice‟ 
 pólh/púlh5 „wrist‟ dólh/dúlh „sweet‟  b vs. k bál „dance‟ kál „callus‟ 
p vs. ʧ pár „(it) seems‟ ʧár „clear, light‟ b vs. g balú „liar‟ gálu „thigh‟ 
 pézɔ „scale‟ ʧézɔ „church‟ b vs. f bahí „very short‟ fahí „fagot‟ 
p vs. ʤ páh „step; peace‟ ʤáh „ice‟ b vs. v báh „short; shallow‟ váh „pot‟ 
p vs. k pá „bread‟ ká „dog‟ b vs. h bɛ k „he-goat‟ hɛ k „dry‟ 
p vs. g pál „pole‟ gál „rooster‟ b vs. z býɲ „hollow‟ zýɲ „june‟ 
p vs. f fá „to make‟ pá „bread‟ b vs. m bál „dance‟ mál „bad‟ 
 p vs. v páh  „step; peace‟  váh „pot‟  b vs. n báh „short‟ náh „nose‟ 
p vs. h pál „pole‟ hál „salt‟ b vs. ɲ bɛ k „he goat‟ ɲɛ k „angry‟ 
p vs. z pá „bread‟ zá „already‟      
p vs. m pá „bread‟ má „hand‟      
p vs. n páh „step; peace‟ náh „nose‟      





/t/     /d/     
t vs. d té „you‟ dé „day‟ d vs. ʧ  dámɔ „draughts‟ ʧámɔ „s/he calls‟ 
t vs. ʧ tóh „cough‟ ʧóh „closed field‟ d vs. ʤ ʤáh „ice‟ dah „to give oneself‟ 
t  vs. ʤ táol „table‟ ʤáol „devil‟ d vs. k  dá „give‟ ká „house‟ 
t  vs. k lát „milk‟ lák „lake‟ d vs. g dát „given‟ gát „cat‟  
t  vs. g tál „person‟ gál „rooster‟ d vs. f dé „day‟ fé  „hay‟ 
t  vs. f té „you‟ fé „hay‟ d vs. v dí „say‟ ví „wine‟ 
t  vs. v tál „person‟ vál  „valley‟ d vs. h dé „day‟ hé „yes‟ 
t  vs. h ták „heel‟   hák „bag‟ d vs. z6 dío „god‟ zío „uncle‟ 
t  vs. z rátɔ „slope‟   rázɔ „resin‟ d vs. m déh „ten‟ méh „month‟ 
t  vs. m ɔ t „eight‟   ɔ m „man‟ d vs. n dí „say‟ ní „nest‟ 
t  vs. n rátɔ „slope‟   ránɔ „frog‟ d vs. ɲ dí „say‟ ɲí „to come‟ 
t  vs. ɲ lɛ t „bed‟   lɛ ɲ „wood‟      
 
/ʧ/     /ʤ/     
ʧ vs. ʤ  ʧérɔ „wax‟ ʤɛ rɔ „sand‟ ʤ vs. k  óʤɔ „needle‟ ókɔ „geese‟ 
 bóʧɔ „boy‟ bɔ ʤɔ  „belly‟ ʤ vs. g ʤáh „ice‟ gáh  „wood‟ 
ʧ vs. k  bóʧɔ „boy‟ bókɔ „mouth‟ ʤ vs. f ʤý „one‟ fý „cord‟ 
ʧ vs. g ʧóh „closed field‟ góh „drop; goiter‟  ʤáh „ice‟ fáh  „fagot‟ 
ʧ vs. f ǿʧ „eye‟ ǿf „egg‟ ʤ vs. v ʤáh „ice‟ váh „pot‟ 
ʧ vs. v ʧérɔ „wax‟ vérɔ  „wedding ring‟ ʤ vs. h ʤɛ k „knight‟ hɛ k „dry‟ 
ʧ vs. h ʧérɔ „wax‟ hérɔ „evening‟ ʤ vs. z ʤɛ l „laburnum‟ zél „frost‟ 
ʧ vs. z ʧél „sky‟ zél „frost‟ ʤ vs. m ʤáh „ice‟ máh „bunch‟ 
ʧ vs. m ʧár „clear, light‟ már „sea‟ ʤ vs. n ʤáh „ice‟ náh „nose‟ 
ʧ vs. n ʧáf „key‟ náf „ship‟ ʤ vs. ɲ ʤý „one‟ ɲýk „dumb‟ 
 ʧ vs. ɲ ʧɔ k „drunk‟ ɲɔ k „dumpling‟      
 
/k/     /g/     
k vs. g kál „callus‟ gál „rooster‟ g vs. f gát „cat‟ fát „done‟ 
k vs. f kǿk „cook‟ fǿk  „fire‟ g vs. v gál „rooster‟ vál „valley‟ 
k vs. v kulá „melt‟ vulá „fly‟ g vs. h gát „cat‟ hát „toad‟ 
k vs. h kál „callus‟ hál „salt‟ g vs. z galú „thigh‟ zelú „chillblain‟ 
k vs. z kǿk „cook‟ zǿk „game‟ g vs. m gýh „shell‟ mýh „face‟ 
k vs. m ká „house‟ má „hand‟ g vs. n mága „magician‟ mánɔ „manna‟ 
k vs. n kánɔ „cane‟ nánɔ „dwarf; sleep‟ g vs. ɲ gál „rooster‟ ɲál „rotten egg‟ 
k vs. ɲ kí „who‟ ɲí „to come‟      
 
/f/     /v/     
f vs. v fí „thin, fine‟ ví „wine‟ v vs. h vét „wind‟ hét „thirst‟ 
f vs. h fík „fig‟ hík „five‟ v vs. z vét „wind‟ zét   „people‟ 
f vs. z fǿk „fire‟ zǿk „game‟ v vs. m váh „pot‟ máh „bunch‟ 
f vs. m fé „hay‟ mé „me‟ v vs. n vúh „voice‟ núh „walnut‟ 
f vs. n fí „fine, thin‟   ní „nest‟ v vs. ɲ ví „wine‟ ɲí „to come‟ 
f vs. ɲ fí „fine, thin‟ ɲí „to come‟      
 
/h/     /z/     
h vs. z hét „thirst‟ zét „people‟ z vs. m zél „frost‟ mél „honey‟ 
h vs. m hát „toad‟ mát „lunatic‟ z vs. n hézɔ „hedge‟ héna „supper‟ 
h vs. n hɛ t „seven‟ nɛ t „cleán‟ z vs. ɲ kazínɔ „small house‟ kaɲína „small dog‟ 
h vs. ɲ hɔ k „log‟ ɲɔ k „dumpling‟      
 
/m/     /n/, /ɲ/     
m vs. n máh „bunch‟ náh „nose‟ n vs. ɲ án „year‟ áɲ „years‟ 
m vs. ɲ rám „brunch‟ ráɲ „spider‟      
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 Bonfadini G. (August 4, 2013, p. c.) points out that In Camuno-ð, the contrast between /ð/ and /d/ is clearer in 





/l/     /r/     
l vs. r lánɔ „wool‟ ránɔ „frog‟ r vs. p kár „dear‟ káp „field‟ 
l vs. p líh „worn‟ píh „lace‟ r vs. b rár „sparse‟ bár „bar‟ 
l vs. b lák „lake‟ bák „wooden stick‟ r vs. t róh „red‟ tóh „cough‟ 
l vs. t hál „salt‟ hát „toad‟ r vs. d rét „net‟ dét „tooth‟ 
l vs. d ǿle „oil‟ ǿde „empty-f.pl‟ r vs. ʧ rár „sparse‟ ʧár „bright‟ 
l vs. ʧ lápɔ „tongue‟ ʧápɔ „keep, hold-imp-2ps.s.‟ r vs. ʤ órɔ „breeze‟ óʤɔ „needle‟ 
l vs. ʤ kalá „to lower‟ kaʤá „to make cheese‟ r vs. k rár „sparse‟ kár „dear‟ 
l vs. k hál „salt‟ hák „bag‟ r vs. g róh „red‟ góh „goiter; drop‟ 
l vs. g lóh „Lozio‟ góh „goiter; drop‟ r vs. f ré „Rino‟ fé „hay‟ 
l vs. f fým „smoke‟ lým „light‟ r vs. v rét „net‟ vét „wind‟ 
l vs. v lí „flax‟ ví „wine‟ r vs. h rét „net‟ hét „thirst‟ 
l vs. h vúl „flight‟ húl „sun‟ r vs. z rét „net‟ zét „people‟ 
l vs. z leɲér „wood hut‟ zenér „January‟ r vs. m fár „lights‟ fám „hunger‟ 
l vs. m tóla „tin‟ tómɔ „fall‟ r vs. n réf „thread‟ néf „snow‟ 
l vs. n pálɔ „shovel‟ pánɔ „cream‟ r vs. ɲ rár „sparse‟ ráɲ „spiders‟ 
l vs. ɲ pál „pole‟ páɲ „laundry‟      
 
     3.2.1.1 Phonetic description of the Camuno consonantal phonemes 
 Numerous hours of recordings have allowed me to inspect acoustic properties of many 
vowels and consonants in Camuno.  The following phonetic description of the Camuno 
consonantal phonemes is based on the acoustic analysis of such recordings. Specifically, it is 
based on the data collected with the Repetion and Production tasks (cf. § 4.4., p. 75 and p. 81 
respectively). 
/p/ A voiceless bilabial stop.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. In 
initial and medial position, it is released with a burst, and often with aspiration. Word-
medially, between sonorants, there may be some voicing in the closure, and some lenition in 
the form of spirantization. In word-final position, aspiration is more noticeable. 
/b/ A voiced bilabial stop.  It occurs word-initially, and word-medially, where it is 
released with a burst, and sometimes with positive VOT. Word-medially, between sonorants, 
it exhibits prominent lenition.  In word-final position it is realized as voiceless (Chapter 4), 
and it exhibits aspiration on release. Vowels preceding /b/ are longer than those preceding /p/. 
/t/ A voiceless dental stop.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. In 
initial and medial position, it is released with an audible burst and aspiration. Word-medially, 
between sonorants, there may be some voicing in the closure, and some lenition in the form of 





/d/ A voiced dental stop.  It occurs word-initially, and word-medially, where it is released 
with an audible burst, and sometimes with positive VOT. Word-medially, between sonorants, 
it exhibits lenition mainly in the form of flapping. In word-final position it is realized as 
voiceless (Chapter 4), and it exhibits noticeable aspiration. Vowels preceding /d/ are longer 
than those preceding /t/. 
/k/ A voiceless velar stop.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. In 
initial and medial position, it is released with an audible burst and aspiration. Word-medially, 
between sonorants, closure may be absent. In word-final position, aspiration is noticeable. 
/g/ A voiced velar stop.  It occurs word-initially, and word-medially, where it is released 
with an audible burst, and sometimes with positive VOT. Word-initially and word-medially, 
between sonorants, it exhibits remarkable lenition in the form of frication and lack of closure. 
In word-final position it is realized as voiceless (Chapter 4), and it exhibits significant 
aspiration. Vowels preceding /g/ are longer than those preceding /k/. 
/f/ A voiceless labiodental fricative.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-
finally.  
/v/ A voiced labiodental fricative.  It may occur word-initially but only if also in phrase 
initial position; it occurs word-medially between a sonorant and a vowel and in the same 
environment in sandhi. Phrase-initially, it is sometimes fully voiced, but not always. In sandhi 
and word-medially it may exhibit no frication and a loose stricture, and it is usually fully 
voiced. In word-final position it is realized as voiceless (Chapter 4), and it exhibits sustained 
frication. Vowels preceding /v/ are longer than those preceding /f/. 
/z/ A voiced alveolar fricative that occurs in Camuno-z only. It occurs word-initially and 
word-medially. In word-initial position, it is sometimes fully voiced, but not always; word-





/ð/ A voiced inter-dental fricative that occurs in Camuno-ð only. It occurs word-initially 
and word-medially. In word-initial position, it is sometimes fully voiced, but not always, with 
a tight stricture and little or no frication, which makes it phonetically more similar to a voiced 
dental stop than to a fricative; word-medially it usually shows low or no frication and a loose 
stricture. In word-final position it is realized as [h].
7
 
/ʃ/ A voiceless alveo-palatal fricative.  It occurs word-initially and word-medially. In 
both positions, it exhibits frication and no voicing. It does not occur in word-final position. 
/h/ A glottal fricative.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. Word-
initially and word-medially it can occur before obstruents and sonorants; in word-final 
position it only occurs in voiceless obstruent clusters.  In these environments, some speakers 
of the z-variety (in particular women) may pronounce it as an alveolar fricative either voiced 
or voiceless. In word initial and medial positions it is sometimes realized as a voiced glottal 
stop. In medial position, between sonorants, it exhibits low frication, which becomes more 
noticeable in final position after /i/ and /a/. In these environments, /h/ is phonetically closer to 
a voiceless velar fricative.    
/ʧ/ A voiceless alveo-palatal affricate.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-
finally. In medial position, between sonorants, closure may be absent or short, which makes 
the affricate sounds similar to a voiceless fricative. 
/ʤ/ A voiced alveo-palatal affricate.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-
finally. In medial position, between sonorants, closure is usually absent, and the affricate is 
usually realized as a voiced fricative, with low frication. In word-final position it is realized as 
voiceless (Chapter 4). Vowels preceding /ʤ/ are longer than vowels preceding /ʧ/.  
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 From some informal investigation that I did during the interviews, it appears that some speakers of Camuno- ð 
have in fact neutralized /ð/ and /d/ word-initially (towards /d/), and word-medially (towards /ð/). The contrast 
between /ð/ and  /d/ is maintained word-finally, where /ð/ surfaces as [h], and /d/ as [t]. Variability is observed, 





/m/ A voiced bilabial nasal stop. It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. 
In word-final position, it may be partially devoiced.  Word-initially before a consonant, it may 
be syllabic. Although there is no phonological length contrast in Camuno /m/ appears to be 
longer than /n/. See Chapter 4 for further discussion. 
/n/ A voiced dental nasal stop. It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. 
In word-final position, it may be partially devoiced.  
/ɲ/ A voiced palatal nasal. It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. In 
word-final position, it may partially devoiced.  
/l/ A lateral liquid.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. In syllable 
coda, before a voiceless obstruent and in absolute word-final position it may be partially 
devoiced. 
/r/ An apical trill.  It occurs word-initially, word-medially, and word-finally. In syllable 
coda, before a voiceless obstruent and in absolute word-final position it is usually devoiced. 
     3.2.1.2  Historical evolution of the consonant system 
Camuno obstruents exhibit weakening or lenition in intervocalic position. In this 
context /p, t, k/ may show some frication and/or shorter closure duration along with some 
glottal pulsing. In the same context, /b, d, g/ may exhibit a loose degree of closure that makes 
/b, d, g/ in intervocalic position more similar to approximants. These synchronic patterns are 
continuations of a well-attested phenomenon in the history of Romance languages that usually 
goes under the name of „consonantal weakening‟. Following Giannelli and Cravens (1997, pp. 
32-40), weakening of /p, t, k/ occurs in what is traditionally designated as “intervocalic 
position”. Intervocalic position, however, needs to be more precisely specified for the 
Camuno sound patterns in question.  In Camuno, lenition occurs in post-vocalic (or post-





w/. Weakening in intervocalic position is even more noticeable in the fricative inventory, 
where /v/ has been lost altogether in this environment. 
Following Wartburg (1936), lenition has long formed a touchstone for subdividing not 
only the Italo-Romance area, but all of the contiguous Romance-speaking areas of Europe 
(Romania Continua) into two major typological zones. Above and to the west of a bundle of 
isoglosses running very approximately from La Spezia in the west to Rimini in the east, Latin 
intervocalic /p, t, k/ have, through time, come to be regularly restructured as /v, d, g/ (/v/ is 
perhaps < *b < *p). Importantly, where this restructuring to voiced consonants has taken 
place, geminates have been simplified in all but a few scattered localities along the 
typological divide. In the area north-west of the La Spezia-Rimini divide, the obstruent 
inventory of Latin has been restructured so that new series of voiceless and voiced stops have 
emerged. Lombard is among the dialects spoken in this area. (11) illustrates the common 
outcomes of Latin *p *t *k in intervocalic position for Lombard and neighboring dialects. The 
data are from Giannelli and Cravens (1997, p. 34). 
(11)  *p *t *k  
 Ligurian v Ø g  
 Piedmontese v Ø j/Ø  
 Lombard v d/Ø g  
 Romagnol v Ø g  
 Venetan v d/Ø g  
 
Bergamasco, an Eastern Lombard variety, is reported to exhibit lenition, as shown in (12), 
where post-tonic /b, d, g/ can be lost altogether. The data are from Giannelli and Cravens 
(1997, p. 34). 
(12) lýa „she-wolf‟  < LUPA(M) 
 sída „silk‟  < SETA(M) 
 furmíga „ant‟  < FORMICA(M) 
 fáa „bean‟  < FABA(M) 
 kúa „tail‟  < CAUDA(M) 






Recall that historical intervocalic *pp, *tt, *kk and *bb, *dd, *gg underwent 
degemination in Lombard. As a result, synchronic intervocalic voiceless stops are reflexes of 
earlier voiceless geminates. Synchronic intervocalic voiced stops are either the reflex of 
historical voiced geminates or historical singleton voiceless stops. Camuno is an Eastern 
Lombard variety and exhibits processes similar to what is observed for Lombard and 
Bergamasco. Specifically, historical *p, *t, *k are maintained word-initially and either lost or 
voiced in intervocalic position; historical *b, *d, *g are maintained word-initially and usually 
lost in intervocalic position, and word-finally (e.g. fó < FAGUS „beech‟; b   < BOVEM „oxen‟). 
(13) illustrates the historical development from Latin to Camuno. 
(13) CAMUNO  LATIN  CAMUNO  LATIN  
 *p *t *k  / #_ *b *d *g / #_ 
 pá < *PANE(M) „bread‟ bɔ  < BOVE(M) „ox‟ 
 táol < *TABULA(M) „table‟ dét < DENTE(M) „tooth‟ 
 kortɛ l < *CULTELLU(M) „knife‟ gál < GALLU(M) „rooster‟ 
 *p *t *k  / V_V *b *d *g / V_V 
 haú < SAPONE(M) „soap‟ fáɔ < FABA(M)  „bean‟ 
 hédɔ < SETA(M) „silk‟ láer < LABIU(M) „lip‟ 
 furmígɔ  < FORMICA(M) „ant‟ kúɔ < CAUDA(M) „tail‟ 
 óʒɔ < ACUCULA(M) „needle‟ miǿlɔ < MEDULLA(M) „mallow‟ 
     htréɔ < STRIGA(M) „witch‟ 
 *pp *tt *kk / V_V *bb*dd *gg / V_V 
 kapɛ l < CAPPELLU(M) „hat‟ gɔ bɔ < *gúbba(m) „hunchback‟ 
 mátɔ < MATTA(M) „crazy‟     
 hák < SACCU(M) „bag‟ 
 
    
In the two varieties of Camuno that are the object of this work, /h/ is the ultimate 
reflex of Latin coronals, namely the alveolar *s and *ss, the palatals *ce, *ci, *cj, and the 
dental *tj (Bonfadini 1995:30-36). (14) exemplifies the evolution of Camuno /h/ from the 





(14)   alveolar  
 hɛ t < SEPTE(M) „seven‟ 
 fálh < FALSU(M) „false‟ 
 róh < RUSSU(M) „red‟ 
   palatal  
 hervɛ l < CEREBELLU(M) „brain‟ 
 nihǿlɔ < NUCEOLA(M) „hazelnut‟ 
 dólh ~ dúlh < DULCE(M) „sweet‟ 
   dental  
 lɛnhǿl < LINTEOLU(M) „sheet‟ 
 káhɔ < CATTIA(M) „ladle‟ 
 
In some varieties of Camuno, the alveolar and dental coronals are still distinct; the alveolars 
have been maintained as /s/; and the palatals and dentals have merged as the dental fricative 
/θ/ (Bonfadini, 1995). The two varieties under study are distinguished by /z/ in one variety 
and /ð/ in the other. The fact that /s/ and /θ/ are attested in Camuno (Bonfadini, 1995), 
although not in the two varieties under study, suggests that these two varieties had a stage in 
which /z/ contrasted with *s, and /ð/ with *θ. The opaque final devoicing alternations /z/ ~ /h/ 
and /ð/ ~ /h/ find their natural explanation in three sound changes: coronal neutralization, final 
devoicing, and debuccalization. Coronal neutralization merges *θ > s, in one variety and *s > 
θ in the other. Final devoicing devoices *z > s and * ð > θ; finally, debuccalization causes *s, 
and * θ to lose their supraglottal constriction resulting in /h/. Since the pre-debuccalization 
phonological system showed /z/ ~ [s] in final position, debuccalization gave rise to /z/ ~ [h] 
alternations which remain today. The topic of final devoicing is explored in Chapter 4. 
The affricate /ʧ/ is the reflex of Latin CL in initial position (ʧáf < CLAVE(M) „key‟), and  
of final *ti  (gáʧ < *catti „cats‟). The affricate /ʤ/ is the reflex of Latin GL in initial position 
(ʤáh < GLACIE(M) „ice‟) and/or *djV
8
 (ʤáol < DIABOLU(M) „devil‟). The affricate /ʤ/ is also 
the reflex of Latin CL in intervocalic position, as in oʤatí < OC(U)LU(M) + suffix diminutive 
„small eye‟, which occurs also as oʒatí. The word máʧa „stain‟ could be a loan from 
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 This sound change did not occur in some subvarieties of the two varieties under study; for example, in Breno 





Bresciano, or upper Camuno, where the reflex of Latin -CL- is /ʧ/. The sonorants /l/, /r/, /n/, 
and /m/ are the reflexes of Latin *l, *r, *n, and *m. /ɲ/ is the reflex of the Latin sequence *-ni 
in word-final position, where *i triggered palatalization and dropped.  
     3.2.1.3 Consonant distribution 
As noted earlier, voiced obstruents do not occur in word-final position. Although /ʃ/ is 
expected word-finally, it is not, to my knowledge, attested. /v/ only occurs in R_V (where R is 
a non-syllabic sonorant), in the lexicon, and in sandhi, with the exception of áiva „water‟ and 
a few semantically related words. A few examples of post-sonorant  /v/ in the lexicon, and in 
sandhi are shown in (15). 
(15) helvádɛk „wild‟  al vi „the wine‟ 
 ɱvɛ rɛn „winter‟  al vokór „it needs‟ 
 marvéiɔ „wonder‟  en výndɛh „in eleven‟ 
 
In Camuno /h/ occurs initially, medially, and finally, and in clusters with voiced and 
voiceless stops. (16) exemplifies /h/ in word-initial position. 
(16) harézɔ  „cherry‟    
 hypɛ l „clog‟    
 hézɔ „hedge‟ 
 
   
(17) exemplifies /h/ in word-medial position. 
(17) róhɔ „red‟ 
 mahɛ t „small bunch‟ 
 pɛ hɔ „rug‟ 
 
(18) exemplifies /h/ in word-final position. 
(18) míh „wet‟ 
 mýh „face‟ 
 póh „well‟ 
 






(19) hbarelá „to drift‟ hpadelá „to cook‟ 
 hdentát „toothless‟ htentát „difficult‟ 
 hgáɲɔ „s/he chews‟ hkáɲɔ „chair‟ 
 hvergulá „to crook‟ hfodegá „to search‟ 
 hʧɔ p  „gun‟ hʤúf „swallen‟  
 
(20) exemplifies /h/ in word-medial clusters, followed by either a voiced or voiceless 
obstruent. 
(20) rahpí „sore throat‟ dɛhbutuná „unbutton‟ 
 kahtɛ l „castle‟ mɛhdé „noon‟ 
 mihkɛ rpɔ „ricotta‟ dɛhgyhtáh „be at loggerheads‟ 
 
Given that no voiced obstruents occur in word-final position, /h/ is expected to occur in word-
final position before a voiceless obstruent. So far, I have been able to find few examples as 
p  ht „place‟, móht „must, n.‟, fóhk „hazy‟, mahʧ „male‟. No /Th/ clusters, where the fricative 
follows the stop seem to occur in the language.  
Clusters /hR/ and /Rh/ where R is a sonorant, also occur in the language. /hR/ is found 
word-initially and medially; /Rh/ word-medially and finally. Examples of word-initial /hR/ 
are in (21). 
(21) hladiná „to slacken‟ 
 hrudulá „to unroll‟ 
 hmuruzá „to date someone‟ 
 hnazegá „to smell; to pry‟ 
 
Examples of word-medial /hR/ are in (22). 
(22) mahní „grinder‟ 
 krehmá „to hit; to confirm‟ 
 
Examples of word-medial /Rh/ are in (23). 
(23) kalhɛ t „sock‟ 
 polhá „to rest‟ 
 porhɛ l „pig‟ 
 fonzatí „small mashroom‟ 
 konhá „to dress vegetables‟ 
 panhɛ tɔ „bacon‟ 
 manhí „left-handed‟ 





Examples of word-final /Rh/ are in (24). 
(24) fálh „false‟  
 mólh „s/he milks‟ 
 (v)érh „cabbage‟ 
 fónh „mushroom‟ 
 ɛ nh „s/he wins‟ 
 piánh „s/he cries‟ 
 
In final position, no cluster /mh/ has been found
9
.  
In addition to /hC/ clusters, Camuno shows word-initial sequences where a nasal is 
followed by an obstruent, as in (25). 
(25) mpé  „uphill‟ 
 ntrék „whole‟ 
 ŋkǿ „today‟ 
 mbatís „to bump into‟ 
 ndré „behind‟ 
 ŋgozá „to stuff‟ 
 ɱfját  „swollen‟ 
 ɱvɛ rɛn  „winter‟ 
 ɱfɛ rɛn „hell‟ 
 
The initial nasal shares the same place of articulation as the following obstruent, giving rise to 
phonetic variants like [ɱ] and [ŋ].  In these contexts, the initial nasal is syllabic so that mpé 
„standing‟ consists of two syllables, {m  {pé . 
A detailed overview of all the clusters that occur in Camuno with examples for each 
one of them is below. In all of these examples attempts have been made to use as many 
monomorphemic words as possible, however, many of the examples are clearly 
morphologically complex. At present, it appears that there are no significant differences 
between clusters within and across morpheme boundaries. Notice that was is provided in 
these tables are surface clusters reflecting shared place features between a nasal and a 
following consonant.  
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In initial position, Camuno exhibits the clusters in (26). The clusters in parentheses 
only occur in placenames and are assumed to be archaic forms. In the varieties of Camuno 
under study, /l/ in these clusters has either been vocalized to /i/ or it has triggered 
palatalization in the preceding stop.  
(26)  p b t d k g f v z h ʃ ʧ ʤ m n ɲ l r 
 p                 (pl) pr 
 b                 (bl) br 
 t                  tr 
 d                  dr 
 k                  kr 
 g                 (gl) gr 
 f                 (fl) fr 
 v                   
 z                   
 h hp hb ht hd hk hg hf hv    hʧ hʤ hm hn hɲ hl hr 
 ʃ                   
 ʧ                   
 ʤ                   
 m mp mb                 
 n   nt nd      nh  n ʧ n ʤ      
 ŋ     ŋk ŋg             
 ɱ        ɱf ɱv           
 ɲ                   
 l                   
 r                   
 
The clusters /hpr/, /hbr, /htr/,  /hdr/, /hkr/, /hgr/, /hfr/ also occur.  
Examples of clusters /hC-/ are given in (27). 
(27) hp- hpɛ rt  „smart‟ hʧ- hʧɔ p „gun‟ 
 hb- hbehɛ t   „robin‟ hʤ- hʤúf „swollen‟ 
 ht- htɛ lɔ „star‟ hm- hmaniá „to be excited‟ 
 hd- hdórmiɔ „anesthesia‟ hn- hnazegá „to pry‟ 
 hk- hkytým  „nickname‟ hɲ- hɲorantádɔ „silly action‟ 
 hg- hgaɱfít „clumsy‟ hl- hlɛ pɔ  „slap‟ 
 hf- hfodegá „search through‟ hr- hrarí „to thin‟ 
 hv- hvɛ rgol „crooked‟    
 
Examples of clusters /hOr-/, where O refers to any obstruents, are given in (28). Note that O 





(28) hpr- hpraŋgɔ „bol 
 hbr- hbrɛ t „breach‟ 
 htr- htrɔ hɛk „trawl‟ 
 hdr- hdraiáh „to lay down‟ 
 hkr- hkrapelú „smack‟ 
 hgr- hgraná „to shell‟ 
 hfr- hfr‎ýh „rustle‟ 
 
Examples of /Or-/ clusters are given in (29). 
(29) pr- predér „gallbladder‟ 
 br- brǿl „orchard‟ 
 tr- tré „three‟ 
 dr- drít „straight‟ 
 kr- kreɛ l „sieve‟ 
 gr- grá „grain‟ 
 fr- frá „monk‟ 
 
The clusters that occur in medial position are in (30).  
 
(30)  p b t d k g f v z h ʃ ʧ ʤ m n ɲ l r 
 p                 pl pr 
 b                 bl br 
 t                  tr 
 d                  dr 
 k                  kr 
 g                  gr 
 f                  fr 
 v                  vr 
 z                     
 h hp hb ht hd hk hg hf     hʧ hʤ hm hn  hl  
 ʃ                   
 ʧ                   
 ʤ                   
 m mp mb             mn    
 n   nt  nd       nh  n ʧ n ʤ      
 ŋ     ŋk  ŋg             
 ɱ       ɱf  ɱv            
 ɲ                   
 l lp lb lt ld lk lg lf lv  lh    lm ln   lr 
 r rp rb rt rd rk rg rf rv rz rh  rʧ rʤ rm rn rɲ rl  
 






(31) -pr- kapríhe „whim‟ 
 -br- librɛ t „small book‟ 
 -tr- kútrɔ „against‟ 
 -dr- ladrú „thief‟ 
 -kr- dekrɛ pit
10
 „very old‟  
 -gr- magrɛ t „rather thin‟ 
 -fr- nefríte „nephritis 
 -vr- kavrɛ t „small goat‟ 
 
Examples of /-hOr-/ clusters are in (32). 
(32) -hpr-   hpretát „to abandon the priesthood‟ 
 -hbr- hbrudulá „to drop liquid‟ 
 -htr- minɛ htrɔ „soup‟ 
 -hkr- kohkrít „born the same year‟ 
 -hgr- dihgraʃát „bad person‟ 
 -hfr- hfregá „to rub‟ 
 
Examples of /-Ol-/ clusters are in (33).  
(33) -pl- diplɔ mɔ „diploma‟ 
 -bl- obligá „to force‟ 
 
Examples of /-hO-/ clusters are in (34) 
(34) -hp- rahpí „sore throat‟ 
 -hb- dehbutuná „to unbutton‟ 
 -ht- kahtɛ gnɔ „chestnut‟ 
  -hd- mɛhdé „noon‟ 
 -hk- byhká „to trip (over)‟ 
 -hg- dɛhgyhtáh  „to be at loggerhead‟ 
 -hf- dɛhfá „to undo‟ 
  -hʧ- bɛhʧám „cattle‟ 
 -hʤ- bóhʤɔ „lie‟ 
 
Examples of /-hN-/ clusters are in (35) 
(35) -hm- yhmá „to suspect‟ 
 -hn- ahnádɔ „stupid action‟ 
 -hl- dɛhlahá „to unfasten‟ 
 
Some of these examples show clear reflexes of the prefix *des > d h. 
Examples of /-mn-/ clusters are in (36). 
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(36) -mn- fómnɔ „woman‟ 
  homná „to sow‟ 
 
These clusters are in the process of changing to /-nn-/. While older speakers or more 
conservative varieties still have fómn  „woman‟, younger speakers or less conservative 
varieties have fón: . All speakers still have homná „to sow‟.  
Examples of /-NO-/ clusters are in (37). 
(37) -mp- kampɛ t „small field‟ 
 -mb- hgambɛ t „trip‟ 
 -nt- dintí „small tooth‟ 
 -nd- hóndɔ „lard‟ 
 -ŋk- páŋkɔ „bench‟ 
 -ŋg- áŋgɔ „shovel‟ 
 -ɱf- koɱfɛ t „candy‟ 
 -ɱv- maɱvɛ rhɔ „left hand‟ 
 -nz- ronzá „to buzz‟ 
 -nh- konhá „to dress salad‟ 
 -nʧ- konʧát „to be in a dire situation‟ 
 -nʤ- ónʤɔ „nail‟ 
 
Examples of /-lC-/ clusters are in (38). 
(38) -lp- kúlpɔ „fault‟ 
 -lb- álbe „trough‟ 
 -lt- móltɔ „mortar‟ 
 -ld- káldɔ „warm‟ 
 -lk- kalká „to press‟ 
 -lg- málgɔ „mountain hut‟ 
 -lf- hkalferí „socks‟ 
 -lv- málvɔ „mellow‟ 
 -lh- kalhɛ t „sock‟ 
 -lm- kálmɔ „quiet‟ 
 -ln- malnát „thin; gnawed‟ 
 -lr- pelróh „red haired‟ 
 





(39) -rp- kárpɛn „hornbeam‟ 
 -rb- ɔ rbɔ  „blind‟ 
 -rt- kártɔ „paper‟ 
 -rd- kórdɔ „cord‟ 
 -rk- tórkol „grape press‟ 
 -rg- higórgolɔ „slow-worm‟ 
 -rf- parvɛ nhɔ „resemblance‟ 
 -rv- hkarfɔ i „corn outer leaves‟ 
 -rz- arzɛ nt  „silver‟ 
 -rh- porhɛ l „pig‟ 
 -rʧ- bɛ rʧe  „hair‟ 
 -rʤ- arʤolɛ tɔ „somersault‟ 
 -rm- formái „cheese‟ 
 -rn- arnéh  „tool‟ 
 -rɲ- bɛ rɲok „bump‟ 
 -rl- borlá „to fall‟ 
  
The clusters that occur in final position are in (40). 
(40)  p b t d k g f v z ʃ h ʧ ʤ m n ɲ l r 
 p                   
 b                   
 t                   
 d                   
 k                   
 g                   
 f                   
 v                   
 z                   
 ʃ                    
 h hp  ht  hk       hʧ       
 ʧ                   
 ʤ                   
 m mp                  
 n   nt        n h n ʧ       
 ŋ     ŋk              
 ɱ       ɱf            
 ɲ                   
 l lp  lt  lk  lf    lh lʧ       
 r rp  rt  rk  rf    rh rʧ       
 
Examples of final /hO/ clusters are in (41) 
(41) -hp ráhp „grape stalk‟ 
 -ht móht „must‟ 
 -hk bóhk „wood‟ 
 -hʧ pɔ hʧ „places‟ 
 





(42) -nt tónt „dish‟ 
 -nk háŋk „blood‟ 
 -nf gáɱf „numb sensation‟ 
 -nh fónh „mushroom‟ 
 -nʧ tónʧ „dishes‟ 
 
Examples of final /lO/ clusters are in (43) 
(43) -lp ólp „fox‟ 
 -lt kált „hot‟ 
 -lk fálk „hawk‟ 
 -lf hkalferí „sock‟ 
 -lh pólh „wrist‟ 
 -lʧ invólʧ „cellar‟ 
 
Examples of final /rO/ clusters are in (44). 
(44) -rp ɔ rp „blind‟ 
 -rt órt „vegetable garden‟ 
  -rk hpórk „dirt‟ 
 -rf kɔ rf „crow‟ 
  -rh vérh „cabbage‟ 
 -rʧ órʧ „vegetable gardens‟ 
 
No /OR/ clusters, nor /RR/ clusters are found word-finally. There is evidence that 
these clusters are systematically resolved with vowel epenthesis. A few examples are in (45). 
(45) magrɛ t „a little thin‟ vs. mágɛr „thin‟ /magr/ 
 azní „young donkey‟  ázɛn „donkey‟ /azn/ 
  fornɛ lɔ „stove‟  fúrɛn „oven‟ /furn/ 
 
     3.2.1.4 Alternations between consonants 
       3.2.1.4.1 Voicing alternations in obstruents 
Camuno shows voicing alternations in obstruents.  (46) exemplifies the occurrence of 
voicing alternations for stops.  
(46) kolómbɔ  „pigeon, f.‟ kolómp  „pigeon, m.‟ 
 húrdɔ „deaf, f.‟ húrt  „deaf, m.‟ 
 hurigí  „small mouse‟ horɛ k  „mouse‟ 
 herádɔ  „closed, f.‟ herát  „closed, m.‟ 






(47) exemplifies the occurrence of voicing alternations for fricatives and affricates. Recall that 
historically /h/ < *s. 
(47) spúzɔ „bride‟ hpúh   „groom‟ 
 íɔ „alive, f.‟ íf „alive, m.‟ 
 kaiʤí  „small twig‟ kaíʧ  „twig‟ 
 nazí  „small nose‟ náh „nose‟ 
 
Notice, however, that not all obstruents alternate. There are some obstruents that are voiceless 
both medially and finally. Voicing alternations are discussed in Chapter 4. 
       3.2.1.4.2 /v/ ~ Ø 
The varieties under study exhibit a /v/ zero alternation in sandhi. Recall that no /v/ 
occurs in intervocalic position (with the exception of áiv  “water” and a few related words), 
while it is attested in the environment R_V. The same pattern occurs in sandhi, where word-
initial /v/ shows up in R#_V, but not in V#_V. A few examples are in (48):
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(48) a. əl vihtít e. la ihtínɔ 
  „the dress, sg. m.‟  „the dress, sg. f.‟ 
 b. kwater valíh f. la alíh 
  „four suitcases‟  „the suitcase‟ 
 c. əl vɔ t del méh   
  „the eight of the month‟   
 d. əl pǿl vɛ her   
  „it can be‟   
 
In example (48a,b) /v/ is historical (e.g. vihtít <  VESTITU(M) „dress‟) and it may occur in 
absolute initial position; in examples (48c,d) /v/ is not historical (e.g.   t <  OCTO „eight‟;   her 
< ESSE „to be‟). In these cases, a synchronic phonological rule of /v/-insertion is motivated.  
         3.2.1.4.3 Nasal ~ Ø 
Contrasting nasals in Camuno occur at three points of articulation: labial, /m/, coronal, 
/n/, and palatal, /ɲ/. In initial, medial and final nasal clusters, /m/ and /n/ assimilate to the 
place of articulation of the following consonant. This results in non-structure preserving velar 
and labio-dental nasals (e.g. páŋk  „bench‟; gaɱb  t „small stem‟). Coronal and labial nasals 
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alternate with zero in some environments. The coronal nasal is not present in the coda of a 
word-final stressed syllable, as in má „hand‟ vs. manín  „small hand‟. In some contexts, the 
coronal nasal is absent in the complex coda of a stressed syllable before a word-final 
underlying voiceless obstruent, as in dét „tooth‟ vs. dintí „small tooth‟.  In other contexts the 
coronal nasal is maintained: íntime „mattress case‟, róŋkol  „scythe‟, and pol  nt  „corn 
porridge‟. A nasal is also maintained in the coda of a word-final stressed syllable in a set of 
words where it alternates with /ɲ/: án „year‟ vs. áɲ „years‟. The labial nasal /m/ has a slightly 
different behavior. It is maintained as a lone coda word-finally in stressed syllables as in fým 
„smoke‟, halám „salami‟. Like /n/ though, it is lost in complex codas of word-final stressed 
syllables before underlying voiceless obstruents; e.g. káp „field‟ vs. kamp  t „small field‟. 
Camuno exhibits nasal ~ Ø at two places of articulation, labial and coronal, but, unlike 
other neighboring and related languages that exhibit a similar pattern (e.g. French), the 
language does not seem to have developed contrastive nasalized vowels. Nasal ~ Ø is 
discussed in Chapter 4.  
       3.2.1.4.4 /r/ ~ Ø 
/r/ alternates with zero in pairs like anhá „to leave over‟, anhar  t „left-over‟. The pairs 
are morphologically related: anhá is a verb, and anhar  t is the deverbal corresponding noun, 
where /-ɔt/ is the derivational suffix. This alternation is just one of many that illustrate the 
historical loss of word-final /r/ in verbal infinitives. Compare anhá < *anhar „to leave over‟ 
and már „sea‟.  
       3.2.1.4.5 Morpho-phonological alternations 
Camuno exhibits a number of morpho-phonological patterns where a regular 
alternation between two sounds is determined by morphological features or construction type. 
Most of these affect word-final segments. Plural marking in Camuno is unusual for a 





marked by word-final /-e/ (e.g. pín  „girl, daughter, vs. pine „girls, daughters‟). Masculine 
nouns ending in a non-coronal consonant or in a stressed vowel have no overt plural marker 
(e.g. páh „step‟; „steps‟; má „hand‟; „hands‟). However, in most masculine coronal-final stems 
with historical plural *-i that has been lost as a consequence of final unstressed vowel loss, 
palatalization effects are visible. In (49) we see word-final alternations between /l/ and /j/; /n/ 
and /ɲ/; and /t/ and /ʧ/ that reflect a former historical final high vowel. 
(49) gál „rooster‟ gáj „roosters‟ 
 pál „pole‟ páj „poles‟ 
 kaál „horse‟ kaáj „horses‟ 
 mál „pain‟ máj „pains‟ 
 (v)ál „valley‟ (v)áj „valleys‟ 
 gát „cat‟ gáʧ „cats‟ 
 hát „toad‟ háʧ „toads‟ 
 hánt „saint‟ hánʧ „saints‟ 
 pút „bridges‟ púʧ „bridges‟ 
 mát „lunatic‟ máʧ „lunatics‟ 
 ázɛn „donkey‟ ázɛɲ „donkeys‟ 
 án „year‟ áɲ „years‟ 
 pán „cloth‟ páɲ „cloths‟ 
 fránguɛn „finch‟ frángwɛɲ „finches‟ 
 malýzɛn „sorb‟ malýzɛɲ „sorbs‟ 
 
The alternations between /l/ and /i/; /n/ and /ɲ/; and /t/ and /ʧ/ mark a singular/plural 
morphological relationship among the pairs in (49).  
   3.2.2 Vowel inventory  
The Camuno vowel inventory is in (50).  
 (50)  i     y                      u 
            e    ø                    o 
                ɛ                      ɔ                
                     a                             
It is a nine-vowel system which exhibits two front rounded vowels, high /y/ and mid /ø/, and a 
tense lax contrast for mid vowels /e/ vs. /ɛ/, and /o/ vs. /ɔ/. Length is not contrastive, and all 
vowel sequences are hetero-syllabic. Though there are some positions in the word where all 





vowels contrast in stressed position. In unstressed position, there is no tense/lax contrast. The 
only lax unstressed vowel that occurs is /ɔ/ in word-final position. In this position, /ɔ/ 
contrasts only with final untressed /e/ as in the pair hkǿl  „school‟ vs. hkǿle „schools‟. 
Elsewhere, stressed /ɔ/ neutralizes to unstressed /o/ (e.g. k  t „kid‟ vs. kotarí „small kid‟), and 
stressed /ɛ/ to /e/ (e.g. p   „foot‟ vs. pehatí „foot-DIM.‟). /ɛ/ occurs unstressed only in closed 
syllable (e.g. fórb h „scissors‟ vs. forbezúna „big scissors‟). Apparently, /ø/ also occurs only 
stressed, although there is evidence of unstressed /ø/ in the language. This topic will be 
discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.  Camuno exhibits alternations Ø ~ /ɛ/, as in áz n 
„donkey‟, ahní „small donkey‟. An analysis of vowel epenthesis is preferable to vowel 
deletion, since the vowel would break an illegal cluster in Camuno. This particular vowel 
does not seem to bear stress (cf. (58), p. 56). 
The vowel inventory of Camuno is based on the following sets of minimal pairs: 
/a/        
a  vs. ɛ páh  „step‟  vs. pɛ h „fish‟  
a vs. e prát „meadow‟ vs. prét  „priest‟ 
a vs. i páh „step‟ vs. píh „lace‟  
a vs. ø náf „ship‟ vs. nǿf „nine‟ 
a vs. y mál  „pain‟ vs. mýl  „mule‟ 
a vs. u mát  „madman‟ vs. mút „mountain‟ 
a vs. o páh „step‟ vs. póh  „well‟  
a  vs. ɔ  hák „sack‟ vs. hɔ k „log‟ 
 
/ɛ/        
ɛ vs. e hɛ t „seven‟ vs. hét „thirst‟ 
ɛ vs. i pɛ h „fish‟ vs. píh „lace‟ 
ɛ vs. ø ɛ ʧ „old man‟ vs. ǿʧ „eye‟ 
ɛ vs. y hɛ t  „seven‟ vs. hýt „dry‟ 
ɛ vs. u mɛ t „he puts‟ vs. mút „mountain‟ 
ɛ vs. o pɛ h „fish‟ vs. póh „well‟ 
ɛ vs. ɔ hɛ t  „seven‟ vs. hɔ t „cowpie‟ 





/e/        
e vs. i méh „month‟ vs. míh „drenched‟ 
e vs. ø néf „snow‟ vs. nǿf „nine‟ 
e vs. y méh „month‟ vs. mýh „face‟ 
e vs. u dé „day‟ vs. du „two‟ 
e vs. o fé „hay‟ vs. fó „beech‟ 
e vs. ɔ hét „thirst‟ vs. hɔ t „cowpie‟ 
 
/ø/        
ø vs. i fǿk „fire‟ vs. fík „fig‟ 
ø vs. y mǿlɔ „grindstone‟ vs. mýlɔ  „mule‟ 
ø vs. u  hǿl „attic‟   húl „sun‟ 
ø vs. o 
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 ǿt „you want‟; „empty‟ vs. bót „barrel‟ 
   kǿr „heart‟  tór „tower‟ 
   ǿl „s/he wants‟  ór „gold‟ 
ø vs. ɔ ǿt „you want; empty‟ vs. ɔ t „eight‟ 
 
/i/        
i vs. y líh „worn‟ vs. lýh „light‟ 
i vs. u ít „grapevine‟ vs. út „greasy‟ 
i vs. o fí „thin‟; „gentle‟ vs. fó „beech‟ 
i vs. ɔ ít „grapevine‟ vs. ɔ t „eight‟ 
 
/y/        
y vs. u mýt „dumb‟ vs. mút  „mountain‟ 
y vs. o gýh „shell‟ vs. góh  „goiter‟ 
y vs. ɔ ɲýk „dumb‟ vs. ɲɔ k „dumpling‟ 
 
/u/        
u vs. o úrɔ „hour‟ vs. órɔ „a kind of breeze‟ 
u vs. ɔ  út „greasy‟  ɔ t „eight‟ 
 
/o/        
o vs. ɔ bot „barrel‟ vs. bɔ t „one o‟clock‟ 
 
There is also a (small) number of minimal pairs that distinguish /w/ from /u/ and /j/ 
from /i/. The occurrence of these minimal pairs suggests that Camuno has the glides /w/ and 
/j/. The examples are in (51). 
(51) pját „dish‟ vs. piát „bitten‟ 
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       3.2.2.1 Phonetic description of the Camuno vocalic phonemes  
As for the consonants, numerous hours of recordings have allowed me to inspect 
acoustic properties of many vowels in Camuno.  However, to date, I have yet to quantify 
Camuno phones in terms of the the acoustic vowel space.  For this reason, descriptions below 
are provided in non-acoustic terms. 
/i/ A high, front, unrounded, tense vowel. 
/y/ A high, front, rounded, tense vowel; it is longer than the other high vowels; 
/u/ A high, back, rounded, tense vowel. 
/e/ A mid, front, unrounded, tense vowel. 
/ø/ A mid, front, rounded, tense vowel; it is longer than the other mid vowels. 
/ɛ/ A mid, front, unrounded, lax vowel. 
/o/ A mid, back, rounded, tense vowel. 
/ɔ/ A mid, back, rounded, lax vowel. 
/a/ A low, front, urounded, tense vowel. 
     3.2.2.2 Historical evolution of the Camuno vowel system 
Following Loporcaro (2011), the system in (52) may be assumed for Classical Latin as 
a starting point for the divergent developments of the Romance languages. In (52), the top 
row represents the Latin phonological system of vowel contrasts, while the bottom row shows 
Loporcaro‟s (2011, p. 210) hypothesized phonetic realizations of these vowels. 
(52) /i: i e: e a a: o o: u u:/ 






Latin had a basic 5-vowel system, with a phonological contrast between long and short 
vowels. Furthermore, short vowels were relatively lax, while long vowels were tense. This 
Classic Latin system evolved into the common Romance system in (53), which is exemplified 
by a set of Italian words in their orthographic forms (Loporcaro 2011, p. 111). The first row 
shows Classic Latin; the second row shows the common Romance system. 
(53) i: i e: e a(:) o o: u u: 
 i            e ɛ a ɔ  o u 
 filo pera        stella ferro male porco voce croce duro 
 „thread‟ „pear‟ „star‟ „iron‟ „bad‟ „pig‟ „voice‟ „cross‟ „hard‟ 
 FILUM PIRUM STELLAM FERRUM MALUM PORCUM VOCEM CROCEM DURUM 
 
The evolution of Camuno vowels diverges from the common Romance system, as can 
be seen from (54) and (55). The segments in the table are contrastive. 
(54) OPEN SYLLABLES – FRONT VOWELS   
 Latin Romance Camuno Camuno example  
 PIRU(M) i e e  per „pear‟ 
 FILU(M) i: i i  fil „yard‟ 
 DECE(M) e ɛ e  deh „ten‟ 
 ACETU(M) e: e e  azét „vinegar‟ 
 LACU(M) a a a  lak „lake‟ 
 AMARU(M) a: a a  mar „bitter‟ 
        
 OPEN SYLLABLES – BACK VOWELS   
 Latin Romance Camuno Camuno example  
 NOVU(M) o ɔ ǿ  nǿf „new‟ 
 BONU(M) o/_n ɔ u  bu „good‟ 
 HOMINE(M) o/_m ɔ ɔ  ɔm „man‟ 
 SOLE(M) o: o u  hul „sun‟ 
 VOCE(M) u o u  uh „voice‟ 





(55) CLOSED SYLLABLES – FRONT VOWELS    
 Latin Romance Camuno Camuno example  
 FRĪCTU(M) i: i i  frit „fried‟ 
 SICCU(M) i e ɛ  hɛk „dry‟ 
 STELLA(M) e: e ɛ  htɛ lɔ „star‟ 
 FERRU(M) e ɛ ɛ  fɛr „iron‟ 
 DAMNU(M) a a a  dan „damage‟ 
 ARANEU(M) a: a a  raɲ „spider‟ 
        
 CLOSED SYLLABLES – BACK VOWELS    
 Latin Romance Camuno Camuno example  
 MORTU(M) o ɔ o]r  mort „dead‟ 
 OCTO o ɔ ɔ]C  ɔt „eight‟ 
 PONTE(M) o/_n ɔ u  put „bridge‟ 
 COGNOSCO o: o ɔ  konɔ he
13
 „I know‟ 
 MUSCA(M) u o o  móhkɔ „fly‟ 
 FRUCTU(M) u: u y  fryt „fruit‟ 
 
Attested /o/ and /ɔ/ can also be reflexes of *au, as in ór < AURUM „gold‟, and t  r < TAURUS 
„bull‟.  Final unstressed /e/, when it is not the plural feminine marker, is the reflex of either 
*iu or *eu, as in álbe < ALVEUS, „trough‟; and htábe < *stabiu < STABLUM, „stable‟.
14
  
       3.2.2.2.1  The sound change    > ǿ / _]σ 
Latin short stressed O (Ŏ ) in open syllables was affected in different ways in different 
languages. In French (Western, Gallo-Romance) it went to /ø/ as early as the 6
th
 century. In 
Florentine (Central, Italo-Romance) it diphthongized to /uo/ around late sixth to seventh 
century (Loporcaro 2011, p. 127). In central and southern Italo-Romance varieties, evolution 
of Latin short stressed O in open syllables is usually associated with diphthongization and 
metaphony. In northern Italy the situation is less clear (Loporcaro 2011, pp. 120-124; Rohlfs 
1969, pp. 112-123; 139-150).  
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 Bonfadini (personal communication, August 4, 2013)  notices that the evolution of Latin Ō to /ɔ/ is apparently  
limited to this word. Usually, Latin Ō in closed syllables has evolved as /u/. However, in the few attested cases  
(cf. úrden < ORDINE(M) „order‟, túrta < TORTA(M) „cake‟, redúr  < RASORIU(M) „razor‟, cúrt < COHORTE(M) 
„yard‟) Latin Ō > /u/ before /r/, suggesting that a following /r/ may be the environment for the sound change. 
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 Final unstressed /e/ occurs in máre  < MATRE(M) „mother‟, and páre < PATRE(M) „father‟. These two words 






The evolution  of Latin short stressed O in open syllables is usually interpreted as a 
manifestation of open-syllable lengthening, which, in turn, would suggest the end of the Latin 
quantitative system and the rise of the Romance era. When this sound change occurred, Latin 
short stressed O was not contrastively short any more. Its main outcomes as /ø/ and /uo/ 
suggest that it underwent major lengthening under stress in open syllables (Loporcaro 2011, 
p. 120). 
In Camuno, Latin short stressed O in open syllables went to /ǿ/. The Camuno reflexes 
of  Latin short stressed O are consistent with this sound change occurring in open syllables, 
the same environment in which it went to /ø/ in French, and to /uo/ in Florentine. The sound 
change appears to be very regular. In contrast to other Italo-romance varieties of northern 
Italy, in Camuno, at present, there are no instances of /ø/ that cannot be traced to Latin short 
stressed O in open syllables (diphthongization or metaphonic effects are not observed). In 
open unstressed syllables, and in closed syllables, Latin short unstressed O has usually 
evolved as /o/ in open and closed syllables (e.g. no  l < NOVELLU(M) „newly-born‟; ortiz  l < 
*orticellu(m) 'small vegetable garden'; korváh < CORBACIU(M) „crow‟). 
The sound change Ŏ  > ǿ / _]σ in Camuno is not observed before nasal consonants. The 
reflex of Latin short stressed O before /m/ is /ɔ/ (e.g.   m < HŎMINE(M), „man‟); and before /n/ 
is /u/ (e.g. bún  < BŎNA(M) „good, f.‟). The fact that in Camuno the reflex of Latin short 
stressed O in open syllables is /ɔ/ before /m/ and /u/ before /n/ can be explained by assuming 
that at the time of the  sound change the quantity (and possible quality) of Latin short stressed 
O in open syllables varied with respect to the following consonant. Apparently, it was uniform 
across all environments with the exception of /m/ and /n/. In addition, the reflexes suggest that 
Latin short stressed O in open syllables differed before the two nasals as well. The particular 
evolution of Latin short stressed O before /m/ and /n/ will be discussed in  





     3.2.2.3 The distribution of vowels 
     In initial and medial position, vowels occur stressed and unstressed. In word-final 
position, they only occur stressed with the exception of /ɔ/ and /e/. /ɔ/ can be the marker of the 
singular femine as in b  l  „pretty, f.‟ vs. b  l „pretty, m.‟ or not, as in the adverb alúr 
15
 „so, 
then‟. /e/ can be the marker of the plural feminine as in b  le „pretty, fpl.‟vs. b  l  „pretty, fsg.‟, 
or not, as in tóne „Tony‟, and dýbe „doubt‟. Lack of unstressed vowels in word-final position 
with the exceptions of /ɔ/ and /e/ is due to an attested sound change of unstressed non-low 
vowel loss in word-final position (Giannelli and Cravens 1997, p. 33).  
 (56) exemplifies the historical change in Camuno and Italian with respect to Latin.  
(56) CAMUNO  ITALIAN   LATIN  
 htɛ lɔ  stɛ l:a <  STELLA(M) „star‟ 
 htɛ le  stɛ l:e <  STELLA(S) „stars‟ 
 páh  pás:o <  PASSU(M) „step‟ 
 páh  pás:i <  PASSU(S) „steps‟ 
 ʧót  kiɔ do <  CLAVE(M) „nail‟ 
 ʧóʧ  kiɔ di <  CLAVE(S) „nails‟ 
 án  án:o <  ANNU(M) „year‟ 
 áɲ  án:i <  ANNO(S)  „years‟ 
 gál  gál:o <  GALLU(M)  „rooster‟ 
 gái  gál:i <  GALLO(S) „roosters‟ 
 
When final /i/ occurred after the coronal /t, n, l/ it triggered palatalization and then dropped 
(Tuttle, 1997).  
Hiatus is observed in Camuno words, as haú „soap‟ and lá r „lip‟.  All V.V sequences 
are heterosyllabic. A word like ha.ú „soap‟ has final syllable stress, while lá. r has 
penultimante syllable stress. Historically, hiatus is the result of consonant lention and loss in 
intervocalic position. Historical forms in (57) show that many V.V sequences result from loss 
of voiced consonants /b, d, g, v/.
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 More adverbs ending in / / are apén , „just‟; nh  m , „together‟; ontér  „willingly‟; some prepositions are: 





(57) ATTESTED FORM  RECONSTRUCTED FORM  HISTORICAL FORM  
 miǿlɔ  < *midǿla < MEDULLA(M) „kernel‟ 
 áɔ  < *aba < APE(M) „bee‟ 
 kúɔ  < *kuda < CAUDA(M) „tail‟ 
 ýɔ < *yva < UVA(M) „grape‟ 
 htýɔ  < *estuva < *ESTUP(H)A „stove‟ 
 haú  < *havu < SAPONE(M) „soap‟ 
 láɛr  < *laber <  LABRU(M) „lip‟ 
 
No diphthongs are observed in Camuno, which is in line with the syllable structure 
discussed in 3.4, pp.60-63. Another peculiarity of the distribution of Camuno vowels is that 
adjacent vowels in the word tend to agree in height with the stressed vowel. This 
characteristic will be discussed in more depth in Chapter 5. 
       3.2.2.3.1 Vowel ~ Ø 
Camuno exhibits vowel ~ zero, as shown in (58). 
(58) a. fúrɛn „oven‟ fornér „baker‟ 
 b. kórɛn „cliff‟ kórnɔ „big cliff‟ 
 c. ázɛn „donkey‟ ahní „small donkey‟ 
 
I analyse this alternation in terms of synchronic vowel epenthesis for two main reasons: (i) the 
alternating vowel is always /ɛ/; (ii) the vowel never bears stress, though it occurs in a final 
syllable. 
3.3 Camuno stress patterns 
Camuno phonological words contain one primary stress. All monosyllabic content 
words are stressed as in (59).  
(59) hɛ t „seven‟ 
 hák „bag‟ 
 hík „five‟ 
 kóp „roof tile‟ 
 pút „bridge‟ 
 fǿk „fire‟ 
 rét „net‟ 
 hɔ k „piece of wood‟ 






In monomorphemic multisyllabic words, stress usually falls on the final syllable of 
words ending in vowels as in (60a-d), or in a consonant (60e-h). 
(60) a. lontá „far‟ 
 b. dumá „tomorrow‟ 
 c. izí „near‟ 
 d. amɔ  „again‟ 
 e. deprǿf „next to‟ 
 f. adɛ h „now‟ 
 g. hygýr „axe; sure‟ 
 h. dygál „gutter‟  
 
and on the penultimate syllable of words ending in /ɔ/ as in (61a-e), and /e/ as in (61f-h). 
(61) a. alúrɔ „then; so‟ 
 b. htahérɔ „tonight‟ 
 c. htrɛ tɔ „Autumn‟ 
 d. balánhɔ „scales‟ 
 e. hkáɲɔ „chair‟ 
 f. álbe „trough‟ 
 g. dýbe „doubt‟ 
 h. htábe „placename‟ 
 
A very small number of monomorphemic words have antepenultimate stress, as in (62). 
(62) betɔ negɔ „betony; woundwort‟ 
 mɔ negɔ „nun‟ 
 
or penultimate stress on words ending in consonants, as in (63) 
(63) fórbɛh „scissors‟ 
 pɛ ten „comb‟ 
 légor „hare‟ 
 frángwɛn „finch‟ 
 
Most of these words can be shown to have had antepenultimate stress in Latin, with stress 
directly inherited. A few examples are in (64) 
(64) fórbɛh < FÓRFICE(M) „scissors‟ 
 pɛ ten < PÉCTINE(M) „comb‟ 
 légor < LÉPORE(M) „hare‟ 
 






A final class of exceptional monomorphemic words, show unexpected penultimate 
stress due to vowel epenthesis, which is evident in (65a-b) when compared to (65c-d). 
(65) a. mágɛr „thin‟ c. magrulí /magr/ „a little thin‟ 
 b. ázɛn „donkey‟ d. azní /azn/ „small donkey‟ 
 
Compare the sequence /ɛn/ in áz n, where /ɛ/ is epenthetic and unstressed, with brok  l 
„branch‟, where the same vowel is underlying and stressed.  Similarly, compare the sequence 
/ɛr/ in mág r where /ɛ/ is epenthetic and unstressed with fornér < /forn-ér/ „baker‟. 
In derived words, the same basic patterns are visible as in (66).  
(66) a. fornér /-er/ „baker‟ 
 b. kornɛ t /-ɛt/ „French bean‟ 
 c. malát /-at/ „sick‟ 
 d. balɔ t /-ɔt/ „pebble‟ 
 e. brokɛ l /-ɛl/ „branch‟ 
 f. bigarǿl /-øl/ „apron 
 g. karolét /-et/ „termite eaten‟ 
 h. hɛráj /-aj/ „henhouse‟ 
 i. marhým /-ym/ „rot‟ 
 j. halám /-am/ „salami‟ 
 k. vináh /-ah/ „bad wine‟ 
 l. purúh /-uz/ „fearful‟ 
 m. lauradúr /dur/ „worker‟ 
 n. panizɛ l /-ɛl/ „diaper‟ 
 o. kotár /-ar/ „kid‟ 
 p. kuntintí /-i/ „sop‟ 
 q. formentú /-u/ „maize‟ 
 r. fontánɔ /-an/ „spring‟ 
 s. kolánɔ /-an/ „necklace; yoke‟ 
 t. horɛ lɔ /-ɛl/ „sister‟ 
 u. kotarɛ lɔ /-ɛl/ „girl‟ 
 v. ministrínɔ /-in/ „soup‟ 
 
In (66a-q) the final syllable is stressed when a word ends in a consonant, or a vowel 
other than /ɔ/. In (66r-v), with final /ɔ/, stress is on the penult. Again, there are rare 
exceptions: kalýz n „soot‟, shows penult stress when final stress is expected.  However, there 
are good reasons to believe that /ɛ/ in the final string /ɛn/ is epenthetic. Apparently, kalýz n 
„soot‟ has been modeled on Latin LANUGINE „fluff‟. Camuno /z/ is also the reflex of Latin *gi. 





The examples in (66p,q) show that stress in Camuno is not weight sensitive: for 
example  kun.tin.tí „sop‟ and for.men.tú „maize‟ have stress on final vowels, though the penult 
and antepenult are closed/heavy syllables. In cases where exceptional stress is involved, there 
is no sign of weight sensitivity either, e.g. kalýz n „soot‟, with exceptional penultimate stress 
and a heavy final syllable.  
While most derivational suffixes create words that observe the basic stress patterns in 
(66), a few derivational suffixes are exceptional in being unstressed, despite their word-final 
position, though one could view these suffixes as fossilized, as none of them are productive, 
and few result in transparent lexemes. The derivational suffix /-ol/ is the most noticeable 
exception and is never stressed. (67) shows a number of derived words where /-ol/ is a suffix. 
(67) pitoká „to beg‟ pitɔ kol /pitɔ k-ol/ „beggar‟ 
 mondá „to clean veggies‟ móndolɔ /mónd-ol-ɔ/ „peeled roasted chestnut‟ 
 torʧá „to press‟ tórkol /tórk-ol/ „wine press‟ 
 ríh „hairlock; burr‟ ríhol /ríh-ol/ „hair lock‟ 
 gat „cat‟ gátolɔ /gát-ol-ɔ/ „processionary moth‟ 
 
(68) shows a number of words where the string /ol/ is not a suffix, but is still unstressed. 
(68) bɛ holɔ /bɛhol-ɔ/ „lip‟ 
 mígolɔ /migol-ɔ/ „bread crumb‟ 
 nígol /nigol/ „cloud‟ 
 hétol /hetol/ „snake‟ 
 bígol /bigol/ „navel‟ 
 kámolɔ /kamol-ɔ/ „moth‟ 
 hígolɔ /higol-ɔ/ „onion‟ 
 
Words in /-ol/ can be further suffixed. Again, /-ol/ is not stressed, and the derived words 
conform to the Camuno stress pattern, as shown in (69). 
(69) móndolɔ „peeled roasted chestnut‟ mondoládɔ „chestnut gathering‟  
 tórkol „wine press‟ torkolɔ t „stupid; uncouth‟ 
 ríhol „hair lock‟ riholɔ t „thick hair lock‟ 
 nígol „cloud‟ nigolɔ t/nigolɛ t „biggish/smallish cloud‟ 
 bígol „navel‟ bigolɔ t „stupid person‟ 
 





The final string /ɛk/, whose meaning and function are not transparent, may or may not 
be stressed (see p  rh k „peach‟, m  neg  „nun‟ vs. hor  k „mouse‟). Apparently, it may be a 
suffix or part of a suffix for some lexemes and not for others. For example, in helvád k „wild‟, 
and  rbád k „tax on the grass‟ the suffix is /-ádɛk/. Unlike for kalýz n „soot‟, /ɛ/ in /-ádɛk/ is 
not epenthetic, since /-adɛk/ is from the Latin suffix –ATICUM. 
Most inflected verbs follow the same stress patterns already established: final vowels 
other than /ɔ/ or consonant-final syllables are regularly stressed; stress is penultimate on 
words ending in /ɔ/. Exceptions to this pattern are of two kinds. First, some words have clitics, 
as the second person singular of the present tense (te te) dórmet „you sleep‟. Second, final /e/ 
in inflected verbs appears to be extrametrical (see the first person singular of the present tense 
(me) dórme „I sleep‟) and is never stressed.  
In words with multiple inflectional or derivational suffixes, the stress patterns are 
regular. Stress falls on the last syllable of the word if it ends in a segment other than /ɔ/, 
otherwise on the penult. Examples of words with multiple inflectional or derivational suffixes 
are in (70). 
(70) zǿk /zøk/ „game‟ 
 zygá /zyg-a/ „to play‟ 
 zygadúr /zyg-adur/ „player‟ 
 zygadurɛ l /zyg-adur-ɛl/ „player-DIM‟ 
 zygadurilí /zyg-adur-ɛl-i/ „player-DIM-DIM‟ 
 
In historical compounds, stress falls on the final syllable, as expected:  hoɱvík < *SUMMU 
VICU „the upper part of a village‟. 
As noted already, /ǿ/ is always stressed. A few examples are in (71). 
(71) zinǿʧ „knee‟ 
 hkalǿʧ „cross-eyed‟ 
 lenhǿl „sheet‟ 
 mǿlɔ „grindstone‟ 
 rǿdɔ „wheel‟ 
 
3.4 Camuno syllables 





(72) i  „wine‟ 
 ká „house‟ 
 ǿt  „empty‟ 
 hɛ t  „seven‟ 
 poht „place‟ 
 tré  „three‟; train‟ 
 krúh „cross‟ 
 htrí „polenta that sticks to the pot‟ 
 htrák  „tired‟ 
 ért „green‟ 
 kɔ rp „body‟ 
 frýht „worn‟ 
 htrɛ nh „to tight-imperative-2p.sg.‟ 
 














Recall that in Camuno all V.V sequences are heterosyllabic. With the exception of 
syllables with initial /hC/ clusters, all syllable types in (72) obey the sonority hierarchy: a 
syllable has an optional onset which consists of a single consonant, or a cluster of rising 
sonority, followed by an obligatory nuclear vowel, followed by an optional coda or coda 
cluster of falling sonority. Another possible exception to the sonority hierarchy are word-






(74) mpé „standing‟ 
 mbatíh „to bump into‟ 
 ntompeláh „to drip‟ 
 ndóe „where‟ 
 ŋkǿ „today‟ 
 ɱfiát „swollen‟  
 ɱvɛ rh   „angry‟ 
 nzinoʧáh „to kneel‟ 
 nherát „to have a cold‟ 
 nʧodát „to be nailed‟ 
 
However, in these cases, native speakers intuitions suggest the nasal is syllabic, therefore an 
additional syllable type, restricted to word-initial position, is N . 
Phonological evidence for the syllable comes from nasal ~ Ø, and /e/ ~ /ɛ/. Nasal ~ Ø 
is exemplified by pairs like dét 'tooth' vs. dintí 'small tooth'; káp „field‟ vs. kampulí „small 
field‟; hʤúf 'swollen' vs. hʤuɱfú „big; boring person‟. The nasal is absent in the 
monosyllables, but shows up when it is in a non-final syllable. The generalization of this 
process can be easily captured if one assumes the syllable as the domain where the alternation 
occurs. Word-finally /nT/ codas are reduced to /T/; word-medially /nT/ codas are maintained. 
This suggests that dintí, kampulí, and hʤuɱfú syllabify as din.tí, kam.pulí, and hʤuɱ.fú 
respectively. This is the expected  syllabification assuming that vowels take preceding 
consonants as onsets. The process of nasal ~ Ø in Camuno is in fact more complex than this 
brief account, and it will be discussed in Chapter 4.  
The other alternation that apparently takes the syllable as its domain is unstressed /ɛ/ ~ 
unstressed /e/. A pair as fórb h „scissors‟ vs. forbezún  „big scissors‟ suggests that /ɛ/ occurs 
in closed syllables, while  /e/ in open syllables. Under this analysis, is it not a coincidence that 
the epenthetic vowel is /ɛ/ (e.g. áz n „donkey‟ vs. azní „small donkey‟): we could say the 
epenthetic vowel is /e/, but by phonological rule, /e/ is realized as [ɛ] in unstressed closed 
syllables. The occurrence of /ɛ/ in closed syllable suggests that medial clusters as /-hT-/ in 





respectively. This is also in line with the morphosyntax of the two verbs which pair with fá „to 
do‟ and butuná „to button‟ respectively. In absence of /ɛ/, medial clusters as /hTR/ could be 
syllabified either as /h.TR/, or /hT.R/, or /.hTR/. The results will all be licit codas and onsets.  
3.5 The phonological word in Camuno 
 Evidence for the phonological word comes from three different sound patterns: stress, 
height harmony, and final obstruent devoicing. As already discussed,  each content word has 
one primary stress which typically falls on the final syllable, but may also occur on the penult 
or antepenult. Camuno also has a system of height harmony which is discussed in detail in 
Chapter 5. This system is stress-dependent: non-low vowels in the word agree in height with 
adjacent stressed-vowels. While the process is complex with details explored at length in 
Chapter 5, the overriding generalization is that non-low vowels in the word agree in height 
with the stressed vowel. Compare p  t n „comb‟ and pitiní „small comb‟, where the final 
stressed diminutive suffix /-i/ triggers raising of preceding mid vowels (notice that also p  t n 
„comb‟ is harmonic). Harmony is word-bounded and never applies between two phonological 
words, or between a clitic and its host.  A third phonological process that takes the word as its 
domain is final obstruent devoicing which will be discussed in Chapter 4. A pair as   rb  
„blind, f.‟ vs.   rp „blind, m.‟ that exhibit [b] ~ [p], shows final obstruent devoicing. Word-
final position also triggers nasal/zero alternations which are not found word-medially, as 
discussed further in Chapter 4. 
3.6 The metrical foot in Camuno 
In many languages the prosodic hierarchy provides a minimal size for words: prosodic 
words must constitute a foot, and in these languages, feet are minimally bimoraic or disyllabic 
(Hayes, 1995). In Camuno, there is no clear minimal word constraint. Content words, 





stressed, in isolation, and within phrases. Some examples of these mono-moraic word types 
are shown in (75).  
(75) é „come-pres.3psg‟; come-imper.2psg 
 á „go-pres.3psg‟; go-imper.2psg 
 í „wine‟ 




 ká „house; dog‟ 
 kó „head‟ 
 pɛ  „foot‟ 
 pí „kid‟ 
 pá „bread‟ 
 má „hand‟ 
 
These monosyllabic monomoraic word types are of interest from a typological perspective, 
since most result from a series of sound changes, e.g. final vowel loss, and subsequent final 
consonant loss. In some languages (e.g. Lardil; see Hale, 1997; Round, 2012) final vowels are 
lost historically unless they would result in subminimal words, in which case they are 
maintained. In Camuno, unstressed final vowel loss for all vowels except /ɔ/ was completely 
regular, and not inhibited by a minimal word constraint.
17
 Since monosyllables are primarily 
the result of historical word-final V and C loss, bases for affixation often reflect a longer 
historical form of the stem (e.g. kó „head‟ vs. koharí „small head‟). However, in some words, 
monosyllables are affixed, and stress shifts to the final syllable. For example, ǿʧ 'eye',vs.  yʧí 
or uʧí  'small eye'. 
As observed earlier, every Camuno phonological word has one main stress which 
typically  falls on the final syllable, but exceptionally occurs on the penult or antepenult. The 
general pattern can be accounted for by a final right-dominant unbounded foot, assigned at 
word level. Penultimate stress can be accounted for by final syllable extrametricality.  Rare 
words with antepenultimate stress can be lexically specified for final syllable extrametricality, 
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 [ý] „one‟ is used in some varieties of Camuno-ð, e.g. in Gorzone. 
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 Though I have not undertaken an acoustic study of CV words, there does not appear to be significant vowel 





and a final left-dominant trochee. Vowel harmony supports  the general right-dominant 
unbounded foot:  the head of the foot is the harmony trigger, and other vowels within the 
unbounded foot are potential targets of height harmony. The special quality of unstressed final 
vowels supports their status as extrametrical: final unstressed /ɔ/ is unique in Camuno, and, in 

















Chapter 4. The role of phonetics in final obstruent devoicing and nasal deletion in 
Camuno. 
4.1 Introduction 
Camuno exhibits two synchronic phenomena that target word-final segments. Voiced 
obstruents are devoiced word-finally. In addition, nasal segments /n/ and /m/ are deleted in 
final syllables: /n/ in absolute word-final position, and /n/ and /m/ in word-final nasal clusters 
before a lexically voiceless obstruent. The hypothesis that is explored in this work is that 
these two synchronic phenomena are partly the result of the same phonetic process, namely a 
spread glottal gesture at phrase-final boundaries. In the case of final obstruent devoicing, the 
glottal opening gesture devoices the final obstruent; in the case of nasal deletion, the gesture 
results in a voiceless nasal and the subsequent loss of the nasal altogether, without associated 
nasalization.  
Many languages show evidence of spread glottal gesture at phrase boundaries. In 
Camuno, positing such a gesture in phrase-final position provides a unified analysis of 
historical final vowel loss, nasal effacement, and final obstruent devoicing, and observed 
voicelessness at phrase boundaries in the modern language.  
The purpose of this chapter is to document and formalize both phenomena, while 
providing different pieces of evidence for the central role of a spread glottal gesture at phrase-
final boundaries in the evolution of the two synchronic phenomena. Final obstruent devoicing 
is introduced, documented and explained in § 4.2 through § 4.5. Nasal deletion is introduced, 
documented and explained in § 4.6 through § 4.6.4.  
4.2 Camuno final obstruent devoicing: observational and experimental evidence 
   4.2.1 Introduction   
The study of the characteristics of final-obstruent devoicing in Camuno is of particular 





majority of acoustic studies of final obstruent devoicing are on languages with a writing 
system, and this fact may have influenced the experimental results. In addition, the language 
is spoken in an area of historical contact between Romance and Germanic languages,
18
 which 
use different acoustic correlates to cue voicing contrasts for obstruents. The unique status of 
Camuno allows us to address the following research questions: (1) What acoustic correlates 
cue voicing in this language, and do these correlates reflect a contact zone between Romance 
and Germanic languages? (2) What kind of sound pattern is final obstruent devocing in 
Camuno? Is it a static distributional pattern? An active alternation? A productive sound 
patttern? (3) What are the phonetic correlates of final obstruent devoicing in a spoken 
language uninfluenced by a written system? Does Camuno show complete neutralization or 
partial devoicing? (4) What is the most appropriate phonological characterization of devoicing 
in this Italic language?  
While this is the first study that investigates the phonetics of devoicing in this region of 
Italy, and substantiates impressionistic observations with instrumental analysis, final 
obstruent devoicing has been noted in other Italic languages. Giannelli and Cravens (1997, p. 
33) refer to final obstruent devoicing as a phenomenon following the historical loss of final 
vowels (other than /a/) in dialects of north-west Italy. Final devoicing is also mentioned as a 
characteristic of Bolognese (Hajek, 1997); of Ferrarese, where final stops, but not fricatives, 
are reported to undergo devoicing (Jaberg & Jud, 1987); and of Segusino (Treviso) (MacKay, 
1993). It is also mentioned as a characteristic of Bergamasco, an Eastern Lombard variety 
(Bernini & Sanga, 1997); and of Milanese, a Western Lombard variety (Prieto, 2000).
19
 The 
most widely cited case of final devoicing in Italy is in Friulian (Baroni & Vanelli, 2000). To 
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 There is an ancient road that connects the valley with present day Grisons, Switzerland, where varieties of 
German are spoken.  
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 In Milanese, however, final obstruent devoicing is described as optional. Apparently, the tendency is to spell 
final obstruents with the voiced letter. There is at present no acoustic study on the phonetic status of final 





my knowledge, this is also the only study that is supported by instrumental analysis, though 
the analysis is limited to one speaker and one obstruent.   
Camuno appears to exhibit final obstruent devoicing as evidenced by: (i) absence of 
voiced obstruents word-finally; (ii) occurrence of voicing contrasts in initial and medial 
position; (iii) alternating voiced and voiceless obstruents in verb paradigms (e.g. kridí „to 
believe‟, me kr  de „I believe‟ vs. ly l kr  t „he believes‟, exhibiting /d/ ~ /t/); 
masculine/feminine paradigms (e.g. kolómb  „pigeon, f.‟ vs. kolómp „pigeon, m.‟, exhibiting 
/b/ ~ /p/; ǿd  „empty‟, f.‟ vs. ǿt „empty‟, m.‟; herád  „closed, f.‟ vs. herát „closed, m.‟, 
exhibiting /d/ ~ /t/); and augmentative/diminutive pairs (e.g. ʧót „nail‟, ʧudí „small nail‟, and 
ʧudú „big nail‟, exhibiting /d/ ~ /t/). Alongside voiced and voiceless obstruent alternations, the 
language also exhibits pairs with only voiceless obstruents (e.g. htýf „tired, m.”, htýf  „tired, 
f.”), suggesting that the analysis of final devoicing (vs. intervocalic voicing) is the correct 
one.  
Though I refer to this process as final „devoicing‟, acoustic study is necessary to 
determine the precise nature of the feature being neutralized, and whether neutralization is 
complete or partial. While languages differ in the phonetic correlates they select to cue 
obstruent voicing (for an overview, see Jansen, 2004), there is a strong tendency for contrasts 
to be neutralized in word-final position (Blevins, 2006). A common assumption is that 
laryngeal neutralization in final position is complete (Trubetzkoy, 1969). However, this may 
not always be the case. In some studies, speakers produce and perceive partially neutralized 
segments (for production see: Mitleb, 1981; Port, Mitleb  & O‟Dell, 1981; O‟Dell & Port, 
1983; Charles-Luce, 1985; Port & Crawford, 1989 for German; Dinnsen & Charles-Luce, 
1984; Charles-Luce, 1993 for Catalan; Slowiaczek & Szymanska, 1989 for Polish; Ernestus & 
Baayen, 2003; Ernestus, 2011 for Dutch; Baroni & Vanelli, 2000 for Friulian; for perception 





1989 for Polish; Broersma, 2005; Warner, Jongman, Sereno, & Kemps, 2004; Ernestus, 2011 
for Dutch). It has been suggested that orthography may interfere with complete neutralization: 
sounds that are written with different symbols may show a stronger tendency to stay distinct 
than those that are not (Fourakis & Iverson, 1984; Baumann, 1995; Warner, Good, Jongman, 
& Sereno, 2006).  
An acoustic study of the phenomenon in Camuno, a spoken language that lacks a writing 
system, allows one to examine devoicing without the potential interference of spelling 
pronunciation or more subtle differences resulting from a written language. Incomplete 
neutralization in Camuno would weaken the argument of a possible interference of the 
orthographic system in the process. To address the questions (1) through (4), p. 67, four tasks 
were prepared and administered. The Repetition task 1 collected samples to identify the 
phonetic parameters that cue voicing contrasts in the language; the Production task 2 provided 
samples of final obstruents to measure; the Acceptability judgment task 4 complemented and 
reinforced the Production task 2. Nonce task 3 was added in 2012 to test for the productivity 
of the sound pattern. 
The chapter is organized as follows: first, an overview of obstruent contrasts in Romance 
and Germanic languages relevant to this study is provided; second, Camuno laryngeal 
contrasts and instances of devoicing are introduced; third, the process of data collection and 
data analysis are discussed. Finally, a discussion of the results and their implications is 
presented.  
     4.2.1.1 Obstruent voicing contrasts in Romance and Germanic languages 
       4.2.1.1.1 Voicing and VOT contrasts 
Most Romance languages, including Standard Italian, French, and Castillian, cue 
obstruent voicing contrasts by means of presence or absence of vocal fold vibration in the 





stricture, and /b, d, g/ by presence of vocal fold vibration. For this reason, /p, t, k/ are referred 
to as „voiceless‟ and /b, d, g/ as „voiced‟. Languages like these, that use phonetic voicing to 
cue obstruent contrasts, are classified as „voicing‟ languages. In terms of phonological 
distinctive features /p, t, k/ are [-voiced] and /b, d, g/ are [+voiced]. Some Germanic 
languages, including Standard varieties of German and English, cue obstruent contrasts by 
means of differences in the length of aspiration or delay of voicing between the release of the 
closure and the onset of the following vowel (VOT differences; cf. Lisker & Abramson, 1964) 
In those languages, /p, t, k/ are characterized by long aspiration/VOT (about 30ms), /b, d, g/ 
by short aspiration/VOT. Phonetic voicing may be present for /b, d, g/, but it is not the 
primary cue for the voicing contrast (Lisker & Abramson, 1964; Abramson & Lisker, 1970). 
Languages like these, that use VOT differences to cue obstruent contrasts, are called 
„aspirating‟ languages. The distinctive feature characterizing the process is [spread glottis]: /p, 
t, k/ are [spread glottis] and /b, d, g/ are not. In both voicing and aspirating languages phonetic 
voicing or VOT is one of a cluster of phonetic features cueing the contrast. Lexically 
voiceless obstruents are usually longer than voiced ones, preceded by shorter vowels, and 
cause an increase in the F0 and F1 of flanking vowels in contrast to their voiced counterparts 
which may lower these same F0 and F1 values (Jansen, 2004, p. 51).  
     4.2.1.2 Laryngeal neutralization and devoicing 
Laryngeal neutralization in the form of final obstruent devoicing refers to absence of 
lexical voicing contrast in final position. Obstruent voicing contrasts are commonly absent 
word-finally (Blevins, 2006). This process, which usually goes under the name of final 
obstruent devoicing, is attested in a wide range of the world‟s languages including some 
Romance and Germanic languages. In Romance languages, it as attested in Walloon, Old 





Germanic languages it is attested in Dutch, German, Gothic (fricatives only), and Old English 
(fricatives only) (cf. Blevins, 2006 for an overview).  
     4.2.1.3 Complete and incomplete neutralization of voicing contrasts 
Though final devoicing was characterized in terms of complete neutralization of a voicing 
contrast in the early phonological literature (Trubetzkoy, 1969), incomplete neutralization has 
been observed. Incomplete neutralization refers to a phenomenon by which speakers may still 
produce and perceive very small acoustic differences in what would otherwise be a 
neutralized contrast. Though it is widely held that neutralization is complete in German, 
Polish, Catalan, and Dutch, this may not be the case (Warner et al. 2004, 2006; Ernestus, 
2011). Some scholars argue that incomplete devoicing is the artificial result of orthographic 
interference or poor experimental design (Fourakis & Iverson, 1984, for German; Warner et 
al. 2004, 2006, for Dutch). In the first case, the general idea is that devoicing was historically 
complete but spelling pronunciation has interfered, resulting in gradient voicing of sounds 
written with voiced consonant symbols. In the second case, design procedure can result in 
similar effects if subjects are asked to read aloud or are presented with written material. 
Second language interference may also play a role in incomplete neutralization if the second 
language exhibits a voicing contrast word-finally (Baumann, 1995). Even when all these 
factors are considered, evidence for incomplete devoicing remains. Catalan and Turkish 
orthographies do not represent the contrast between final voiced and voiceless obstruents, yet 
Dinnsen and Charles-Luce (1984), Charles-Luce (1993) and Kopkalli (1993) find that the 
distinction between the two classes of obstruents are audible and significant despite potential 
neutralization of voicing cues.  
4.3 Observational evidence 





Recall that Camuno exhibits the consonant inventory in (76).  
(76) Labial Alveolar Alveo-palatal Palatal Velar Glottal 
 
Stop p, b t, d   k, ɡ  
Fricative f, (v) z or ð ʃ   h 
Affricate   ʧ, ʤ    
Nasal m n  ɲ   
Liquid  l, r     
Glide w   j   
  
All obstruents come in voiced/voiceless pairs at the same place of articulation, with the 
exception of /z/ and /ð/ which are realized as [h] in word-final position, and /ʃ/. The /f/ vs. /v/ 
contrast is marginal due to widespread loss of intervocalic *v (Bonfadini 1990, p. 47). 
Camuno exhibits voicing contrasts for  obstruents in initial and medial position. Some 
examples are given in (77). 
(77) /p/ polɛ ntɔ „corn porridge‟ hypɛ l „clog‟ 
 /b/ biʧér „glass‟ hábiɔ „sand‟ 
 /t/ tólɔ „tin‟ pitóto „off-centered person‟ 
 /d/ dét „tooth‟ podɛ t „sickle 
 /k/ káp „field‟ pekát „sin‟ 
 /g/ gál „cock‟ dygál „gutter‟ 
 /f/ fít „rent‟ brofɛ l  „carbuncle‟  
 /v/ vidúr „vines‟ áiva „water‟ 
 /z/ zét  „people‟ ázɛn „donkey‟ 
 /h/ hɛ t „seven‟ hbehɛ t  „robin‟ 
 /ʧ/ ʧáf „key‟ bóʧa „kid‟ 
 /ʤ/ ʤáol  „devil‟ orɛ ʤɔ „ear‟ 
 
Voicing contrasts also occur in clusters, as shown in (78). 
(78) hpɛ hɔ „thick‟ hbɛ hɔ  „eye mucous‟ 
 hkáɲɔ  „chair‟ hgáɲɔ  „he chews‟ 
 htentát  „difficult‟ hdentát  „toothless‟ 
 hfodegá  „to search‟ hvɛ rgol  „crooked‟ 
 hʧáo  „ejection‟ hʤúf  „swollen‟   
 
Absence of word-final laryngeal contrasts in Camuno is evident in distributional 





(79) STRESSED VOWELS /i/ pustí „postman‟ 
  /y/ lý  „he, him‟ 
  /e/ fé  „hay‟ 
  /ɛ/ pɛ   „foot‟ 
  /ø/ nkǿ  „today‟ 
  /a/ pá  „bread‟ 
  /ɔ/ fɔ   „out‟ 
  /o/ fó  „beech‟ 
  /u/ pahtú  „hen food‟ 
 UNSTRESSED VOWELS /i/ ʧɛ hi
20
  „toilets‟  
  /o/ ʧɛ ho
21
  „toilet‟  
  /ɔ/ bɛ lɔ  „pretty, sg. f.‟  
  /e/ bɛ le  „pretty, pl. f.‟  
 SONORANTS /l/ kortɛ l  „knife‟ 
  /r/ predér  „gallbladder‟ 
  /m/ fým  „smoke‟ 
  /n/ ázɛn  „donkey‟ 
  /ɲ/ pýɲ  „fist‟ 
 OBSTRUENTS /p/ gróp  „knot‟ 
  /t/ pýt  „unmarried, m.‟ 
  /k/ hɛ k  „dry‟ 
  /f/ htýf  „tired‟ 
  /h/ hpúh  „bridegroom‟ 
  /ʧ/ kuníʧ  „rabbit‟ 
 
No voiced obstruents occur in word-final position. Although /ʃ/ is expected, it is not, as to my 
knowledge, attested. Words that exhibit final /o/ and /i/, used as markers of masculine 
singular and plural respectively, are usually Italian loans, where the use of the suffix /-o/ for 
the singular masculine, and the suffix /-a/ for the singual feminine, and /-i/ for the plural 
masculine is the norm. In Camuno, unstressed non-low vowels have generally been lost in 
final position.  
In addition to these static distributional patterns, Camuno shows voicing alternations. 
Voiced and voiceless alternating pairs in (80a), and lack of alternation in (80b) exemplify the 
occurrence of final obstruent devoicing for stops. 
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 Italian  loan; /i/ is the Italian masculine singular marker. 
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(80a) kolómbɔ  „pigeon, f.‟ kolómp  „pigeon, m.‟ 
 húrdɔ  „deaf, f.‟ húrt  „deaf, m.‟ 
 hurigí  „small mouse‟ horɛ k  „mouse‟ 
 herádɔ  „closed, f.‟ herát  „closed, m.‟ 
 ʧudú  „big nail‟ ʧót  „nail‟ 
  
(80b) podɛ tɔ  „big syckle‟ podɛ t „syckle‟ 
 hýtɔ  „not wet, f.‟ hýt  „not wet, m.‟ 
 grupí „small knot‟ gróp  „knot‟ 
 deɛ rtɔ „opened, f.‟ deɛ rt  „opened, m.‟ 
 baketú   „big stick‟ bakɛ t  „stick‟ 
 
Voiced and voiceless alternations in (81a), and lack of alternations in (81b) illustrate final 
devoicing for fricatives and affricates. The alternations /z/ ~ /h/ (hpúz  „bride‟, hpúh „groom‟) 
and Ø ~ /f/ (í  „alive, f., íf „alive, m.) are clear instances of historical telescoping. The 
synchronic phonology supports an analysis where underlying consonants are /z/ and /v/ 
respectively. 
(81a) hpúzɔ  „bride‟ hpúh  „groom‟ 
 íɔ  „alive, f.‟ íf  „alive, m.‟ 
 kaiʤí  „small twig‟ kaíʧ  „twig‟ 
 nazí „small nose‟ náh „nose‟ 
(81b) kuníʧɔ  „rabbit, f.‟ kuníʧ  „rabbit, m.‟ 
 htýfɔ  „tired, f.‟ htýf  „tired, m.‟ 
 hpiʧí  „small mirror‟ hpɛ ʧ  „mirror‟ 
 zenyʧú  „big knee‟ zenǿʧ  „knee‟ 
 
On the basis of these alternations and the existence of non-alternating voiceless obstruents, 
underlying voiced consonants are posited for all alternating consonants in (80a) and (81a) 
above. Underlying voiceless obstruents are posited for the non-alternating voiceless 
obstruents which are in (80b) and (81b). 
§ 4.4.1 through § 4.4.3.4 illustrate how data have been collected and analyzed to assess 





4.4 Experimental evidence 
   4.4.1 Repetition task 1 
The first step in the study of final obstruent devoicing in Camuno was to identify the 
phonetic correlates of voicing in the language. Although it is tacitly assumed that Camuno, 
being sister to Italian, is, by default, a voicing language, this assumption has never been 
tested. The first task was meant to fill this gap. The language exhibits laryngeal contrasts 
word-initially, medially, and in obstruent clusters. Because this is the first acoustic study of 
Camuno, the most basic positions, initial and medial, were chosen. I selected two tokens of 
initial and medial positions for each obstruent for a total of 24 tokens. Ideally, the tokens 
should have been 12 minimal pairs, which I have not been able to find. I was able to control 
for stress (with one exception), but not for vowel quality. Use of the carrier phrase di_am   
„say_again‟ ensured that the effects of initial strengthening, final lengthening, and other 
prosodic effects were minimized.  The carrier phrase also allowed measurement of the closure 
duration of word-initial voiceless stops. The full set of tokens is listed in (82), and in 





(82) TOKENS FOR THE REPETITION TASK 1
22
 
 /p/ polɛ ntɔ „corn porridge‟ hypɛ l „clog‟ 
  podér „piece of land‟ hapí „small hoe‟ 
 /b/ biʧér „glass‟ hábiɔ „sand‟ 
  bilínɔ „dried  chestnut‟ rábiɔ „anger‟ 
 /t/ tólɔ „kind of container‟ pitóto „off-centered person‟ 
  tóh „cough‟ fritádɔ  „omelette‟ 
 /d/ dét „tooth‟ podɛ t „sickle 
  déh „ten‟ predér „gallbladder‟ 
 /k/ káp „field‟ pekát „sin‟ 
  kár „cart; dear‟ takú „darning‟ 
 /g/ gál „cock‟ dygál „gutter‟ 
  gát „cat‟ hegábol „scything land‟ 
 /f/ fít „rent‟ brofɛ l  „carbuncle‟  
  fé „hay‟ fifú „fearful‟ 
 /v/ vidúr „vines‟ áivɔ „water‟ 
  vagú „wagon‟ - - 
 /z/ zét   „people‟ ázɛn „donkey‟ 
  zǿk  „game‟ rázɔ  „resin‟ 
 /h/ hɛ t „seven‟ hbehɛ t „robin‟ 
  hɛ k „dry‟ pohɛ t „small well‟ 
 /ʧ/ ʧaf „key‟ bóʧɔ „kid‟ 
  ʧót „nail‟ páʧɔ „mud‟ 
 /ʤ/ ʤáol  „devil‟ orɛ ʤɔ „ear‟ 
  ʤáh „ice‟ óʤɔ „needle‟ 
 
Participants were instructed to repeat each stimulus after me.
23
 Participants were also 
instructed to use their own variety of the language, which may be different from mine. 
Instructions were in Camuno. Participants were aware that the experiment examined 
pronunciation, but were not informed as to which specific aspect would be assessed. 
Recording took place in the participants‟ homes. Care was taken in each location to ensure 
that background noise was minimal. These procedures are common to all the tasks discussed 
in this work. Participants wore an Opus 55.18 II Omnidirectional Condenser Microphone 
(Byerdynamic), and their utterances were recorded in stereo with Fostex FR-2LE tape 
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 The different stress patterns of hyp  l and hapí vs. hábia and rábia eliminated these pairs from comparison of 
preceding vowel length. Intervocalic /v/ seems to have survived only in áiva „water‟; vagú  „wagon‟ is likely to 
be a recent Italian loan because it does not drop /v/ in sandhi; vidúr does drop /v/ in sandhi and one participant 
has not produced /v/ in di vidúr am   „say vines again‟.  
23
 The repetition task seemed the best choice for a number of reasons. Any form of writing was ruled out because 
this language lacks a writing system. A combination of images and the carrier phrase could have been used, but I 
decided not to use it considering the age of the participants, the number of tasks, and the order of the tasks. This 
task was the first and I thought it would be important to keep it as simple and easy as possible in order to set the 





recorder at 48kHz/24bit, BWF file mode, and re-digitized in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 
2011). Results were analyzed with SPSS/20 for Windows. The participants were 24 Camuno 
speakers: 16 women and 8 men whose age range spans from 48 to 93. Two of them wore a 
hearing aid. All participants live in the upper part of the lower valley. They are from Cogno, 
Esine, Prestine, Bienno, Gorzone, Darfo, Breno, Malegno, Piamborno. Four participants 
volunteered diáol „devil‟ instead of ʤáol. /ʤ/ in ʤáol is likely to be the result of the change 
*d > ʤ/_jV, which has not occurred in all varieties of Camuno. Furthermore, eight 
participants speak Camuno-ð. 
The obstruent inventory of the language includes stops, fricatives and affricates, which 
all seem to undergo word-final devoicing. However, raw and statistical data across all 24 
participants and tokens will be given only for the stops.
24
 
     4.4.1.1 Results: stops 
A corpus of 1152 Camuno real words containing 12 obstruents in initial and 
medial/intervocalic positions was recorded and manually segmented. An example of the 
measurement of word-initial /p/ is in (83). It shows the acoustic events used for the stops, 
which are detailed below.  
(83) 
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 The study of fricatives and affricates is part of a larger project that would ideally include a perception 
experiment. Since stops are the most widely studied obstruents in final devoicing, I thought it would be 





(1) the beginning of a preceding vowel; it was defined by taking the instant in time at which 
the first formant intensity becomes characteristic for a vowel in the spectrogram; 
 (2) the end of a preceding vowel and beginning of closure/stricture; for the voiceless stops, it 
was marked where the first formant was no longer visible in the spectrogram; for the voiced 
stops, when the second formant was no longer visible in the spectrogram. It was always 
possible to determine the acoustic event because the words were produced within a frame 
sentence, so even word-initial stops were preceded by a word that ended with a vowel;  
(3) the end of the closure and the beginning of the release; it was defined by a sudden peak in 
the waveform and as a vertical bar in the spectrogram (burst). When there were multiple 
bursts, the one with the highest intensity was chosen, as the one with the highest intensity is 
believed to correspond to the actual opening (Fuchs, 2005);  
(4) the end of the release and the beginning of the following vowel; it was marked where the 
first formant amplitude begins in the spectrogram; 
(5) the end of voicing in the closure; it was marked where pulsing was no longer signaled by 
the Praat function “pulses”. 
The following measurements were extracted from the annotation files of the corpus for 
all speakers: (1) amount of voicing in the closure (the ratio of vocal fold vibration and the 
duration of the obstruent; it was calculated by dividing the difference between point 5 and 2, 
by the difference between point 4 and 2: 5-2 / 4-2), (2) length of the release (or duration of the 
aspiration; it was calculated by point 4 – point 3), (3) length of the closure (it was calculated 
by point 3 – point 2), (4) length of the obstruent (it was calculated by point 4 – point 2), (5) 
length of the preceding segment (it was calculated by point 2 – point 1), and (6) presence or 
absence of the burst.  
I chose to measure these acoustic correlates individually rather than look at VOT, 





From an initial visual inspection of the sounds, I noticed that some lexically voiced stops were 
not fully voiced throughout the closure and exhibited some aspiration; and that some lexically 
voiceless stops exhibited some voicing in the closure. A glance at the spectrogram in (80) 
reveals, for instance, that /p/ is voiced well into the closure, a fact that a classical VOT 
measurement would not capture. Standard VOT assumes either lead voicing or aspiration, and 
does not account for cases in which both occur. This „hybrid‟ situation is well evident in the 
means for aspiration duration and voicing percentage of Camuno stops reported in (84) below. 
(84)  ASPIRATION DURATION (ms.)  VOICING PERCENTAGE IN THE CLOSURE (%) 
 /p/ 14 /p/ 27.1 
 /t/ 23 /t/ 15.7 
 /k/ 45 /k/ 9.2 
 /b/ 1 /b/ 95.1 
 /d/ 9 /d/ 91.4 
 /g/ 3 /g/ 86.3 
 
(85) reports all the raw data which are organized by the acoustic characteristics that were 
measured, and the targeted stops. Values for the preceding segment duration of /b/ are not 










(85)  VOICING PERCENTAGE ASPIRATION DURATION PRECEDING SEGMENT DURATION CLOSURE DURATION SEGMENT DURATION 
  % ms. ms. ms. ms. 
  voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced 
 LABIAL /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ 
 range 0-100 20.7-100 0-64 0-27 31-106 - 50-156 37-165 64-194 37-165 
 mean  27.1 95.1 14 1 63 - 101 86 115 87 
 median 22.7 100 13 0 62 - 101 84 112 85 
 SD 0.206 0.168 0.013 0.003 0.015 - 0.021 0.027 0.024 0.027 
 DENTAL /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ 
 range 0-71.7 5.4-100 0-86 0-100 24-149 56-144 20-203 21-219 57-214 29-264 
 mean  15.7 91.4 23 9 67 91 96 59 118 71 
 median 12.5 100 20 0 64 91 97 54 116 59 
 SD 0.151 0.221 0.014 0.024 0.021 0.017 0.027 0.026 0.024 0.027 
 VELAR /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ 
 range 0-100 0-100 0-102 0-40 52-114 73-191 26-213 25-91 57-315 40-100 
 mean  9.2 86.3 45 3 76 99 87 55 132 64 
 median 5.4 100 41 0 78 95 87 54 128 56 
 SD 0.154 0.276 0.018 0.008 0.015 0.028 0.027 0.014 0.032 0.015 





With respect to voiceless stops, voiced stops have a greater percentage of voicing during the 
closure; they have shorter aspiration duration; they are preceded by a longer segment; they have a 
shorter closure duration and are overall shorter. Furthermore, the amount of voicing in the closure 
decreases gradually from /b/ to /g/; the length of aspiration increases gradually from /p/ to /k/. These 
facts appear to reflect tendencies determined by basic vocal tract constraints and aerodynamic 
principles (Ohala, 1983, p. 195). 
The data have been subjected to Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, a non-parametric test (the 
data are not normally distributed) to find out whether the difference between voiced and voiceless 
stops for each acoustic correlate was significant. α = 0.01 (Bonferroni‟s correction). Results are in 
(86). 
(86)   VOICING PARAMETER WORD-INITIAL & MEDIAL Z p (2-tailed) 
 consonant duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.286 .001 
 percentage of voicing in the closure /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.286 .001 
 closure duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.257 .001 
 aspiration duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.286 .001 
 preceding segment duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.286 .001 
 
All differences are statistically significant suggesting that all acoustic correlates investigated 
possibly cue the lexical contrasts in the language.  
   4.4.2 Production task 2 
The purpose of the Production task was (i) to collect samples of word-final obstruents from 
both underlying voiced and voiceless categories for acoustic analysis; (ii) to assess whether final 
obstruent devoicing is a productive phonological process in the synchronic grammar of the 
language. To this end, the task was designed to prompt a spontaneous, although guided, production 
of voiced and voiceless final obstruents in real and nonce words. Voicing alternations can be found 
in masculine/feminine paradigms, and in base/augmentative and base/diminutive pairs. Some 








For each obstruent, I selected a variable number of stems (between 7 and 12) which can occur in  
masculine/feminine, in base/augmentative, and base/diminutive pairs. The number of tokens for 
each obstruent was necessarily variable because there simply were not equal numbers of words 
illustrating each alternation. Apparently, the alternations /ʤ/ ~ /ʧ/, and /b/ ~ /p/ are not very 
frequent. Attempts were made to match stress pattern and word length. Most alternations are 
disyllabic ~ monosyllabic, but not all. I was able to control for stress pattern, with the exception of 
helvádeg  „wild, f.‟ helvád k „wild, m.‟. It has not been possible to control for vowel quality.  
To assess whether the devoicing process is phonological and productive rather than lexical 
and non-productive, I added a fixed number of nonsense words, treating them as Camuno feminine 
nouns and adjectives.  The underlying assumption is that if the pattern is phonologically productive 
it will be extended to novel words; if no extention occurs it may be an effect of lexical knowledge. 
All tokens were blocked with respect to the obstruent place of articulation, so that each block had 
two pairs of obstruents at two different points of articulation. Blocking was essentially made to 
provide some sort of input for the nonsense words. To block the tokens at one point of articulation 
and have the nonsense words follow the real words seemed too easy. At the same time, to block the 
tokens at three points of articulation seemed too difficult. That is why the „middle way‟ was chosen. 
Thus, each block had nonsense words with final consonant at the sames place of articulation as the 
real words; and the nonsense words were ordered after the real words. To make the nonsense words 
sound more real, and the task as a whole more spontaneous, each token was put in a full sentence 
instead of using the word in isolation, i.e. l   ˈhtink  „she is stiff‟ vs. htínk  „stiff, f.  
Participants were instructed to supply the masculine form of a feminine noun or adjective, 
and the regular size of a masculine diminutive. This would put the same underlying consonant in 
(87) kolómbɔ  „pigeon, f.‟ kolómp  „pigeon, m.‟ /b/ ~ /p/ 
 húrdɔ „deaf, f.‟ húrt  „deaf, m.‟ /d/ ~ /t/ 
 herádɔ „closed, f.‟ herát  „closed, m.‟ /d/ ~ /t/ 
 ʧudú „big nail‟ ʧót  „nail‟ /d/ ~ /t/ 





word-final position. The nonsense words were presented as real words of a foreign language which 
was similar to Camuno, and participants were asked to treat them as Camuno words. Examples 
were provided for each alternation (noun, adjective, diminutive), and each block was preceded by a 
training session in which the activity was modelled by me using adjectives and diminutives. There 
was only one repetition for block. Procedures, participants and equipment were the same as the ones 
for the Repetition task 1. 
Examples for /g, k/ and /Ø, f/ are in (88). The whole set of stimuli is in Appendix IV, pp. 
234-237. Recall that the alternation /Ø/ ~ /f/ is the result of /v/ deletion in intervocalic position; for 
this reason nonsense stimuli with /v/ were necessary to test for final devoicing of /v/. 
(88) REAL WORDS 
 SEGMENT CONTEXT STIMULUS EXPECTED RESPONSE  
   voiced voiceless   
 /g, k/ l ɛ  htínkɔ htínk „it‟s rigid‟ 
  l ɛ  ʧɔ kɔ ʧɔ k „s/he is drunk‟ 
  l ɛ bordɛ gɔ  bordɛ k „it‟s dirty‟ 
  l ɛ lárgɔ  lárk „it‟s large‟ 
  l ɛ  ɲɛ kɔ ɲɛ k „s/he is angry‟ 
  l ɛ na helvádegɔ  helvádɛk „it‟s a wild person‟ 
  l ɛ  htrákɔ htrák „s/he tired‟ 
  l ɛ n fogatí  fǿk „it‟s a fire‟ 
  l ɛ lóngɔ  lónk „it‟s long‟ 
  l ɛ  hɛ kɔ hɛ k „it‟s dry‟ 
 /ø, f/ l ɛ  hʤúfɔ hʤúf „s/he is swollen‟ 
  l ɛ íɔ  íf „it‟s alive‟ 
  l ɛ n oatí  ǿf „it‟s an egg‟ 
  l ɛ gréɔ  gréf „it‟s heavy‟ 
  l ɛ katíɔ  katíf „it‟s wicked‟ 
  l ɛ na laatíɔ  laatíf „s/he‟s a lazy person‟ 
  l ɛ nǿɔ  nǿf „it‟s new‟ 
  l ɛ  htýfɔ htýf „it‟s tired‟ 
 NONSENSE WORDS 
 SEGMENT CONTEXT STIMULUS EXPECTED RESPONSE  
 /g, k/ l ɛ bárgɔ  bárk ‘it‟s ‘barga‟ 
  l ɛ na kálgɔ  kálk „s/he‟s ‘kalga‟ 
  l ɛ mángɔ  mánk „it‟s ‘manga‟ 
  l ɛ  rókɔ rók „it‟s ‘roka 
 /v, f/ l ɛ rývɔ  rýf „it‟s „ryva‟ 
  l ɛ na hévɔ  héf „it‟s „heva‟ 
  l ɛ tovɔ  tǿf  „it‟s „tøva‟ 





Camuno real words were treated with confidence. Speakers supplied the expected responses with no 
hesitation. In contrast, the nonsense words caused problems. Participants in general felt quite 
awkward and puzzled when asked to work on words whose meaning they did not know. More often 
than not, they asked me to repeat the word, and what it meant. This tendency was almost the norm 
with alternating tokens (those that had a voiced obstruent); tokens that did not alternate were treated 
with more confidence. Tokens with final /vɔ/ and /zɔ/ were also treated with confidence and the 
expected [f] and [h] were always supplied. Knowledge of Standard Italian may also have played a 
role. The strongest tendency was to supply a token with final /o/. Italian has productive gender 
marking, where /a/ is the singular feminine marker, and /o/ is the singular masculine marker. Age 
may have played a role, as well as schooling.
25
 It is then hard to formulate any conclusive judgment 
about the productivity of the process on the basis of the participants‟ responses. For this reason, 
nonsense words were not acoustically analyzed, and a revised nonce task was administered in 2012. 
The detail and results of this task are in § 4.4.2.1 and § 4.4.2.2. 
     4.4.2.1 Nonce task 3  
Given the shortcoming of the nonce task in 2011 discussed in § 4.4.2 to test for productivity 
of the final obstruent devoicing pattern, an improved format was devised and administered in 2012. 
The new nonce task was designed along the lines of Berko‟s (1958) „wug‟ test. The experiment 
from 2010 revealed that this population has difficulty memorizing nonsense words. The 
participants‟ main concerns were the meaning of the nonce words and remembering them. The two 
issues were related: lack of meaning seemed to prevent proper memorization of the nonce word. 
The advantage of the „wug‟ test is that it provides a concrete referent in the form of an imaginary 
animal that the nonsense word can be associated with. This makes the nonsense word meaningful 
and helps memorization. In the original „wug‟ test, the nonsense word is also spelled out in capital 
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letters for the participants, children and adults alike. This would allow participants to concentrate on 
the morphological process itself, obviating memorization. This useful strategy could not be used 
with the Camuno speakers, since Camuno is an oral language without a writing system. 
In order to capture the spontaneous process of final obstruent devoicing, it was important 
that the focus of the task was not on the voiced ~ voiceless itself, but on some different process, in 
this case on the morphological process of feminine/masculine marking. Camuno masculine names 
are usually not morphologically marked, while feminine names are marked by the suffix /ɔ/ (e.g. 
m  n k vs. men  g ). However, while this is true for many proper names, Camuno also has many 
proper masculine names that exhibit final /o/. In this case, final unstressed /ɔ/ marks the singular 
feminine, and /o/ the singular masculine (e.g. marí /mário). The task was designed to elicit the 
masculine proper names of imaginary creatures. These creatures were drawn on cards in two 
different sizes: biggish for the male, and smallish for the female (see Appendix IV, p. 238, for a 
sample picture). In addition, the male wore a blue ribbon, and the female a pink ribbon. These two 
colors identify males from females respectively in the Italian-Camuno culture. Each creature was 
introduced by pointing at it and saying its name in Camuno: e.g. “le la h  ʧiám  „áp ‟” “she is 
called „áp ‟”. The participants repeated the creature‟s name to make sure they got it right, then, by 
pointing at the drawing, they supplied the masculine form.  
The task was preceded by a training session. In this session, participants were presented with 
4 cards, each with a real animal pair with distinct gender nouns in Camuno, and in a clear 
feminine/masculine morphological relation. The stimuli were kolómb  „dove, f.‟ vs. kolómp „dove, 
m.‟, whose proper names were ruzín  and ruzí respectively; kuníʧ  „rabbit, f‟, vs. kuníʧ „rabbit, m.‟, 
whose proper names were bjád  and bját respectively; gát  „cat, f.‟ vs. gát „cat, m., whose proper 
names were min  and miní respectively‟; kaál  „mare‟ vs. kaál „horse‟, whose proper names were 
ruzín  and ruzí respectively. Participants were asked to name them after me. At the end of the 
training session, participants were told that they would supply the masculine names for made-up 





was devised. The whole set of stimuli and expected responses are in (89) and in Appendix IV, pp. 
237-238. 
(89) SEGMENT STIMULUS EXPECTED RESPONSE STIMULUS EXPECTED RESPONSE 
 /p,b/ ápɔ áp ɛ bɔ ɛ p 
  ɔ pɔ ɔ p ǿbɔ ǿp 
 /t,d/ ɛ tɔ ɛ t ɛ dɔ ɛ t 
  ýtɔ ýt ádɔ át 
 /k,g/ ýkɔ ýk ágɔ ák 
  ɛ kɔ ɛ k ógɔ ók 
 /f,v/ ɛ lfɔ ɛ lf ǿlvɔ ǿlf 
  ɛ fɔ ɛ f ývɔ ýf 
 /z,ð,h/ ɛ hɔ ɛ h ɔ zɔ ~ ɔ ðɔ ɔ h 
  íhɔ íh ǿzɔ ~ ǿðɔ ǿh 
 /ʧ,ʤ/ íʧɔ íʧ áʤɔ áʧ 
  óʧɔ óʧ íʤɔ íʧ 
 
The stimuli were interleaved with the distractors hér , pýl , tán , nér , f  m ,   l , and trén . The 
participants and equipment were the same as tasks 6 discussed in § 5.4.1.1, pp. 143-144. 
     4.4.2.2 Nonce results 
 The revised task format allowed speakers to treat the nonce words as real, overcoming 
memorization and meaning concerns. However, speakers‟ tendency was to supply masculine names 
with final /o/. This prevented any assessment of the productivity of the final obstruent devoicing 
pattern. In addition, it suggests that the correspondence between zero in the masculine and /ɔ/ in the 
feminine is being lost in proper nouns.  
   4.4.3 Real word results 
A corpus of 1968 Camuno real words and nonsense words containing 12 obstruents in final 
position was recorded, and 796 were manually segmented. These include 676 real words with final 
stops for all 24 participants; and 120 real words with final fricatives for 6 participants. The 
remaining 902 words include words with final fricatives for the remaining 18 speakers, and with 
final affricates for the 24 speakers. The study of the phonetic characterics of final fricatives and 
affricates is part of a future goal. The acoustic events used and the temporal measurements were the 





comparison of the values for each correlate. The data were used to investigate (i) occurrence of final 
devoicing, (ii) whether neutralization between the underlying voiced and voiceless final segments 
was complete or partial; (iii) and whether the direction of neutralization was towards the voiceless 
series, or the final segments exhibited charcteristics of their own. These questions are addressed in  
§ 4.4.3.1, § 4.4.3.2, and § 4.4.3.3. 
     4.4.3.1 Occurrence of final devoicing 
To assess whether final devoicing occurs in Camuno, the mean values of the voicing 
percentage and the length of aspiration of initial and medial voiced stops (Repetition task 1) were 
compared to the mean values of the voicing percentage and the length of aspiration of voiced final 
stops (Production task 2). Only the mean values for voicing percentage and length of aspiration 
were comparable because the tokens in the Repetition task 1 and the tokens in the Production task 2 
have a different stress pattern. The assumption is that final devoicing occurs if differences between 
the mean values of final voiced stops are statistically different from the mean values of initial and 
medial voiced stops for each correlate. The raw data are displayed in (90). 
(90)  VOICING PERCENTAGE (%) ASPIRATION DURATION (ms.) 
  initial&medial final initial&medial final 
 LABIAL /b/ /b/ /b/ /b/ 
 range 20.7-100 0-100 0-27 14-373 
 mean  95.1 5.8 1 153 
 median 100 0 0 154 
 SD 0.168 0.184 0.003 0.060 
 DENTAL /d/ /d/ /d/ /d/ 
 range 5.4-100 0-100 0-100 22-597 
 mean  91.4 5.2 9 154 
 median 100 0 0 143 
 SD 0.221 0.121 0.024 0.067 
 VELAR /g/ /g/ /g/ /g/ 
 range 0-100 0-100 0-40 0-536 
 mean  86.3 3 3 166 
 median 100 0 0 157 
 SD 0.276 0.104 0.008 0.070 






With respect to the mean, all final segments exhibit a decrease in the amount of phonetic voicing in 
the closure, and an increase in the length of aspiration, when compared to the non-final segments of 
the same place and voicing. The data have been subjected to Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, a non-
parametric test (the data are not normally distributed) to find out whether the mean differences 
between the two positions in the word, and across the two acoustic correlates were statistically 
significant. α = 0.0125 (Bonferroni‟s correction). Results are in (91).  
(91) VOICING PARAMENTER INITIAL & MEDIAL VS. FINAL Z p (2-tailed) 
 voicing percentage /b, d, g/ vs. /b, d, g/ -4.286 .001 
 aspiration duration /b, d, g/ vs. /b, d, g/ -4.286 .001 
 
All differences are statistically significant, indicating that final obstruent devoicing does occur in 
Camuno, and that final stops are different from initial and medial stops, with respect to phonetic 
voicing and aspiration duration.  
     4.4.3.2 Complete vs. partial neutralization 
To assess the degree of neutralization, the mean values of final underlying voiced stops were 
compared to the mean values of final underlying voiceless stops across the acoustic correlates that 
cue voicing in the language, namely voicing in the closure, aspiration duration, the length of the 
preceding segment, the length of the closure, and the length of the segment. The assumption is that 
complete neutralization occurs if the differences for each correlate between final voiced and 
voiceless stops are not statistically significant; if neutralization is partial, some differences will be 























(92)  VOICING PERCENTAGE ASPIRATION DURATION PRECEDING SEGMENT DURATION CLOSURE DURATION SEGMENT DURATION 
  % ms. ms. ms. ms. 
  voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced 
 LABIAL /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ /p/ /b/ 
 range 0-28 0-100 0-435 14-373 75-247 44-363 53-235 15-349 282-473 287-588 
 mean  5.4 5.8 168 153 127 104 150 122 318 274 
 median 0 0 153 154 119 95 150 122 304 275 
 SD 0.076 0.184 0.086 0.060 0.035 0.044 0.030 0.042 0.100 0.078 
 DENTAL /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ /t/ /d/ 
 range 0-42 0-100 39-297 22-597 39-202 40-409 64-260 16-305 262-471 427-454 
 mean  5.6 5.2 153 154 97 131 132 131 288 285 
 median 0 0 152 143 92 128 129 130 274 273 
 SD 0.091 0.121 0.058 0.067 0.030 0.052 0.034 0.040 0.068 0.076 
 VELAR /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ /k/ /g/ 
 range 0-28 0-100 42-313 0-536 65-242 52-240 33-207 22-235 218-428 206-391 
 mean  2.5 3 164 166 136 119 117 110 281 276 
 median 0 0 159 157 130 112 116 106 288 261 
 SD 0.057 0.104 0.057 0.070 0.036 0.044 0.035 0.036 0.068 0.080 





The data have been subjected to Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, a non-parametric test (the data 
are not normally distributed) to find out whether the difference between final voiced and 
voiceless stops for each acoustic correlate was significant. α = 0.01 (Bonferroni‟s correction). 
Results are in (93). 
(93)   VOCING PARAMETER WORD-FINAL Z p (2-tailed) 
 consonant duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -2.286 .022 
 percentage of voicing in the closure /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -1.430 .153 
 closure duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -3.114 .002 
 aspiration duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -.971 .331 
 preceding segment duration /b, d, g/ vs. /p, t, k/ -.514 .607 
 
4 acoustic correlates out of 5 are not statistically significant, namely voicing percentage, 
duration of the consonant, length of aspiration and the length of the preceding segment. Only 
the duration of the closure is significant. These results indicate that final obstruent devoicing 
in Camuno is almost complete. Since Camuno does not have a writing system, these results 
suggest that incomplete neutralization is not necessarily due to spelling interference. It is 
possible that the final stops constitute a third series, distinct from both lexically voiced and 
voiceless initial and medial stops. 
     4.4.3.3 The direction of neutralization 
 In order to assess whether the direction of neutralization is towards the voiceless series 
or not, the initial and medial voiceless stops were compared to the final voiceless stops. The 





(94)  VOICING PERCENTAGE (%) ASPIRATION DURATION (ms.) 
  initial&medial final initial&medial final 
 LABIAL /p/ /p/ /p/ /p/ 
 range 0-100 0-28 0-64 0-435 
 mean  27.100 5.4 14 168 
 median 22.7 0 13 153 
 SD 0.126 0.076 0.013 0.086 
 DENTAL /t/ /t/ /t/ /t/ 
 range 0-71.7 0-42 0-86 39-297 
 mean  15.7 5.6 23 153 
 median 12.5 0 20 152 
 SD 0.151 0.091 0.014 0.058 
 VELAR /k/ /k/ /k/ /k/ 
 range 0-100 0-28 0-102 42-313 
 mean  9.2 2.5 45 164 
 median 5.4 0 41 159 
 SD 0.154 0.057 0.018 0.057 
 MEAN TOTAL 17.3 4.5 28 161.6 
 
The data were subjected to Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test, a non-parametric test (the data are 
not normally distributed) to find out whether the mean differences between the two positions 
in the word, and across the two acoustic correlates were statistically significant. α = 0.0125 
(Bonferroni‟s correction). Results are in (95). 
(95) VOICING PARAMETER INITIAL & MEDIAL VS. FINAL Z p (2-tailed) 
 voicing percentage /p, t, k/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.286 .001 
 aspiration duration /p, t, k/ vs. /p, t, k/ -4.286 .001 
 
As it appears, the final voiceless semgents are significantly different from the voiceless initial 
and medial segments, suggesting the the direction of neutralization is not towards the 
voiceless series, and that the final series constitute a new series, different from either voiced 
and voiceless series.  
     4.4.3.4 Acceptability judgment task 4 
The Acceptability Judgment task 4 was conceived as a complement to and 
reinforcement of the Production task. To this end, speakers were asked to pick the token that 
sounded Camuno-like in a voiced/voiceless pair that I would say to them. Three real words 





each obstruent. The words were randomized, and then pseudo-randomized to avoid tokens 
with the same final obstruent adjacent to one another. 15 distractors were added, 5 at the 
beginning, 1 every five stimuli, and 4 at the end. The distractors varied in the initial, mid, and 
final consonant and/or vowel. Some examples are in (96). The whole set of stimuli is in 
Appendix IV, pp. 238-239. „D‟ stands for „distractor‟, „vl‟ for voiceless, and „vd‟ for voiced.  
(96) SAMPLES FROM THE ACCEPTABILITY JUDGMENT TASK 
 stimuli expected response category gloss 
 biʧér/piʧér biʧér D „glass‟ 
 barpái/barbái barbái D „nothingness‟ 
 bygádɔ/bygádo bygádɔ D „laundry‟ 
 zakɛ l/hakɛ l hakɛl D „bag‟ 
 mardɛ l/ martɛ l martɛl D „hammer‟ 
 kuníʧ/ʤ kuníʧ vl „rabbit‟ 
 gánv/f gánf vl „cramp‟ 
 ǿʧ/ʤ ǿʧ dv „eye‟ 
 katíf/v katíf dv „wicked‟ 
 pɛ rhɛk/g pɛ rhɛk dv „peach‟ 
 harézɔ/halézɔ harézɔ D „cherry 
 ʧót/d ʧót dv „nail‟ 
 horɛ g/k horɛ k dv „mouse‟ 
 dólz/h dólh vl „sweet‟ 
 gréf/v gréf dv „heavy‟ 
 htrýd/t htrýt vl „lard‟ 
 líbɛr/líbɛl líbɛr D „book‟ 
 
The choice of words was subject to the same restrictions discussed for the previous tasks
26
.  
I would say the pairs of words, one after the other and the participants were instructed to 
supply what they thought was the correct Camuno version. The order of the words with 
respect to the final voiced vs. voiceless segment was random. Participants were the same as 
tasks 1 and 2. Some examples were provided, and a short training session preceded the task. 
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All the speakers selected the token with a word-final voiceless obstruent in all pairs, which 
lends further support to the hypothesis that final devoicing is a sound pattern of the language. 
The data have not been subjected to acoustic analysis.  The tasks were administered in this 
order of presentation: Repetition 1, Production 2, Acceptability Judgment 4 (administered in 
2011), and Nonce task 3 (administered in 2012). A discussion of the results for the stops is 
presented in the following paragraphs.  
   4.4.4 Discussion  
     4.4.4.1 Camuno: a ‘voicing’ or ‘aspirating’ language? 
The Repetition task 1 was designed to identify the acoustic correlates that cue voicing 
contrasts in Camuno, and eventually classify the language as „voicing‟ or „aspirating‟. Five 
parameters were selected and they all equally discriminate Camuno stops into the two lexical 
categories of „voiced‟ and „voiceless‟, although a discriminant analysis on the data was not 
done. Based on the measurements, it is hard to tell whether Camuno is a voicing or an 
aspirating language. Aspirating languages are expected to exhibit VOT differences; they are 
not expected to exhibit phonetic voicing for /b, d, g/, and the other way round for voicing 
languages. Camuno, on the other hand, exhibits aspiration and phonetic voicing. A 
comparison of Camuno values with values of other voicing and aspirating languages is useful. 
The two correlates that vary the most in the two types of languages are amount of voicing in 
the closure and length of aspiration. I will first compare Camuno to Standard Italian, a voicing 
language spoken by the speakers. (97) reports mean values for Camuno and Standard Italian 
(data are from Magno Caldognetto, Ferrero, Vagges, & Bagno, 1979, pp. 225-245). In both 





(97)  ASPIRATION DURATION (ms.) CLOSURE DURATION (ms.) 
  Standard Italian
27
 Camuno Standard Italian Camuno 
 /p/ 5 14 155 101 
 /t/ 15 23 155 96 
 /k/ 35 45 140 87 
 /b/ 0 1 100 86 
 /d/ 0 9 90 59 
 /g/ 0 3 70 55 
  SEGMENT DURATION (ms.) VOICING PERCENTAGE IN THE CLOSURE (%) 
  Standard Italian Camuno Standard Italian Camuno 
 /p/ 160 115 0 27.1 
 /t/ 170 118 0 15.7 
 /k/ 175 132 0 9.2 
 /b/ 100 87 100 95.1 
 /d/ 90 71 100 91.4 
 /g/ 70 64 100 86.3 
 
The values show differences. Camuno stops have shorter closure duration, and are shorter all 
together; Camuno voiceless stops have a longer aspiration duration;
28
 Camuno voiced stops 
have some aspiration while Standard Italian voiced stops have none; Camuno voiceless stops 
exhibit some voicing in the closure, while Standard Italian voiceless stops do not; finally, 
Camuno voiced stops can be partially voiced throughout the closure while Standard Italian are 
fully voiced. In comparison to Standard Italian, then, Camuno voiceless stops have longer 
positive VOT but also some voicing in the closure; voiced stops are mostly voiced but also 
have positive VOT.  
A comparison with other well-studied aspirating and voicing languages may prove 
helpful in characterizing Camuno. (98) shows a comparison between Camuno values for 
aspiration duration in voiceless stops and positive VOT values for voiceless stops in Dutch, 
Puerto Rican Spanish, Hungarian (voicing languages), and American English (aspirating 
language) (Lisker & Abramson,1964). The values in Lisker and Abramson (1964) are for 
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 The values for Standard Italian are based on duration values reported in Magno Caldognetto et al., (1979, p. 
225) as single values and as a combination of two values; the combined values refer to closure duration and 
aspiration duration.  
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 Harris (2010) reports a VOT mean for /t/ of 32.62 ms. across 9 speakers in Standard Italian. This mean is 
higher than the mean reported in Magno Caldognetto et al., (1979, p. 225) and closer to Camuno values for /t/. 





initial stops, in isolated words. Camuno values are for initial stops in words uttered in a carrier 
phrase.  
(98) DURATION OF ASPIRATION FOR VOICELESS STOPS.  
  /p/ /t/ /k/ 
 Dutch 10 ms. 15 ms. 25 ms. 
 Puerto Rican Spanish   4 ms.   9 ms. 29 ms. 
 Hungarian  2 ms. 16 ms. 29 ms. 
 American English 58 ms. 70 ms. 80 ms. 
 Camuno 16 ms. 26 ms. 46 ms. 
 
With respect to the data in (93), Camuno voiceless stops fall in between the two types of 
languages, because Camuno mean values for aspiration duration are between positive VOT 
values of English, an aspirating language, and Dutch, Puerto Rican Spanish, and Hungarian 
which are voicing languages. (99) shows a comparison of the closure duration of Camuno /b, 
d, g/ with negative VOT values of Dutch, Puerto Rican Spanish and Hungarian. 
(99) CLOSURE DURATION WITH NEGATIVE VOT 
  /b/ /d/ /g/ 
 Dutch -85 ms. -80 ms. - 
 Puerto Rican Spanish -138 ms. -110 ms. -108 ms. 
 Hungarian -90 ms. -87 ms. -58 ms. 
 Camuno
29
 71 ms. 68 ms. 56 ms. 
 
Camuno voiced stops seem to pattern more with Hungarian and Dutch than with Spanish, 
which is surprising since Camuno and Spanish are related Romance languages. Recall that 
Camuno voiced stops may not be fully voiced throughout the closure, and exhibit some 
aspiration. These pieces of evidence would place Camuno in between voicing and aspirating 
languages.                                                         
While the Camuno contrasts are unusual, they are not unheard of. Cho and Ladefoged 
(1999) report that some languages have VOTs that are different from the generally observed 
values. Raphael, Tobin, Faber, Most, Kollia, & Milstein (1995) report categories similar to 
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 The mean values for Camuno voiced stops refer to the duration of the closure, which is partly comparable to 





those in Camuno for Hebrew. For example, in Hebrew, the VOT ranges and means for voiced 
stops are typical of those found in voicing languages; the VOT ranges and means for 
voiceless stops however are in between those found in voicing and aspirating languages. 
Raphael et al. (1995) suggest that the intermediate VOT categories may be due to the 
Hebrew-English bilingualism of the subjects, where English is an aspirating language. Where 
speakers are bilingual in a voicing and aspirating language, the hypothesis is that this is an 
effect of bilingualism. Camuno is spoken by a population that is bilingual in Italian, a voicing 
language. Nevertheless, this does not rule out the possibility that the intermediate status of 
Camuno voicing categories could be due to an earlier historical period when speakers were 
bilingual in Camuno (or proto-Camuno, Early Romance) and an aspirating language, or that 
Camuno was originally aspirated and the contact with Italian is causing the pull towards 
voicing. 
     4.4.4.2 Final obstruent devoicing: a sound pattern of the language? 
The Production task 2 was designed to collect samples to assess whether the language 
has final obstruent devoicing and whether it is complete or partial. There is good phonetic 
evidence that all obstruents in Camuno are voiceless in word-final position, demonstrating 
final devoicing. Phonetically, Camuno final stops are significantly different from initial and 
medial stops with respect to voicing percentage and aspiration duration. All final stops have 
significantly less voicing and longer aspiration duration. Final stops are released in Camuno, 
and VOT of final stops is well in the range of the VOT of aspirated stops in a language like 
English. Not only is final devoicing evidenced in phonetic measurements, but it is also 
evident in pairs of morphologically complex words. Recall that Camuno shows alternations as 
well as static distributional constraints limiting voiced obstruents to non-final position. This 
suggests that all loans with final voiced obstruents that have come into the language over time 





selected the token with word-final obstruent. There is thus room to assume that the phonology 
of Camuno has an active devoicing process in word-final position. However, at the moment, 
there is no evidence for the productivity of the process given that the two nonce-word 
experiments proved inadequate to assess it.  
     4.4.4.2.1 Synchronic account and the role of [spread glottis] 
Phonological characterization of the process of final devoicing in Camuno is not as 
straightforward as its phonetic status, given the intermediate state of the Camuno voicing 
contrasts. Camuno has two lexically distinct stop categories which distinguish báh „short‟, 
páh „step; té „you‟, dé „day‟; and kál „callus‟, gál „rooster‟. Phonetically, Camuno lexically 
voiced stops have less vocal fold vibration during the closure, and longer aspiration duration 
than other voicing languages. Lexically voiceless stops have more vocal fold vibration in the 
closure, and longer aspiration duration than other voicing languages. However, the amount of 
vocal fold vibration in the closure in lexically voiced stops is closer to a voicing language, 
and the length of aspiration of medial and initial voiceless stops is not in the range of 
aspirating languages. In addition, final stops appear to constitute a third series, different from 
the other two, and characterized by lower amount of vocal fold vibration and longer aspiration 
duration. For these reasons, I suggest using two phonological features, [voiced] and [spread 
glottis] to describe the phonological process. The contrast in the Camuno lexicon between /p, 
t, k/ and /b, d, g/ is characterized in terms of the feature [±voiced]. In word-final position a 
[spread glottis] feature
30
 is associated with final obstruents and results in delinking of 
[+voiced] if it is present. An autosegmental representation is in (100).
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 Features are assumed to be privative unless there is positive phonological evidence for two values. On the 





(100) Phonological representation of Camuno final obstruent devoicing 
      [-son] 
    
          C]word 
    








This [spread glottis] feature is hypothesized to be a phonologization of a phrase-final 
laryngeal spreading gesture that was the presumed historical source of final weak vowel 
devoicing and loss, and gradient obstruent devoicing (Myers & Hansen, 2007; Blevins, 2006) 
in many Italic languages including Camuno. 
   4.4.5 Final obstruent devoicing in Camuno: a case of complete neutralization? 
The last question that was addressed is whether Camuno shows complete or partial 
neutralization in word-final position. The statistical results suggest that neutralization is 
almost complete. In this study, only the closure duration is significantly different. Overall, 
then, it looks as if the two stops categories are neutralized, though some closure properties 
may remain distinct.  
This finding undermines the role of orthography in incomplete neutralization. At the 
same time, it is compatible with the predictions of Evolutionary Phonology (Blevins, 2004, 
2006). Within this model, the recurrent pattern and high frequency of final devoicing is 
attributed to multiple phonetic sources. One source is a laryngeal spreading gesture in phrase-
final position. The association of laryngeal spreading gesture with vowels can yield final 
vowel devoicing and loss (Myers & Hansen, 2007), a sound change that indeed has occurred 
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in Camuno and other Italic languages. Association of a glottal spreading gesture with final 
obstruents is expected to result in complete or partial final devoicing. This has also occurred 
in Camuno. Note that within this model, final devoicing need not result in full neutralization, 
nor even in a category which is identical to preexisting categories. The phonetic changes are 
gradient, and so there is an expected trajectory that is not predicted by a purely phonological 
approach. 
If indeed Camuno shows almost complete as opposed to full neutralization of the 
obstruent voicing contrasts, does this finding have any relation to Camuno as a spoken, non-
literary language? Perhaps the effect of orthographic systems that represent voicing categories 
is more complex than suggested in earlier literature (Warner et al., 2006). A writing system 
which distinguishes symbols like <p, t, k> from <b, d, g> may result in spelling pronunciation 
but it may also have the more general effect of a forced choice of category where the spoken 
language suggests a neutralized category that is distinct from both voiced and voiceless. It 
would be interesting to devise experiments where pre-literate or illiterate speakers of 
languages with sound patterns like Camuno were given orthographic choices or the 
representation of voiced, voiceless and neutralized segments to see if this third class would 
indeed constitute a distinct and intermediate category type. 
 4.5 Conclusions  
This phonetic study of Camuno voicing contrasts places Camuno in between true 
voicing and true aspirating languages. Final devoicing is evident in the language and it is 
primarily associated with final aspirated release, which reveals the role of a spread glottal 
gesture in the evolution of final obstruent devoicing, and absence of vocal fold vibration 
during stop closure. This neutralization appears to be almost complete: significant differences 
were found only for closure duration. Since Camuno does not have a writing system, 





contrary to expectation, this incomplete neutralization could be related to the non-literary 
status of Camuno. Perhaps, with no forced choice determined by spelling, non-binary 
contrasts in voicing categories reflect a natural stage in the evolution of final devoicing. 
4.6 Patterns of nasal loss 
   4.6.1 Introduction 
The second part of this chapter documents and explores patterns where /n/ and /m/ 
alternate with Ø (zero). As stated at the beginning of this chapter, the hypothesis that is 
explored in this work is that the two synchronic phenomena of final obstruent devoicing and 
{n, m} ~ Ø, which will be analyzed as nasal deletion, are partly the result of the same 
phonetic process, namely a spread glottal gesture at phrase-final boundaries. In the case of 
final obstruent devoicing, the glottal opening gesture devoices the final obstruent; in the case 
of nasal deletion, the gesture results in the devoicing and subsequent loss of the nasal 
altogether, and lack of nasalized vowels.  
This section is organized as follows. § 4.6.2 through § 4.6.2.1 provide synchronic 
evidence and analysis of the phenomenon. § 4.6.3 through § 4.6.4 explore the phonetic origin 
of the synchronic patterns, and elaborate the hypothesis that nasal segments were lost because 
they were phonetically short and in the context of aspiration. Under this analysis, no vowel 
nasalization took place. It is argued that Camuno exemplifies a case of nasal effacement, the 
inverse of spontaneous nasalization (Ohala & Busá, 1995).  
   4.6.2 Synchronic evidence 
Contrasting nasals in Camuno occur at three points of articulation: labial, /m/, coronal, 
/n/, and palatal, /ɲ/ (cf. 3.2.1, pp. 27-30 where minimal pairs are given). In word-initial, 
medial and final position, homorganic nasal clusters are observed. N ~ Ø alternations are 





 /n/ is observed word-initially (cf. náf „ship‟), medially (cf. pán  „cream‟), finally (cf. 
án „year‟), and in homorganic NC nasal clusters (cf. ntrék, „whole‟, kantú „corner‟; tónt 
„round‟). In stressed-syllable codas, either it alternates with /ɲ/ in singular/plural paradigms 
(án/áɲ „year/s‟; áz n/áz ɲ „donkey/s‟), or it is not realized, as in (101).  
 
 
/n/ alternates with zero only if it is preceded by a stressed vowel; if the vowel is unstressed, 





As can be noticed, the unstressed vowel preceding /n/ is always /ɛ/. For most of these 
examples, /ɛ/ is an epenthetic vowel, that never bears stress (cf. áz n „donkey and ahní „small 
donkey‟; kór n „cliff‟ and kórn  „big cliff‟; fúr n „oven‟ and fornér „baker‟). There are no 
examples in the language of an unstressed vowel different form /ɛ/ preceding final /n/. 
/n/ is observed after a stressed vowel in the singular members of the small set of 
morphologically related pairs in (103) as well as in the words h  n „sleep‟, and  (a)ytýn „fall‟. 
(103) án „year‟ áɲ „years‟ 
 dán „damage‟ dáɲ „damages‟ 
 pán
32
 „piece of cloth‟ páɲ „laundry‟ 
  
The pairs in (103) are morphologically related. Final /n/ and /ɲ/ are in a singular/plural 
morphological relationship, where palatalization expresses plurality. Palatalization as a 
marker of plurality is observed also in pairs as gát/gáʧ „cat/s‟, gál/gáj „rooster/s‟.  
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 pán occurs rarely in the language; the singular form of páɲ „laundry‟ would in fact be a specific clothing item 
(e.g. a blouse, a pillow-case, etc.). It is observed in the compound pandemá < /pan-de-man/ „kitchen towel‟. 
(101) má „hand‟ manínɔ „small hand‟ 
 fé „hay‟ finíl „hay-house‟ 
 bú „good, m.‟ búnɔ „good, f.‟ 
 pí „kid, child, m.‟ pínɔ „kid, child, f.‟ 
(102) ázɛn „donkey‟ 
 malýzɛn „sorb‟ 
 pɛ tɛn „comb; 
 kórɛn „cliff‟ 
 fúrɛn „oven‟ 
 htéfɛn „Stephen‟ 





/m/ exhibits a behavior similar to /n/, but with a difference. Like /n/, /m/ is observed 
word-initially (cf. már „sea‟), medially (cf. lám  „blade‟), and in NC (cf. mpé „standing‟, 
kampulí „small field‟; kolómp „pigeon, m.‟). Unlike /n/, /m/ does not alternate with zero word-
finally (cf. fám „hunger‟).   
/m/ and /n/ are both observed to alternate with zero in word-final clusters after a 
stressed vowel, as in (104).  
(104) dét „tooth‟ dintí „small tooth‟ 
 hík „five‟ hiŋkwántɔ „fifty‟  
 káp „field‟ kampulí „small field‟ 
 hʤúf „swollen‟ hʤoɱfá  „to swell‟ 
 
In this environment, {n, m} ~ Ø occurs only before lexically voiceless obstruents; it is not 
observed before lexically voiced stops, as in (105a-c), even though these stops are final and 
phonetically devoiced (cf. § 4.4.3.1, pp. 87-88). 
(105) a. gámp „stem‟ d. gambɛ t „short stem‟ 
 b. tónt „round, m.‟ f. tóndɔ „round, f.‟ 
 c. lóŋk „long, m.‟ g. lóŋgɔ „long, f.‟ 
 
A process of /o/ raising in conjunction with {n, m} ~ Ø alternation is also observed. 
/ú/ and /o/ alternations are shown in (106). 
(106) pút „bridge‟ pontezɛ l „small bridge.‟ 
 út „greasy‟ ontá „to grease‟ 
 mút „mountain‟ montezɛ i „placename‟ 
 
A comparison between (106) and (107) reveals that /o/ raising occurs when the 
stressed vowel is followed by a nasal which itself is followed by a lexically voiceless 
obstruent, and does not occur when the same obstruent is lexically voiced. 
(107) tónt „round, m.‟ tóndɔ „round, f.‟ 
 fónt „deep, m.‟ fóndɔ „deep, f.‟ 
 lóŋk „long, m‟ lóŋgɔ „long, f‟ 
 





(108) bjaŋk „white, m.‟ bjaŋkɔ „white, f.‟ 
 hánt  „saint, m.‟ hantɔ „saint, f.‟  
 htink(o) „stiff, m.‟ htínkɔ „stiff, f.‟ 
 kýnt „bill‟ kyntá „to count‟ 
 prónt „ready, m.‟ próntɔ „ready, f.‟ 
 gaɱf „mumb, m.‟ hgaɱfít „clumsy, m.‟ 
 frónt (frút)
33
 „forehead‟ - - 
 màtmatɛ nt „completely crazy, m.‟ màtamatɛ ntɔ „completely crazy, f.‟ 
 
Occurrence of NC preceded by a stressed vowel in the complementary, non-word-final 
environment is observed in words as íntime „mattress cases‟, rónk  „s/he snores‟, pol  nt  
„corn porridge‟, rámp  „steep‟, h  mpe „single‟, and pómp  „pump‟. This distribution shows 
that in NC clusters {n, m} ~ Ø occurs only word-finally: in absolute word-final postion for 
/n/, and in final NC before a voiceless obstruent for /n/ and /m/. 




(109a) fónh „mushroom‟ fonzatí „small mushroom‟ 
 pjánh „s/he cries‟ pianzí „to cry‟ 
 mónh „s/he milks‟ munzí „to milk‟ 
 tɛ nh „s/he dyes‟ tinzí „to dye‟ 
     
(109b) ɛ nh „s/he wins‟ inhí „to win‟ 
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 In the varieties of Camuno under study, front is usually used for forhead. However, frút is also attested in other 
varieties (cf. Goldaniga, 2001). 
34
 Implications of synchronic /nh/ clusters, and word-final /nh/ clusters in (103a) require special mention for two 
reasons.  First, these clusters are useful in highlighting distinctive types of explanation and predictions in 
phonological theories making use of markedness constraints in contrast to the Evolutionary approach adopted 
here.  The general pattern of NC clusters in Camuno is that a nasal agrees in place features with a following 
consonant.  Since /h/ is a laryngeal segment which lacks place features, markedness theory might take the 
existence of /nh/ clusters to indicate that /n/, the coronal nasal, is the default or unmarked nasal in Camuno, and 
therefore, that coronal is the unmarked place of articulation.  In contrast, within Evolutionary Phonology, 
synchronic /nh/ clusters are learned aspects of Camuno sound patterns.  The explanation for /n/ before /h/ is 
related to the history of these clusters: in these cases, /h/ reflects an earlier *s, so the /n/ is a retention of an 
earlier coronal nasal in this context.  Since other varieties of Camuno show *f > h, if historical *Nf clusters could 
be identified, the Evolutionary approach would predict surface /mh/ contrasting with /nh/ in these varieties, while 
the markedness approach would predict a single nasal place before /h/, since nasal place-of-articulation is not 
contrastive in clusters.  Exploring these predictions is a goal of future work, however, the example is useful in 
pointing to clear differences in the two approaches. The second notable aspect of /nh/ clusters is specific to those 
in word-final position. As noted in 3.2.1.4.3, and discussed in detail in Ch4, word-final NT# clusters, where N is 
a nasal and T is, historically, a voiceless oral stop, have been simplified in stressed syllables, with loss of the 
nasal:  NT# > T#.  An important aspect of this sound pattern is the maintenance of nasals before historical 
voiceless fricatives/affricates as in   nh „s/he wins‟ < VINCIT.  If this is a general feature of Camuno, it is 
typologically remarkable: in most languages with loss of coda nasals, the process of nasal loss is more common 





As can be noticed in (109b), /n/ is pronounced even when the following /h/ is underlying 
voiceless, e.g.   nh „s/he wins‟ vs. inhí „to win‟. While it could be that V NT  → VT  occurs 
only when T is a voiceless stop,   nh „s/he wins‟ vs. inhí „to win‟ is the only relevant case 
where the alternation does not occur before a voiceless fricative. Until more than one example 
can be found, I will not generalize from this one form.  
  Evidence of medial /n/ loss before historical /h/ is provided in Tempini (1908). kohá < 
CONDĪRE „to dress vegetables‟ and pehá < PENSĀRE „to think‟ were still attested at the 
beginning of the 20
th
 century in the mid-valley. Currently the language exhibits konhá and 
penhá suggesting /n/ restoration, possibly after the Italian kondíre „to dress vegetables‟, and 
pensáre „to think‟. As already observed, /ɲ/ is not observed to alternate with zero. 
     4.6.2.1 Synchronic account 
When a segment alternates with zero, there are at least two abstract analyses: the 
alternation may reflect regular insertion or regular deletion. An analysis as nasal insertion for 
CV# words followed by a vowel (cf. má/manín  „hand, small hand‟) makes incorrect 
predictions for numerous CV# words, as shown in (110).  
(110) BASE DIMINUTIVE    UNGRAMMATICAL 
 má manínɔ „hand‟  - 
 ká kazínɔ „house‟  **kanínɔ 
 kó koharí „head‟  **koní 
 ní nidí „nest‟  **niní 
 pɛ  pehatí „foot‟  **pení 
 frá fratahí „friar‟  **franí 
 grí grilí „cricket‟  **griní 
 
For NC# ~ C#, a rule of N-epenthesis for words ending in /p, t, k/ followed by a vowel 





(111) BASE GLOSS DERIVED  UNGRAMMATICAL 
 dét „tooth‟ dintí „tooth-DIM‟ - 
 hɔ p „lame‟ hopɛ t „lame-DIM‟ **hompɛ t 
 lát „milk‟ latí „whey‟ **lantí 
 hɛ t „seven‟ hetɛ m „seventh‟ **hentɛ m 
 ók „goose‟ ukí „small goose‟ **uŋkí 
 ɲɔ k „dumpling‟ ɲukí „small dumpling‟ **ɲuŋkí 
 
In Camuno, it is very clear that an analysis as nasal insertion is untenable, and that alternating 
nasals are lexical properties of the stem.  
An analysis as nasal deletion, on the other hand, would have the advantage of 
capturing the generalization that this phenomenon occurs word-finally, and after a stressed 
vowel. In the case of word-final clusters, the only additional specification is the presence of a 
following lexically voiceless obstruent. For this reason, the analysis as nasal deletion vs. 
epenthesis will be the one pursued in this work.   
While nasal deletion occurs for both /n/ and /m/ in word-final NC after a stressed 
vowel before lexically voiceless obstruents, only /n/ alternates with zero in word-final 
position after a stressed vowel. To capture this asymmetry, two synchronic rules of nasal 
deletion are suggested. A rule that deletes the coronal nasal, and a rule that deletes any nasal 
when it is followed by a voiceless obstruent. Crucially, the environment is the same: word-
final position, after a stressed vowel. The two rules are in (112) and (113). The two processes 
are not ordered.
 35
   
(112) Final Coronal Nasal Deletion (FCND) 
 [+nas, +ant, COR] →   / V _  .   
(113) Pre-Voiceless Obstruent Nasal Deletion (PVOND) 
[+nas] →   / V _ [-son, -voiced]#. Must precede final obstruent devoicing (100). 
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 Given that the two rules share part of the environment, one may wonder why they are not collapsed into one. 
Notice that this would require an analysis where nasals in the context of assimilation are underlying coronal. 
This abstract analysis is rejected for two reasons. There is evidence that the differential duration of /m/ and /n/ 
played a role in their evolution in clusters as well as in stressed syllable final position, as we shall see. Further, 
some /mp/ and /nt/ clusters have been directly inherited from PIE through Latin. An example would be root 





PVOND and final obstruent devoicing are in counterfeeding relationship. If PVOND applied 
before final devoicing, it would feed it by supplying a voiceless obstruent after the nasal. For 
this reason, PVOND is ordered before final obstruent devoicing. FCND targets /n/ in word-
final position after a stressed vowel. PVOND targets both /n/ and /m/ in word-final position, 
after a stressed vowel, before a voiceless obstruent. Notice that the two processes share a 
similar environment. In both cases, a nasal is deleted after a stressed-vowel in word-final 
position.  
A process of /o/ raising is observed in conjunction with nasal deletion in obstruent 
clusters. Here, the target is a stressed vowel. To capture this pattern, a rule of /o/-raising 
before a nasal followed by a lexically voiceless obstruent is suggested. For the process to 
occur, the syllable needs to be stressed, or strong in the foot. The rule is in (114). 
(114) /o/ raising 
[+syll, +back, -low, +tense, -high, +stressed] → [+high] /_ [+nas] [-son, -voiced]σ 
 
/o/ raising needs to apply before FCND (counterbleeding order). If FCND applied before /o/  
raising it would delete /n/ before a voiceless obstruent; in this way it would bleed the  
environment for /o/ raising to apply. In addition, /o/ raising needs to apply before final 
obstruent devoicing (counterfeeding order). If final obstruent devoicing applied before /o/ 
raising it would feed it by supplying a voiceless obstruent after a nasal. PVOND and /o/ 
raising can apply in any order with respect to one another. The same applies to FCND and 
PVOND. 
Synchronic derivations for the attested forms póm „apple‟, bú „good, m.‟, áz n  
„donkey‟, íntime „mattress cases‟,  káp „field‟, kolómp „pigeon, m., dét „tooth‟, út „greasy‟, 
tónt „round, m.‟, bjáŋk „white, m.‟ and án „year‟ are in (115a) and (115b). For bú „good, m.‟, 
káp „field‟, kolómp „pigeon, m.‟, dét „tooth‟ (dintí „small tooth‟), /ut/ „greasy‟, /tont/ „round, 





respectively on the basis of the alternations /n/ ~ Ø in bún /bú „good, f., m.; no alternation in 
káp/kampulí „field; small field‟, /p/ ~ /b/ in kolómp/kolómb  „pigeon m., f.‟; /d/ ~ /t/ in 
dét/dintí „tooth; small tooth‟; /ú/ ~ /o/ in út/ontá „greasy; to grease‟; /d/ ~ /t/ in tónt/tónd  
„round, m., f.‟. The underlying representations are lexical forms after stress assignment. 
(115a) Underlying forms /póm/ /bún/ /ázn/ /íntime/ /kámp/ /án/ 
 /ɛ/-epenthesis - - ázɛn - - - 
 /o/-raising  - - - - - - 
 FCND - bú - - - [-FCND] 
 PVOND - - - - káp - 
 Final obstruent devoicing - - - - - - 
 Attested forms póm bú áz n íntime káp án 
 
(115b) Underlying forms /kolómb/ /dént/ /ónt/ /tónd/ /bjáŋk/ 
 /ɛ/-epenthesis - - - - - 
 /o/-raising  - - únt - - 
 FCND -  - - - 
 PVOND - dét út - [-PVOND] 
 Final obstruent devoicing kolómp - - tónt - 
 Attested forms kolómp dét út tónt bjáŋk 
 
Under this account, the exceptions listed in (103) are lexically marked as [-FCND], 
while the exceptions listed in (108) and (109b) are lexically marked as [-PVOND] and will 
not undergo the rules.  
Plurals like áɲ „years‟, páɲ „laundry‟, and dáɲ „damages‟ will be accounted for by the 
morphological rule of overt plural marking. Three rules of plural marking are assumed in the 
lexicon. R1 accounts for overt plural marking of masculine nouns ending in a [COR, -cont]. 
This includes nouns ending in /t, d, n, l/ whose plurals are realized as /ʧ, ʤ, ɲ, j/ respectively 
(e.g. gát „cat‟, gáʧ „cats‟). R2 accounts for /a/ and /e/ marking the singular and plural feminine 
respectively in nouns (e.g. fontán /fontáne, „fountain/s). R3 accounts for no overt plural 
marking of masculine nouns ending in a [-COR, +cont] (e.g. hák „bag/s‟). Rule R3 is the 









Rule R1 will yield palatalized laterals from lateral-final nouns like /gal/ „rooster‟. A 
phonological rule of delateralization taking a palatalized /lj/ to /j/ is needed to account for 
surface forms like gaj „roosters‟. The rule is in (117). 
(117) Delateralization 
[+lateral, -syllabic, +high] → [-lateral] / _ #  
 
Although nasals provide the most clear and consistent pattern of a consonant 
alternating with zero in word-final stressed syllables, similar alternations are found 
sporadically for obstruents and sonorants. Some examples are in (118).  
 (118) ká „house‟ kazínɔ „small house‟ 
 pɛ  „foot‟ pehatí „small foot‟ 
 kó „head‟ koharí „small head‟ 
 frá „friar‟ fratahí „small friar‟ 
 ná ~ ndá „to go‟ andarí „kid-walker‟ 
 
Whether these C ~ Ø patterns are synchronically productive is an open question. Some 
evidence that the pattern of coronal nasal deletion in word-final position may be productive 
comes from experimental data collected in 2012. To assess the extent of productivity, more 
data would be needed. 
   4.6.3 Diachronic account  
     4.6.3.1 Introduction 
In order to describe the synchronic patterns of nasal deletion, two rules were required, 
crucially ordered with respect to other rules active in the phonology of the language (e.g. final 
obstruent devoicing, and o-raising). However, despite this complex picture, there is a sense in 
which these synchronic processes have a common phonetic origin. The deleted nasals are 
 (116) R1 …C]Nsg      →    …C]Npl 
   
  [-cont, COR]      [-cont, COR] [+high, - back] 
   
 R2 …a]Nsg → …e]Npl 
   





observed in a particular environment, namely after a stressed vowel, in word-final position. 
This environment is crucial for two reasons. First, because segments surrounding lengthened 
stressed vowels may be reduced (cf. Skaer & Aniya, 2007). Second, because Camuno word-
final stops, as discussed in § 4.4.3.1, pp. 87-88, are characterized by noticeable aspiration, 
which suggests that a spread glottal gesture is in evidence at prosodic boundaries. In addition, 
as shown in (119), a common pattern was for voiceless stops to be pre-aspirated, with 
devoicing effects on the preceding sonorant.  The two spectrograms in (119) and (120) refer 
to hp  rt /hpɛ rt/ „smart‟, and hurt /húrd/ „deaf‟ as uttered by a 65 year-old male native speaker 
of Camuno. As one can notice, while /r/ is totally devoiced in hp  rt „smart‟, it is voiced in 
húrt „deaf‟.  
(119)                                                                    
 










In the context of aspiration, a nasal segment can be confused with aspiration itself (cf. 
Matisoff, 1975; Ohala, 1975, 1980, 1987; Blevins & Garrett, 1988; Klatt & Klatt, 1990). If 
this happens, the speaker may discount nasality as a spurious element engendered by 
aspiration, and discard it altogether (Ohala & Busá, 1995). A rime where nasality and 
aspiration are overlapping and coextensive as in (121)  
(121) [+nasal] 
  
 V N] 
  
 [spread glottis] 
with [spread gottis] coming from the phrase-final domain, would then result in a plain oral 
vowel. Ohala and Busá (1995) argue that such evidence would suggest that nasal effacement 
in the environment of aspiration is the inverse of spontaneous nasalization. 
On the basis of Camuno phonetic and phonological facts, and experimental evidence, I 
argue that Camuno exemplifies nasal effacement. My hypothesis is that the nasals that were 
eventually lost in stressed syllable codas were phonetically short segments, due to stressed-
syllable lengthening. Further, they were devoiced, due to aspiration. Finally, they were 
confused with aspiration and lost without a trace.
36
 This differs from the view of Sampson 
(1999) and others, for Romance languages exhibiting phonological patterns similar to 
Camuno‟s, but no attested nasalized vowels (cf. Hajek, 1997 for Bergamasco, and references 
within; Beddor, 2009 for the evolution of phonemic nasalized vowels). For such cases, 
Sampson (1999) argues for a stage of phonemic nasalized vowels (and subsequent 
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 If one of the causes of nasal loss was a spread glottal gesture that started out at phrase-final boundaries, the 
trajectory would be for nasal to be lost first in word-final position, and then in word-final obstruent clusters. The 
glottalic gesture affected first nasals in word-final position, and then spread via assimilation to the margins of the 
voiceless obstruent where it affected the preceding nasals. Synchronic evidence from different varieties of 
Camuno supports this analysis. A variety of Camuno spoken 50km north exhibits a deletion process in word-
final position (bú/bún  „good, m, f.‟), but not in obstruent clusters (ónt/ontá „greasy; to grease‟). These data 






denasalization) in the wake of nasal coda loss. In light of this hypothesis, what needs to be 
explained is first, why /n/ was lost in word-final position after a stressed vowel, but /m/ was 
not; second, why /m/ and /n/ were lost in word-final nasal clusters, after a stressed vowel, 
before a lexically voiceless obstruent, but not before a lexically voiced obstruent; and finally, 
why Camuno does not exhibit phonemic nasalized vowels in the wake of coda nasal loss.  
This hypothesis will be evaluated against historical, cross-linguistic and phonetic 
evidence. The phonetic motivations for nasal loss will be explored first in word-final position; 
then in final nasal clusters; and finally, arguments against a stage of vowel nasalization, and 
subsequent denasalization will be explored.     
Before exploring the phonetic motivations of nasal loss, it is important to understand 
the effect of aspiration on a nasal segment, to which I now turn. 
     4.6.3.2 The effect of aspiration on a nasal segment. 
 There is a fair amount of evidence that the environment characterized by voiceless 
aspiration is dangerous for the integrity of a nasal.  
Tuttle (1991) mentions a number of northern Italian dialects where nasal consonants 
are lost more often before a voiceless fricative than elsewhere. Ohala and Busá (1995) provide 
ample cross-linguistic and experimental evidence that the environment where aspiration 
occurs can be fatal for the integrity of nasals. First, they observe that nasals are lost or are 
absent more often before a voiceless fricative than elsewhere. They account for the frequency 
of this pattern by observing that the production of segments characterized by voiceless 
aspiration require greater-than-normal glottal opening. This glottalic gesture may spread via 
assimilation to the margins of adjacent vowels where it creates acoustic effects that mimic 
nasalization. Listeners may misparse this nasalization effect by associating it with the 
fricative consonant rather than with the nasal consonant. If this happens, the nasal consonant 





experiment they ran supports this claim. English and Italian speakers failed to detect a nasal 
consonant before a voiceless fricative (vs. a voiceless stop) shorter than 30ms. This result 
suggests that relatively short nasals in an environment characterized by aspiration are hard to 
perceive, easily confusable with aspiration, and prone to being eventually lost.  
Implications of the perceptual confusability between nasality and aspiration are further 
discussed in § 4.6.4, pp.122-127. 
       4.6.3.2.1 The origin of the pattern of nasal deletion in word-final position 
Two patterns are observed for nasals in word-final position, depending on the place of 
articulation of the nasal, and on whether syllables are unstressed or stressed. While the labial 
nasal is observed word-finally (e.g. fám „hunger‟), the coronal nasal only occurs in unstressed, 
word-final syllables (cf. áz n „donkey‟). /n/ is not observed in word-final stressed syllables 
(cf. bú/bún  „good, m/f.‟) with a few exceptions. These two patterns are explored in  
§ 4.6.3.2.2, and § 4.6.3.2.3 respectively. 
       4.6.3.2.2 The coronal nasal  
The asymmetry observed for the coronal nasal, suggests that stress played a role in its 
evolution in word-final position. If the phonetic correlate for stress is primarily duration, the 
stressed-lengthened syllable can induce coda reduction (cf. Skaer & Aniya, 2007). Reduced 
segments are perceptually weak (Ohala & Busá, 1995), and may be lost over time. Major 
lengthening of stressed open syllables is attested for proto-Romance after the collapse of the 
Latin quantitative vowel system, around the early 5
th
 century, when a new, stress-dependent 
phonetic vowel length distinction evolved. Stressed vowels in open syllables were 
phonetically long, and short elsewhere. This lengthening rule, assumed for proto-Romance, is 
usually referred to as open-syllable lengthening (OSL). It was observed, with some variation, 
in the whole central-southern part of the Romance area, including the area where 





*{má:}{nu}, while a word like *annu < ANNUS was *{án}{:u} (for a discussion of the 
evolution of the OSL cf. Loporcaro 2011, pp. 54-110). 
There is experimental evidence that a coronal nasal in V _V may undergo weakening 
and turn into a structurally weaker segment than the original coronal nasal (cf. Skaer & Aniya 
2007). In northern Italian dialects there is some evidence for a weakening process of *n in 
V _V.  Loss of intervocalic *n is observed in Piemontese, and Ticinese where *n is lost before 
the plural suffix /-i/ as in bui „good, pl.‟ < *bóni, kai „dogs‟ < *cáni. In the Gallo-Italic dialect 
spoken in Novara di Sicilia, loss of intervocalic *n is observed with subsequent nasalization 
of the preceding vowel as in lũa „moon‟ <*lúna, kadẽa „chain‟ < *caténa, kãau „canal; pipe‟ < 
*canale (Rohlfs 1969, p. 311). As observed in § 3.2.1.2, pp. 33-37, *n was not the only 
consonant to be lost in the language. In particular, singleton voiced stops underwent 
fricativization and subsequent loss in intervocalic position. It is possible that in pre-Camuno 
*n in V _V underwent weakening, and that the resulting nasal was a structurally weak, 
possibly reduced, lenited segment.  
OSL fed apocope
37
 leaving behind short coda nasals at word-boundary. As discussed 
in § 4.4.3.1, pp. 87-88, and § 4.6.3.1, pp. 108-111, synchronic aspirated word-final stops, and 
preaspirated voiceless stops suggest a spread glottal gesture operating at phrase-boundaries.  I 
assume this final aspiration has a long history. A weak coda nasal after a stressed vowel was 
thus under the conjoint pressure of stressed-syllable lengthening and aspiration. In this 
environment, the nasal segment is expected to shorten and undergo devoicing; in addition, in 
this same environment, nasality may be confused as a spurious element engendered by 
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 The evolution of open-syllable lengthening is usually held responsible for apocope of non-low unstressed 
vowels (Loporcaro, 2011). Since the main phonetic correlate of stress in Proto-Romance was duration, it is 
plausible that the increased duration of the stressed vowel reduced the duration of the post-tonic vowel. Thus, 
final *-u was shorter in *{má:}{nu} than in *{án}{:u}. Short, unstressed (high) vowels in word-final position 
are vulnerable. Final vowels may undergo devoicing, which will make them perceptually weak, and thus prone 







 The final result would be loss of the nasal coda in a stressed syllable, but 
maintenance in an unstressed syllable.  
       4.6.3.2.3 Coronal vs. labial nasals 
For word-final /n/ and /m/ in stressed syllables, /n/ is observed to alternate with zero 
(cf. bú/bún  „good, m/f.‟), while /m/ does not (cf. fám „hunger‟; halám „salami‟). Exceptions 
to the /n/ deletion pattern are also observed (cf. án „year‟).   
Historically, bú is the reflex of BŎNU(M) „good‟; án of ANNU(M), „year‟, pán of  
PANNU(M) „piece of laundry‟, dán of DAMNU(M) „damage‟, and h  n of SOMNU(M) „sleep‟, and 
(a)ytýn of AUTUMNU(M) „Autumn‟. These data reveal that the coronal nasal that was lost was 
originally a singleton, while the coronal nasal that is synchronically attested was originally 
either a geminate or a nasal cluster. These same data suggest that some form of reduction 
occurred word-finally. This reduction affected final segments in two ways: a short segment 
like *n was lost, while the long segments (geminates and clusters) were reduced. Given this 
picture, the fact that singleton /m/ is maintained word-finally together with the reflexes of 
historical geminates and clusters, is suggestive of a durational difference between /n/ and /m/.  
Additional evidence suggesting that /n/ and /m/ have different durations in word-final 
position comes from northern Italian dialects where apocope is observed only after /n/ (Tuttle, 
1991); and Lombard varieties spoken in the triangle extending roughly between Varese, 
Novara and Milan where apocope is observed after /r, l, n/ but not after /m/ (Marinoni, 1957; 
Sganzini, 1993 as cited in Sanga 1997, p. 27). If apocope is the result of the OSL rule, which 
lengthened the stressed syllable and reduced the postonic syllable, the postonic syllable 
onsetted by *m, for some reason, was not reduced. This suggests that the OSL did not operate 
in the environment of a following *m. Further evidence for a durational difference between 
*n and *m comes from other northern Italian dialects. Tuttle (1991) observes that in some 
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 There is evidence that the abnormal duration of the stressed vowel in open syllables survived apocope and was 





northern Italian dialects,  apocope did not occur after the palatal nasal (< *gn; *nj), the final 
clusters, and /m/. Recall that the OSL rule operated in open syllables but not in closed ones. 
The fact that /m/ patterns with final clusters, and not with singleton sonorant, suggests that the 
duration of /m/ was closer to (or the same as) the duration of a cluster, than the duration of a 
singleton sonorant.  
Experimental evidence that Italian /m/ and /n/ have different duration in onset position 
after a stressed vowel, with /m/ being longer than /n/ is in Mattei and Di Benedetto (2000).
39
 
These findings are not unexpected under the observation that the tip of the tongue is an 
articulator more agile than the lips.  
Language internal evidence provides further information on the intrinsic length of 
Camuno singletons /n/ and /m/. Insight can be gained from the reflexes of Latin short stressed 
O in open syllables. Consider the stressed vowels in nǿf < NŎVU(M)„new, m.‟; bún  < 
BŎNA(M), „good, f.‟ and   m < HŎMINE(M) „man‟. They are all reflexes of Latin short stressed 
O in open syllables. /ǿ/ is observed before non-nasal consonants, /ɔ/ before /m/, and /u/ before 
/n/. The reflexes of Latin short stressed O in open syllables suggest that at the time of the 
sound change Ŏ  > ǿ / _]σ, Latin short stressed O before *m and *n, for some reason, did not 
meet the structural description for the sound change. This distribution reveals that the nasals 
behaved differently from the other consonants. In addition it suggests that the two nasals were 
different enough from one another as to affect the quality of the preceding vowel. A closer 
look at the reflexes of Latin short and long O, Ŏ and Ō respectively,  in stressed, open and 
closed syllables provides information as to the nature of this difference. The data for short and 
long stressed O in open syllables are in (122). 
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 Below are the duration in ms. of syllable initial /m/ and /n/ in nonce words from Mattei and Di Benedetto 
(2000, p. 5) 
 
 /m/  /n/ 
ama 86.7 ana 76.6 
imi 96.9 ini 88 






(122) Ŏ > ø]σ MŎLA(M) > mǿlɔ  „grindstone‟ 
 Ŏ > u / _]σnV BŎNU(M) > bú  „good, m.‟ 
 Ō > u]σ NEPŌTE(M) > neút  „nephew‟ 
 Ō > u / _n]σnV CŎRŌNA(M) > kurúnɔ  „crown‟ 
 
The fact that stressed Ŏ has evolved as /u/ in open syllables before /n/ just like Ō suggests that 
Ŏ before /n/ was categorized as Ō, a long vowel. If stressed Ŏ before /n/ was longer than 
elsewhere, this may be due to the fact that /n/ was shorter than other consonants. This could 
explain why, at the time of the sound change Ŏ  > ǿ / _]σ, Ŏ  did not go to /ǿ/ before /n/. Its 
duration (and possibly quality) was already different from regular stressed Ŏ in open syllables. 
Either it was too long to be categorized as Ŏ, or it was already /u/. Neutralization of Ŏ and Ō 
before /n/ may well have occurred before the collapse of the quantitative system and the rise 
of proto-Romance. According to Loporcaro (2011, p. 110) the merging of Latin Ō and Ŭ 
occurred before the evolution of proto-Romance. It goes back to a time in which vowel length 
was still contrastive, and it was completed by the end of the 2
nd
 century A.D. 
While /u/ is observed before /n/, /ɔ/ and /o/ are observed as the reflexes of stressed Ŏ 
and Ō before /m/. The data for open syllables are in (123). 
(123) Ŏ > ø]σ MŎLA > mǿlɔ  „grindstone‟ 
 Ŏ > ɔ]σmV HŎMINE(M) > ɔ m  „man‟ 
 Ō > u]σ NEPŌTE(M) > neút  „nephew‟ 
 Ō > o]σmV PŌMU(M) > póm „apple‟ 
 
The fact that stressed Ŏ and Ō have evolved as /ɔ/ and /o/ in open syllables before /m/ suggests 
that Ō before /m/ was categorized as Ŏ, a short vowel. Categorization of Ō as Ŏ before /m/ 
suggests that /m/ was longer than other consonants. This could explain why, at the time of the 
sound change Ŏ  > ǿ / _]σ, stressed Ŏ did not go to /ǿ/ before /n/. Its duration was already 
different from regular stressed Ŏ in open syllables. As the data suggest, it was shorter than 
regular Ŏ because /m/ was possibly longer than a singleton consonant, long enough to close 





from the fact that both stressed Ŏ and Ō  have evolved as /ɔ/ and /o/ in closed syllables, where 
vowels tend to be shorter than elsewhere. The data are in (124). 
(124) Ŏ > ɔC]CV CŎLLU(M) > kɔ l  „neck‟ 
 Ŏ > o/_r]CV HŎRTU(M) > órt  „vegetable garden‟ 
 Ō > ɔ/_C]CV COGNŌSCŌ > konɔ he  „s/he knows‟ 
 Ō > o/_C]CV *bōrra > bórɔ  „trunk‟ 
 
One additional detail is worthy of notice in the evolution of stressed Ŏ. In syllables 
closed by a nasal followed by a voiceless obstruent, Ŏ has evolved as /u/ (e.g. mút < 
MŎNTE(M) „mountain‟); before a voiced obstruent, it has evolved as /o/ (e.g. hkónt < 
ABSCŎNDIT  „s/he hides‟). The fact that Ŏ has evolved as /u/ before *n followed by a voiceless 
obstruent but not when followed by a voiced one, suggests that in this environment Ŏ was 
categorized as a long vowel as well. The data are in (125). No data are available for Ō in the 
same environments as Ŏ. Notice that (125a) is the origin of the synchronic rule of /o/ raising 
discussed in § 4.6.2.1, p. 106. 
(125) a. Ŏ > u / _n]TV MŎNTE(M) > mut  „mountain‟ 
 b. Ŏ > o / _n]DV ABSCŎNDIT > hkónt  „s/he hides‟ 
 c. Ŏ > ɔ / _m]nV SŎMNU(M) > hɔ n  „sleep‟ 
 
In sum, there are different pieces of evidence suggesting that stress, aspiration, and the 
intrinsic duration of the segment played a role in loss or maintenance of a final nasal. A 
singleton coronal nasal, possibly a lenited segment, was lost in word-final position after a 
stressed vowel. In the same environment, geminates and clusters were reduced, and /m/ was 
maintained. The fact that /m/ patterns with geminates and clusters suggests that the intrinsic 
duration of /m/ was closer to, if not the same as, the duration of a geminate or a cluster, which 
would explain maintenance of /m/, in the same environment where /n/ was lost. 
     4.6.3.3 The origin of the pattern of nasal deletion in word-final nasal clusters 
 The synchronic pattern observed in word-final nasal clusters is one of /n/ and /m/ 
deletion after a stressed vowel, before a lexically voiceless obstruent (cf. dét/dintí „tooth/small 





obstruent (cf. tónt/tónd  „round, m/f.‟ and kolómp/kolómb  „pigeon, m/f.‟). If my hypothesis 
is correct, namely that the two synchronic patterns of nasal deletion have a common phonetic 
source in the conjoined effect of stressed-syllable lengthening and aspiration on a short nasal 
segment, what needs to be assessed is whether it is reasonable to assume that /n/ and /m/ were 
shorter before a voiceless obstruent than before a voiced one, and whether they were equally 
short. 
       4.6.3.3.1 Nasal duration in NT and ND 
There is cross-linguistic and experimental evidence that a nasal is shorter in cluster 
with a voiceless obstruent (NT) than with a voiced obstruent (ND). Raphael, Dorman, and 
Freeman (1975) provide instrumental evidence that the entire vocalic segment VN is longer 
before /d/ than /t/ in American English. Apparently, the vowel and nasal durations are affected 
differently by their voicing environments, with the increment of nasal duration being 
proportionally greater than that of vowel duration before /d/. This articulatory fact has 
perceptual consequences. They argue that the duration of the nasal is a relatively stronger cue 
than that of vowel duration to the voicing of the following segment. This would be clear from 
a comparison of the amount of variation in the duration of N vs. V needed to change the 
listeners‟ judgments from /t/ to /d/. As it appears, there is less variation in the duration of N 
with respect to V. Thus a relatively short N (preceded by a relatively long vowel) would cue 
voicelessness; a relatively long N (preceded by a relatively short vowel) would cue voicing. 
Similar results are found in Fava and Magno Caldognetto (1976) for Italian V NCV sequences. 
They found that in V NCV – where N stands either for /n/ or /m/ - the nasal segment is shorter 
(and preceded by a longer vowel) when it is followed by a voiceless obstruent; when the 
following obstruent is voiced, the nasal segment is longer (and preceded by a shorter vowel). 
Apparently, the vowel preceding an NT sequence has the same length as a vowel in open 





reflex of Ō and Ŏ in open syllables before /n/ as well as the reflex of stressed Ŏ in closed 
syllable before /n/ followed by a voiceless stop. This suggests that Ŏ was phonetically long 
before nasal clusters, as well in open syllables before /n/, and that /n/ in these environments 
was short.  
On the articulatory side, Beddor (2009) provides experimental evidence that the 
context of voicelessness promotes early velum lowering or shortening of consonantal 
constriction resulting in an inverse relation between duration of the nasal consonant and 
duration of anticipatory vowel nasalization. Hayes and Stivers (2000), on the other hand, 
argue that loss of a nasal before a voiceless segment would be an articulatory natural process, 
complementary to post-nasal voicing.   
The Camuno facts just discussed can be explained in terms of these phonetic findings. 
There is experimental evidence that a nasal consonant in cluster with a voiceless obstruent 
characterized by aspiration is relatively short, regardless of the place of articulation. In a 
stressed syllable, its duration can be further reduced; in addition, the aspiration of the 
following obstruent can spread to the nasal and make it possible for the nasal percept to be 
misparsed as a spurious element, and be eventually discarded. 
       4.6.3.3.2 Differential duration between /n/ and /m/ in clusters 
Although different pieces of evidence suggest that /m/ was maintained word-finally 
because relatively longer than /n/, the fact that both /n/ and /m/ were lost in clusters before a 
voiceless obstruent, suggests that in this environment nasals are short, regardless of their 
place of articulation. However, language internal evidence reveals that the duration 
differential between /n/ and /m/ observed in word-final position is maintained in certain types 
of clusters, and it affects the evolution of the nasals in this environment. 
The experimental literature does not provide substantial information on the differential 





that in English P and B in V MPV and V MBV have the same duration and basically behave as 
prenasalized consonants. In Camuno, there is evidence that the durational difference between 
/n/ and /m/ observed word-finally is maintained in triconsonantal clusters, and that in this 
environment it has played a role in the evolution of the two nasals. 
While pairs as káp/kampulí „field/small field‟, tép/t mpáh „weather/lousy weather‟ 
alongside dét/dintí „tooth/small tooth‟ reveal that both *n and *m were lost when followed by 
a voiceless obstruent in word-final position, language-internal evidence suggests that the 
length of the nasal played a role in its evolution in tricosonantal clusters. Consider the 
homophones pút < PÓNTE(M) „bridge‟, and pút < PUNKTU(M) „point‟ vs. prónt < PROMPTU(M) 
„ready‟, and kýnt < COMPTU(M) „bill‟. The evolution of PÓNTE(M) „bridge‟, and PUNKTU(M) 
„point‟ as pút suggests that nasal loss in clusters was fed by cluster simplification, an attested 
phenomenon in proto-Romance (Loporcaro, 2011). Under this analysis, PUNKTU(M) „point‟ > 
*PUNTU(M) „point‟, while PROMPTU(M) „ready‟ > *PROMTU(M). The fact that *n was lost in pút 
< PUNKTU(M) „point‟ while *m was reduced (and maintained) in prónt < PROMPTU(M) „ready‟ 
is suggestive of the same length difference between /n/ and /m/ observed elsewhere. When the 
sound change occurred, the homorganic nasals were lost; the non-homorganic /m/ was 
maintained.  
The exceptions prónt „ready‟ and kýnt „bill‟ listed in (108) find a phonetic explanation 
which is consistent with the intrinsic durational difference already observed between 
singleton /n/ and /m/, and which seems to hold in tricosonantal clusters as well. The same 
phonetic explanation would hold for gáɱf „numbness‟ which is the reflex of the Longobard 
*KRAMPF / *RAMPF  (whose original meaning was „bent‟, as reported in Bianchini & Bracchi, 
2003). The evolution of *KRAMPT / *RAMPF  as gáɱf  parallels the evolution of prónt < 





The attested hánt < SANCTU(M) „saint; holy‟ vs. the expected **hát requires a different 
explanation. hát < CIATTU(M) „toad‟ is attested in the language. sáŋktus „saint; holy‟ is a word 
that often recurs in the Latin Catholic mass and in the praying of the rosary (cf. <sancta>). It 
is possible that in a community of church-goers it resisted sound change because of 
homophony avoidance. Church attendance and the praying of the rosary in Latin were very 
common practices until 40 years ago. Mass was in Latin until the Second Vatican Council in 
1963, and the Sanctus prayer is often sung in Latin still today. Both in the Sanctus prayer and 
in Hail Mary, the words spelled as <sanktus> and <sancta> occur as sántus and sánt  
respectively rather than sáŋktus and sáŋkta. It is possible that a combination of language 
practices, and the occurrence of hát as „toad‟ have contributed to the maintenance of hánt vs. 
the expected evolution to **hát.  
matmat  nt „very crazy‟, on the other hand, is an unusual, very productive compound 
exhibiting suffixation in the form of /-ɛnt/ (present participle suffix) which undergoes 
agreement in number and gender. Thus, matamat  nt   for the singular feminine, matemat  nte 
for the plural feminine, and maʧmat  nʧ for the plural masculine. This structure is the only 
place in the grammar where /-ɛ nt/ occurs.  Elsewhere /-ɛnt/ is always reduced to /-et/ (e.g. 
malfidét „wary person‟). Maintenance of NT cluster in this structure can hardly be accounted 
for as restoration because it is not observed in the other reflexes of the historical suffix –ENT. 
It is possible that its occurrence in a highly specialized morphological construct may have 
contributed to its maintenance. 
I don‟t have a good explanation for the exceptions bjáŋko „white, m.‟ / bjáŋk  „white, 
f.‟, frónt „forehead‟, and htíŋk „drunk; dead‟. Tempini (1908) provides evidence that bják  
„white, f.‟ was still attested at the beginning of the 20
th
 century. The expected frút < 





speakers provided htíŋk „drunk; dead‟ with final /o/ (htíŋko). These facts suggest that these 
words may be recent Italian or dialect loans. 
§ 4.6.4 explores in more details the effect of aspiration on a nasal segment, and the 
possible consequences on the evolution of the vowel preceding the same nasal segment.  
   4.6.4 Nasal consonant loss and (lack of) phonemic nasalized vowels 
 There are two common pathways leading to loss of a nasal consonant. In pathway (i) 
anticipatory coarticulation of a nasal consonant in a sequence ṼN (Ṽ is phonetic) can result in 
misparsing of nasality as originating in Ṽ vs. N. The nasal consonant is perceived as a 
spurious element and eventually dropped (Beddor, 2009). The final result will be a phonemic 
nasalized vowel. This is the pathway that is usually assumed for phonemic nasalized vowels 
in Romance languages like French and Portuguese, and in some northern Italian dialects. In 
pathway (ii) an aspirated nasalized rime, as in (126). 
(126) [+nasal] 
  
 V N] 
  
 [spread glottis] 
can result in misparsing of nasality as aspiration. The nasal consonant is perceived as a 
spurious element and eventually dropped. Ohala and Busá (1995) argue that in this case, the 
final result can be a plain oral vowel. Their argument is based on the observation of two 
related phenomena occurring in the environment of sustained aspiration: spontaneous vowel 
nasalization, and nasal effacement. There is a sense in which these two phenomena could be 
one the reverse of the other. Since spontaneous nasalization occurs in the environment of a 
plain vowel in the form of vowel nasalization, or of the insertion of a nasal segment, evidence 
that nasal effacement is the reverse of spontaneous nasalization would come from a language 





the two phenomena are in an inverse relationship, the two trajectories are expected to be one 
the reverse of the other. If spontaneous nasalization starts with a plain vowel V and ends in Ṽ 
or ṼN, nasal effacement is expected to start with ṼN and to end in V. Such evidence is 
apparently unavailable, since, as Ohala & Busá (1995) argue, a stage of vowel nasalization is 
reconstructed for those languages that underwent historical nasal loss before a voiceless 
fricative but currently do not exhibit nasalized vowels. The example they provide is English 
goose < *gans- where the length of the vowel suggests a past stage of major nasalization.  
On the basis of the experimental and historical evidence provided so far, I argue that 
Camuno exemplifies nasal effacement. To this purpose, I will address the arguments that 
Sampson (1999) puts forward to justify a stage of contrastive vowel nasalization and 
subsequent denasalization in two Italian dialects that are sisters to Camuno, and assess such 
arguments against Camuno facts.  
While phonemic nasalized vowels are well-established in French and Portuguese, the 
situation for northern Italian dialects is more complex. Northern Italian dialects can be 
divided into two groups: those for which there is synchronic and historical evidence that 
phonemic nasalized vowels evolved, and those for which such evidence is unclear, and not 
compelling. Northern Italian dialects that exhibit synchronic and historical evidence of 
phonemic nasalized vowels are presently witnessing a trend toward the restoration of VN 
sequences, where Ṽ had previously evolved (Sampson 1999, pp. 259-62). Northern Italian 
dialects for which there is no synchronic and/or historical evidence of phonemic nasalized 
vowels do not exhibit, at present, any evidence of VN restoration. For these dialects phonemic 
nasalized vowels and subsequent de-nasalization are usually assumed.  
Sampson (1999) argues for the non-attested stages of phonemic nasalized vowels, and 
subsequent de-nasalization on the basis of areal distribution, genetic affiliation, historical 





mainly to data from Bergamasco and Bagolinese, two varieties of Eastern Lombard spoken in 
Bergamo (and its province), and in Bagolino, a small town in the province of Brescia. 
Sampson‟s first argument is that these two varieties are spoken in the area (Lombardy) where 
phonemic nasalized vowels are attested and exhibit similar synchronic patterns of nasal 
deletion that are the environment where phonemic nasalized vowels evolved. Both dialects 
are Lombard varieties, and phonemic nasalized vowels are attested in Milanese, a Lombard 
variety, albeit Western, and not Eastern. The second argument is a fourteenth-century 
glossary translating Latin words into Bergamasco providing evidence of items such as <vi> < 
VĪNUM „wine‟, <fe>  < FĒNUM „hay‟, <pa> < PĀNEM „bread‟, <carbo> < CARBŌNEM „coal‟ 
with clear loss of final *n alongside <pan> < PĂNNUM „piece of fabric‟, <lum> < LŪMEN 
„light‟,  <leng> < LĬGNUM „wood‟, <zoven> < IÚVENEM „young‟, <argent> < ARGĔNTUM 
„silver‟, <bianch> < *blank „white‟, <dent> < DĔNTEM „tooth‟, <campo> < CĂMPUM „field‟.
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A sixteenth-century Bergamasco text attests forms as <cap> < CĂMPUM „field‟, <tep> 
< TĔMPUS „weather‟ (Sampson 1999, pp. 266), which exhibit *m loss in final (voiceless) 
obstruent clusters. The assumption here is that the allophonic nasality on the vowel preceding 
the nasal was reinterpreted as contrastive once the nasal was dropped. The third argument 
addresses the duration of the vowels preceding the historical nasal segment which are 
observed to be longer than elsewhere. The assumption is that phonemic nasalized vowels 
were physiologically long, and once denasalization occurred, abnormal duration remained. 
Apparently, in the dialect spoken in Bagolino, this abnormal duration survives only for /a/.
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Last, these varieties exhibit historical raising of Latin short stressed O to /u/ before *n. This 
would suggest that these vowels were qualitatively different because nasalized.  
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 Bonfadini, G. points out that  <campo>  from CĂMPUM „field‟ is reported in Sampson 1999, p. 266,  but it does 
not appear in the original document, namely Lorck, E. (1893), where camp occurs three times, in lines1369, 
1371 e 1372  (personal communication, Sept. 8, 2013).  
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 Bonfadini, G. notices that in the source used and quoted by Sampson (1999) there is no mention of an 






In order to assess the extent to which a stage of phonemic nasalized vowels and 
subsequent denasalization can be reasonably assumed for Camuno or not, Sampson‟s (1999) 
arguments will be evaluated against Camuno facts.  
The first argument that Sampson uses is areal distribution, and genetic affiliation. 
Camuno is located in the area where phonemic nasalized vowels evolved. It belongs to one of 
the Romance families where phonemic nasalized vowels are attested, and finally, it exhibits 
the same phonological patterns as languages where phonemic nasalized vowels are attested. 
While this is undeniable, some differences may turn out to be crucial. For example, the same 
phonological environment does not necessarily imply the same phonetic environment. At 
least for Camuno and Milanese, there is some evidence that the phonetic environment may 
not be the same. In Camuno final obstruents are characterized by absence of closure voicing, 
and presence of noticeable aspiration, and pre-aspirated voiceless stops (see (119) and (120), 
p. 109). In Milanese final obstruent devoicing is optional (cf. Prieto, 2000). 
The second argument that Sampson uses is historical documents in Bergamasco 
claiming that they provide evidence for vowel nasalization. In fact, what these documents 
seem to reveal is not the evolution of phonemic nasalized vowels. They simply provide useful 
information as to the chronology of the sound change that resulted in loss of coda nasals in 
stressed syllables, with nasal loss in word-final position preceding nasal loss in final clusters. 
There is no information as to the quality of the vowels preceding historical nasals. Notice that 
the spelling <bianch> „white‟ may suggest stop release and aspiration. In contrast, *n is 
described as <meza morta> „half dead‟ in <son> „sound‟, <pan>, „bread‟, <fen> „hay‟ in 
Prissian da Milan della parnonzia milanesa (The Milan „Priscian‟ of Milanese Pronunciation) 
by G. A. Biffi, published in 1606 (as cited in Sampson 1999, p. 266). Milanese is the main 





The third argument that Sampson uses is the abnormal vowel duration observed for 
vowels that were assumed to be phonemically nasalized. No such abnormal vowel length is 
observed for Camuno in the same environments. However, abnormal duration does not 
necessarily imply phonemic nasalized vowels. Phonetically nasalized vowels are also longer 
than plain oral vowels; and vowels preceding nasal obstruent clusters where the obstruent is 
voiceless are physiologically longer than elsewhere (cf. § 4.6.3.3.1, pp. 118-119). Under my 
hypothesis, *V  in *V nV (cf. BONU(M) „good‟) and *V nTV (cf. PONTE(M) „bridge‟) was 
already long in late Latin. This would explain why Latin short stressed O did not change to /ǿ/ 
before /n/ when the sound change Ŏ  > ǿ / _]σ occurred. The fact suggests that it was either too 
long or already /u/.  
The last argument that Sampson uses is related to mid-vowel raising, which is 
observable only for mid-vowel /o/. The fact that /u/ is systematically observed before deleted 
/n/ is taken as evidence that *o before *n underwent major nasalization. As already pointed 
out, my hypothesis is that /u/ before /n/ is the result of Latin short stressed O being categorized 
as a long *o in late Latin times, after intervocalic weakening of *n. The resulting nasal 
segment is likely to have triggered lengthening of the preceding vowel because it was short, 
lenited, not because of major nasality.
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Some mismatch in the chronology of vowel nasalization and denasalization is also 
observed. For those Romance varieties for which the stage of phonemic vowel nasalization is 
assumed but not attested, Sampson (1999) argues that denasalization must have been already 
underway in the 16
th
 century (p. 269). However, for Bergamasco, there is evidence that *n 
loss was completed in word-final position in the 14
th
 century, and nasal loss in obstruent 
clusters was completed in the 16
th
 century (Sampson, 1999, p. 266).  
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 Apparently, major nasalization would result in raising of low vowels and lowering of high vowels (cf. Beddor,  





Sampson‟s (1999) arguments for a stage of phonemic nasalized vowels and 
subsequent denasalization do not hold against Camuno facts. There is no compelling evidence 
for a stage of phonemic nasalized vowels and subsequent denasalization for Camuno.  
Camuno facts are more consistent with Ohala and Busá‟s (1995) hypothesis, namely that in an 
environment characterized by noticeable voiceless aspiration nasal effacement can occur.  
To summarize, there is ample evidence that the two synchronic patterns of nasal 
deletion have a common phonetic source. This source is the conjoined effect of stressed-
syllable lengthening and aspiration on a short nasal segment in word-final syllables. While 
segments surrounding lengthened stressed vowels may be reduced (cf. Skaer & Aniya, 2007), 
aspiration has devoicing effects on a voiced segment, and the additional effect of making the 
percept of the nasal segment confusable with aspiration itself. If this happens, the nasal may 
be discarded as a spurious element. This suggests that Camuno never went through a stage of 
phonemic nasalized vowels and subsequent denasalization. The lingering, allophonic nasality 
on the vowels was probably discarded soon after the nasal was lost. The final result was the 
plain oral vowels that are still attested today.  
Sociolinguistic and historical facts are also consistent with these conclusions. 





centuries, Brescia and Bergamo set themselves apart from Milano (Sanga, 1997). This gave 
rise to the two distinct main varieties of Lombard, Western (spoken in Milano and western 
Lombardy), and Eastern Lombard (spoken in Brescia, Bergamo and other areas of eastern 
Lombardy, including Valcamonica). Given these sociolinguistic and historical facts, it is quite 
unlikely that Camuno speakers tucked away in the one of the remotest corners of Lombardy, 






4.7 Conclusions  
The analyses of Camuno final devoicing, and nasal deletion provide supporting 
evidence to the hypothesis that these two synchronic phenomena are partly the result of the 
same phonetic process, namely a spread glottal gesture at phrase-final boundaries. In the case 
of final obstruent devoicing, the glottalic opening gesture devoices the final obstruent; in the 
case of nasal-deletion, the gesture results in devoicing, subsequent loss of the nasal altogether, 























Chapter 5. Camuno height harmony: observational and experimental evidence 
5.1 Introduction 
Regressive height harmony is listed as a characteristic of Eastern Lombard vowels in 
Sanga (1997). The morphologically related pairs oz  l/uzilí „„bird; small bird‟, and 
formét/furmintú „wheat; buckwheat‟ are used to exemplify the process. While the pair 
oz  l/uzilí „bird; small bird‟ is attested in Camuno, formét/furmintú „wheat; buckwheat‟ is not. 
Instead, the  language has the pair formét/formentú „wheat; buckwheat‟, where the /ú/-
suffixed form exhibits no vowel raising. These word pairs, as well as many others, strongly 
suggest that some form of harmonic process is in place in the language, but that the details of 
this pattern are possibly different from the standard Eastern Lombard model.  
The overriding research questions were first whether a harmonic process was part of 
the phonology of the language, and second what its characteristics were. To this purpose, two 
data collections were carried out by the writer, one in 2010, and the other in 2012. While data 
collection 2010 focused mainly on the general behavior of vowels /ɛ, e, ɔ, o, ø/ in the 
environment of high stressed triggers /i/ and /u/, data collection 2012 focused specifically on 
the behavior of mid vowel /ø/ in the same environment.  
Two subsequent research questions were addressed. The first question was whether the 
height harmony system was productive; the second question concerned the status of two 
particular suffixes: /-ǿl/, which appears to occur as /-ol/ in unstressed position, and /-ol/. The 
question addressed was whether the alternation /-ǿl/ ~ /-ol/ is a case of allomorphy, or 
whether /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are two distinct suffixes. The questions addressing the productivity of 
the harmonic pattern, and the alternation /-ǿl/ ~ /-ol/ were explored using experimental 
paradigms.  
The chapter is organized into three parts. § 5.2 through § 5.6.1 describe and analyze 





regarding the productivity of the Camuno height harmony system. § 5.8 through § 5.8.3 
address the status of the suffixes /-ǿl/ and /-ol/.  
The description and analysis of the system of Camuno height harmony is based on 
data collected during two fieldwork sessions. All data are annotated and collected in 
Appendix I, pp. 194-229. Ample cross-reference to data is provided for the reader, who 
should feel free to refer to these data while reading the description and analysis, or to read this 
chapter sequentially, examining the data on which it is based after seeing the description and 
analysis. All the stimuli presented in this chapter were put together on the basis of my 
knowledge of the language with the help of two native speakers, unless otherwise specified. 
   5.2. Harmonic sound patterns: evidence from the lexicon 
The morphologically related pairs oz  l/uzilí „bird; small bird‟, and formét/furmintú 
„wheat; buckwheat‟ provided by Sanga (1997) inspired a search for evidence of similar 
patterns in Camuno. More evidence of alternations between mid vowels in base forms, and 
high vowels in derived forms suffixed with high stressed vowels is in (127). 
(127) pórɔ „fear‟ purúzɔ „fearful‟ 
 gólɔ „throat‟ gulúzɔ „sweet-toothed‟ 
 dét „tooth‟ dintí „small tooth‟ 
 pɛ tɛn „comb‟ pitiní „small comb‟ 
 gróp „knot‟ grupú „big knot‟ 
 pondór „tomato‟ pundurú „big tomato‟ 
 lɛ ze „(I) read-present‟ lizí „to read‟ 
 dórme „(I) sleep-present‟ durmí „to sleep‟ 
 
Patterns in (128) provide evidence of high and mid vowel alternations in which a high 
vowel alternates with a mid vowel in the environment of a stressed mid vowel.  
(128) pudá „to prune‟  podɛ t  „pruning knife‟ 
 fúrɛn „oven‟  fornér  „baker‟ 
 kút „whetstone‟  kodér „whetstone-case‟ 
 múrɔ „blackberry‟  morɛ t „dark complexioned‟  






An analysis of the Camuno lexicon provides further evidence for height agreement in 
terms of distributional regularities, both in native items and in potential Italian cognates, 
where cognate means forms which could either be loans from earlier forms of Italian, or 
directly inherited cognate lexemes. In both cases, the general overriding harmonic restriction 
in the language is that adjacent non-low vowels agree in height with the stressed vowel. 
Examples of static height harmonic patterns in which adjacent non-low vowels in the word 
agree in height with the stressed vowel are in (129). Agreement appears to be either regressive 
or progressive (cf. 129o,p), although regressive is more common. 
(129) a. pirlí „spinning top‟  o. pɛ tɛn „comb‟ 
 b. dulúr „pain‟  p. pɛ rhɛk „peach‟ 
 c. kulúr „color‟  q. kolómp „pigeon‟  
 d. kuníʧ „rabbit‟  r. pondór „tomato‟  
 e. puí „chick‟ s. behɔ t „ram‟  
 f. kuhí „pillow‟ t. htrɔ hɛk „logging trail‟  
 g. vidúr „vineyard‟    
 h. hkytým „family nickname‟    
 i. bytým „tar‟    
 l. nygý „nobody‟    
 m. hydúr „sweat‟    
 n. kyzí „cousin‟    
 
Given that unstressed /ø/ (also /ø /, as opposed to stressed /ǿ/) was unattested in 
Camuno, at least up to the beginning of the XX century (cf. Tempini, 1908), no example of 
words with a sequence of front round mid vowels is expected. There are possibly only two 
known words that exhibit a sequence of mid vowels that includes /ǿ/, namely l nhǿl „bed-
sheet‟, and pozǿl „balcony‟. 
Disharmonic words like those in (130) suggest lack of height agreement between a 





(130) perýk „wild spinach‟ 
 pɛrhýt „ham‟ 
 prezú „prison‟  
 fúrɛn „oven‟ 
 rýzɛn  „rust‟ 
 kalýzɛn  „soot‟ 
 
Whether or not /ý/ agrees in height with round vowels is unclear. While evidence of words 
with a vowel sequence [u…‎ý] is hard to find, there is clear evidence of words with vowel 
sequence [y…ý], such as bytým „tar‟, hkytým „family nickname‟, kyhtým „bathing suit‟, nygý 
„nobody‟, kyltýre „tilled fields‟, pynt‎ýr  „injection‟, hkyltýr  „sculpture‟, kymý „city hall‟, 
among others. 
Further evidence for word-based harmony patterns comes from a comparison between 
Camuno placenames and their Italian cognates. A few examples are in (131). The harmonic 
generalization that all non-low vowels agree in height with the stressed vowel holds for all 
Camuno placenames, though the same vowels can differ in height in the Italian cognates. 
Example (131e), lúz n, provides further evidence that a high stressed round trigger does not 
raise an adjacent mid unrounded vowel. 
(131) ITALIAN CAMUNO 
 ézinɛ éðɛn 
 sɔ niko sónɛk 
 prɛ stinɛ prɛ htɛn 
 ɔ s:imo  ɔ sɛm 
 lósinɛ  lúzɛn 
 
The placename haadá (Standard Italian <Cividate> ʧividáte) is pronounced with a 
sequence of low vowels by the inhabitants of this village. Inhabitants of neighbouring villages 
pronounce it hiidá. If historically this form was *siidá, then this example could illustrate a 
case of lowering triggered by stressed /a/.  
(132) reveals that /a/ is unaffected by a high stressed vowel (cf. 132a), does not agree 
in height with a non-high stressed vowel (cf. 132b,c.), and apparently blocks agreement when 





(132) a. pahtú „hen food‟ 
 b. higarɛ tɔ „cigarette‟ 
 c. karamɛ lɔ „candy‟ 
 d. bokalí „small night-pot‟ 
 
The overall hypothesis that emerged from the distribution of vowels in the lexicon was 
that Camuno has a system of mid-vowel raising triggered by high stressed vowels. The fact 
that uzilí „small bird‟ was observed alongside formentú and furmintí „Angel‟s hair‟, however, 
suggested that /í/ and /ú/ might have different degrees of strength, with /í/ raising all 
preceding non-low vowels, and /ú/ only raising preceding round vowels. 
In § 5.3.1 through § 5.4.1.6 the details and results of the two data collections for 
samples of height harmony are presented and discussed.  
5.3 Height harmony: evidence from alternations 
   5.3.1 Data collection 2010 
 Since this is the first work that documents and studies the phonology and vowel 
harmony of Camuno, detailed data from a representative number of native speakers were 
needed in order to find out whether a harmonic system is part of the phonology of the 
language, and what its characteristics are. The specific questions driving the research were: (i) 
Which vowels trigger harmony? (ii) Which vowels undergo harmony? (iii) What is the 
domain of harmony? (iv) Is raising local or long distance?  
The first fieldwork session to collect samples of vowel harmony was carried out in 
2010. I selected the stimuli on the basis of my knowledge of the language as a heritage 
speaker; these stimuli were designed to explore the behavior of mid and low vowels in the 
environment of a high stressed trigger. Polysyllabic and monosyllabic bases were used to 
assess the domain of harmony, and whether raising is local or long distance. Although the 
language has three high vowels, /i/, /u/, and /y/, only stressed /i/ and /u/ are productive 
suffixes. /-í/ can function as a diminutive suffix, while /-ú/ as an augmentative suffix. Since 





elicitation task 5 in Appendix IV, pp. 240-241, was designed to elicit diminutives and 
augmentatives, and their base forms. In order to assess the raising power of raised [y], the 
stimulus l nhǿl „bedsheet‟ was included in the stimuli-set. Assuming that /ǿ/ in l nhǿl is 
raised to [y] by a following high stressed vowel, the raising or lack of raising of the vowel 
preceding [y] could provide information on the raising power of [y]. As observed in § 3.2.2.3, 
pp. 55-56, there are only two known words that can be used to assess the raising power of [y], 
l nhǿl „bedsheet‟, and pozǿl „balcony‟. For this reason, the triggering power of raised [y] was 
(also) tested with nonsense words (cf. § 5.7.1.4.2, pp. 174-176). Diminutives and 
augmentatives are existing words in Camuno, although their productivity may vary, as we 
shall see. 
The task 5 to collect samples of vowel harmony was a picture-elicitation task. 
Speakers were asked to name objects on cards. The objects were grouped with respect to 
number (singular vs. plural), and size (diminutive vs. augmentative), such that each card 
presented the full combination of a singular noun, its related plural, diminutive and 
augmentative forms. A sample of the cards with stimuli is shown in Appendix IV, p. 240. The 
participants were 32 native speakers, 17 females and 15 males whose age range was 49-92. 
Twenty-eight of them were from the upper part of the low valley (Cogno, Esine, Gorzone, 
Malegno, Breno, Darfo, Prestine, Bienno); four from the upper valley (Rino, Garda, Temú). 
Speakers from Cogno, Breno, Prestine and Bienno speak Camuno-z; speakers from Esine, 
Gorzone, Malegno and Darfo speak Camuno-ð. Speakers from Rino, Garda and Temú speak 
two varieties where the sound change *s > h did not occur. The session was carried out in 
Camuno, and it was recorded with Olympus Digital Voice Recorder WS-400S. Participants 
were instructed to use their own variety of the language, which could be different from mine. 
They were aware that the experiment examined pronunciation, but were not informed as to 





was taken in each location to ensure that background noise was minimal. The session lasted 
about 15 minutes; there was no repetition. The task was part of a set of 4 tasks. Speakers did 
not receive any compensation.  
The quality of the vowels in the elicited words was evaluated impressionistically by 
three native speakers including the writer. The two native speakers were in their early 60s; 
and were not linguists. They were instructed to write down the vowels they heard using the 
IPA symbols /ø/ and /y/ for front round vowels; the other vowels are the same as the Italian 
ones so they used the Italian spelling. As a training session, I modeled all the Camuno vowels 
for them three times randomly and checked what they wrote. When I saw that they were 
confident, I played the words, one by one. Each of us listened, and wrote the target word, 
separately on a piece of paper. We compared them. In case of disagreement, we re-listened to 
the tape.  Final agreement in judgment was unanimous.  
The whole set of stimuli (and distractors D), and related expected responses for the 
base forms, the diminutives and augmentatives are in (133), and in Appendix IV, p. 241. The 
expected responses are based on my knowledge of the language as a heritage speaker and 
were checked with the other two native speakers. Items 21 and 22 were quite problematic. 
The two native speakers and myself had the feeling that variation was possible between [o] 
and [ø] in the derived forms of fǿk „fire‟, and ǿʧ „eye‟. In addition, it was a shared feeling that 
diminutives like fugí/fygí, and yʧí/uʧí, and augmentatives like fugúfygú, and yʧú/uʧú could 
also occur, although possibly not in two varieties of Camuno under investigation. Likewise, 
variation between [u] and [y] was surmised for the derived forms of items 23 and 24. Native 
speakers preferred [u] over [y] in the diminutive and augmentative of item 23, and the 








(133) TARGET VOWEL STIMULUS BASE FORM DIMINUTIVE AUGMENTATIVE 
 1 e „tooth‟ dét dintí  dɛntú 
 2 e „church‟ ʧézɔ ʧizínɔ ʧezúnɔ 
 3 ɛ „toilet‟ ʧɛ ho  ʧihí ʧɛhú 
 4 ɛ „bed‟ lɛ t  lití lɛtú 
 5 ɛ…ɛ „comb‟ pɛ tɛn pitiní pɛtɛnú 
 6 ɛ…e „mountain trail‟ hɛntér hintirí henterú 
 7 e…ɛ „Stephen‟ htéfɛn stifiní stefenú 
 8 ɛ…ɛ „cap‟  bɛrɛ t  birití bɛrɛtú 
 9 ɛ…ɛ „brain‟  hɛrvɛ l  hirvilí hɛrvɛlú 
 10 e…e „loom‟  telér tilirí telerú 
 11 ɔ „cow-pie‟  hɔ tɔ hutínɔ hutúnɔ 
 12 o „nail‟  ʧót ʧudí ʧudú 
 13 o „knot‟  gróp grupí grupú 
 14 o…o „tomato‟  pondór pundurí pundurú 
 15 o…ɛ „mouse‟  horɛ k  hurigí horegú 
 16 o…e „hen-house‟  polér pulirí polerú 
 17 o…e „coin‟  monédɔ munidínɔ monedúnɔ 
 18 ɔ…e „nun‟  mɔ negɔ munigínɔ mɔnegúnɔ 
 19 o…ɛ „umbrella‟  ombrɛ lɔ  umbrilínɔ ombrɛlúnɔ 
 20 e…o „hare‟  légor legurínɔ legurúnɔ 
 21 ø „fire‟ fǿk føgatí~fogatí føgatú~fogatú 
 22 ø „eye‟ ǿʧ øʒatí~oʒatí øʒgatú~oʒatú 
 23 i…a…ø „apron‟  bigarǿl bigarulí bigarulú 
 24 ɛ…ø „sheet‟  lɛnhǿl lɛnhylí~lɛnhulí lɛnhulú 
 25 a „basket‟  kaáɲɔ kaaɲínɔ kaaɲúnɔ 
 26 a „chair‟  skáɲɔ skaɲínɔ skaɲúnɔ 
 27 o…a „fountain‟  fontánɔ fontanínɔ fontanúnɔ 
 28 o…a „necklace/yoke‟  kolánɔ kolanínɔ kolanúnɔ 
 DISTRACTORS (D)    
 1 a…ɛ „axe‟ f. manérɔ manirínɔ manerúnɔ 
 2 a…ɛ „hammer‟  martɛ l martilí martɛlú 
 3 a…ɛ „bag‟  hakɛ l  hakilí hakɛlú 
 4 a…ɔ „pebble‟  balɔ t balutí balutú 
 5 i…e „glass‟  biʧér biʧirí biʧerú 
 6 y…ɛ „clog‟  hypɛ l hypilí hypɛlú 
 7 u…i „rabbit‟ kuníʧ kuniʧí kuniʧú 
 
Although the stimuli were not perfectly balanced with respect to monosyllables and 
polysyllables, and target vowels (for example there is only one stimulus with vowel sequence 
[o…o]), the data collected allowed for an initial description of the system of height vowel 





   5.3.2 Results 
Although diminutives and augmentatives with final /í/ and /ú/ exist in Camuno, their 
productivity differs. Diminutives in /-í/ are more productive than augmentatives in /-ú/, and 
vary with respect to speaker‟s gender (men prefer not to use diminutives), and speaker‟s age 
(older speakers prefer not to use augmentatives in /-ú/). In addition, speakers appear to have 
slightly different vocabulary. For example, the stimulus for „basket‟ elicited three different 
words: kaáɲ , kaaɲǿl , and hist  l . This is consistent with the amount of systematic variation 
observed across individual villages which may be less than a mile apart. Other items had two 
variants that depended on different vowels (e.g. ber t and bar t for „cap‟). For this reason, the 
results that will be presented are based on items that did not exhibit dialectal variation, nor 
vowel variation.  
(134) recaps the patterns, along with their frequency, that characterize the Camuno 
harmony system for monosyllabic and polysyllabic bases, with respect to a sample group of 
32 native speakers. The patterns refer to mid vowels /e/, /ɛ/, /o/, and /ɔ/. The raw data, and 
how the  percentages were calculated are presented and discussed in Appendix I, pp. 196-202. 
(134) 1 /ɛ/, /e/ → [i]/_C0í 91.2% 2 /e…e/ → [i…i]/_C0í 72.5% 
 3 /ɛ/, /e/ → [ɛ], [e]/_C0ú 100% 4 /e…e/ → [e…e]/_C0ú 98% 
 5 /ɔ/, /o/ → [u]/_C0í 100% 6 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0í 100% 
 7 /ɔ/, /o/ → [u]/_C0ú 100% 8 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0ú 87.5% 
 - - - 9 /o…e/ → [u…i]/_C0í 100% 
 - - - 10 /o…e/ → [o…e]/_C0ú 89% 
 - - - 11 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0í 93% 
 - - - 12 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0ú 94.7% 
 13 /a/ → [a]/_C0í 100% - - - 
 14 /a/ → [a]/_C0ú 100% - - - 
 - - - 15 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0í 90% 
 - - - 16 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0ú 96.6% 
 
The data reveal that /í/ raises all preceding mid vowels (cf. 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 11, 14); /ú/ raises only 
preceding round vowels (cf. 7, 8, 12 vs. 3, 4, 10); /a/ does not undergo raising (cf. 17, 19) and 
it blocks harmony (cf. 21 and 22). Raising is local, affecting one segment at a time. This is 





rounded, because it is not adjacent to it, and unrounded /e/ intervenes between the two round 
vowels.  Raising is also iterative. It applies to its own output, and it keeps applying until it can 
no longer be matched to an input. This is visible from pattern 2, for example, where raised [i] 
raises preceding /e/; from pattern 6, where raised [u] raises preceding /o/, and from pattern 9 
where raised [i] raises preceding /o/. 
The frequency of these patterns varies. Some of them are categorical (frequency 
equals 100%); some are non-categorical (frequency is less than 100%). The relative low 
frequency of pattern 2 can be explained in part by the resistance of the word telér „frame‟ to 
undergo harmony.   
Results for mid vowel /ǿ/ are more nuanced. When the suffixes /í/ and /ú/ follow 
directly the base, raising of /ǿ/ is categorical, but variation is observed in the back value of the 
raised alternant, which can either be [u] or [y] (cf. Appendix I, § A1.1.6, pp. 202-206). The 
data suggest that the quality of the raised alternant of /ǿ/ depends on the environment, with [u] 
being more frequently observed in the suffix /-ǿl/. Elsewhere, both [u] and [y] appear to be 
possible, but the conditions are not clear.  For this reason, these results will not be reported in 
(134). 
In sum, the Camuno system of height harmony comprises a number of different 
patterns. These patterns occur at different frequency. Some are categorical, some are not. 
While most are regular, some are variable. In addition to regular and variable patterns, more 
patterns were observed:  unexpected and/or long distance raising, lack of iterativity, and lack 
of raising
43
. Unexpected raising is characterized by raising of /e/ in the environment of a 
following /ú/ (e.g. petinú < p  t n „comb‟ vs. expected petenú); long distance raising is 
characterized by mid vowel raising in base-initial syllable, but not in base-final syllable (e.g. 
huregú < hor  k „mouse‟ vs. expected horegú), or raising of /o/ in base-initial syllable when /a/ 
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occurs in base-final syllable (e.g. funtaní < fontán  vs. expected fontaní). Lack of iterativity is 
characterized by raising of the pretonic vowel only (e.g. hentirí < hentér „trail‟ vs. expected 
hintirí). Lack of raising is characterized by regular suffixation, but lack of expected raising of 
the mid vowels (e.g. p t ní < p  t n „comb‟ vs. expected pitiní).  
(135) summarizes the patterns and their frequency.  
(135)   UNEXPECTED 
  EXPECTED lack of raising unexpected raising  
 /ɛ/, /e/ → [i]/_í 91.2% 8%   
 /ɛ/, /e/ → [ɛ], [e]/_ú 100% - -  
 /ɔ/, /o/ → [u]/_í 100% -   
 /ɔ/, /o/ → [u]/_ú 100% - -  
 /a/ → [a]/_í 100% - -  
 /a/ → [a]/_ú 100% - -  
   UNEXPECTED 
   
EXPECTED 
 





 /e…e/ → [i…i]/_C0í 72.5% 17.5%  10% 
 /e…e/ → [e…e]/_C0ú 98% - 2%   
 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0í 100% -  - 
 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0ú 87.5% -  12.5 
 /o…e/ → [u…i]/_C0í 100% -  - 
 /o…e/ → [o…e]/_C0ú 89%  11%  
 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0í 93% - 7%  
 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0ú 94.7% - 6.3%  
 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0í 90%  10%  
 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0ú 96.6%  3.4%  
 
   5.3.3 Discussion 
The data reveal that Camuno exhibits a system of regressive height harmony parasitic 
on rounding. The triggers are the high stressed vowels /í/, /ú/ (and potentially /ý/); the targets 
are the mid vowels /e/, /ɛ/, /ø/, /o/, /ɔ/. Low vowel /a/ exhibits no change in quality when it is 
followed by a high stressed vowel, and it blocks harmony when it intervenes between a high 
stressed vowel and a non-low vowel. Since stress in the language falls most often on the final 
syllable, high stressed vowels /í/, and /ú/ raise preceding mid vowels in a regressive fashion. 
The triggers exhibit different degrees of strength. /í/ is the strongest trigger, raising all 





Raising is local and iterative: a mid-vowel that has been raised can itself raise an immediately 
preceding mid vowel. The domain of harmony appears to be the word.  
While this picture is quite straightforward for /e/, /ɛ/ and /o/, /ɔ/, and for the low vowel 
/a/, variation is observed for mid vowel /ø/ which raises to [y] or to [u]. The data collected in 
2010 allowed observation of the behavior of /ø/ mainly in the suffix /-ǿl/ (cf. bigarǿl „apron‟) 
or in the identical word-final string [ǿl] (cf. l nhǿl „bed-sheet‟). The stimuli fǿk „fire‟ and ǿʧ 
„eye‟ elicited for the most part diminutives and augmentatives with a suffix /-at/ intervening 
between the base and the diminutive and augmentative suffixes (cf. (A9), Appendix I, § 1.1.6, 
p. 203). /a/ in /-at/ prevents, as expected, raising of base /ø/. Derived forms with suffixes 
following the bases fǿk „fire‟ and ǿʧ „eye‟ (cf. (A10), p. 204) were supplied almost 
exclusively from speakers from the upper valley.  
The raising power of [y] can be observed in (A11), Appendix I, § A1.1.6, p. 204. As it 
appears, there is more evidence for [y] not raising preceding non-round mid vowels, a 
behavior that is also observed for round vowel /u/, and which could be a characteristic of 
round vowels regardless of their backness.  
 All the patterns in (134) that comprise the system of Camuno height harmony show 
very high frequency. Most of them are categorical. Non-categorical patterns result from 
unexpected raising, lack of iteration, or lack of raising. Some word-specific effect was 
observed playing a role in lack of raising or lack of iteration (cf. telér „frame‟). These results 
are taken as evidence that a height harmony system with the characteristics detailed so far is 
an active sound pattern of Camuno.  
 Data collected in 2010 raised two additional questions, namely: (i) what determines 
the alternations /ǿ/ ~ [u], and /ǿ/ ~ [y]; and (ii) what determines the alternations /ǿ/ ~ [o] and 
/ǿ/ ~ [ø]. These two questions were addressed with a subsequent data collection in 2012, 





5.4 Behavior of /ǿ/ in harmonic domains 
 
   5.4.1 Data collection 2012 
 
The second fieldwork session to collect samples of vowel harmony was carried out in 
2012. One focus was the raised alternant of /ǿ/. Data collected in 2010 revealed that /ǿ/ raises 
either to [u] or [y]. However, the data collected provided information for the raised alternant 
of /ǿ/ mainly in the suffix /-ǿl/ (cf. bigarǿl „apron‟), and in the identical final string [ǿl] (cf. 
l nhǿl „bed-sheet‟). For the relevant data, cf. (A11) and (A12) in Appendix I, § A1.1.6, pp. 
204-205. The general question that drove the research in 2012 was whether the variation 
observed between [u] and [y] was systematic. Specifically, the hypothesis to be tested was 
whether /ǿ/ ~ [u] was a morpho-phonological process. In this case, /-ǿl/ and /-ul/ would be 
two allomorphs of the same morpheme /-ǿl/, with /-ul/ occurring in the environment of a 
following high stressed vowel. The expectation would be for /ǿ/ to alternate only with [u] in 
the suffix /-ǿl/; elsewhere both [u] and [y] were possible as raised forms of /ǿ/.  
A related purpose was to assess the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/. As observed in § 3.2.2, 
pp. 48-51, unstressed /ø/ was not assumed to be part of the phonology of the language, but 
data collected in 2010 revealed otherwise (cf. (A13), Appendix I, § A1.1.7, p. 206). In this 
case, the driving questions were (i) whether /ø / occurrs as unstressed alternant of /ǿ/, and, in 
the case of alternation with [o], (ii) whether this alternation is systematic. There is a sense in 
which the alternation between [u] and [y] parallels the alternation between [o] and [ø ], since 
the two sets of vowels are in a mid-high relations.  
The questions related to the raised alternant of /ǿ/ are addressed in § 5.4.1.1 through 






     5.4.1.1 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ 
In order to explore in more depth the raised alternant of /ǿ/, data were collected with 
the stimuli in (137), where /ǿ/ occurs in the morphological environments of the suffix /-ǿl/ 
(cf.1-7), of verb paradigms ending in [ǿl] (cf. 8-10), and in /ǿC-L/, (where C is ≠ /l/) (cf. 11-
12); and in 4 different phonological environments: in base-final syllables before /l/ in words 
where the string [ǿl] is not a suffix (cf. 13-16); in base-initial syllables before /l/ (cf. 17), in 
base-final (cf. 18-20) and base-initial syllables (cf. 21-23) before a consonant different from 
/l/. The whole set of stimuli and the expected responses are in (137). With respect to the initial 
hypothesis, [u] is expected as the raised alternant of /ǿ/ in the suffix /-ǿl/; elsewhere, both [u] 
and [y] are possible. The language has no disyllabic bases with /ǿ/ or /ø / in base-initial 
syllables. However, a number of speakers supplied hpøl  t   for „home spool‟ in the task for 
the  unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ instead of the expected hpol  t . Stimulus 17 was thus added to 
assess whether speakers who supplied hpøl  t  and hpol  t  „home spool‟ are consistent in 
raising /ø/ to [y], and /o/ to [u] respectively.  
The Picture elicitation task 6 required speakers to name objects/stimuli on cards and to 
supply the diminutive, but not the augmentative for each object/stimulus. Recall that /ú/ 
exhibits low productivity as an augmentative suffix. Whether /ǿ/ is raised to [u] or [y] by 
following /ú/ will be explored with nonsense words (cf. § 5.7.1.4.1, pp. 173-174).   
Each card had one stimulus, and the whole set of cards/stimuli was presented in a 
randomized order interleaved with distractors. A sample of the cards with stimuli is shown in 






 environment  stimulus expected response  
    base form diminutive imperfective 
 -ǿl# 1 „bib‟ baarǿlɔ baarulínɔ  
  2 „apron‟ bigarǿl bigarulí   
  3 „food-cabinet‟ mohkarǿlɔ mohkarulínɔ  
  4 „hanker-chief‟ fahǿl fahulí  
  5 „armful‟ brahǿl brahulí  
  6 „balcony‟ pozǿl puzulí  
  7 „fennel‟ tortarǿl tortarulí  
 ǿl# 8 „it hurts‟ dǿl  dulíɔ~dylíɔ 
  9 „s/he/it wants‟ vǿl  vulíɔ~vylíɔ 
  10 „s/he/it is able to‟ pǿl  pudíɔ~pydíɔ 
 ǿC-L# 11 „s/he/it moves‟ mǿf  muíɔ~myíɔ 
  12 „it rains‟ piǿf  piuíɔ~piyíɔ 
 PHONOLOGY 
 environment  stimulus expected response  
    base form diminutive  
 ǿl# 13 „orchard‟ brǿl brulí~brylí  
  14 „bean‟ fazǿl fazulí~fazylí  
  15 „bedsheet‟ lɛnhǿl lɛnhulí~lɛnhylí  
  16 „hazelnut‟ nihǿlɔ nihulínɔ~nihylínɔ   
 #C0øl 17 „home spool‟ hpolɛ tɔ~hpølɛ tɔ hpulitínɔ~hpylitínɔ  
 ǿC-L# 18 „louse‟ piǿʧ piuʧí~piyʧí  
  19 „cross-eyed‟ hkalǿʧ hkaluʧí/hkalyʧí  
  20 „knee‟ zinǿʧ zinuʧí~zinyʧí  
 #C0ǿC-L 21 „heart‟ kǿr kurizí~kyrizí  
  22 „wheel‟ rǿdɔ rudilínɔ~rydilínɔ  
  23 „rose‟ rǿzɔ ruzínɔ~ryzínɔ  
 
The participants were 15 native speakers, 8 females and 7 males whose age range was 
49-94. All of them were from the upper part of the low valley. Ten of them were a subgroup 
of participants in fieldwork 2010 (cf. task 5, p. 134). Five new participants were added, 4 
males and 1 female. The new participants are relatively younger (their age span is 55-62); two 
of them were discouraged to use Camuno as children, but they learned it nonetheless from the 
community; three of them are very conservative speakers, with lower levels of schooling, 
while the other conservative speakers in the group have higher schooling. They are from 
Cogno, Esine, and Malegno. The new participants were tested with the material used in 2010 
to elicit samples of height harmony. They also appear to possess the system of height 





Speakers wore an Opus 55.18 II Omnidirectional Condenser Microphone 
(Byerdynamic), and their utterances were recorded in stereo with Fostex FR-2LE recorder at 
48kHz/24bit, BWF file mode, and were re-digitized in Praat (Boersma & Weenink, 2011).  
The quality of the target vowel (/u/ vs. /y/) was investigated impressionistically by 
three native speakers (including the writer). In case of doubts, the vowel formants were 
inspected by the writer. Being front vowels, /ø / and /y/ have F1 and F2 more apart, while /o/, 
and /u/, being back vowels, have F1 and F2 close to one another. The participant G., for 
examples, responded oatí to the stimulus for small egg, and øʒatí to the stimulus for „small 
eye‟. The fact that the alternant of /ǿ/ was /o/ in oatí and /ø / in øʒatí was detectable from their 
spectrograms. (138) is the spectrogram for [o] in oatí „small egg‟. In the mid point, F1 and F2 
are close; the formant values are F1 342 Hz., F2 1061Hz., F3 2579 Hz. (139) is the 
spectrogram for [ø] in øʒatí „small eye‟. In the mid-point, F1 and F2 are more apart; the 





 [o] in oatí „small egg‟                                  [ø] in øʒatí „small eye‟ 
            
     5.4.1.2 Results 
(140) shows the frequency of [u] vs. [y] as raised alternants of /ǿ/ with respect to 3 
morphological environments: suffix /-ǿl/ (cf. 1), verbs ending in [ǿl] (cf. 2), verbs ending in 
/ǿC-L/ (cf. 3); and 4 phonological environments: in base-final syllables before /l/ (cf. 4), in 





/l/ (cf. 6), and and base-initial syllables before a consonant different from /l/ (cf. 7). The raw 
data are in Appendix I, § A1.2.1 through § A1.2.1.4, pp. 206-210.  
(140)  MORPHOLOGY u y TOTAL /ø/ RAISING 
 1 suffix /-ǿl/ 100% 0% 100% 
 2 verbs ending in [ǿl] 95.5% 4.5% 100% 
 3 verbs ending in /ǿC-L/ 46.4% 53.6% 100% 
  PHONOLOGY    
 4 base-final syllables before /l/ 91.5% 8.5% 100% 
 5 base-initial syllables before /l/ 50% 50% 100% 
 6 base-final syllables  before /C-L/  35.5% 57.7% 93.2% 
 7 base-initial syllables before /C-L/ 14.3% 85.7% 100% 
      
     5.4.1.3 Discussion  
 The first thing to observe in (140) is that /ǿ/ is almost always raised by stressed /í/, or 
raised [i] suggesting that the process of mid-vowel raising comprises /ǿ/ as well as the other 
mid-vowels. What varies is the back value of the raised alternant of /ǿ/. As it appears, /ǿ/ 
raises to [u] without exception in the suffix /-ǿl/; elsewhere, it is raised either to [u] or [y], 
with [u] being more frequent in base-final syllables before /l/, and [y] more frequent in base-
final and initial syllables before a consonant different from /l/. 
The hypothesis that the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u] is a morpho-phonological process finds 
support from the data. The fact that /ǿ/ alternates without exception with [u] only in the suffix 
/-ǿl/ suggests that /-ǿl/ and /-ul/ are two allomorphs of the same morpheme /-ǿl/, with /-ul/ 
occurring in the environment of a following high stressed vowel. It needs to be pointed out 
that only one speaker raised /ǿ/ to [y] in verbs ending in /ǿl/. This speaker is from the same 
area as the other speakers (upper part of the lower mid valley), but from a different village. 
The other speakers are all consistent in raising /ǿ/ to [u] when it occurs in the suffix /-ǿl/, and 
in the imperfective forms of verbs ending in [ǿl] in the present, suggesting that for this group, 
the allomorphy /-ǿl/ ~ /-ul/ may extend to verb paradigms as well.  
While in the small data set collected in 2010 (cf. (A10), Appendix I, § A1.1.6, p. 204), 





otherwise. Both [u] and [y] are observed as raised alternants of /ǿ/. The distribution of [u] and 
[y] does not appear to be systematic, neither with respect to the speakers (the same speaker 
can have a word with [y] and another with [u]), nor to the word (the same word can be 
pronounced with [y] or [u] by different speakers); further, speakers have no strong feelings 
about either one.  
On the basis of these new results, the chart in (134) is updated in (141). 
(141) 1 /ɛ, e/ → [i]/_C0í 91.2% 2 /e…e/ → [i…i]/_C0í 72.5% 
 3 /ɛ, e/ → [ɛ, e]/_C0ú 100% 4 /e…e/ → [e…e]/_C0ú 98% 
 5 /ɔ, o/ → [u]/_C0í 100% 6 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0í 100% 
 7 /ɔ, o/ → [u]/_C0ú 100% 8 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0ú 87.5% 
 - - - 9 /o…e/ → [u…i]/_C0í 100% 
 - - - 10 /o…e/ → [o…e]/_C0ú 89% 
 - - - 11 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0í 93% 
 - - - 12 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0ú 94.7% 
 13 /a/ → [a]/_C0í 100% - - - 
 14 /a/ → [a]/_C0ú 100% - - - 
 - - - 15 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0í 90% 
 - - - 16 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0ú 96.6% 
 17 /ø/ → [y] ~ [u]/_C0í 100% - - - 
 - - - 18 /-øl/ → [ul]/_C0í 100% 
      
      5.4.1.4 The unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ 
The initial assumption was that /ø/ occurs only stressed in the language. This 
observation was suggested by the absence of contrastive unstressed /ø/, and by the presence of 
morphologically related pairs as the ones in (142), where /ǿ/ in the base form corresponds to 
/o/ in the derived form.  
(142) 1 nǿdɔ „brand‟ nodér „notary public‟ 
 2 nǿf „new‟ noɛ l „newly born‟ 
 3 kǿr „heart‟ korádɔ „lung‟ 
 4 mǿlɔ „grindstone‟ molɛ tɔ „(knife) grinder‟ 
 5 hǿl „pavement‟ holér „attic‟ 
 6 karǿl „termite‟ karolét „termite-eaten‟ 
 7 parǿl „kettle‟ parolɔ t „kettle repairer‟ 






Further evidence of /ǿ/ ~ [o] comes from the suffix /-ǿl/, which apparently alternates 
with /-ol/, as exemplified in (143). This specific case of /ǿ/ ~ [o] is explored in § 5.8 through § 
5.8.1.3, pp. 178-190.  
(143) 1 manzǿl „calf‟ manzolɛ t „biggish calf‟ 
 2 bigarǿl „apron‟ bigaroládɔ „apronful‟ 
 3 nihǿlɔ „hazelnut‟ niholérɔ „hazelnut groves‟ 
 
In addition, unstressed /ø/ is not listed in the inventory of atonic vowels for the variety of 
Camuno spoken 15km north in Tempini (1908, pp. 14-19). Nevertheless, in data collected in 
2010, /ø / was frequently observed in derived words whose bases had /ǿ/ (fǿk „fire‟, and ǿʧ 
„eye‟), as illustrated in (144). Raw data are in (A13) p. 206. 
(144) DIMINUTIVE  AUGMENTATIVE  
 ǿ ~ ø ǿ ~ o ǿ ~ ø ǿ ~ o 
 91.5% (43/47) 8.5% (4/47) 97.6% (41/42) 2.4% (1/42) 
 
In order to assess the back value of the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/, and in case of 
variation between [o] and [ø ] whether this variation is systematic, data were collected in 2012 
with the stimuli in (145). Five different words were used, each with /ǿ/ in a different 
phonological context: before /l/ (145a); before a voiced stop (145b,c); before a voiced palatal 
consonant (145d); and before a vowel (145e). The whole set of stimuli and possible responses 
are in (145).  
(145)   EXPECTED RESPONSES 
  STIMULUS base form derived form with /o/ derived form with /ø/ 
 a. „factory spool‟ hpǿlɔ hpolɛ tɔ hpølɛ tɔ 
 b. „lining‟ fǿdrɔ fodrɛ tɔ fødrɛ tɔ 
 c. „fire‟ fǿk fogatí føgatí 
 d. „eye‟ ǿʧ oʒatí øʒatí 
 e. „egg‟ ǿf oatí øatí 
 
The stimuli were part of task 6 which required speakers to name objects/stimuli on 





     5.4.1.5 Results 
 (146) shows the frequency of [o] vs. [ø ] as alternants of /ǿ/ in unstressed position with 
respect to the 5 phonological environments investigated. The raw data are in (A21), Appendix 
I, § A1.2.2.2, pp. 211-212. 
(146)   ø  o 
 1 before /l/  46.6% (7/15) 46.6% (7/15) 
 2 before a voiced velar stop  40% (6/15) 46.7% (7/15) 
 3 before a voiced dental stop  7.1% (1/14) 7.1% (1/14) 
 4 before a vowel  26.6% (4/15) 66.6% (10/15) 
 5 before a voiced palatal consonant  46.6 (7/15) 33.3% (5/15) 
  AVERAGE/MEAN 33.3% 40% 
      
     5.4.1.6 Discussion 
The frequency of [ø ] and [o] as unstressed alternants of /ǿ/ suggests that the two 
segments are in free variation. When some speakers were informally asked whether [o] or [ø ] 
was intended, they replied that both were acceptable, suggesting that they are not contrastive 
in unstressed position. Additional evidence that /o/ and /ø / are in free variation as unstressed 
alternants of /ǿ/ comes from the fact that the same speaker can have a word with [o] and 
another with [ø ].  
These data confirm what was surmised from 2010 data. There does not seem to be any 
doubt that /ø / occurs in the language, although at the moment it is observed in derived forms 
only. The fact that /ø / is not listed in the inventory of atonic vowels in Tempini (1908, pp. 14-
19) suggests that the evolution of unstressed /ø/ is a recent phenomenon.  
5.5 Synchronic account 
 The system of height vowel harmony appears to be regular. All mid vowels are raised 
when followed by a high stressed vowel. Front non-round vowels /e/, /ɛ/ are regularly raised 
to /i/ before /í/; back round /o/, /ɔ/ are regularly raised to [u] before /í/ and /ú/. Variation is 
observed in the back value of raised /ǿ/, which can either be [u] or [y] in the environment of a 





back value of the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ is also observed. It can either be [o] or [ø]. The 
fact that variation is observed between [o] and [ø ], and [u] and [y] does not seem to be a 
coincidence, since [y] and [u] stand in a mid-high relationship with [ø ] and [o] respectively.  
In order to capture this synchronic picture, the morphological rule of allomorph 
selection in (147), and the phonological rule of mid vowel raising in (148) will be posited.  
The rule of allomorph selection in (147) accounts for the allomorphy /-ǿl/ ~ /-ul/, with 
/-ul/ being the selected allomorph when preceding a high stressed vowel.  
(147) Camuno rule of allomorph selection 
/-ǿl/ is spelled out as /-ul/ _ {í, ú} 
The rule of mid vowel raising accounts for the regular process of mid-vowel raising 
triggered by a high stressed vowel. The unique harmonic system of Camuno is analyzed as  
autosegmental spreading (cf. Goldsmith, 1976, 1990; McCarthy, 1984; Clements, 1977, 1982) 
of a [+high] feature that occurs iteratively within a word, from the stressed vowel in a 
regressive fashion. As exemplified in rule (148), the feature [+high] spreads from the stressed 
vowel to an adjacent and preceding [-low] vowel. The stressed vowel is indicated by the 
stressed sigma symbol. The asymmetrical rounding restriction is expressed with „if‟ „then‟ 
next to the feature [+round].
44
 This means that if the trigger is [+round], [+high] will only 
spread to another [+round] vowel. The Z sign stands for „delinking‟, because once the feature 
[+high] has spread and reached the target, the target substitutes the old feature with the new 
one. The feature [high] has changed its value and the assimilation process is complete. This 
process iterates until all the targets in the domain have been assimilated.  
The variation between [o] ~ [ø ], on the one hand, and [u] ~ [y] on the other, will be 
accounted for by assuming that unstressed /ø/ is underspecified for backness. Although 
speakers can tell the difference between [o] and [ø ], they accept them both as unstressed 
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alternants of /ǿ/, suggesting that /o/ and /ø/ are not contrastive in unstressed position. 
Assuming underspecification in backness for unstressed /ø/ allows one to capture the variation 
in the raised alternant of unstressed /ø/, which can either be [u] or [y] without noticeable 
difference on the part of the speakers.   
(148) Camuno height harmony rule 




 [α high] [+high] 
             Z 
   
 
   […V…]σ […V…]σ  
   
 [-low]  
 
As noted in § 5.2., pp.130-133, the same pattern of stressed dependent height harmony 
is clearly visible in non-derived lexical items where the stressed vowels determine the  height 
of adjacent unstressed vowels. To account for this, we assume that rule (148) also holds as a 
bidirectional static constraint on the lexicon: adjacent non-high vowels agree in height with a 
stressed high vowel /i/, and adjacent non-high rouns vowels agree in height with an adjacent 
stressed /u/. 
5.6 Diachronic account 
 As pointed out, the system of height harmony appears to be regular. All mid vowels 
are raised when followed by a high stressed vowel. Front non-round vowels /e/, /ɛ/ are raised 
to [i] by following /í/; back round vowels /o/, /ɔ/ are raised to [u] by following /í/ and /ú/. Mid 
vowel /ǿ/ is either raised to [u] or [y] by following /í/. This variation in backness for the raised 
alternant of /ǿ/ is rather unexpected. The vowel inventory of the language includes mid 
vowels /e/, /ɛ/, /o/, /ɔ/, and /ø/, and their high counterparts /i/, /u/, and /y/. The process of mid-
vowel raising appears to be a robust sound pattern. These phonological facts would drive 





this pattern is sparse, however. The data collected and discussed so far provide evidence of /ǿ/ 
being regularly raised to [u] in the suffix /-ǿl/; and of variation between [u] and [y] elsewhere. 
In addition, variation between [o] and [ø] as unstressed variants of /ǿ/, has also been observed. 
Variation between [y] and [u] as raised variants of /ǿ/, and between [ø] and [o] as unstressed 
variants of /ǿ/, appear to be related. In a system in which mid vowels are regularly raised to 
high by a following stressed high vowel, [y] would be the expected raised alternant of /ø/, and 
[u] would be the expected raised alternant of /o/.  
Segments in free variation could also suggest a change in progress. One might argue 
that the two front round vowels /ø/ and /y/ are merging with the two back round vowels /o/ 
and /u/ respectively, possibly under the influence of Italian that does not have front round 
vowels. Camuno is, after all, an endangered language spoken by a population bilingual in 
Camuno and Italian. However, this hypothesis is unlikely for several reasons. First, as 
demonstrated throughout this dissertation, Camuno shows sound patterns that, overall, are 
extremely regular and suggest a long independent development in the  post-Latin period. 
Sound patterns from final obstruent devoicing to nasal deletion can be related to regular sound 
change with little evidence of Italian influence  possibly limited to a few high frequency 
words. Bilingualism in Camuno and Italian is a fairly recent phenomenon. Second, no 
variation between /ǿ/ and /o/, and /y/ and /u/ is observed outside of the system of height 
harmony. Third, there is evidence of /ǿ/ spreading in unstressed position, which would run 
counter /ǿ/ loss. 
What seems, in fact, to be occurring, is a restructuring of the harmonic system. There 
is a sense in which the system is becoming more surface-true. In other words, the underlying 
system is becoming more transparently related to the surface patterns. As pointed out, the 
alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u] is unexpected in a language that has /y/, and a regular system of mid-





across-the-board, it would require positing an abstract level of representation in which /ǿ/ is 
backed to /o/ before being raised to /u/. In light of these observations, my working hypothesis 
is that the system is progressively substituting /ǿ/ ~ [u] with /ǿ/ ~ [y]. This hypothesis 
suggests two chronological details: (i) /ǿ/ ~ [u] predates /ǿ/ ~ [y]; as a consequence, (ii) 
evolution of /ǿ/ predates /y/. These are supported by the discussion that follows. 
In Camuno, /ǿ/ evolved from Latin short stressed O in open syllables, such that Ŏ  > ǿ]σ. 
As discussed in § 3.2.2.2.1, pp. 53-54, this sound change may go as far back as the 6
th
 
century, when the evolution of the open-syllable lengthening rule marked the end of the Latin 
quantitative system. The increased duration of the stressed vowel in open syllable before 
voiced obstruents
45
 is very likely to be the phonetic source of the sound change. Lengthened 
vowels tend to be unstable. They may diphthongize, and eventually change their quality 
altogether. When the sound change occurred in Pre-Camuno, a base form like NÓVU „new‟ 
changed into *nǿvu, possibly through *nwóvu (although there is no evidence of /wo/ in the 
language). The stressed vowel in an open syllable met the structural description for the sound 
change Ŏ  > ǿ]σ and underwent the change. Derived forms like NOVÉLLU „newly-born‟ and 
*novellínu „newly-born, diminutive‟, on the other hand, were not affected by the sound 
change, since Latin short O is unstressed in these words. A base form like CÓRVU „crow‟, and 
its derived form *CORBÁCIU „biggish crow‟ were also unaffected, because Latin short O is 
stressed but in closed syllable, in CÓRVU, and unstressed, and in closed syllable in 
*CORBÁCIU. The synchronic alternation /ǿ/ ~ [o] observed in morphologically related pairs in 
(149) finds a natural historical explanation by observing that only Latin short stressed O of the 
base forms went to /ǿ/. Latin short unstressed O of the derived forms did not undergo any 
change, since being unstressed it did not meet the structural description for the sound change.  
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(149) nǿdɔ „brand‟ nodér „notary public‟ 
 nǿf „new‟ noɛ l „newly born‟ 
 kǿr „heart‟ korádɔ „lung‟ 
 mǿlɔ „grindstone‟ molɛ tɔ „(knife) grinder‟ 
 hǿl „pavement‟ holér „attic‟ 
 karǿl „termite‟ karolét „termite-eaten‟ 
 parǿl „kettle‟ parolɔ t „kettle repairer‟ 
 
The evolution of /ǿ/ from Latin short stressed O in open syllables resulted in a new 
distribution of /ǿ/ and /o/. /ǿ/ occurred in open syllables, /ó/ in closed syllables, and /ŏ/ in 
open and closed syllables. This new distribution gave rise to the alternations /ǿ/ ~ /ŏ/ and /ó/ ~ 
/ŏ/ in morphologically related pairs (cf. *nǿvu / NOVÉLLU, and CÓRVU / *CORBÁCIU). My 
hypothesis is that these facts drove the generalization that /ǿ/ went to [o] in unstressed 
position. At some point in time, this generalization was phonologized as the synchronic /ǿ/-
backing rule in (150) taking /ǿ/ to [o] in unstressed position, whose main consequence was to 
prevent /ǿ/ from occurring in unstressed postion.  
(150) Camuno /ǿ/-backing rule 
ǿ → o / unstressed position 
While the /ǿ/-backing rule was taking hold in the phonology, other sound changes 
occurred, in particular the system of height harmony and the evolution of /y/ from Latin long 
U (Ū). 
Height harmony is attested for Eastern Lombard, but not for Western Lombard (Sanga, 
1997). This suggests that its evolution postdates the split between Eastern and Western 




 centuries (Sanga, 1987). When height 
harmony evolved, vowels in words like *nǿvu, and NOVÉLLU remained unchanged, since they 
were not adjacent to a high stressed vowel. In contrast, a derived form like *novellínu with a 
sequence of two mid vowels followed by a high stressed vowel changed into *nuvillínu, thus 
giving rise to the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u] (*nǿvu / *nuvillínu). *nǿvu, NOVÉLLU, and *nuvillínu 





respectively. They exhibit the same synchronic /ǿ/ ~ [o], and /ǿ/ ~ [u] alternations. The 
attested fudrig  ta „pillow-case‟, discussed in Appendix I, § A1.2.2.2, p. 212, can be accounted 
for along the same lines, by assuming *fódera „lining‟ and *fodregí <*foderegí „pillow-case‟. 
When /o/ fronting occurred, *fódera „lining‟ > *fǿdera, while *fodregí remained unchanged. 
When height harmony occurred, *fodregí > *fudrigí, whose base /fudrig-/ occurs in attested 
fudrig  t  „pillow-case‟. 
Further evidence for /ǿ/ ~ [o], and /ǿ/ ~ [u] being historical and predating /ǿ/ ~ [ø ], and 
/ǿ/ ~ [y] comes from the morpho-phonological alternation /-ǿl/ ~ /-ul/. In this case, the 
original phonological alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u] has been morphologized giving rise to the rule of 
allomorph selection (147). 
/y/ is assumed to have evolved from Latin long U through an unconditioned sound 
change (Rohlfs, 1966, p. 57). Although both front and round, the two vowels /ǿ/ and /y/ 
evolved along different paths, and at different times. While /ǿ/ evolved from Latin short 
stressed O, /y/ evolved from Latin long U. The sound change that targeted Latin short stressed  
O in open syllables possibly dates to the 6
th
 century for Gallo-Romance, and to 7
th
 century for 
Florentine, Italo-Romance (cf. Loporcaro, 2011; Sampson, 1999). There is some consensus 
that the sound change that took Latin long U to /y/ spread from Gallo-Romance to Italo-





(cf. Sampson, 1999, p.268).  
What these historical facts suggest is that the synchronic alternations /ǿ/ ~ [o] and /ǿ/ ~ 
[u] predate the alternations /ǿ/ ~ [ø] and /ǿ/ ~ [y]. When /y/ evolved in the language, Camuno 
already had the /ǿ/-backing rule in (150) that prevented /ǿ/ from evolving in unstressed 
position, and maintained the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [o] in place. A relative chronology for the 
evolution of /y/ and the system of height harmony is hard to establish. They appear to have 





they evolved, Camuno did not have unstressed /ø/. As a consequence, /ǿ/ could not be raised 
to [y]. At the same time, [o] as the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ was regularly raised to [u].  
These historical facts support my hypothesis that a restructuring of the height harmony 
system is in place, with the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u] being replaced by the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [y]. 
The fact that unstressed /ø/ is observed in the language, and that /ǿ/ patterns with /y/, suggests 
that the /ǿ/-backing rule is no longer active in the phonology of Camuno.  
As it appears, Camuno facts are consistent with a time differential between the 
evolution of /ǿ/ and the evolution of /y/, and with /ǿ/ predating /y/.  
§ 5.6.1  provides an overview of concomitant phonetic factors that may have 
determined the evolution of a height harmony system parasitic on rounding of the kind found 
in Camuno. 
   5.6.1 Height harmony parasitic on rounding: the role of phonetics 
Vowel-to-vowel coarticulation is the most widespread explanation for vowel harmony 
patterns. A number of scholars have tested the degree to which vowels undergo coarticulation 
in a vowel-to-vowel context. One of the first to report the discovery of vowel-to-vowel 
coarticulation in a VCV sequence was Öhman in 1966. Since then, several studies have 
explored the phenomenon from different perspectives. Acoustic studies (Magen, 1997; 
Fowler, 1981, Beddor et al., 2002) show that in some languages unstressed vowels undergo 
co-articulation more than stressed vowels, and that languages with smaller vowel inventories 
may exhibit greater vowel-to-vowel coarticulation (Manuel & Krakow, 1984; Manuel, 1990; 
Manuel, 1999). Perceptual studies (Busá & Ohala, 1998; Ohala, 1994) evidence that listeners 
are perceptually aware of vowel-to-vowel coarticulation and that they routinely make 
adjustments for it.  
Majors (2006) builds on these studies to formulate and test her hypotheses. She posits 





precursor language such that a stressed vowel exerts a great deal of co-articulatory influence 
on the unstressed vowel while the reverse is not true. She believes that this asymmetry is 
related to both perceptual saliency, and articulatory ease. For these two reasons the speech 
community eventually adopts it. Her findings support these hypotheses. A stressed vowel 
does exert a great deal of influence on the unstressed vowel while the reverse is not true, but 
this pattern varies across vowels and speakers. American-English vowel /i/ is definitely 
sensitive to stress. Unstressed /i/ undergoes coarticulation to a greater degree than its stressed 
counterpart, which, on the contrary, resists it. Vowel /i/ is more likely to trigger a stress-
dependent harmony, given its sensitivity to stress asymmetry. The results of Majors‟ (2006) 
perceptual experiment indicate that vowel-to-vowel coarticulation observed on unstressed /i/ 
is perceptible to naïve listeners. These results provide evidence that stress-dependent 
harmonies triggered by stressed /i/ may be rooted in vowel-to-vowel coarticulation.  
Walker (2005) comes to the same conclusions in her discussion of the role of weak 
and strong triggers. Weak triggers are unstressed and word-final while strong triggers are 
stressed and word-initial. She posits that metaphony is a perceptually-driven phenomenon 
because the trigger is weak; stress-dependent harmonies are an articulatory-driven 
phenomenon because the trigger is strong.  
Majors‟ (2006) findings are particularly interesting for Camuno stress-dependent 
height harmony because the strongest of the two triggers, /í/ and /ú/, is stressed /i/. As Majors 
points out, the quality of vowels plays a role and it varies across-speakers. Farnetani, Vagges, 
& Magno-Caldognetto, (1985) found results similar to Majors‟ in a study on vowel-to-vowel 
coarticulatory influence of three Italian vowels, /i/, /a/ and /u/. Among them, vowel /i/ turned 
out to have the strongest vowel-to-vowel coarticulatory influence. 
Gafos‟ (1999) argument for locality in assimilation processes is also rooted in 





sounds can assimilate to each other only if they are in a phonologically local relation, which 
occurs if and only if the articulations of the two sounds are contiguous. He refers to this 
condition as „Articulatory Locality‟. Evidence shows that in a VCV sequence, the two vowels 
are articulatory and acoustically contiguous. In such configurations, there is a smooth 
transition from the articulation of the first vowel to that of the second. The claim made by 
Articulatory Locality entails that the assimilating feature propagates through all articulatorily 
contiguous sounds. This account of assimilation as a very local phenomenon that affects one 
segment at a time and moves from one segment to the next without „skipping‟ is just what we 
see in play in Camuno harmony.  
The studies just discussed suggest that Camuno height harmony could well have 
originated in co-articulatory factors.  
In addition to height, Camuno harmony is also parasitic on rounding. While a non-
round trigger can raise any preceding mid vowel, a round trigger can raise only preceding mid 
round vowels. Kaun (2004) provides articulatory explanations for these processes. Her 
observation concerns the articulation of round vowels in rounding harmony. She notices that 
cross-height round harmony, when the target and the trigger exhibit different height, is 
typologically rare. The most natural explanation is that the lip rounding gesture is not 
equivalent for high and non-high rounded vowels; typically, high vowels are more rounded 
than non-high. A harmony span including vowels mismatched for height would necessarily 
involve re-adjustments in lip aperture and lip width, which could inhibit articulation. This 
would account for rounding harmony in Yawelmani, that is parasitic on height. Kauns‟ (2004) 
observations are particularly relevant for Camuno, which exhibits the complementary pattern 
to Yawelmani, being a height harmony parasitic on rounding. While in Yawelmani, the 
feature [+round] spreads only when the trigger and the target have the same height, in 





Camuno stressed /i/ raises all preceding mid vowels, but stressed /u/ only raises preceding 
round  vowels. These patterns follow directly from the observation that the lip rounding 
gesture is not equivalent for high and non-high rounded vowels. If high vowels are more 
rounded than non-high, the difference in rounding is more remarkable between /u/ and /e/, 
than it is between /i/ and /o/. In a harmony span including vowels mismatched for rounding 
this would imply an articulatory cost in terms of a re-adjustment in lip rounding, aperture and 
width.  Apparently, there are good articulatory reasons for a round trigger to raise only 
preceding round vowels, and for a non-round trigger to raise all preceding mid vowels.  
5.7 Extending the analysis: questions of productivity of Camuno height harmony system 
Extension of a sound pattern to novel/nonce words has usually been interpreted as 
evidence that the pattern is phonologically productive in speakers‟ minds. By extending a 
sound pattern, native speakers exhibit (unconscious) awareness of the pattern itself and of its 
structural characteristics, showing that they know something more about their language than a 
list of words (Berko, 1958).  
Productivity has generally been of interest as a window on the content and processes 
of linguistic knowledge. At the time of Berko‟s (1958) „wug‟ test, extension of morphological 
patterns to nonce words was taken as evidence that speakers possess a system of rules similar 
to those a descriptive linguist would set forth in his grammar (p. 150).  
The content and organization of linguistic knowledge has been a much studied and 
debated topic in linguistics and psycholinguistics to this date. In more recent times the focus 
has been on the mental mechanism that underlies a native speaker‟s capacity to produce novel 
words and sentences (cf. references in Albright & Hayes, 2003, p. 120). Following Albright 
and Hayes (2003), three main approaches can be identified. Generative linguists have 
commonly assumed that speakers acquire abstract knowledge about possible structures of 





the other hand, believe that new forms are generated primarily by analogy (cf. references in 
Albright & Hayes 2003, p. 120). A compromise between these two opposite positions has 
emerged in the domain of inflectional morphology. The dual-mechanism approach (cf. 
references in Albright & Hayes, 2003, p. 120) adopts a limited set of rules (usually just one, 
general default rule) to handle regular forms while employing an analogical mechanism to 
handle irregular forms. In contrast, Albright (2002), Albright and Hayes (2003), and Hayes 
and Londe (2006) argue for a model of morphology and phonology that makes use of multiple 
stochastic rules. They provide experimental evidence that both regular and irregular processes 
make use of the same rule-based mechanism.  
In the present work, the productivity of a sound pattern is assessed in a theory-neutral 
context. Instead of viewing it as a window on the content and mechanism of linguistic 
knowledge, I attempt to test the integrity of sound patterns that occur in Camuno more 
generally. Camuno is a spoken, under-studied language. The first question one wants to 
address is whether the Camuno harmonic diminutives and augmentatives observed in elicited 
data are the reflexes of a historical alternation, or evidence of a still productive harmonic 
process. The real harmonic diminutives and augmentatives collected and discussed in 2010 
and 2012 could be but lexicalized forms of a once productive phonological pattern. Since a 
major purpose of this work is to document the sound patterns that occur in the language, 
assessing the productivity of the same sound patterns, where possible, is part of this goal.  
   5.7.1 Data collection 
To test for productivity, the Picture elicitation task 7 was designed with nonce words 
along the lines of Berko‟s (1958) „wug‟ test for the reasons spelled out in § 4.4.2.1, pp. 84-86. 
In order to capture the spontaneous process of mid-high vowel alternation, it was 
important that the focus of the task was not on the vowels themselves, but on some different 





forms nicknames with the suffixes /-í/ and /-ú/, the same suffixes used to form diminutives 
and augmentatives. For example, nicknames for m  n k are minigí and menegú; for men  g  (or 
m  neg ), the feminine, they are minigín  and menegún ; nicknames for ʤákom are ʤakumí 
and ʤakumú; for ʤákom  they are ʤakumín  and ʤakumún , and so on. This morphology is 
quite productive: ʤakumín  for example can be further shortened into kumín  and kuminí; in 
addition, in this morpho-semantic environment the suffix /-ú/ has no negative overtones. For 
this reason, the nonsense stimuli were presented as Camuno made-up names of imaginary 
creatures.  
The task was designed to elicit the nicknames in /-í/ and /-ú/ for each imaginary 
creature. These creatures were drawn on cards in three different sizes: regular, small, and big. 
Each creature was introduced by pointing at it and saying its name: “k  ht al he ʧám  t  p n”, 
„this is called t  p n‟. The participants repeated the creature‟s name to make sure they got it 
right, then, by pointing at the drawing, they supplied the nicknames in /-í/ and in /-ú/ in the 
order they preferred.  
The task was preceded by a training session. In this session, participants were 
presented with 4 cards, each with a human figure (two males and two females) bearing 
Camuno real names. Each card had the same figure in three sizes: regular, small and big. The 
first character was introduced by pointing and saying in Camuno: “This is ʤákom; when he 
was a small kid, he was nicknamed ʤakumí; when he grew to be a big man he was nicknamed 
ʤakumú”.The same with the second character: “This is called men  g ; how do you think she 
was nicknamed as a small child? And as a grown woman?”. The participant was expected to 
supply minigín  and menegún  respectively. And so on. At the end of the training session, 
participants were told that they would supply nicknames for made-up Camuno names given to 





A total of 22 stimuli were devised. Each vowel-sequence combination was repeated 
twice (8 X 2), and 6 stimuli ending in [arǿlɔ] and [arǿl] were added to asses the raising of /ǿ/ in 
an environment where /ǿ/ is almost always suffixal in real words. Camuno words ending in 
[arǿl] and [arǿlɔ] can be morphologically segmented into a stand-alone word and the suffix /-
arǿl/, masculine, and /-arǿlɔ/ feminine. The stimuli are supposed to be proper nouns; for this 
reason, some of them are masculine and some feminine. The feminine is marked by the 
ending in /ɔ/; the masculine ends in a consonant. Attention was taken to create well-formed 
real, and potential, Camuno words that reproduced the most common combinations of mid 
vowels occurring in the language. The stimuli kǿl n, hǿp k, gǿtom, hkǿtol, t kǿr, and molǿt 
are well-formed with respect to Camuno phonology, but, due to the distribution of /ǿ/ 
discussed in § 3.2.2.3, pp. 55-56, they do not mimic real words. Polysyllabic words with 
syllable-initial /ǿ/ (cf. kǿl n, hǿp k  gǿtom, hkǿtol), or with syllable-final /ǿ/ followed by a 
consonant different from /l/ (cf. t kǿr, molǿt) are not attested in the language.  
The whole set of cards/stimuli and distractors is in (151). It was presented in a 
randomized order interleaved with distractors. A sample of the cards with stimuli is shown in 
Appendix IV, pp. 243-244. 
(151) VOWEL SEQUENCES STIMULI      
 1 /ɛ…ɛ/; /e…ɛ/ tɛ pɛn petɛ lɔ     
 2 /o…ɔ/ bohʤɔ t polɔ t     
 3 /ɛ…o/ bɛ kolɔ  mɛ rkolɔ     
 4 /o…ɛ/ pohɛ k pozɛ l     
 5 /ɛ…ø/ pɛkǿl tɛkǿr     
 6 /o…ø/ pohǿlɔ molǿt     
 7 /ø…ɛ/ kǿlɛn hǿpɛk     
 8 /ø…o/ gǿtom hkǿtol     
 9 /o…a…ø/ poharǿlɔ tomarǿlɔ togarǿl    
 10 /e…a…ø/ pɛkarǿlɔ meharǿl melarǿlɔ    
 DISTRACTORS    
 11 /a…a/ tapánɔ, patálɔ, pazálɔ, gatánɔ, takánɔ, manágɔ 
 12 /a…a…ǿ/ kaharǿl      






The stimuli were meant to explore different patterns. Patterns widely observed in real 
words; patterns sparsely observed in real words; and patterns not observed in real words. 
Stimuli 1 through 4 were devised to assess the productivity of the raising patterns for 
sequences of mid front, mid back, and mid front / mid back vowels together. These patterns 
appear to be regular. Stimuli 5 and 6 had multiple purposes. First, they were devised to assess 
productivity of alternation [u] ~ [y] as raised alternant of  /ǿ/ base-final syllables followed by 
/l/, and by a consonant different from /l/. Recall that in Camuno [ǿl] in base-final syllables can 
be a suffix (cf. manzǿl „steer‟ vs. mánh „steer meat‟, brahǿl „armful‟ vs. bráh „arm‟). Second, 
they were devised to assess the raising power of raised [y] on preceding non-round, and round 
vowels, assuming that /ǿ/ is raised to [y]. Finally, they were devised to assess the raising 
power of /ú/ on preceding /ǿ/, for which there is very little evidence in the language. Stimuli 7 
and 8 also had multiple purposes. They were first devised to assess the behavior of /ǿ/ in base-
initial syllables before /l/, and before consonants different from /l/ in the environment of a 
following high stressed vowel. A second purpose was to assess the raising power of raised [i] 
and [u] with respect to a preceding /ǿ/. Although sequences as [y…i] and [y…u] are attested 
in the language, with [y…i] being more frequent than [y…u], there is no evidence for these 
sequences from alternations, since disyllabic words with /ǿ/ in base-initial syllables are not 
attested. Finally, /ú/-nicknames of stimulus 7 could provide evidence for the productivity of 
the alternation [ø] ~ [o] as unstressed variants of /ǿ/. Stimuli 9 and 10 allowed testing for the 
productivity of the rule of allomorph selection /-ǿl/ ~ [ul], since Camuno words ending in 
[arǿl] and [arǿlɔ] can be morphologically segmented into a stand-alone word and the suffix /- 
arǿl/, masculine, and /-arǿlɔ/ feminine. The meaning of these suffixes is not straightforward. 
In most cases, they are simply used as nominalizers. In addition, Stimuli 9 and 10 allow 





stressed trigger and the mid target. The 8 distractors allowed assessment of the behavior of 
low vowel /a/ in the environment of a high stressed trigger.  
(152) shows the matching between the stimuli and the patterns of Camuno height 
harmony. 
(152) 1 /e…e/ → [i…i]/_C0í   1 
 2 /e…e/ → [e…e]/_C0ú   1 
 3 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0í   2 
 4 /o…o/ → [u…u]/_C0ú   2 
 5 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0í   3 
 6 /e…o/ → [e…u]/_C0ú   3 
 7 /o…e/ → [u…i]/_C0í   4 
 8 /o…e/ → [o…e]/_C0ú   4 
 9 /a…a/ → [a…a]/_C0í   D 
 10 /a…a/ → [a…a]/_C0ú   D 
 11 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0í   9 
 12 /o…a/ → [o…a]/_C0ú   9 
 13 /-øl/ → [ul]/_C0í   9, 10 
 14 /-øl/ → [ul]/_C0ú   9, 10 
 15 /ø/ → [y] ~ [u]/_C0í   5, 6, 7, 8 
 
The cards/stimuli were randomized and shown in the order in (153) 
 
(153) tɛ pɛn, bɛ kolɔ, poharǿlɔ, tapánɔ, petɛ lɔ, mɛ rkolɔ, pɛkarǿlɔ, patálɔ, pɛkǿl, pohɛ k, 
kaharǿl, pazálɔ, tɛkǿr, pozɛ l, tomarǿlɔ, gatánɔ, kǿlɛn, pohǿlɔ, togarǿl, takánɔ, hǿpɛk, 
molǿt, meharǿl, makarálɔ, bohʤɔ t, gǿtom, melarǿlɔ, manágɔ, polɔ t, hkǿtol. 
 
The whole set of cards/stimuli and expected responses in case of productivity of the height 





(154)    EXPECTED RESPONSES   
 VOWEL 
SEQUENCES 
STIMULI nicknames in /-í/ nicknames in /-ú/ 
 /ɛ…ɛ/ tɛ pɛn tipiní   tepenú   
 /e…ɛ/ petɛ lɔ  pitilínɔ   petelúnɔ   
 /ɛ…o/ bɛ kolɔ bɛkulínɔ   bekulúnɔ   
 /ɛ…o/  mɛ rkolɔ mɛrkulínɔ   mɛrkulúnɔ   
 /ɛ…ø/ pɛkǿl pɛkulí   ~ pɛkylí pɛkulú ~ pɛkylú 
 /ɛ…ø/  tɛkǿr  tɛkurí ~ tɛkyrí tɛkurú  ~ tekyrú 
 /o…ɛ/ pohɛ k puhikí   pohɛkú   
 /o…ɛ/ pozɛ l puzilí   pozɛlú   
 /ø…ɛ/ kǿlɛn kuliní ~ kyliní kolɛnú ~ kølɛnú 
 /ø…ɛ/ hǿpɛk hupikí  ~ hypikí hopɛkú ~ høpɛkú 
 /o…ø/  pohǿlɔ puhylínɔ ~ puhulínɔ puhylúnɔ ~ puhylúnɔ 
 /o…ø/ molǿt, mulutí ~ mulytí mulutú ~ mulytú 
 /o…ɔ/ bohʤɔ t buhʤutí   buhʤutú   
 /o…ɔ/ polɔ t pulutí   pulɔutú   
 /ø…o/ gǿtom gutumí ~ gytumí gutumú ~ gytumú 
 /ø…o/ hkǿtol hkutulí ~ hkytulí hkutulú ~ hkytulú 
 /o…a…ø/ poharǿlɔ poharulínɔ   poharulúnɔ   
 /o…a…ø/ tomarǿlɔ tomarulínɔ   tomarulúnɔ   
 /o…a…ø/ togarǿl togarulí   togarulúnɔ   
 /e…a…ø/ pɛkarǿlɔ pɛkarulínɔ   pɛkarulúnɔ   
 /e…a…ø/ meharǿl meharulí   meharulúnɔ   
 /e…a…ø/ melarǿlɔ melarulínɔ   melarulúnɔ   
 
The expected responses listed in (154) are based on the patterns observed and discussed so far 
for real words. Specifically, /í/ (and raised [i]) raises all mid preceding vowels, while /-ú/ (and 
raised [u]) raises only preceding round mid vowels. /ǿ/ raises to [u] without exceptions when 
part of the suffixes /-arǿl/ and /-arǿlɔ/; elsewhere, either [u] or [y] are observed. [u] is more 
frequent than [y] when the base ends in [ǿl] (cf. l nhǿl „bedsheet‟) possibly because this string 
can be a suffix in the language. Distributional evidence discussed in § 3.2.2.3, pp. 55-56, 
suggests that /ý/ does not raise preceding non-round mid vowel. There is ample evidence from 
distributional regularities and alternations that /ú/ does the same. The hypothesis is that the 
two high round vowels behave in the same way, namely they will only raise preceding round 
vowels.  
This process of mid vowel raising occurs locally and iteratively: the stressed high 





preceding mid vowel, and so on, throughout the phonological word. Low vowel /a/ 
intervening between the trigger and the target blocks this raising process and does not 
undergo raising.  
     5.7.1.1 Results for patterns observed in real words. 
       5.7.1.1.1 Stimuli not including /ǿ/. 
 The first question to address is whether the height harmony system characterized in § 
5.5, pp. 148-150, is extended to nonce words. An overall good match between the frequency 
of the height harmony system in real words, and in nonce words will be taken as evidence that 
the system is productive. As observed in § 5.4.1.3, pp. 145-146, the Camuno system of height 
harmony comprises a number of different patterns. Analysis of real-word data in § 5.4.1.3, pp. 
145-146, revealed that these patterns occur at different frequencies, and while most are 
regular, some exhibit variability in the back value of the raised alternant. In addition to 
regular and variable patterns, more patterns were observed:  unexpected and/or long distance 
raising, lack of iterativity, and lack of raising. Unexpected and/or long distance raising is 
characterized by raising of /e/ in the environment of a following /ú/ (e.g. petinú < p  t n 
„comb‟ vs. expected petenú ), raising of mid vowel in base-initial syllable only (e.g. huregú < 
hor  k „mouse‟ vs. expected horegú), or raising of /o/ in base-initial syllable when /a/ occurs in 
base-final syllable (e.g. funtaní < fontán  vs. expected fontaní). Lack of iterativity is 
characterized by raising of the pretonic vowel only (e.g. hentirí < hentér „trail‟ vs. expected 
hintirí). Lack of raising is characterized by regular suffixation, but lack of expected raising of 
the mid vowels (e.g. p t ní < p  t n „comb‟ vs. expected pitiní).   
Analysis of the results reveals that nonce words exhibit exactly the same patterns as 
real words, though at different frequency. Productivity of each pattern will be assessed by 





in nonce words. The relevant data are in (155). Recall that the speakers are not exactly the 
same across the two experiments.  
(155)  FREQUENCY OF PATTERNS IN REAL WORDS  











a. /e…e/ → [i…i]/_í 72.5% 17.5% 0% 10% 
b. /e…e/ → [e…e]/_ú 98% 0% 2% 0%  
c. /o…ɔ/ → [u…u]/_í 100% 0% 0% 0% 
d. /o...ɔ/ →  [u…u]/_ú 87.5% 0% 0% 12.5 
e. /o…e/ → [u…i]/_í 100% 0% 0% 0% 
f. /o…e/ → [o…e]/_ú 89% 0% 11% 0% 
g. /e…o/ → [e…u]/_í 93% 0% 7% 0% 
h. /e…o/ → [e…u]/_ú 94.7% 0% 5.3% 0% 
m. /o…a/ → [o…a]/_í 90% 0% 10% 0% 
n. /o…a/ → [o…a]/_ú 96.6% 0% 3.4% 0% 
 AVERAGE 92,13% 1,75% 3,87% 2,25% 
  FREQUENCY OF PATTERNS IN NONCE WORDS 











a. /e…e/ → [i…i]/_í 60% 16.6% 0% 23.4% 
b. /e…e/ → [e…e]/_ú 70% 0% 30% 0% 
c. /o…ɔ/ → [u…u]/_í 56.6% 16.6% 0% 26.6% 
d. /o...ɔ/ →  [u…u]/_ú 50% 10% 16.6% 23.3% 
e. /o…e/ → [u…i]/_í 80% 16.6% 0% 3.4% 
f. /o…e/ → [o…e]/_ú 93.4% 0% 6.6% 0% 
g. /e…o/ → [e…u]/_í 93.4% 6.6% 0% 0% 
h. /e…o/ → [e…u]/_ú 100% 0% 0% 0% 
m. /o…a/ → [o…a]/_í 93% 0% 6.8% 0% 
n. /o…a/ → [o…a]/_ú 88.9% 0% 11.3% 0% 
 AVERAGE 78,53% 6,64% 7,13% 7,67% 
 
(156) shows the frequency of patterns tested in nonce words only. They all conform to what 
expected. /a/ blocks  raising of preceding /e/ in (156a,b); and it does not undergo raising itself, 
(156a-d). 
(156) a. /e…a/ → [e…a]/_C0í 
/e…a/ → [e…a]/_C0ú 
/a…a/ → [a…a]/_C0í 
/a…a/ → [a…a]/_C0ú 
100% 
 b. 100% 
 c. 100% 
 d. 100% 
 





       5.7.1.1.2 Discussion 
On average, the system of height harmony for patterns not including /ǿ/ occurs 
78.53% in nonce words against 92.13% in real words. The match is good enough to assume 
that the system is still productive.
46
 The diagnostic for lack of productivity is lack of raising 
which occurs 7.13%. A comparison between the frequency of patterns conforming to the 
system (78.53%), and lack of raising (7.13%.) suggests that the two may be far enough apart 
to be significant. 
As noted, the same patterns observed in real words occur in nonce words, though at 
different frequencies. Lack of raising (which would signal loss of harmony altogether), and 
lack of iteration are more frequent in nonce words than in real words. This would suggest 
some decrease in productivity. In contrast, unexpected and long distance raising are higher in 
nonce words than in real words, suggesting that speakers are nonetheless sensitive to the 
environment of a following high stressed vowel. In addition, closer scrutiny of the data 
reveals that lack of iteration is more frequent when the vowels agree in backness (cf. 
155a,c,d); when they disagree in backness, lack of iteration is less frequent (cf. 155e). Lack of 
raising appears to be more frequent with trigger /í/ than with /ú/ (compare patterns 155a,c,e 
vs. 155d,h). This is quite unexpected since /i/ has proved to be the strongest trigger, raising all 
preceding mid vowels. Further evidence for a more powerful /ú/ than was observed in real 
words comes from the unexpected raising of /e/, /ɛ/ to [i] in the environment of /ú/ (cf. 
patterns 155b, partially d, and f).  Unexpected raising of /o/ to [u] also occurs when low vowel 
/a/ intervenes between the target /o/ and the high stressed triggers (cf. 155m,n). Again, /ú/ 
appears to be a more powerful trigger than /í/ (cf. 155n). 
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 A correlation test between the frequency of harmonic patterns in real and nonce words will be run in the 
future. However, I believe that occurrence of the harmonic patterns in nonce words is already evidence of 
productivity. A frequency of the patterns that is fairly close to real words provides even more compelling 





     5.7.1.2 Stimuli including /ǿ/ 
 The stimuli with /ǿ/ were meant to serve different purposes. One purpose was to 
assess productivity of patterns observed in real words; another was to gain some insight on 
patterns sporadically observed; the last purpose was to explore patterns not observed in real 
words. Productivity of patterns observed in real words includes the regular and categorical 
alternation /-ǿl/ ~ [ul]; quasi-categorical raising of /ǿ/ to [u] and [y]; and occurrence of  [ø ] as 
unstressed alternant of /ǿ/.  Occurrence of unstressed /ø/ in nonce words would support the 
hypothesis that this vowel quality is spreading to unstressed position.  
Insights on patterns sporadically observed, or not observed in real words include the 
triggering power of /ý/ in general, and the triggering power of /ú/ on preceding /ø/. The 
language does not have a productive suffix /-ý/, thus the productivity of /ý/ can only be 
assessed indirectly by looking at the power of raised [y].  
       5.7.1.2.1 Productivity of [u] ~ [y]  
 The hypothesis, supported by real-word data, is that the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u] observed 
for the suffix /-ǿl/ with a following high stressed vowel is a morphophonological process; 
elsewhere, both [u] and [y] are acceptable as raised alternants of /ǿ/, with [u] being more 
frequent than [y] when base-final syllable /ǿ/ is followed by /l/. If the rule of allomorph 
selection /-ǿl/ ~ [ul], and the free variation [u] ~ [y] are productive, the expectations are that 
(i) /ǿ/ ~ [u] is without exceptions for stimuli that mimic real suffixed forms in /-arǿl/ and /-
arǿlɔ/; (ii) /ǿ/ ~ [u] is more frequent than /ǿ/ ~ [y] in nonce words with [ǿl] in base-final 
syllables (/ǿl /); (iii) /ǿ/ ~ [u] is more frequent than /ǿ/ ~ [y] in nonce words with [ǿr] in base-
final syllables (/ǿR /), while /ǿ/ ~ [y] is more frequent in nonce words ending with  [ǿt] in 
base-final syllables (/ǿT /); (iv) /ǿ/ ~ [u] is overall more frequent than /ǿ/ ~ [y] in base-final 
syllables (/ǿC#/); (v) [u] and [y] are equally possible in base-initial syllables (/#C0ǿ/). The 





other. The raw data for nonce words ending in [arǿl] and [arǿlɔ] are in Appendix I, § A1.3.2.1 
through § A1.3.2.2, pp. 217-219; the raw data for the other patterns they are in Appendix I, § 
A1.4 through § A1.4.6, pp. 223-228. 
(157) TRIGGER /í/   /ǿ/ ~ [u] /ǿ/ ~ [y] 
  1 arǿl/arǿlɔ 100% 0% 
  2 ǿl  92.3% (24/26) 7.6% (2/26) 
  3 ǿC-L# 71.4% (15/21) 28.6% (6/21) 
  4 ǿR   77% (10/13) 23% (3/13) 
  5 ǿT  25% (1/4) 75% (3/4) 
  6 ǿC  81.4% (35/43) 18.6% (8/43) 
  7 #C0ǿ  30% (9/30) 70% (21/30) 
 TRIGGER /ú/   /ǿ/ ~ [u] /ǿ/ ~ [y] 
  8 arǿl/arǿlɔ 100% 0% 
  9 ǿl  100% (25/25) 0% 
  10 ǿC-L# 100% (14/14) 0% 
  11 ǿR   100% (12/12) 0% 
  12 ǿT  100% (2/2) 0% 
  13 ǿC  100% (39/39) 0% 
  14 #C0ǿ  91.7% (11/12) 8.3% (1/12) 
  
In order to assess the degree of match with real data frequencies, nonce and real results are 
compared in (158). They refer to the behavior of /ǿ/ in the environment of a following /í/. 
Recall that the two experiments, with real words and nonce words, were run on the same 
group of speakers. The frequencies of /ǿ/ ~ [u] and /ǿ/ ~ [y] are compared against all the other 
data. The raw data for real words are in Appendix I, § A1.2 through § A1.2.1.4, pp. 206-210. 
The raw data for nonce words ending in [arǿl] and [arǿlɔ] are in Appendix I, § A1.3.2.1 
through § A1.3.2.2, pp. 217-219; the raw data for the other patterns they are in Appendix I, § 





(158)  REAL WORDS 
  MORPHOLOGY u y RAISING TOTAL 
 1 suffix /-ǿl/ 100% 0% 100% 
  PHONOLOGY    
 2 ǿl# 91.5% 8.5% 100% 
 3 ǿC-L# 35.5% 57.7% 93.2%   
 4
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 #C0ǿl 46.7% 53.3% 100% 
 5 #C0ǿC-L 14.3% 85.7% 100% 
   NONCE WORDS 
 6 arǿl/arǿlɔ 100% 0% 100% 
 7 ǿl# 80% 13.3% 93.3% 
 8 ǿC-L# 50% 20% 70%  
  9 #C0ǿl 13.3% 26.7% 40% 
 10 #C0ǿC-L 20% 26.7% 46.7% 
        
5.7.1.2.2 Discussion 
The results in (157) confirm expectations (i) through (v) laid out in § 5.7.1.2.1, pp. 
160-170, when the suffix is /-í/. When the suffix is /-ú/ the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [y] is seldom 
observed. The raising power of /-ú/ on preceding /ǿ/ will be discussed in § 5.7.1.4.1, pp. 173-
174. I will now focus on the results for trigger /í/. Nonce words ending in [arǿl] and [arǿlɔ] 
exhibit the categorical alternation /ǿ/ ~ [u], regardless of the suffix (cf. (157)1,8). Nonce 
words with [ǿl] in base-final syllables exhibit more /ǿ/ ~ [u] than nonce words with /ǿC-L/ in 
base-final syllables (cf. (157)2,3). Consistently, speakers show sensitivity to the environment 
of a liquid  in base-final syllables: nonce words with [ǿr] in base-final syllables exhibit more 
/ǿ/ ~ [u] than nonce words with [ǿt] in base-final syllables (cf. (157)4,5). This suggests that  
speakers are aware that [ǿl] in base-final syllable (vs. /ǿC-L#/) can be a suffix, and that /l/ is 
different from both /r/ and /t/, but that /l/ and /r/ are closer one another than each of them is to 
/t/. Finally, nonce words with /ǿ/ in base-final syllables exhibit more /ǿ/ ~ [u]; while, unlike 
what expected, nonce words with /ǿ/ in base-initial syllables exhibit just the reverse pattern, 
with [ǿ] ~ [y] being more frequent (cf. (157)6,7). 
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 The numbers in 4 for real words come from pooling together the results for hpol  ta/hp l  ta „home spool‟, kǿr 






The comparison in (158) shows the match between the frequency of the patterns in 
real words and nonce words when the trigger is /í/. Whenever [ǿl] is analyzed as a suffix, 
raising to [u] is categorical (cf. (158)1,6) in both real and nonce words; when it can be a 
suffix, raising to [u] is optional, though very frequent in both real and nonce words (cf. 
(158)2,7). The match is not as close for base-final syllables /ǿC-L#/, where more [y] raising is 
observed in real words than in nonce words (cf. (158)3,8). This effect may be due to the fact 
that nonce words included t kǿr, a stimulus ending in a liquid. Apparently, the final liquid 
triggered more [u] raising than the base-final obstruent /t/ (cf. (157)4,5). There is no real 
polysyllabic word with [ǿr] in base-final syllables. The match between real and nonce words 
for /ǿ/ in base-initial syllables is also good, in the sense that the same trend is observed. [y] is 
overall more frequent than [u] in this position in both real and nonce words (cf. (158)4,5 and 
(158)9,10). However, what is noteworthy is the low frequency of /ǿ/ raising in this 
environment in nonce words with respect to real words. In real words raising is categorical 
(cf. (158) Raising total, 4 and 5), while in nonce words is on average lower than 50% (cf. 
(158) Raising total, 9 and 10). 
     5.7.1.3 Occurrence of unstressed /ø/ 
Real word data provide ample evidence that unstressed /ø/ occurs in the language. 
Recall that it has been observed in derived forms as the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/, in free 
variation with [o]. Stimuli kǿl n and hǿp k were devised to explore whether the alternation [ø] 
~ [o] is extended to nonce words. However, due to lack of raising, and lack of iteration 
discussed, there is evidence of [ø] ~ [o] beyond the responses to stimuli kǿl n and hǿp k. For 
this reason, all the occurrences of [ø] ~ [o] have been taken into account. The results are in 
(159). They were grouped into (i) stimuli with [ǿl] in base-final syllables (/ǿl /); (ii) stimuli 
with [ǿl] in base-initial syllables (/#C0ǿl/); stimuli with [ǿ] followed by a consonant different  





from /l/ (/#C0ǿC-L/) in base-initial syllables. The analysis of raw data is in Appendix I, § A1.5, 
pp. 228-229.  ǿ ~ ø and ǿ ~ o are compared one against the other. 
(159) STIMULUS RESPONSE   
  /-í/ nickname   
  ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 ǿl  0% (0/2) 0 100% (2/2) 2 2 
 #C0ǿl 89% (8/9) 8 11% (1/9) 1 9 
 ǿC  62.5% (5/8) 5 37.5% (3/8) 3 8 
 #C0ǿC 85% (17/20) 17 15% (3/20) 3 20 
 average 77% (30/39) 33 23% (9/39) 6 39 
  /-ú/ nickname   
  ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 ǿl   0% 0 100% (2/2) 2 2 
 #C0ǿl 60% (6/10) 6 30% (3/10) 3 9 
 ǿC  33.3% (1/3) (tɛkørulú) 1 66.7% (2/3) 1 2 
    (molotý) 1 1 
 #C0ǿC  48% (12/25) 12 52% (13/25) 13 25 
 average 48.7% (19/39) 19 51.2% (20/40) 20 39 
Overall, [ø] is more frequent than [o]. The distribution of [ø] vs. [o] seems to be somewhat 
systematic. [ø] is more frequent when the trigger is /í/; when the trigger is /ú/, [o] is slightly 
more frequent. [ø] is not observed before /l/ in base-final syllables, though the percentages are 
based on a rather small number of tokens. This would be consistent with the distribution of /-
ǿl/ and /-ol/ in the language, and with the rule of allomorph selection /-ǿl/ ~ /-ul/. It would 
also suggest that speakers possess a backing process that takes unstressed /ø/ to [o] before [l]. 
This kind of backing process was posited in this study to be active in the language at some 
point in time after the evolution of /ǿ/ (cf. § 5.6, p. 153).  
 (160) compares the results for the frequency of [ø] vs. [o] in real and nonce words in 
the environment of a following stressed /í/ in base-initial syllables. Here ǿ ~ ø and ǿ ~ o  are 
compared against all the other responses. The raw data for real words are in § A1.2.1.2, 






(160)  REAL WORDS   NONCE WORDS 
   ǿ ~ ø ǿ ~ o   ǿ ~ ø ǿ ~ o 
 #C0ǿl 46.6%  46.6%    53.3% 6.7% 
 #C0ǿC-L 30% 54%   37.8% 6.7% 
 AVERAGE 38.3% 50.3%   45.5% 6.7% 
 
The data reveal that /ø/ is more frequently attested in nonce words than in real words, 
especially when comapared to /o/, suggesting that this vowel quality is spreading in 
unstressed position 
     5.7.1.4 Patterns sparsely observed or not observed in real words 
       5.7.1.4.1 The triggering power of /ú/ with respect to preceding /ǿ/ 
The augmentative suffix /ú/ exhibits low productivity, which reduces the evidence of 
its triggering power in real words. While it is clear that it does not raise preceding non-round 
vowels, and it raises preceding round vowels, whether it raises preceding front round vowel 
/ǿ/ and the quality of the raised alternant of /ǿ/ in this environment is unclear. To explore this 
question, the stimuli p kǿl, pohǿl , t kǿr, molǿt, gǿtom and hkǿtol were used. Data in (161) 
reveal that /ǿ/ is always raised to [u] when the trigger is /ú/ with the exception of one token. 
The raw data are in Appendix I, § A1.4, (A31) and (A32), pp. 224-225. 
(161) NICKNAME IN /-ú/    
 STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. 
 pɛkǿl 15 pɛkulú/pɛkulúnɔ 15 - - 
 pohǿlɔ 15 puhulú/puhulúnɔ 5 - - 
   pohulú/pohulúnɔ 5 - - 
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkurú/tɛkulú/pɛkurúnɔ 11 - - 
   tɛkurulú 1 - - 
 molǿt 15 molutú 2 - - 
 gǿtom 15 gutumú/ gutulúnɔ/ gutunú 5 - - 
   gutó  1 - - 
 hkǿtol 15 hkutulú/skutulú/ hkutulúnɔ 5 hkytulú 1 
 
Raising of /ǿ/ to [u] for p kǿl, pohǿl , and t kǿr can be explained by observing that this is the 
same environment as suffix /-ǿl/. t kǿr ends in a liquid which has proved relevant in /ǿ/ 
raising to [u] vs. [y]. This explanation will not hold for molǿt, gǿtom and hkǿtol, though. 





(in addition to height), this may not be the case, since there is some, albeit scant, evidence of 
/ǿ/ raising to [y] when the trigger is /ú/, in addition to hkytulú in (161). The data are in (162). 
The raw data are in Appendix I, (A29), p. 222. 
(162) STIMULUS tk. RESPONSE tk. 
 hǿpɛk 15 hypekú 1 
   hypelú 1 
   hypikú 1 
 kǿlɛn 15 kylinú 3 
 
The data in (162) belong to the group of tokens exhibiting non-conforming raising. hypekú 
and hypelú exhibit long-distance raising of /ǿ/ to [y]; hypikú and kylinú exhibit raising of /e/ to 
[i] triggered by following /ú/.  
I do not have a good explanation for the tendency of /ǿ/ to raise to [u] when the trigger 
is /ú/. However, leaving out p kǿl, pohǿl , and t kǿr, the difference between molǿt, gǿtom and 
hkǿtol on one hand, and hǿp k and kǿl n on the other, is in the back value of the stem vowels. 
molǿt, gǿtom and hkǿtol have vowels disagreeing in backness; hǿp k and kǿl n have vowels 
agreeing in backness. A tentative explanation is that stems may require vowels to agree in 
backness. However, stems with vowels disagreeing in backness are observed, such as the two 
proper nouns mod  ht and lor  nh whose í-nicknames are mudihtí and lurinhí. Ultimately, the 
reason may be the sparse occurrence of words with [y…u] vowel sequences in the lexicon. 
       5.7.1.4.2 The triggering power of [y] 
Camuno does not have morphologically complex pairs that would provide evidence 
for the behavior of /ý/ with respect to preceding mid vowel /e/ and /o/. The only evidence 
comes from static patterns in the lexicon presented in (130), p. 132. Words as perýk „wild 
spinach‟ suggest that /ý/ does not raise preceding non-round vowels. The stimuli devised to 
explore the triggering power of raised [y] with respect to preceding mid vowels were p kǿl, 
t kǿr, pohǿl , and molǿt. However, in base-final position /ǿ/ alternates with [u] more 





on preceding mid vowels /e/ and /o/. From the sparse data narrowing in (163), it seems that 
[y] does not raise preceding mid vowels /e/ or /o/. The raw data are in Appendix I, (A27), p. 
219; (A28), p. 220. 
(163) STIMULUS tk. RESPONSE tk. 
 pɛkǿl 15 pɛkylí 1 
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkyrí/tɛkylí 2 
 molǿt 15 molytí 2 
 
Quite unexpectedly, some speakers volunteered the forms in (164) with a /ý/ suffix, 
which is not attested in Camuno. These forms would provide additional evidence that /ý/ does 
not raise preceding round vowels that differ in backness. The raw data are in Appendix I, 
(A28), p. 220, (A30), p. 222. 
(164) STIMULUS tk. RESPONSE tk. 
 molǿt 15 molotý 1 
 hkǿtol 15 hkotolý 1 
 gǿtom 15 gotoný 1 
 
In contrast, there is more evidence of mid vowel sequences including /ǿ/ being raised 
to [y…y] as in (165), suggesting that /ý/ and [y] potentially raise only preceding /ǿ/. The raw 
data are in Appendix I, (A27), p. 219; (A28), p. 220; (A29), p. 222; (A30), p. 223. 
(165) STIMULUS tk. RESPONSE tk. 
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkyrylí 2 
 molǿt 15 mylytí 1 
 kǿlɛn 15 kylynilí 1 
   kylymelúnɔ 1 
 gǿtom 15 gytymí/gytyní 2 
 
This is consistent with Camuno lexicon that provides ample evidence of sequences [y…y]; a 





(166) hkytým „family nickname‟ 
 bytým „tar‟ 
 kymý „city hall‟ 
 kyltýre „tilled lands‟ 
 pyntýrɔ „injection‟  
 hygýr „axe; sure‟ 
 myzýrɔ „measure‟ 
 ytýn „Autumn‟ 
 
A tendency for /ǿ/ to front preceding /o/ was observed in the word for „balcony‟ which 
was volunteered as pozǿl and p zǿl (cf. (A14), p. 207), and in the word for „fennel‟ that some 
speakers volunteered as t rtarǿl (cf. (A15), p. 208). The same tendency is observable in 
nonce words. One speaker volunteered gøtømú, and four speakers volunteered gøtømí/gøtøní 
as the ú-nickname and í-nickname of gǿtom respectively. 
   5.7.2 Conclusions 
All the patterns that make up the system of Camuno height harmony are extended to 
nonce words with an overall good match in frequency, suggesting that the patterns are 
currently productive.  
Nonce words were also used to explore the triggering power of /ú/ on preceding /ǿ/, 
the triggering power of /ý/ and raised [y], and the occurrence of unstressed /ø/. The treatment 
of nonce words reveals the following. There is a tendency for /ǿ/ to raise to [u] when the 
trigger is /ú/. This is not categorical since raising to [y] is also observed. This parallels the 
tendency for [o] to occur more frequently than [ø] as unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ when the 
trigger is /ú/ discussed in § 5.7.1.3, pp. 171-173.  
/ý/ and raised [y] do not seem to raise preceding mid vowels /e/ and /o/. There is some 
evidence that /ý/ and raised [y] potentially raise only preceding /ø/. Given this evidence, the 
rule for Camuno height harmony in (148) would need to be modified in (167) to take into 
account the behavior of /y/. Since (167) is based only on experimental evidence, I would keep 





(167) Camuno Height Harmony Rule Revised 
 <[+round]>a then <[+round]>a if 




 [α high] [+high] 
                 Z 
    
 
   […V…]σ […V…  ]σ  
   
  [-low]  
 
The fact that raised [y] appears unable to raise preceding mid vowels (possibly other than 
/ǿ/) is consistent with the historical facts discussed in § 5.6, pp. 150-155. /y/ is possibly the 
latest phoneme added to the vowel inventory; alternation between /ǿ/ and [y] is new due to the 
recent spreading of /ø/ in unstressed position. These facts suggest that /y/ is being 
progressively integrated into the system of height harmony. My expectation is that, in the long 
run, /y/ will interact with the other mid vowels as well as with /ø/. 
Finally, there is ample evidence that unstressed /ø/ is part of the phonology of the 
language, since it occurs more frequently in nonce words than in real words. The 
distributional constraints for vowel /ǿ/ would need to be adjusted to account for the fact that 
/ǿ/ is now showing up in unstressed position. Recall that historically this was not the case. 
There is some sparse evidence that in base final position before /l/ unstressed /ø/ is backed to 
[o], which is consistent with the alternations /-ǿl/ ~ [ul] and /-ǿl/ ~ [ol] observed in the 
language and discussed in § 5.4.1.3, pp. 145-146.  
In § 5.8, a further question concerning the alternation /ǿ/ ~ [o] is addressed. The question 






5.8 /-ǿl/ vs. /-ol/: one suffix or two?  
Camuno has morphologically related pairs suggesting that final string [ǿl] can be a 
derivational suffix, and pairs suggesting that final string [ol] can be a derivational suffix. In 
addition, there is evidence of /ǿl/ ~ [ol], and of /ǿl/ ~ [ul], suggesting a synchronic /ǿ/-backing 
rule that would take /ǿ/ to [o] in unstressed position. The question I want to address is whether 
/-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are two different suffixes synchronically, or allomorphs of the same morpheme. 
To this purpose, synchronic, and experimental data will be explored. Historical analysis of the 
evolution of /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ will help shed light on the synchronic picture.   
 The morphologically related pairs in (168) provide evidence that /-ǿl/ can be a 
derivational suffix. The meaning for unattested bases in /-ar/ is unclear as explained below.  
(168) a. ká „dog‟  kaɲǿl „smallish dog; 
 stray dog‟ 
   
 b. mánh „steer‟  manzǿl „smallish steer‟    
 c. pjáhɔ „square‟  pjahǿlɔ „small square‟    
 e. bráh „arm‟  brahǿl „armful‟    
 f. fáhɔ  „bandage‟  fahǿl „handkerchief;  
head scarf‟ 
   
 g. ví „wine‟  vináh „bad quality 
wine‟ 





 h. ɔ m  **omáh omahǿl „small, humble 
man‟ 
   
 i. poʒá „to lean 
on‟ 
 pozǿl „balcony‟    
 l.  ná~ndá „to go‟  andarǿl „kid walker‟    
 m. niná „to cradle  ninarǿlɔ „cradle‟  **ninár   
 n. andarí „kid 
walker‟ 
**andár andarǿl „kid walker‟    
 o. tɛ rh  **tɛ rhar tɛrharǿl „third hay‟    
 p. hánt  **hántar hantarǿl „stoup‟    
 q. frýtɔ   **frytar frytarǿl „fruit seller‟    
 r. móhkɔ   **mohkar mohkarǿlɔ „food cabinet‟    
 s. bigarí  **bigar bigarǿl „apron‟    
 t. mohkarí  **mohkar mohkarǿlɔ „food cabinet‟    
 
/-ǿl/ occurs as a diminutive suffix, with the meaning of small size (168a-c), or simplicity, 
humbleness (168g,h); it occurs in denominal nouns (168a-i); and in deverbal nouns (168i-m). 





observed as stand-alone words in Camuno (cf. kotár „derogatory for kid‟). The occurrence of 
bigarí „small apron‟ and mohkari „small food cabinet‟ as the diminutives of bigarǿl „apron‟ 
and mohkarǿl  „food cabinet‟ suggests that /-ǿl/ is a suffix in these words, although the bases 
**bigár and **mohkár are not attested in the language. In addition, while móhk  „fly‟ is 
attested, **big is not. The language has bígol „navel‟ (also „stupid‟) exhibiting the same base 
/big-/ as bigarǿl „apron‟ suggesting that bigarǿl „apron‟ may be somehow related to the part 
of the body that it covers. The occurrence of andarí and andarǿl with the same meaning of 
„kid walker‟ also suggests that /-ǿl/ is a suffix. The suffix /-ar/ occurs with nouns (156q-u), 
with adjectives (156p). It is not productive, and its meaning is rather unclear. It is also 
observed in nouns that derive from verbs (156m,o). In this case, an /r/ ~ Ø alternation can be 
observed between verbs and deverbal nouns (cf. ninarǿl  „cradle‟ / niná „to cradle‟). 
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Morphologically related pairs like those in (169) suggest that final string [ol] may also 
be a derivational suffix. 
(169) a. tórkol „wine press‟ torkʧá  „to press‟ 
 b. ráhkol „fork‟ rahká „to scratch‟ 
 c. mɛ hkol „stirring tool‟  mɛhʧá „to mix; to stir‟ 
 e. móndolɔ „peeled roast 
chestnut‟ 
mondá „to clean/peel vegetables 
 f. ríhol „hair lock‟ ríh „bur; hair lock; curly; rice‟ 
 g. róhol „yolk‟ róh „red‟ 
 h. hbríndol „piece of fabric‟ hbrindá „to tear fabric‟ 
 i. pitókol „off-centered person‟ pitók „beggar‟ 
 l. manhinágol „left-handed person, 
derogatory‟ 
manhí „left-handed‟ 
 m. petégol „gossipy‟ betegá „to gossip‟ 
 
From the evidence in (169), /-ol/ is observed in nouns deriving from verbs (cf. 169a-e), nouns 
deriving from adjectives (cf. 169f,g), and in derogatory nouns deriving from nouns, and verbs 
(169h-n). While it occurs with one base ending in /-ag-/ (169m), it is not observed with bases 
ending in /-ar/ or /-ah/. 
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 Bonfadini, G. (personal communication, August 4, 2013) observes that /-ar/ is not historical, since the Latin 
suffix –ARIUS > /-er/ in Camuno. Our working hypothesis is that it is the reflex of the suffix infinive –ARE whose 





Base-final strings structurally identical to /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ occur in the language: the 
string /ǿl/ is a suffix in brahǿl „armful‟ (cf. bráh „arm‟), but not in l nhǿl „bed-sheet‟, or fjǿl 
„son‟. There is no stand-alone **l nh in the language, or **fj, and these strings are 
meaningless. The string /ol/ is a suffix in tórkol „wine-press‟ (cf. torʧá „to press‟), but not in 
hígol  „onion‟. **hig is unattested and meaningless in Camuno.  
 (170)  recaps and compares similarities and differences between /-ǿl/ and /-ol/. 
(170)   /-ǿl/ /-ol/ 
 a. with diminutive connotations ✓ ✗ 
 b. with derogatory connotations ✗ ✓ 
 c. derives nouns from nouns ✓ ✓ 
 e. derives nouns from verbs  ✓ ✓ 
 f. derives nouns from adjectives ✗ ✓ 
 g. with base ending in /-ar/ ✓ ✗ 
 h. with base ending in /-ah/ ✓ ✗ 
 i. with base ending in /-ag/ ✗ ✓ 
 
More examples of derogatory nouns in /-ol/ are in (171).
49
 As observed above, /-ol/ 
occurs with bases in /-at/, /-ag/ and /-ak/.  
(171) a. bígol „stupid‟ 
 b. tamákol „stupid, simpleton‟ 
 c. kanágolɔ „stingy‟ 
 e. hífol „stupid, shallow‟ 
 f. baʧákol „stupid‟ 
 g. begátol „brawling‟ 
 
Semantically, while /-ǿl/ conveys diminutive connotations, /-ol/ is associated with 
derogatory overtones. Morphological evidence suggests that suffixes were used to derive 
nouns from verbs and nouns from nouns, but only /-ol/ is observed to derive nouns from 
adjectives.  
Phonologically, /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ differ in the quality of the vowel. /-ǿl/ has a stressed 
front round mid vowel, while /-ol/ has an unstressed round back vowel. In some languages 
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(cf. Turkish among many others), this phonological difference is typical of allomorphs whose 
selection depends on the back value of the base vowel/s. However, this is not the case for 
Camuno, where /-ǿl/ occurs with back-vowel bases like pozǿl „balcony‟ (cf. poʒá „to lean‟), 
and front-vowel bases like kaht ɲǿl „Boletus Rufus‟ (cf. kaht  ɲ  „chestnut‟). In addition, /-ǿl/ 
is frequently observed in the environment of /a/. /-ol/ is found both with front-vowel bases 
like petégol „gossipy‟ (cf. betegá „to gossip‟), and with back-vowel bases like róhol „yolk‟ 
(cf. róh „red‟) 
Nevertheless, morphologically related pairs in (172) provide evidence of /-ǿl/ 
alternating with /-ol/ in unstressed position.  
(172) a. manzǿl „steer‟ manzolɛ t „biggish steer‟ 
 b. bigarǿl „apron‟ bigaroládɔ „apronful‟ 
 c. nihǿlɔ „hazelnut‟ niholérɔ „hazelnut groves‟ 
 e. mǿlɔ „grindstone‟ molɛ tɔ „(knife) grinder‟ 
 f. hǿl „pavement‟ holér „attic‟ 
 g. karǿl „termite‟ karolét „termite-eaten‟ 
 h. parǿl „kettle‟ parolɔ t „kettle repairer‟ 
 
As it appears from the pairs in (172), the quality of the vowel changes from mid front round 
to mid back round whenever the string [ǿl] occurs in unstressed position. /-ǿl/ is a suffix only 
in data (172a,b). As shown in (69), p.59, words in /-ol/ can also be further suffixed. Again, /-
ol/ is not stressed, and the derived words conform to the Camuno stress pattern, as shown in 





(173) a. móndolɔ „peeled roasted chestnut‟ mondoládɔ „chestnut gathering‟  
 b. tórkol „wine press‟ torkolɔ t „stupid; uncouth‟ 
 c. ríhol „hair lock‟ riholɔ t „thick hair lock‟ 
 d. nígol „cloud‟ nigolɔ t/nigolɛ t „big/small cloud‟ 
 e. bígol „navel‟ bigolɔ t „stupid person‟ 
 
/-ol/ regularly raises to /-ul/ in the environment of a following high stressed vowel (cf. 
tórkol/turkulí „stupid‟; a little stupid‟). As demonstrated in § 5.4.1.2 and § 5.4.1.3, pp. 144-
146, also /-ǿl/ raises to /-ul/ in the environment of a following high stressed vowel (cf. 
brahǿl/brahulí „armful; small armful‟). Non-suffix [ǿl] strings appear to raise either to [u] or 
[y] in the same environment (cf. nihǿl  „hazelnut‟ vs. nihulín  ~ nihylín  „small hazelnut‟).  
The question to address is whether /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are two different suffixes, or 
allomorphs of the same morpheme. An analysis as distinct suffixes is suggested by the fact 
that /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ differ semantically, and morphologically. /-ǿl/ conveys diminutive 
connotations, while /-ol/ occurs with derogative nouns. Only /-ol/ is observed with adjectives. 
On the other hand, an analysis of the two as allomorphs of the same morpheme is supported 
by two pieces of phonological evidence. First, as noted above, /-ǿl/ is realized as /-ol/ when 
bases ending in /-ǿl/ are suffixed with either /-ɔ t/, /-ɛ t/, and /-ét/. Second, under height 
harmony, both /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are realized as /-ul/. This would be a case of allomorphy with /-
ol/ being an allomorph of /-ǿl/ in unstressed position. As an additional factor, /-ǿl/ appears to 
prefer bases ending in /-ar/, while /-ol/ bases ending in /-ah/ and /-ag/.  
To address this question, a task was devised to probe speakers‟ preference for non-
existing but possible /-ǿl/ forms, over non-existing but possible /-ol/ forms in the 
morphological environments of nouns and adjectives. Non-existing but possible forms in /-ǿl/ 
and /-ol/ are both well-formed with respect to the phonology of the language. The choice of 
one over the other is thus expected to provide insights on whether the distribution of /-ǿl/ and 





   5.8.1 Data collection 
The language has a few nouns that exhibit derived forms in /-ǿl/, and in /-ulí/ (cf. 
ká/kaɲǿl/kaɲulí „dog‟; smallish dog; stray dog; small dog‟); and other nouns that exhibit 
derived forms in /-ol/ and /-uli/ (cf. ríh/ríhol/rihulí „curled hair lock; smallish curled hair lock; 
ringlet‟). It also has a number of nouns and adjectives that exhibit a derived form in /-ulí/ 
only, without any additional /-ǿl/ or /-ol/ form (cf.  pí/pinulí „kid; small kid‟). In order to 
assess speakers‟ preference for either intermediate [ǿl] or [ol] forms, the forced-choice task 8 
required speakers to supply the missing or intermediate forms for a set of existing nouns and 
adjectives by choosing between the possible but non-existing form ending in [ǿl], or in [ol]. 
For example, in the case of the morphologically related pair pí/pinulí  „kid; small kid‟, 
speakers were asked to choose between **pínol and **pinǿl. The two unattested nouns are 
both well-formed words in Camuno. A total of 11 stimuli were used, 5 nouns and 6 
adjectives. Each of these 11 word pairs (base form and derived form in /-ulí/) was represented 
by pictures drawn on a card, with a question mark between the two members, corresponding 
to the missing form. Speakers were asked to name the two pictures, and to supply the missing 
item. If they had no name for it, they were asked to choose between the two possible but 
unattested forms supplied by me. To familiarize the speakers with the task, the session began 
with the two sets ká/kaɲǿl/kaɲulí „dog‟, „smallish dog; stray dog‟, „small dog‟, and 
ríh/ríhol/rihulí „curled hair lock; smallish curled hair lock; ringlet‟. The stimuli were 
presented in a randomized order. The choices in the pairs were also randomized. The whole 






(174)     RESPONSE 
 STIMULUS forced choice pair 
 pí  „kid‟ pinulí „small kid‟ pínol  pinǿl 
 pér  „pear‟ perulí „small pear‟ pérol perǿl  
 pɛ h „fish‟ pɛhulí  „small fish‟ pɛ hol pɛhǿl 
 ʧézɔ „church‟ ʧezulínɔ „small church‟ ʧézolɔ ʧezǿlɔ 
 hentér „trail‟ henterulí „small trail‟ hentérol henterǿl 
 ɲɛ k „angry‟ ɲɛkulí „little angry‟ ɲɛ kol ɲɛkǿl 
 bɛ l „beautiful‟ bɛlulí „little beautiful‟ bɛ lol bɛlǿl 
 gréf „heavy‟ greulí „little heavy‟ gréol greǿl 
 brýt „ugly‟ brytulí „little ugly‟ brýtol brytǿl 
 mágɛr „lean‟ magrulí „little lean‟ mágrol magrǿl 
 hmórt „off colour‟ hmurtulí „little pale‟ hmórtol hmortǿl 
 
The participants were 34 native speakers, 12 males and 22 females whose age range 
was 49-94. Thirty-three were from the upper part of the low valley; 1 was from a side valley 
in the upper valley. Thirty-two were the same speakers tested in 2010 and 2012; 2 
conservative older speakers were added. The equipment was the same as the tasks 1, 2, 3, 6, 
and 7.  
The assumptions were the following. If speakers have internalized [ǿl] and [ol] as 
being allomorphic variants of a single suffix, their choice between /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ forms will 
not be determined by the semantics (derogatory vs. diminutive meanings), grammatical 
category (noun vs. adjective) or phonology of the stimulus (/r/-ending). In contrast, if 
speakers have internalized two suffixes, they would then be expected to choose [ol] forms for 
stimuli with negative connotations (cf. ɲ  k „angry‟, brýt „ugly‟, hmórt „pale‟), for stimuli not 
ending in /-r/ (all but pér „pear‟, hentér „trail‟, máger „slim‟), and for adjectives. [ǿl] forms 
would be preferred for stimuli with diminutive connotations,
50
 for stimuli ending in /-r/ (cf. 
pér „pear‟, hentér „trail‟, máger „slim‟), and for nouns.  
The data collected and the results are presented and discussed in § 5.8.1.1.
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        5.8.1.1 Results 
 All speakers supplied derived forms ending in [ulí] (vs. [ylí]), which is consistent 
either with the regular raising of /o/ to [u] for /-ol/, or the rule of allomorph selection /-ǿl/ ~ 
[ul] in the environment of a following high stressed trigger.  
 In general, speakers did not like either [ol] or [ǿl] forms. They thought that both 
sounded rather odd. Four speakers said that henterǿl with the meaning of „smallish, not very 
well tracked trail‟ occurs; 1 speaker said that perǿl  with the meaning of „biggish pear‟ 
occurs; and finally 1 said that ʧézol with the meaning of „smallish, badly kept church‟ occurs 
in the language. 2 speakers picked only [ǿl] forms; 1 speaker picked all [ol] forms but one. 
All the other speakers varied between the two. (175) shows the frequencies of potential but 
non-existing forms ending in [ol] and [ǿl] with respect to the morphological categories of 
noun/adjective for all speakers. 
(175) NOUNS /-ol/    /ǿl/ 
 pínol  5.8% (2/34)   pinǿl 94% (32/34) 
 pérol 44% (15/34)   perǿl  55.8% (19/34) 
 pɛ hol 29.4% (10/34)   pɛhǿl 70.5% (24/34) 
 ʧézolɔ 29.4% (10/34)   ʧezǿlɔ 70.5% (24/34) 
 hentérol 11.7% (4/34)   henterǿl 88.2% (30/34) 
 AVERAGE 24.1%      75.8% 
       
 ADJECTIVES /-ol/    /ǿl/ 
 ɲɛ kol 73.5% (25/34)   ɲɛkǿl 26.4% (9/34) 
 bɛ lol 70.5% (24/34)   bɛlǿl 29.4% (10/34) 
 gréol 64.7% (22/34)   greǿl 35.2% (12/34) 
 brýtol 73.5% (25/34)   brytǿl 26.4% (9/34) 
 mágrol 35.2% (12/34)   magrǿl 64.7% (22/34) 
 hmórtol 79.4% (27/34)   hmortǿl 20.5% (7/34) 
 AVERAGE 66.1%    33.8% 
 TOTAL AVERAGE 47%     52.9% 
 
The results reveal a clear trend in the distribution of [ol] and [ǿl] forms: while [ǿl] forms are 
overall slightly more frequent (52.9% vs. 47%), [ǿl] is over three times more frequent as a 
denominal suffix (75.8% vs. 24.1%), while [ol] is twice more frequent as a de-adjectival 





Minor trends can also be observed. The adjective magrulí „a little thin‟ is the only 
stimulus among the adjectives that elicited more responses in [ǿl] than in [ol]. It is also the 
only adjective whose base ends in /-r/. As  observed, /-ol/ is not attested in this environment. 
The higher frequency of magrǿl compared to the other adjectives suggests that the quality of 
the base final segment could play a role in the selection of the suffixal form.  The most 
frequent [ǿl] noun is pinǿl (94%) from pí „kid‟; the least frequent is perǿl (55.8%) from pér 
„pear‟. With respect to the semantics, pinǿl is animate and human, while perǿl is inanimate. 
The remaining [ǿl] nouns occur at a frequency above 70%; p hǿl is animate, while ʧezǿl  and 
henterǿl are human artifacts. It is possible that /-ǿl/ is semantically associated with living 
entities, or human made objects.  
     5.8.1.2 Discussion 
 91% (31/34) of the speakers chose [ǿl] over [ol] forms on the basis of the 
morphological categories of noun / adjective. Nouns are preferably suffixed with  /-ǿl/, while 
adjectives with /-ol/. This suggests that /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are internalized as two distinct suffixes 
by Camuno speakers. The remaining 9% (3/34) of the speakers did not differentiate /-ǿl/ from 
/-ol/ on the basis of the morphological categories noun / adjective. They chose either [ǿl], or 
[ol] forms for all the stimuli. Two of them picked only [ǿl] forms; one of them picked all [ol] 
forms but one, (p hǿl from p  h „fish‟). This suggests that in their phonology /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are 
possibly internalized as the same morpheme, with /-ol/ being the allomorph of /-ǿl/ in 
unstressed position.
51
 There is weak evidence that the final segment of the base (/-r/ vs. C ≠ /-
r/), and the semantics of the noun (human animate vs. inanimate) may also play a role in the 
selection of [ǿl] over [ol] forms.  
These results partly mirror the distribution of the two segments in the language. Nouns 
ending in [ǿl] are quite common, while I know of no adjective ending in [ǿl].  
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 These speakers are men. Those who picked only /-ǿl/ forms are conservative speakers; one is 60, from a side 
valley in the upper valley; the other is 55, from the upper part of the low valley. The one who picked only /-ol/ 





While observational evidence for /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ being two distinct suffixes is sparse, 
the experimental evidence provided in this study reveals that /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are internalized as 
two distinct suffixes by (the majority of) Camuno speakers. The results suggest that /-ǿl/ is 
preferred as a nominalizer; in contrast, /-ol/ is preferred as an adjectival suffix. The last 
question to be addressed at this point is whether /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are the historical reflexes of 
two distinct suffixes, or whether they reflect a single suffix that split into two. This is the 
focus of § 5.8.2. 
   5.8.2 Historical account 
The following discussion and data are based on Rohlfs (1969, pp. 405-407); the data 
are reported in the same spelling as they occur in the original source.  
Following Rohlfs (1969), I believe that there are three possible sources for Camuno    
/-ǿl/ and /-ol/. They are the Latin diminutives suffixes -ULUS, -ÉOLUS / -ÍOLUS, and –ULLUS; of 
these, -ÍOLUS apparently underwent stress shift in late Latin which turned it into -IÓLUS (p. 
405).  
-ULUS was an unstressed diminutive suffix. Rohlfs (1969, p. 405) believes that some -
ULUS-suffixed forms underwent syncope, like VETULUS > VETLUS; MASCULUS > MASCLUS. 
These are attested in Standard Italian as <vecchio> „old‟ and <maschio> „male‟. Other -ULUS-
suffixed forms did not undergo syncope. Reflexes of these forms are present day Standard 
Italian <bambola> „doll‟, <costola> „rib‟, <gomitolo> „ball of yarn‟,  <lucertola> „lizard‟. As 
the meanings of these forms reveals, the original diminutive connotation of -ULUS is lost in 
present day Standard Italian. The Standard Italian reflex <pungolo> „a goad‟, from <pungere> 
„to spur‟ suggests that this suffix evolved as a deverbal nominalizer, while the Tuscan 
<giugnolo> „of June‟, from <giugno> „June‟, and <lugliolo> „of July‟, from <luglio> „July‟, 





-ÉOLUS / -ÍOLUS > -IÓLUS was a stressed diminutive suffix. It has evolved as /-uɔ l/ in 
Standard Italian.  <sassuolo> „small pebble‟, <poggiuolo> „small hill‟ are two examples 
where the original diminutive connotation has been maintained. There is evidence that this 
suffix has also been productive in the formation of proper names like <Andreuola>, and 
surnames like <Andreoli>; and as a denominalizer. An example of the latter would be 
<montagnuolo> „of the mountain‟, from <montagna> „mountain‟. In Milanese, -IÓLUS has 
evolved as /-ǿ/.  
-ULLUS was the Latin reflex of the diminutive of nouns ending in -UR. Suffixation of -
ULUS to nouns ending in -UR resulted in -URULUS; subsequent syncope of medial unstressed 
*[u] turned -URULUS into -URLUS; finally, liquid assimilation turned -URLUS into -ULLUS. 
Apparently, -ULLUS evolved in Latin as a diminutive suffix. Reflexes of this form are attested 
in Italian <cipolla> „onion‟, <betulla> „birch‟, <Catullo> „Catullo‟, which have lost the 
original diminutive connotation. Southern Italian dialects exhibit reflexes of -ULLUS that 
maintain the original diminutive meaning (cf. Rohlfs 1969:404 for some examples).  
(176) summarizes the reflexes of Latin words with these suffixes in a few Romance 
languages spoken in northern Italy. The spelling < ö> is the equivalent of IPA [ǿ]. Examples 
are from Rohlfs 1969:404; they are in Italian spelling as in the original. 
(176)  DIMINUTIVE  ADJECTIVAL SUFFIX NOMINALIZER 
 ULLUS PIEMONTESE Batístulu, 
Pédrulu,  
Cículu 
(proper nouns)     
 ULUS TUSCAN ragnolo „small spider‟ giugnolo  „of June‟   
     lugliolo „of July‟   
  STANDARD 
ITALIAN 




wheel‟        
 IÓLUS  MILANESE sentirö   „small trail‟ campagnö  „rural‟   
   reʃö „ringlet‟     
  BOLOGNESE ragasól „young boy‟     
   piról „small step‟     








    






As it appears, -ULUS, -ÉOLUS / -ÍOLUS, and -ULLUS were originally all diminutives; in 
some daughter languages this connotation has been maintained; in others they have acquired 
new functions.  
Camuno /-ǿl/ is the reflex of Latin –IÓLUS. The evolution of /-ǿl/ from Latin –IÓLUS is 
consistent with the sound changes that occurred in the language. Recall that Latin short 
stressed *ó in open syllables has evolved as /ǿ/. On the other hand, /-ol/ can either be the 
reflex of Latin -ULUS  or –ULLUS. Both sources are consistent with the sound changes that 
occurred in the language. Latin short *u has evolved as /o/, which would take –ULUS, and –
ULLUS to *olus and *ollus; degemination would then take *ollus to *olus. It is possible that 
the two suffixes merged in Camuno. There is no synchronic difference between [ol] in b  dola 
„birch‟, which Rohlfs (1969, p. 404) reconstructs as –ULLUS, and /-ol/ in róhol „yolk‟, which is 
more likely to be the reflex of –ULUS. 
In Camuno, /-ǿl/ still maintains diminutive connotations that appear to be lost in /-ol/. 
It is also possible that /-ol/ was never a diminutive in Camuno. This is consistent with the 
evolution of the original diminutives -IÓLUS and -ULUS in neighboring Romance varieties. 
Camuno agrees with Tuscan in using /-ol/ to form adjectives, and with Italian in using /-ol/ to 
derive verbs from nouns. Finally, a comparison between the historical reflexes of Italian -
ULUS-forms, and Camuno cognates suggests that /-ol/ may not have been very productive as a 
diminutive in the language. The data are in (177) 
(177) LATIN ITALIAN CAMUNO  
 FRAGAM fragola  frǿlɔ/frólɔ „strawberry‟ 
 COSTAM costola kɔ htɔ „rib‟ 
 PUPAM bambola pýɔ „doll‟ 
 GLOMUS gomitolo gamihɛ l „yarn ball‟ 
 LACERTAM lucertola lyzɛ rdɔ „lizard‟ 
 
Only the word for „strawberry‟ exhibits the diminutive suffix /-ol/.
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   5.8.3 Conclusions 
In sum, synchronic evidence suggests that /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ differ semantically. /-ǿl/ can 
convey small-size, and low-quality overtones, while /-ol/ does not. Morphologically, both 
suffixes function as nominalizers, but only /-ol/ is associated with adjectives. Phonologically, 
they occur with bases with either back or front vowels. While /-ǿl/ is never observed with 
bases ending in /-at/, /-ag/ or /-ak/, /-ol/ is never observed with bases ending in /-ah/ or /-ar/. 
Finally, /-ǿl/ alternates with /-ol/ in unstressed position, and they both alternate with /-ul/ in 
the environment of a following high stressed vowel. Despite similarities, experimental data 
reveal that /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are internalized as two different suffixes by most native speakers. 
Evidence produced in this study suggests that the selection of /-ǿl/ over /-ol/ depends on the 
morphological categories noun vs. adjective. There is limited evidence that the final segment 
of the base can also play a role in the selection of one over the other. Historical facts reveal 
that /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ were originally distinct suffixes. They are hypothesized to be the reflexes of 
the three Latin diminutive suffixes -ULUS, -ÉOLUS/-ÍOLUS, and -ULLUS. While /-ǿl/ is the reflex 
of -ÉOLUS/-ÍOLUS through a later form -IÓLUS, whether /-ol/ is the reflex of -ULUS or -ULLUS is 














Chapter 6. Conclusions 
 The purpose of this dissertation was twofold: (i) to assess, characterize, and explain 
the most striking properties of the sound patterns of Camuno as spoken in the upper part of 
the lower valley; and (ii) to provide a lasting documentation of an endangered language that 
may soon disappear for purposes as diverse as cultural preservation, and language 
revitalization. The sound patterns that have been assessed, characterized, and explained are 
final obstruent devoicing, nasal deletion, and the system of height harmony.  
The phonetic study of Camuno voicing contrasts places Camuno between true voicing 
and aspirating languages. Final devoicing is a sound pattern of the language. It is associated 
with absence of vocal fold vibration in stop closure, and final aspirated release that reveals the 
role of a spread glottal gesture in the evolution of the same pattern. This neutralization is 
almost complete: significant differences were found only for closure duration. Since Camuno 
is an unwritten language, this provides evidence that incomplete neutralization cannot always 
be attributed to orthography. Phonetically, final obstruents represent a third series, different 
from both initial and medial voiced and voiceless obstruents. It has been suggested that this 
incomplete neutralization could be related to the non-literary status of Camuno. Perhaps, with 
no forced choice determined by spelling, non-binary contrasts in voicing categories reflect a 
natural stage in the evolution of final devoicing.  
The study of the sound pattern of nasal deletion provides supporting evidence that the 
sound patterns of final obstruent devoicing and nasal deletion are both (partly) the result of a 
spread glottal gesture as a marker of prosodic boundaries. It also supports the hypothesis that 
the two synchronic patterns of nasal deletion have a common phonetic source in the conjoined 
effects of stressed-syllable lengthening and aspiration on a short nasal segment. It is argued 
that the presence of aspiration in the environment of nasal loss explains lack of phonemic 





phonological vowel nasalization (and subsequent denasalization). For this reason, it is 
suggested that Camuno exemplifies a case of nasal effacement, the reverse of spontaneous 
nasalization.  Camuno is unique in exemplifying an alternative pathway to nasal loss that does 
not result in contrastive nasalized vowels.  
The study of the system of height harmony revealed that Camuno exhibits a complex 
and unique harmonic system that is complementary to the system observed for Yawelmani 
(Kaun 2004; Kuroda 1967). In both systems, the two interacting features are [high] and 
[round]; in Camuno, [high] spreads only if the target and trigger share the same [round] 
feature; in Yawelmani, [round] spreads only if the target and trigger share the same [high] 
feature. Apparently, there are good phonetic and articulatory reasons for these two features to 
interact.  
The study has also revealed a change in progress. The system is apparently undergoing 
restructuring. The underlying system is becoming more transparently related to the surface 
patterns. While there are historical reasons for /ø/ being raised to [u], there is synchronic 
evidence of /ø/ being raised to [y] more often, two behaviors that are consistent with /ø/ 
having evolved from Latin short stressed O, and with /y/ being the last phoneme to be added 
to the vowel inventory. A concomitant recent change is the spreading of /ø/ in unstressed 
position, a change that is consistent with /ø/ being raised to [y].  
The nonce word experiment has revealed that the system of height harmony is 
productive in the speakers‟ minds. All the patterns observed in real words are well matched in 
nonce words, suggesting that speakers have internalized the system and are even sensitive to 
its slightest nuances.  
/ǿ/ ~ [o] was observed in the two suffixes /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ suggesting a possible case of 
allomorphy. It has been demonstrated that /ǿl/ ~ /ol/ is not a case of allomorphy. The 





are apparently sensitive to the categories of noun and adjective. Historical evidence reveals 
that the suffixes were originally three, with possibly different, though related meanings. There 
is reason to believe that only two of the three have evolved in Camuno; and that they have 
innovated their meaning and syntactic distribution.  
Finally, it has been demonstrated throughout this work that many of the sound patterns 
attested in Camuno are the result of phonetically-based regular sound changes. The regularity 
of these patterns suggests a long independent history in the post-Latin period.  
This study of Camuno phonetics and phonology has illuminated new linguistic 
structures that provide touchstones for theories of phonology in many areas, including final 
devoicing, neutralization, nasal loss, and vowel harmony. At the same time, it has clarified 
many details of the historical development of a unique Gallo-Romance language, and 
provided a solid foundation for future diachronic and synchronic studies of morphology and 
syntax.  While tangible linguistic goals have been achieved, this dissertation has also 
contributed to the maintenance and strengthening of Camuno as a local language of 
Italy. Studies from this dissertation have been presented at international conferences, to the 
delight of the Camuno consultants who participated in the experiments. Lexical material 
gathered for the purposes of this study will be used to create teaching and learning materials 
for the Camuno community. The author has spoken publicly on the effect of language policy 
on Italy's endangered languages, and is in regular contact with several other academics who 
are dedicated to maintenance and description of the minority languages of Italy, especially 
those in the far northern regions. The same isolation and local sense of identity that has given 
Camuno its pristine historical phonology may serve it well in the future. Though all Camuno 
speakers are bilingual in Italian, a strengthened sense of pride in a local language that has 
gained international attention and respect may encourage Camuno speakers to pass their 
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Appendix I. Annotated raw data for vowel harmony 
A1 Raw data for vowel harmony in real words 
A1.1 Data collected in 2010 
 In this section, the diminutives and augmentatives elicited from native speakers with 
the picture-stimuli in (133) are presented. Only the most representative and unproblematic 
responses will be presented. Some stimuli, in fact, turned out to be problematic, because 
speakers have different vocabulary. For example, the picture-stimulus „basket‟ yielded three 
responses: kaáɲ , kaaɲǿl , and hist  l ; the picture-stimulus „pebble‟ also yielded three 
responses: bal  t, sás, and kórn . In addition, diminutives in /í/ and augmentatives in /ú/ 
appear to exhibit different degrees of productivity. In general, the oldest members of the 
group dispreferred augmentatives in /ú/, which sounded derogative and pejorative to them. 
Instead, they favored periphrastic [adjective „big‟+noun]NP. Diminutives, on the other hand, 
were dispreferred by the male population.  
The reader will notice throughout that speakers are not consistent in the gender of the 
diminutive and augmentative with respect to their bases. For example, p  t n „comb‟ is 
masculine, but some speakers supplied the feminine augmentative petenún  „big comb‟. 
Likewise, mon  g  „nun‟ is feminine, but some speakers supplied a masculine diminutive, 
munigí. Forms that differ in gender with respect to the base will be listed, but the details of 
this morpho-syntactic alternation will not be discussed. 
Responses are presented in charts, by target vowels, and number of syllables of the 
base (monosyllabic vs. polysyllabic). „Tk‟ stands for „tokens‟ and refers to the total number of 
tokens collected for each picture-stimulus (recall that the participants were 32); NA indicates 
that speakers supplied no token/response for a given stimulus; GT (Grand Total) refers to the 





The tokens supplied are grouped with respect to: (i) morphological category: noun-
base, diminutive, augmentative; (ii) harmonic tokens which are expected&conforming 
(E&C); (iii) harmonic tokens that do not belong to the target group; for this reason, they are 
labeled non-expected&conforming (NE&C); (iv) tokens that are disharmonic because of no 
raising or no iterativity; these are non-expected&non-conforming (NE&NC); (v) and tokens 
that are not supplied (NA). The percentages of interest are calculated by dividing the 
harmonic tokens (expected&conforming) by the total number of harmonic and disharmonic 
tokens (expected&conforming and non-expected&non-conforming). 
   A1.1.1 Target vowels /e/ and /ɛ/ 
Mid vowels /e/ and /ɛ/ are expected to raise to [i] in the environment of /í/only. The 
relevant data for monosyllabic bases are in (A1). Final /ɔ/ in ʧéz  „church‟ is the feminine 
singular suffix; final /o/ in ʧ  ho „toilet‟ is the Italian masculine singular suffix, which suggests 
that the word is an Italian loan. Two speakers had gabin  t for „toilet‟ explaining the 30 tokens 
for „toilet‟(vs. the expected 32).  
(A1)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
    tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
  „tooth dét 32 dintí 27 dentí 3 30 - - 30 2 
 „church‟ ʧézɔ 32 ʧizínɔ  15 ʧezínɔ 3 18 ʧezulínɔ 14 32 - 
 „bed‟ lɛ t 32 lití 31 letí 1 32 - - 32 - 
 „toilet‟ ʧɛ ho 30 ʧihí 10 ʧɛhí 1 11 ʧɛhulí 11 22 8 
   126   83  8 91  25 116 10 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
    tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot.  NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „tooth dét 32 dentú 20 - - 20 - - 20 12 
 „church‟ ʧézɔ 32 ʧezúnɔ/ʧezú 10 - - 10 - - 10 22 
 „bed‟ lɛ t 32 letú 26 - - 26 - - 26 6 
 „toilet‟ ʧɛ ho 30 ʧɛhú 11 - - 11 - - 11 19 
   126   67   - 67  - 67 59 
           E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
 
98.4% (126/128) of expected nouns, 92% (116/126) of diminutives, and 53% (67/126) of 
augmentatives were supplied. 91.2% (83/91) of diminutives, and 100% (67/67) of 
augmentatives conform to the expected harmonic pattern: /í/ raises preceding /e/ and /ɛ/ to [i]; 





exhibit a base slightly different from the noun. These are the diminutives of ʧ  ho „toilet‟, and 
ʧéz  „church‟. The forms ʧ hulí „small toilet‟ and ʧezulín  „small church‟ suggest the 
morphological structures /ʧɛh-ul-í/ and /ʧez-ul-ínɔ/ respectively. The two diminutives are 
well-formed with respect to the vowel harmony system, and suggest that the string /-ul-/ is the 
raised form of either the attested unstressed suffix /-ol/, or /-ǿl/. Note, however, that **ʧ  hol, 
**ʧ hǿl and **ʧ  zol , **ʧ zǿl  are not attested in the language. The forms ʧ hulí and ʧihí for 
„small toilet‟ suggest that the pattern is extended to Italian loans. 
Polysyllabic stimuli with /e/, /ɛ/ yielded the data in (A2). Given the iterative nature of 
the harmony, the trigger /í/ is expected to raise immediately preceding /e/, /ɛ/ to [i], which in 
turn are expected to repeat the pattern and raise immediately preceding /e/, /ɛ/ to [i]. /ú/ is not 
expected to raise preceding /e/, /ɛ/ since they are unrounded vowels. 
(A2)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „trail‟ hentér 32 hintirí 17 hentirí 8 25 henterulí 1 26 2 
      henterí 4 4 - - 4 - 
 „Stephen‟ htéfɛn 32 htifiní 27 htefení 1 28 htefaní 4 32 - 
 „brain‟ hɛrvɛ l 32 hirvilí 17 hervilí 13 30 - - 30 1 
      hervelí 1 1 - - 1 - 
 „comb‟ pɛ tɛn 32 pitiní 26 petení 6 32 - - 32 - 
   128  87  33 120  5 125 3 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE         
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „trail‟ hentér 32 henterú 17 - - 17 - - 17 15 
 „Stephen‟ htéfɛn 32 htefenú 2 - - 2 - - 2 30 
 „brain‟ hɛrvɛ l 32 hervelú 21 - - 21 - - 21 11 
 „comb‟ pɛ tɛn 32 petenú/petenúnɔ 7 petinú 1 8 - - 8 24 
  Tot. 128  47  - 48  - 48 80 
          E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
100% (128/128) of expected nouns, 97.6% (125/128) of diminutives, and 37.5% (48/128) of 
augmentatives were supplied. 72.5% (87/120) of diminutives conform to the expected pattern: 
the trigger /í/ raises preceding /e/, /ɛ/ to [i], which in turn raises preceding /e/, /ɛ/ to [i]. In the 
case of htefaní „Stephen-DIM‟, intervening /a/ blocks raising of preceding mid vowel /e/ as 
expected. 98% (47/48) of augmentatives conform to the harmonic pattern. As it was the case 





exhibits a different base from the noun hentér „trail‟, suggesting the morphological structure 
/henter-ul-í/. The diminutive is well-formed with respect to the vowel harmony system. While 
**hentérol nor **hénterol are not attested in the language, some speakers have henterǿl, with 
the meaning of „smallish trail‟ or a „degraded‟, „not well-marked‟ trail. For these speakers, the 
string [ul] would be the raised form of the suffix /-ǿl/.  
   A1.1.2 Target vowel /o/ 
Although there is evidence that mid vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ behave in the same way in this 
harmonic system (just as /e/ and /ɛ/ do), only data with /o/ are provided. Mid vowel /o/ (and 
/ɔ/) is expected to raise to [u] in the environment of /í/, and /ú/. The relevant responses to 
stimuli with  monosyllabic bases are in (A3).  
(A3)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „nail‟ ʧót  32 ʧudí 31 - - 31 - - 31 1 
 „knot‟ gróp 32 grupí 31 - - 31 - - 31 1 
   64  62 - - 62 - - 62 2 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „nail‟ ʧót  32 ʧudú 15 - - 15 - - 15 17 
 „knot‟ gróp 32 grupú 30 - - 30 - - 30 2 
   64  45  - 45 - - 45 19 
             E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
            
100% (64/64) of expected nouns, 96.8% (62/64) of diminutives, and 70.3% (45/64) of 
augmentatives were supplied. 100% (62/62) of diminutives, and 100% (45/45) of 
augmentatives conform to the harmonic pattern.  
The data for the polysyllabic bases are in (A4). Given the iterative nature of the 
harmony, the trigger /ú/ is expected to raise preceding /o/ (and /ɔ/) to [u], which in turn is 





(A4)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „tomato‟ pondór 32 pundurí 30 - - 30 - - 30 1 
    pumudurí 1 - - 1 - - 1 - 
   32  31 - - 31 - - 31 1 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „tomato‟ pondór 32 pundurú 21 pondurú 3 24 - - 24 8 
   32  21  3 24 - - 24 8 
            E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
           
100% (32/32) of expected nouns were supplied; 100% (32/32) of diminutives, and 75% 
(24/32) of augmentatives. 100% (32/32) of diminutives, and  87.5% (21/24) of augmentatives 
conform to the pattern. The diminutive pumudurí „small tomato‟ was not expected, but it 
conforms to the expected pattern; for this reason it is listed in the E&C column. The form 
pumudurí „small tomato‟ is likely to be based on pomod  ro, the Standard Italian word for 
„tomato‟, suggesting that the pattern is extended to loans, as was the case for ʧ  ho „toilet‟.  
   A1.1.3 Target vowel sequences /ɔ…e/ and /o…e/ 
 Mid vowels /e/, /ɛ/ are expected to be raised to [i] by the trigger /í/, and raise 
immediately preceding mid vowels. Thus, the sequences /ɔ…e/ and /o…e/ will be raised to 
[u…i] in the environment of /í/. On the other hand, the trigger /ú/ is not expected to raise /e/, 
/ɛ/ to [i]. It follows that mid vowels /e/, /ɛ/ in this environment act as blockers, preventing the 
preceding round mid vowel /ɔ/, /o/ from raising to [u]. The sequences /ɔ…e/ and /o…e/ are 
thus expected to be unaffected by the trigger /ú/. The relevant data are in (A5). 
(A5)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „nun‟ mɔ negɔ 32 munigí/munigínɔ 28 - - 28 - - 28 4 
 „mouse‟ horɛ k 32 hurigí 32 - - 32 - - 32 - 
   64  60 - - 60 - - 60 4 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „nun‟ mɔ negɔ 32 monegú/monegúnɔ 15 munegúnɔ 2 17 - - 17 15 
 „mouse‟ horɛ k 32 horegú 17 huregú 2 19 - - 19 13 
   64  32  4 36 - - 36 28 






100% (64/64) of expected nouns, 93.75% (60/64) of diminutives, and 56% (36/64) of 
augmentatives were supplied. 100% (60/60) of diminutives, and 89% (32/36) of 
augmentatives conform to the pattern. 
   A1.1.4 Target vowel sequence /e…o/ 
 Mid vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ are expected to be raised to [u] by /í/ and /ú/, and raise 
iteratively only immediately preceding mid round vowels. Thus, the vowel sequence /e…o/ is 
expected to be raised to [e…u] in the environment of /í/ and /ú/. The relevant data are in (A6). 
(A6)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „hare‟ légor 32 legurí/legurínɔ 23 leguratí 1 24 leoratí 1 25 2 
   - legurhínɔ/legurhí 3 leuratí 1 4 - - 4 - 
   - leprutínɔ 1 - - 1 - - 1 - 
   32  27  2 29  1 30 2 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „hare‟ légor 32 legurú/legurúnɔ 16 leguratú 1 17 legrúnɔ/legrú 2 19 8 
   - legurhúnɔ/legurhú 2 - - 2 leoratú 2 4 - 
   - - - - - - legratúnɔ 1 1 - 
   32  18  1 19  5 24 8 
           E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
          
100% (32/32) of expected nouns, 93.7% (30/32) of diminutives, and 75% (24/32) of 
augmentatives were supplied. As can be noticed, there is some variation in the responses 
supplied, in particular with respect to the base to which the suffixes attach. 93% (27/29) of 
diminutives, and 94.7% (18/19) of augmentatives conform to the pattern.  
   A1.1.5 Low vowel /a/ 
 Low vowel /a/ is expected to be unaffected by the raising influence of the high triggers 
/í/ and /ú/, and it is expected to block raising of any preceding mid vowel whenever it 
intervenes between the mid vowel and the high stressed triggers. Data showing the 





(A7)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „chair‟ skáɲɔ 32 skaɲí/skaɲínɔ 32 - - 32 - - 32 - 
   32  32  - 32 - - 32 - 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „chair‟ skáɲɔ 32 skaɲú/skaɲúnɔ 25 - - 25 - - 25 7 
   32  25  - 25  - 25 7 
            E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
            
100% (32/32) of expected nouns, 100% (32/32) of diminutives, and 78% (25/32) of 
augmentatives were supplied.  None of the derived forms exhibits variation in the quality of 
the low vowel.  
Data in (A8) show the blocking behavior of /a/ when it occurs between a mid vowel 
and a high stressed trigger. 
(A8)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „fountain‟ fontánɔ 30 fontanínɔ/fontaní 27 funtanínɔ/ 
funtaní 
3 30 - - 30 - 
   30  27  3 30  - 30 - 
             
             
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. E&C tk. NE&NC tk. Tot. NE&C tk. GT NA 
 „fountain‟ fontánɔ 30 fontanú/fontanúnɔ 29 funtanúnɔ 1 30 - - 30 - 
   30  29  1 30  - 30 - 
           E&C = expected & conforming; NE&NC = not expected & not conforming; NE&C = not expected & conforming 
 
Two speakers supplied funtán  for „fountain‟, with base-initial /u/ instead of expected /o/. For 
this reason, these two data were not included. 93.7% (30/32) of expected nouns, 100% (30/30) 
of diminutives, and 100% (30/30) of augmentatives were supplied. 90% (27/30) of 
diminutives and 96.6 (29/30) of augmentatives conform to the expected pattern.   
   A1.1.6 Target vowel /ø/ 
 Given the vowel inventory of the language, with mid and high front vowels, and the 
regular process of mid vowel raising in the environment of a following high stressed trigger, 
the front round vowel /ø/ is expected to raise to [y]. However, native speakers (including 





/ǿ/, and between [ø] and [o] as unstressed alternants of /ǿ/. Responses to the monosyllabic 
base stimuli fǿk „fire‟ and ǿʧ „eye‟ in (A9) confirm this feeling. The diminutives are organized 
into conforming (they conform to the Camuno pattern), and non-conforming (they do not 
conform to the Camuno pattern). Conforming includes diminutives that exhibit either [y] or 
[u] as the raised alternant of /ǿ/. A subsequent organizational criterion is the structure of the 
base. The percentages of interest are calculated by dividing the conforming tokens by the GT.  
(A9)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE   
    conforming non-conforming  
   tk. base /føk-/ tk. base /føgat-/, /føget-/  tk. Tot.   tk. GT NA 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 fygí 1 føgatí 18 19 fugatí 4 23 2 
 - - - fugí 1 fogatí 4 5 fygetí 1 6 - 
 - - - - - fygití 1 1 - - 1 - 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 yʧí 3 øʒatí 25 28 yʒatí 4 32 - 
   64  5  48 53  9 62 2 
             
              
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
    conforming non-conforming  
   tk. base /føk-/ tk. base /føgat-/, /føget-/ tk. Tot.   tk. GT NA 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 fugú 1 føgatú 16 17 - - 17 14 
 - - - - - føgetú 1 1 - - 2 - 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 yʧú 1 øʒatú 24 25 yʒatú 2 27 4 
 - - - - - oʒatú 1 1 - - 1 - 
   64  2  42 44  2 46 18 
              
100% (64/64) of expected nouns, 96.8 % (62/64) of diminutives, and 78% (46/64) of 
augmentatives were supplied.  Assuming variation between [u] and [y] as raised alternants of 
/ǿ/, and [ø] and [o] as unstressed alternants of /ǿ/, conforming diminutives are 85.5% (53/62); 
conforming augmentatives are 95.6% (44/46). Only 9.4% (5/53) of conforming diminutives, 
and 4.5% (2/44) conforming augmentatives are based on a straightforward process of noun 
base affixation. In fact, 90.5% (48/53) of conforming diminutives, and 95.4% (42/44) of 
conforming augmentatives exhibit a base different from the noun base Diminutives of fǿk 
„fire‟ as fygetí, føgatí, fogatí and fygití have the intervening suffixes /-et/, /-at/, and /-it/ 
between the noun base and the diminutive suffix /-í/. In these words, /-it/ and /-et/ are 
presumably the raised, and the unstressed form respectively of the productive diminutive 





are in (A10). The percentages of interest are calculated by dividing the tokens for each 
alternation (ǿ ~ u vs. ǿ ~ y) by the Tot. 
(A10)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ y tk. ǿ ~ u tk. Tot. 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 fygí 1 fugí 1 2 
    fygití 1 - - 1 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 yʧí 3 - - 3 
   64    5  1 6 
         
         
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
    ǿ ~ y tk. ǿ ~ u tk. Tot. 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 - - fugú 1 1 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 yʧú 1 - - 1 
   64  1 - 1 2 
 
In this very limited data set, [y] occurs 83.3% (5/6) in the diminutive; and 50% (1/2) in the 
augmentative. 
 The responses to the stimuli l nhǿl „bed-sheet‟, and bigarǿl „apron‟ are presented in 
two separate charts, since the final string [ǿl] turned out to be treated by the speakers as a 
suffix in bigarǿl „apron‟, but not in l nhǿl „bed-sheet‟. Evidence shows that this makes a 
difference in the quality of the raised alternant of /ǿ/ in this environment. Responses to the 
stimulus l nhǿl „bed-sheet‟ are in (A11). 
(A11)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. conforming tk. non-conforming tk. Tot. GT NA 
 „bed-sheet lɛnhǿl 32 lɛnhulí 24 linhulí 1 25 25 - 
 - - - lɛnhylí 5 linhylí
53
 2 7 7 - 
   32  29  3 32 32 - 
           
           
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. conforming tk. non-conforming tk. Tot. GT. NA 
 „bed-sheet lɛnhǿl 32 lɛnhulú 20 linhulú 1 21 21 9 
 - - - lɛnhylú 2 - - 2 2 - 
   32  22  1 23 23 9 
 
100% (32/32) of expected nouns, 100% (32/32) of diminutives, and 71.8% (23/32) of 
augmentatives were supplied.  Assuming variation between [u] and [y] as raised alternants of 
                                                          
53
  It is not clear whether linhylí „small bedsheet‟ conforms or not, since there is not much evidence of the raising 





/ǿ/, conforming diminutives are 90.6 % (29/32); conforming augmentatives are 95.6% 
(22/23). [u] is the most frequent alternant of /ǿ/. It occurs 78% (25/32) in the diminutive, and 
91% (21/23) in the augmentatives. 
The stimulus l nhǿl „bed sheet‟ was chosen because it is potentially the only word that 
could allow assessment of the triggering power of [y] on a preceding mid vowel. The 
hypothesis that /y/, as a round vowel, does not raise preceding unrounded vowels, finds some 
support in the more frequent occurrence of lenhylí and lenhylú (78% 7/9) vs. linhylí (22% 
2/9).  
 (A12) shows the responses to the stimulus bigarǿl „apron‟. The chart has two sub-
columns labeled „alternation ǿ ~ u; y‟ and „no alternation‟, due to the fact that some speakers 
supplied forms with the strings /ul/ or /yl/ as the raised alternants of /-ǿl/; others, supplied 
forms with no strings /ul/ or /yl/, as explained in more detail below. 
(A12)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ u, y tk. no alternation tk. GT NA 
 „apron‟ bigarǿl 32 bigarulí/bigarulínɔ 26 bigarí 4 30 1 
    bigarylí 1 - - 1 - 
   32  27  4 31 1 
          
          
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ u, y tk. no alternation tk. GT NA 
 „apron‟ bigarǿl 32 bigarulú/bigarulúnɔ 16 bigarú 1 17 15 
   32  16  1 17 15 
 
100% (64/64) of expected nouns, 96.8% (31/32) of diminutives, and 53% (17/32) of 
augmentatives were supplied.  Assuming variation between [u] and [y] as raised alternants of 
/ǿ/, all diminutives and augmentatives conform to the Camuno pattern of height harmony. 
87% (27/31) of diminutives maintain the original base /bigarøl-/. 96.3% (26/27) exhibit /ǿ/ 
raising to [u]; only 3.7% (1/27) exhibit /ǿ/ raising to [y]. 94% (16/17) of augmentatives 
maintain the original base /bigarøl-/. 100% (16/16) exhibit /ǿ/ raising to [u]. Responses as 
bigarí and bigarú suggest that the final string /-ǿl/ in bigarǿl is a suffix. Although **bigár is 





sheet‟ ends with the same [ǿl] string. Like **bigár, **l nh does not occur in the language as a 
free form either. However, the fact that **linhí , **l nhú or similar forms are unattested in the 
language for „small bed-sheet‟ and „big bed-sheet‟ respectively, suggests that the string [ǿl] in 
l nhǿl is not a suffix.  
   A1.1.7 The unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ 
 An additional observation is the occurrence of unstressed /ø/ as the alternant of /ǿ/. As 
pointed out, synchronic /ǿ/ is the reflex of Latin short stressed  O in open syllables; Latin short 
unstressed O in open (and closed) syllables has evolved as /o/. unstressed /ø/ was not expected 
in the language. However, in these data, [ø] is more frequent than [o] as unstressed alternant 
of /ǿ/. The relevant data for the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ are in (A13).The percentages of 
interest are calculated by dividing the tokens for each alternation (ǿ ~ u vs. ǿ ~ y) by GT. 
(A13)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 føgatí 18 fogatí 4 22 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 øʒatí 25 - - 25 
   64  43  4 47 
         
         
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 føgatú 16 - - 16 
    føgetú 1 - - 1 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 øʒatú 24 oʒatú 1 25 
   64  41   1 42 
 
91.5% (43/47) of the diminutives exhibit [ø] as the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/. 97.6% (41/42) 
of the augmentatives exhibit [ø] as the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/. 
A1.2 Data collected in 2012  
One of the purposes of data collection was to identify the conditions for the variation 
observed between [u] and [y] as raised alternant of /ǿ/. Data will be presented in charts with 





   A1.2.1 Suffix /-ǿl/ 
(A14) shows the responses to stimuli in which the string [ǿl] in base-final syllables is a 
suffix. Two speakers did not have a word for “bib” (NA); one speaker volunteered a form 
without [ǿl] in the base-final syllable. These tokens are in parentheses. The percentages of 
interest are calculated by dividing the tokens for each alternation (ǿ ~ u  vs. ǿ ~ y) by the GT. 
(A14)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. no alternation tk. GT NA 







  (NA 2) - - - - baiarínɔ 1 1 - 
  (baerínɔ   1) - - - - - - - - 
  baiarǿlɔ 1 - - - - - - - - 















 „hankerchief‟ fahǿl 15 fahulí 15 - - - - 15 - 
 „armful‟ brahǿl 15 brahulí 15 - - - - 15 - 
 „balcony‟ pozǿl 9 puzulí 14 - - - - 14 1 
  pøzǿl 6  -  - - - - - 
   88  75  -  7 82 6 
 
97.8% (88/90) of the expected base forms, and 93.1% (82/88) of derived forms were supplied. 
98.8% (87/88) of the base forms have /ǿ/; 84.7% (75/82) of the derived forms maintain the 
original base in /-ǿl/; 100% (75/75) of them exhibit /ǿ/ raising to [u]. The „No alternation‟ 
column provides evidence that final string [ǿl] is treated as a suffix, although the stems 
**baár, **bigár, and **mohkár are unattested in the language as stand-alone words.  
     A1.2.1.1 String [ǿl] in base-final syllables 
(A15) shows the responses to stimuli in which the string [ǿl] in base-final syllables is 





(A15) BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
 nouns  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. GT NA 
 „orchard‟ brǿl 15 brulí  9 brylí  2 11 4 
  „bean‟ fazǿl 15 fazulí 15 -  15 - 
 „bedsheet‟ lɛnhǿl 15 lɛnhulí  12 lɛnhylí  3 15 - 
 „hazelnut‟ nihǿlɔ 15 nihulínɔ 14 nihylínɔ 1 15 - 
 „fennel‟ turtarǿl 7 turtarulí 10 - - 10 1 
  tortarǿl 6 tortarulí 4 - - 4 - 
   tørtarǿl 1 - - - - - - 
  tyrtarǿl 1 - - - - - - 
   75  64  6 70 5 
          
          
 BASE  IMPERFECTIVE  
 verbs  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. GT NA 
 „it hurts‟ dǿl 15 dulíɔ  15 - - 15 - 
 „s/he/it wants‟ vǿl 15 vulíɔ 14 vylíɔ 1 15 - 
 „s/he/it is able to‟ pǿl 15 pudíɔ 14 pydíɔ 1 15 - 
   45  43  2 45 - 
 
100% (120/120) of the expected base forms, and 95.8% (115/120) of derived forms were 
supplied. All base forms have /ǿ/. 91.5% (64/70) of diminutives exhibit /ǿ/ raising [u]; 8.5% 
(6/70) exhibit /ǿ/ raising to [y]. 95.5% (43/45) of verbs exhibit /ǿ/ raising to [u]; 4.5% (2/45) 
exhibit /ǿ/ raising to [y].  Only one speaker raises /ǿ/ to [y] in the verbs. Although from the 
same area of the valley, he is from a different village. 
     A1.2.1.2 String [ǿl] in base-initial syllables 
(A16) shows the responses to stimuli with syllable-initial /ø l/. 
(A16)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. GT NA 
 „home-spool‟ hpolɛ tɔ 7 hpulití/hpulitínɔ 5 - - 5 1 
   - hpulínɔ 1 - - 1 - 
   - hpulitínɔ/hpylitínɔ 1 - - 1 - 
  hpølɛ tɔ 7 - - hpylitínɔ 6 6 - 
   hpylínɔ 1 - - hpylí 1 1 - 
   15  7  7 14 1 
 
The language has no polysyllabic words where the string [ǿl] occurs in the base-initial 
syllable, due to the fact that stress tends to fall on the final syllable, and /ø / was thought to be 
unattested in the language. However, data collected to assess the status of /ø / in the language 
revealed that in fact 46.6% (7/15) of the speakers have hpøl  t  with /ø / in base-initial syllable, 





form of hpǿl  „factory spool‟; one speaker had hpylín  for „home-spool‟, with the suffix /-ína/ 
attaching directly to the base /hpǿl/. The stimulus was thus included in this experiment to 
assess whether these speakers are consistent in raising /o/ to [u], and /ø / to [y]. This kind of 
consistency would suggest that at least the 7 speakers who have hpøl  t  treat /ø / as a 
phoneme. As responses in (15) show, speakers were indeed consistent: those who had 
supplied hpol  t  derived diminutives with [u]; those who had supplied hpøl  t  derived 
diminutives with [y]. Only one speaker who had hpol  t  appears to have both hpulitín  and  
hpylitín . Her first choice was hpulitín , but then she said that hpylitín  was possible also. 
Since hpulitín  was her first answer, I will take it as the response. Overall, 46.6% (7/15) of 
the  diminutives were supplied with [u], and exactly the same amount were supplied with [y].  
     A1.2.1.3 String /ǿC-L/ in base-final syllables 
(A17) shows the responses to stimuli with /ǿC-L/ strings in base-final syllables. This 
group includes nouns and verbs. 
(A17)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
 nouns  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT NA 
 „louse‟ piǿʧ 15 - - piyʤí 14 piøʒí 1  - 15 - 
 „cross-




 „knee‟ zenǿʧ/zinǿʧ 15 zenuʧí 7 zinyʧí 7 zenøʧí 1  - 15 - 
    45  16  26  3  - 45 - 
              
              
  BASE  IMPERFECTIVE  
 verbs  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk.  tk.  tk. GT NA 
 „s/he/it 
moves‟ mǿf 15 muíɔ 13 myíɔ 1 piøéɔ 
1 moéɔ 1 15 - 
 „it rains‟ piǿf 15 - - piyíɔ  14 - - - - 15 - 
   30  13  15  7  1 30 - 
 
100% (75/75) of the expected base forms, and 100% (75/75) of derived forms were supplied. 
All base forms have /ǿ/.  35.5% (16/45) of the diminutives exhibit [u]; 57.7% (26/45) exhibit 
[y]. A small 6.7% (3/45) exhibit unstressed [ø]. 93% (28/30) of imperfectives are supplied 
with the inflection /-íɔ/; 46.4% (13/28) exhibit [u]; 53.5% (15/28) exhibit [y]. A small number 





speaker who has this inflection is from the same area as the other speakers, but from a 
different village located in the upper part of a side valley. 
As it turned out, the stimulus kǿr „heart‟ does not belong to this group since its 
diminutive form was supplied with an intervening string [iz] between the base form and the 
diminutive suffix, which moves the string [ǿC-L] in the initial syllable of the  base. For this 
reason, it will be grouped and discussed with stimuli with [ǿC-L] in base-initial syllables. 
     A1.2.1.4 String /ǿC-L/ in base-initial syllables 
(A18) shows the responses to stimuli with base-initial /ǿC-L/. 
(A18)   BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. GT NA 
 „wheel‟ rǿdɔ 15 rudilí/rudilínɔ 4 rydilínɔ 11 - - 15 - 
 „heart‟ kǿr 15 - - kyrizí 13 kørahí 1 14 1 
   30  4  24  1 29 1 
 
100% (30/30) of the expected base forms, and 96.6% (29/30) of derived forms were supplied. 
All base forms have /ǿ/. 82.7% (24/29) of derived nouns exhibit [y]; 13.7% (4/29) exhibit [u].  
The picture-stimulus „rose‟ elicited two base nouns: rǿz /rǿð  and r  z . Some 
speakers have just one base; others have both bases. This has resulted in much variation in the 
derived forms. For this reason, this datum is presented in (A19) but it will not be discussed, 
although speakers tend to be rather consistent with respect to vowel raising. The asterisk 
indicates that a person supplied both forms in the order they are listed. 
(A19)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT NA 
 „rose‟ rɔ zɔ 4 ruzilínɔ/ruzitínɔ 4  - - - rozilínɔ  1 5 3 
  rɔ zɔ 3 - -  - - - - - - - 
  rɔ zɔ 1 - -  - - - - - - - 
  rɔ zɔ/rǿzɔ 2 ruzilínɔ  1 ryzínɔ  2 røzínɔ  1 - - 4 - 
  rɔ zɔ/rǿzɔ 1 *ruzínɔ/ryzínɔ   1 - - - - - - 1 - 
  rɔ zɔ/rǿzɔ 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
  rɔ zɔ/rǿzɔ 1 - - - - - - - - - - 
  rǿzɔ  1 ruzilínɔ  1 - - - - - - 1 1 
  rǿðɔ 1 - - - - - - - - - - 





   A1.2.2 Raw data for the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/  
     A1.2.2.1 Data collected in 2010 
In 2010 no specific data collection was carried out to assess variation between [ø] and 
[o] as unstressed alternants of /ǿ/. Variation was surmised, and observed in the data collected 
for fǿk „fire‟ and ǿʧ „eye‟. These data are presented and discussed in (A9) and (A10), pp.203-
204. The summarizing chart is reported in (A20).  
(A20)  BASE  DIMINUTIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 føgatí 18 fogatí 4 22 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 øʒatí 25   25 
   64  43  4 47 
         
         
  BASE  AUGMENTATIVE  
   tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 „fire‟ fǿk  32 føgatú 16 - - 16 
    føgetú 1 - - 1 
 „eye‟ ǿʧ 32 øʒatú 24 oʒatú 1 25 
   64  41   1 42 
 
91.5% (43/47) of the diminutives exhibit [ø] as the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/. 97.6% (41/42) 
of the augmentatives exhibit [ø] as the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/. 
     A1.2.2.2 Data collected in 2012 
(A21) shows the responses to stimuli selected to assess the unstressed alterant of /ǿ/. 
The data are organized with respect to conforming (to the Camuno harmony system) and non-
conforming; and by alternations. Data with an asterisk indicate that the speaker supplied both 
forms; the first listed is the first supplied and will be taken as the answer. The diminutives for 





(A21) BASE  DERIVED FORMS  
   conforming   non-conforming  
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y  tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. ǿ ~ u  GT NA 
 hpǿlɔ 15 - - hpylínɔ 1 hpølɛ tɔ 7 hpolɛ tɔ 7 - - 15 - 
 fǿdrɔ 15 fudrigɛ tɔ 11 fydrigɛ tɔ 1 fødrɛ tɔ 1 fodrigɛ tɔ 1 - - 14 1 
 fǿk 15 fugí  1 - - føgatí  6 fogatí  6 fugatí  1 13 - 
  
       
*fogatí/ 
føgatí  1 - - 
     2 
- 
 ǿf  15 - - - - øatí 4 oatí 10 uatí 1 15 - 
 




oʒatí  5 uʒatí  2 
 
15 - 
  75  12  3  25  30  4 74 1 
 
100% (75/75) of the expected base forms, and 98.6% (74/75) of derived forms were 
supplied. All base forms have /ǿ/; 33.7% (25/74) of the derived forms exhibit /ø /; 40.5% 
(30/74) exhibit /ŏ/. As it was the case with data collected in 2010, the same speaker can have 
a derived form in /ø / (e.g. øatí 'small egg'), and a derived form in /o/ (e.g oatí‟ small egg‟).  
While most of the derived forms supplied conform to the expectations, a notable 
exception is the derived form of fǿdr  „lining‟. The expected form fodr  t  „pillow-case‟ does 
not occur at all. The most frequent form is fudrig  t , which occurs 78.5% (11/14). The 
morphological relationship between fudrig  t  and fǿdr  is not as transparent. Assuming the 
morphological structures /fǿdr-a/ and /fudrig-ɛ t-a/ for fǿdr  and fudrig  t  respectively, the 
base /fudrig-/ is only indirectly associable to /fǿdr-/. Given the occurrence of the suffix /-ɛg/ 
(compare htr  h „narrowing‟ with htr h  k „logging path‟ with htrohegá „to drag‟), the 
productive system of height harmony (cf. the pair hor  k „mouse / hurigí „small mouse‟), and 
variation between [y] and [u] as raised variants of /ǿ/ the base /fudrig-/ would require the 
abstract synchronic derivation /fødr-ɛ g/ → /fødrɛg-í/ → /fudrig-í/.   
A1.3 Raw data for height harmony in nonce words. 
In this section, the responses elicited from native speakers with the picture-stimuli in 
(151), are presented. As was the case with real words, Camuno speakers are not consistent 





differ in gender with respect to the stimulus will be listed, but, again, the details of this 
morpho-semantic alternation will not be discussed.  
The responses supplied are grouped into two main groups with respect to the patterns 
observed in real words: (i) those that conform to the patterns (conforming) and (ii) those that 
do not conform (non-conforming). The conforming group includes items that are expected 
and conform to the pattern (expected), and items that are not expected, but they conform to 
the phonology of the language (non-expected).
54
 The non-conforming group includes items 
that for different reasons do not conform to the harmonic pattern. These items may show no 
expected raising (no raising), no iterativity (no iterativity), or unexpected raising in the form 
of either long distance raising, or of raising of /e/ to [i] in the adjacency of a following /ú/ 
(raising). It may happen that the derived form supplied does not correspond exactly to the 
base form, e.g. the stimulus pet  l  elicited petelúl  vs. the expected petelún . Such forms are 
listed as conforming to the expected pattern as long as the vowel patterning conforms.  
Responses are presented in charts, by target vowels. Totals (Tot.) are provided for the 
conforming, and for the non-conforming. GT refers to the amount of items supplied. The 
percentages of interest are calculated by dividing the amount of tokens (tk.) of the sub-group 
of interest (e.g. expected) by the amount of tokens of the group it belongs to (e.g. 
conforming).  
   A1.3.1 Target vowel sequences /e…ɛ/, /ɛ…e/, /o…ɔ/, /o…ɛ/, /ɛ…o/ 
     A1.3.1.1 /e…ɛ/ and /ɛ…e/ 
Mid vowels /e/ and /ɛ/ are expected to raise to [i] only in the environment of /í/. /ú/ is 
not expected to raise preceding /e/, /ɛ/ since they are unrounded vowels. Given the iterative 
nature of the harmony, the trigger /í/ is expected to raise immediately preceding /e/, /ɛ/ to [i], 
                                                          
54
 I used a slightly different criterion with respect to real words, by taking into account all the items conforming 
to the phonology of the language, regardless of whether or not they belong to that specific target group. It is a 





which in turn are expected to repeat the pattern and raise immediately preceding /e/, /ɛ/ to [i]. 
Polysyllabic-base stimuli with /e/, /ɛ/ yielded the data in (A22). 
(A22) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non-expected tk. GT 
 tɛ pɛn 15 tipiní  9 tɛpaní  1 10 
 petɛ lɔ 15 pitilí/pitilínɔ 8   8 
  30  17  1 18 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk. GT 
   tepení  1 tepiní  4 5 
   petelí/petelínɔ/petelílɔ 4 petilí/petilínɔ   3 7 
    5  7 12 
   conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non-expected tk. GT 
   tepenú 9 tepanú 1 10 
   petelú/petelúnɔ/petelúlɔ 10 petulúnɔ 1 11 
    19  2 21 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   raising tk.   GT 
   tepinú 2   2 
   tipinú 3   3 
   petilúlɔ  1   1 
   pitelúnɔ/pitelú 3   3 
    9   9 
 
60% (18/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern (t paní is included since intervening /a/ 
blocks raising of preceding mid vowel /e/). 40% (12/30) do not conform to the pattern. 16.6% 
(5/30) exhibit no raising; 23.3% (7/30) exhibit raising of the pretonic vowel only (no 
iteration). 70% (21/30) of /-ú/ nicknames conform to the pattern (tepanú and petulún  are 
included because they conform, although they are not expected); 30% (9/30) do not conform 
to the pattern by showing unexpected raising of mid unrounded vowels in the environment of 
/ú/.  
     A1.3.1.2 /o…ɔ/  
Mid vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ are expected to raise to [u] in the environment of /í/ and /ú/. 
Given the iterative nature of the harmony, the triggers /í/ and /ú/ are expected to raise 
immediately preceding /o/, /ɔ/ to [u], which in turn are expected to repeat the pattern and raise 






(A23) STIMULUS  RESPONSE    
   conforming nicknames in /-í/    
  tk. expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT  
 bohʤɔ t 15 buhʤutí 5 buhʤití 1   6  
     buhʤytí 1   1  
 polɔ t 15 pulutí/pulukí 7 pulití/pulitínɔ 2   9  
     pulytí 1   1  
  30  12   5   17  
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/    
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk.   GT  
   bohʤotí 2 bohʤutí 6   8  
   polotí 3 polutí 2   5  
    5  8   13  
   conforming nickname in /-ú/    
   expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT  
   buhʤutú/buhʤutúna 7 bohʤetú 1   8  
   pulutú/pulutúnɔ/ 
pulukú    6 poletú 1 
  - 
1 
 
    13  2   15  
   non-conforming nickname in /-ú/    
   no raising tk. no iterativity tk. raising tk               GT 
   bohʤotú 1 bohʤutú 5 buhʤotú 1 7  
   polotú 2 polutú 2 pulotú 2 6  
     - - puletú 1 1  
      - - pulitú 1 1  
    3  7  5 15  
 
56.6% (17/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern (buhʤití, buhʤytí, pulití/pulitín  and 
pulytí are included because they conform although they are not expected); 43.3% (13/30) do 
not conform to the pattern; 16.6% (5/30) exhibit no extension of the pattern (no raising); 
26.6% (8/30) exhibit raising of the pretonic vowel only (no iteration). 50% (15/30) of /-ú/ 
nicknames conform to the pattern (bohʤetú, and poletú are included because they conform 
although they are not expected); 23.3% (7/30) exhibit raising of the pretonic vowel only (no 
iteration); 16.6% (5/30) do not conform to the pattern showing either unexpected raising of 
mid unrounded vowels in the environment of /ú/; or raising of /o/ to [u] when /e/ intervenes 
between /o/ and the trigger; or raising of /o/ to [u] but not of intervening /o/. 10% (3/30) 
exhibit no extension of the pattern (no raising) 
     A1.3.1.3 /o…ɛ/ 
Mid vowels /e/, /ɛ/ are expected to be raised to [i] by the trigger /í/, and to raise the 





environment of /í/. On the other hand, the trigger /ú/ is not expected to raise /e/, /ɛ/ to [i]. As a 
consequence, mid vowels /e/, /ɛ/ in this environment act as blockers, preventing the preceding 
round mid vowel /ɔ/, /o/ from raising to [u]. The sequence /o…e/ is thus expected to be 
unaffected by the trigger /ú/. The relevant data are in (A24).  
(A24) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT 
 pohɛ k 15 puhikí/puhikínɔ   10 pohɛkulí  1   11 
 pozɛ l 15 puzilí 13     13 
  30  23  1   24 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk.   GT 
   pohɛkí   3 pohikí  1   4 
   pozɛlí/pozɛlíno  2     2 
    5  1   6 
   conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT 
   pohɛkú/pohɛkúnɔ/pohɛlú 12 pɛhukú 1   13 
     pohɛkulú  1   1 
   pozelú 13 pozɛlóne 1   14 
    25  2   28 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
       raising tk               GT 
       puhikú 1 1 
       puzilú 1 1 
        2 2 
 
80% (24/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern (poh kulí is included because it 
conforms to the pattern although not expected); 20% (6/30) do not. 3.4% (1/30) exhibits 
raising of the pretonic vowel only (no iteration); 16.6% (5/30) exhibit no extension of the 
pattern (no raising). 93.4% (28/30) of /-ú/ nicknames conform to the pattern (p hukú, 
poh kulú and poz lóne are included because they conform though they are not expected); 
6.6% (2/30) do not: unexpected raising of mid unrounded vowels in the environment of /ú/ is 
observed. 
     A1.3.1.4 /ɛ…o/ 
Mid vowels /o/ and /ɔ/ are expected to be raised to [u] by both /í/ and /ú/, and raise 





expected to be raised to [e…u] in the environment of both following /í/ and /ú/. The relevant 
data are in (A25). 
(A25) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT 
 bɛ kolɔ 15 bekulí/bekulínɔ 14  -   14 
 mɛ rkolɔ 15 merkulí/mɛrkulínɔ 14  -   14 
  30  28  -   28 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk.     GT 
   bekolínɔ 1     1 
   mɛrkolínɔ 1     1 
    2     2 
   conforming nickname in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT 
   bekulú/bekulúnɔ 15     15 
   merkulú/merkulúnɔ 14     14 
     mɛrkolɔ t 1   1 
    30     30 
   non-conforming nickname in /-ú/ 
   no raising tk.   raising tk.               GT 
    -    - - 
          
93.4% (28/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 6.6% (2/30) exhibit no extension of 
the pattern (no raising). 100% (30/30) of /-ú/ nicknames conform to the pattern (m rkol  t is 
included because it conforms to the pattern, though it is unexpected). 
   A1.3.2 Target vowel sequences /o…a…ø/, /e…a…ø/, /a…a…ø/ 
     A1.3.2.1  /o…a…ø/ 
Low vowel /a/ is expected to block harmony whenever it intervenes between the high 





(A26) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT  
 poharǿlɔ 15 poharulí/poharulínɔ 14 poharí 1   15 
 tomarǿlɔ 15 tomarulí/tomarulínɔ 13 - -   13 
 togarǿl 15 togarulí 14 - -   14 
  45  41  1   42 
   non nonforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk.   raising tk. GT 
   - -   tumarulínɔ 2 2 
   - -   tugarulí 1 1 
    -    3 3 
   conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non expected tk.   GT 
   poharulú/poharulúnɔ 14 poharú 1   15 
   tomarulú/tomarulúnɔ 12 - -   12 
   tømarulú 1 - -   1 
   togarulú 12 - -   12 
    39  1   40 
   non conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   no raising tk.   raising tk.               GT
   - -   tumarulúnɔ 2 2 
   - -   tugarulú 2 2 
   - -   tygarulú 1 1 
    -    5 5 
 
93.3% (42/45) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 6.7% (3/45) do not conform; they 
exhibit unexpected raising of mid vowel /o/ preceding low vowel /a/. 88.9% (40/45) of /-ú/ 
nicknames conform to the pattern; 11.1% (5/45) do not conform to the pattern: they exhibit 
unexpected raising of mid vowel /o/ preceding low vowel /a/. However, notice that they 
exhibit expected raising of /ǿ/ to [u] in the final syllable of the base. The forms poharí and 
poharú suggest that final string /ǿl/ is treated as a suffix. Notice that this data also allow 
assessment of the morphophonological alternation /-ǿl/ ~ /-ul/, since /-arǿl/ / /-arǿlɔ/ are 
suffixes in Camuno.  
     A1.3.2.2  /e…a…ø/ 
 The stimuli used to test this sequence are p karǿl , meharǿl, and melarǿl . In this 
environment, /ǿ/ is expected to be raised to [u] by both /í/ and /ú/. Vowel /e/ would thus be 
prevented from raising by two factors: because of intervening low /a/ between the trigger and 





the expected pattern occurred 100% (90/90). Notice that the pattern /ǿ/ ~ [u] occurred 100% 
in this environment. 
     A1.3.2.3  /a…a/ 
 Low vowel /a/ is expected to be unaffected by high stressed triggers. This pattern 
proved highly productive. 100% of /-í/ nicknames and /-ú/ nicknames conformed to the 
pattern.  
   A1.3.3 Target vowel sequences /ɛ…ø/, /o…ø/, /ø... ɛ/, /ø...o/ 
     A1.3.3.1 /ɛ…ø/ 
This sequence allows investigation of the behavior of /ǿ/ when the trigger is /ú/, and 
the  raising power of [y]. In this environment /ǿ/ is expected to raise either to [u] or [y]. The 
scanty evidence from real word data (cf. (A9), (A10), (A11), (A12)) suggests that /ú/ raises 
preceding /ǿ/ to [u] when in the suffix /-ǿl/ (cf. (A12)), elsewhere either [u] or [y] are possible 
(cf. (A9), (A10), (A11)). Evidence from distributional regularities discussed in § 5.2, pp. 130-
133, would suggest that /ý/ does not raise preceding mid non-round vowels. The relevant data 
for the raising power of [y] are in (A27). 
(A27) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming  nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non expected tk.   GT  
 pɛkǿl 15 pɛkulí/pɛkulínɔ 14 - -   14 
   pɛkylí 1 - -   1 
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkurí/pɛkurí 10 tɛkyrylí 1   11 
   tɛkyrí/tɛkylí 2 - -   2 
  30  27  1   28 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk.   GT 
   tɛkørínɔ 1 tɛkørulí 1   2 
    1  1   2 
   conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non expected tk.   GT 
   pɛkulú/pɛkulúnɔ 15 - -   15 
   tɛkurú/tɛkulú/pɛkurúnɔ 11 tɛkrú 1    12 
   - - tɛkurulú 1   1 
    26  2   28 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   no raising tk.     GT 
   tɛkørulú 1     1 
   tɛkorúnɔ 1     1 






93.3% (28/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 6.7% (2/30) do not conform because 
of no raising, and lack of iteration. 93.3% (28/30) of /-ú/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 
6.7% (2/30) do not conform because of no raising. Variation between [u] and [y] as the raised 
forms of /ǿ/ is observed only when the trigger is /í/, with [u] being more frequent. When the 
trigger is /ú/, [y] is never observed. Raising of stem-initial /ɛ/ is never observed, as expected, 
when /ǿ/ is raised to [u]; it is also never observed in the few cases in which /ǿ/ is raised to [y], 
which is consistent with the distribution of /e/ and /ý/ observed in § 5.2, pp. 130-133. 
     A1.3.3.2 /o…ø/ 
This sequence allows one to investigate the behavior of /ǿ/ when the trigger is /ú/, and 
the  raising power of [y]. In this environment /ǿ/ is expected to raise either to [u] or [y]. There 
is no enough real data to establish expectations for the behavior of /ǿ/ preceding /ú/, nor the 
raising power of [y] with respect to a preceding round vowel. Given that [y] is a round vowel, 
the hypothesis would be that it behaves as /ú/, thus raising only preceding round vowels. The 
relevant data are in (A28). 
(A28) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non expected tk.   GT 
 pohǿlɔ 15 puhulí/puhulínɔ 7 puhilí/puhilínɔ   2   9 
 molǿt 15 - - mulití 4   4 
   - - mylití 1   1 
   - - mylytí 1   1 
  30  7  8   15 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk.   GT 
   poholínɔ 2 pohulí/pohulínɔ 3   5 
   - - pohylínɔ 1   1 
   moløtí 3 molytí 2   5 
   møløtí 3 molutí 1   4 
    8  7   15 
   conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non expected tk.   GT 
   puhulú/puhulúnɔ 5 pohelú/pohelúnɔ 2   7 
   - - moletú/moletúnɔ 10   10 
   - - møletú 1   1 
    5  13   18 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   no raising tk. no iterativity tk. raising tk.               GT
   poholúnɔ 2 pohulú/pohulúnɔ 5 puhilú 1       8 
   molotý 1 molutú 2 muligú 1 4 





50% (15/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 50% (15/30) do not conform; 60% 
(18/30) of /-ú/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 40% (12/30) do not conform. Variation 
between [y] and [u] is observed only when the trigger is /í/, and never when the nonce word 
ends in [ǿl]. Very few data allows one to assess the triggering power of [y] with respect to a 
preceding round vowel. These are molytí and the unexpected molotý. In neither one is there 
raisingo of /o/ preceding /ý/ or [y]. /ý/, then, typically does not raise preceding mid vowels.  
     A1.3.3.2 /ø... ɛ/ 
This vowel sequence does not exist in real words (and one of the participants was 
clever enough to point this out). The purpose of these stimuli was to investigate the behavior 
of /ǿ/ in base-initial position when followed by a non-round vowel. The sequences /y…i/ and 
/u…i/ are observed in the language, which sets the expectations for /ø... ɛ/ to be raised to 
[y…i] or to [u…i] before /í/. This same sequence in the environment of a following /ú/ allows 
one to observed the behavior of /ø/ in unstressed position, since no raising is expected. The 






(A29) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT 
 hǿpɛk 15 hypigí 8 hypí 1   9 
   hupikí 1 - -   1 
 kǿlɛn 15 kyliní 3 kylynilí 1   4 
   kuliní 1 - -   1 
  30  13  2   15 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk. raising tk. GT 
   høpekí 3 høpikí 2 - - 5 
   kølení 6 køliní 1 kulení 1 8 
   kolíno 1 kølyní 1 - - 2 
    10  4  1 15 
   conforming nickname in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non-expected tk.   GT 
   hopegú 8 hypú 1   9 
   høpɛkú 2 - -   2 
   kølenú 5 kylymelúnɔ 1   6 
   kolenú 1 - -   1 
    16  2   18 
   non-conforming nickname in /-ú/ 
   no raising tk. no iterativity tk. raising tk.               GT 
   - - - - hypekú 1 1 
   - - - - hupɛgú 1 1 
   - - - - hypelú 1 1 
   - - - - hypikú 1 1 
   (kolóne 1) kolunú 1 kylinú 3 5 
   - - - - kulenú 2 2 
   - - - - kølinú 1 1 
    1  1  10 12 
 
Assuming variation between [u] and [y] as raised forms of /ǿ/, and between [o] and [ø] as 
unstressed forms of /ǿ/, 50% (15/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern; 50% (15/30) do 
not conform. Assuming variation between [o] and [ø] as unstressed forms of /ǿ/, 60% (18/30) 
of /-ú/ nicknames conform; 40% (12/30) do not conform. An unexpected result is the amount 
of raising of /ǿ/ in the initial syllable of the base in /ú/-suffixed forms.   
     A1.3.3.3 /ø...o/ 
This vowel sequence is not attested in real words either. The purpose of these stimuli 
was to investigate the behavior of /ǿ/ in base-initial position when followed by a round vowel. 
The sequence /y…u/ is observed in the language (although not as frequently as /y…i/), which 
sets expectations for /ø... o/ to be raised to [y…u] (or [u…u]) in the environments of a 





(A30) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
  tk. expected tk. non-expected  tk. GT 
 gǿtom 15 gutulí/gutumí 3 gutí 1 4 
   gytymí/gytyní 2 - - 2 
   gytumí 1 - - 1 
 hkǿtol 15 hkytulí 4 sketulí 1 5 
   hkutulí/skutulí 2 - - 2 
   skytylí 1 - - 1 
  30  13  2 15 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-í/ 
   no raising  tk. no iterativity  tk. GT 
   gøtømí/gøtøní 4 gøtumí 1 5 
   gøtolí 1 gotymí 1 2 
   gøtomí 1 - - 1 
   skøtolí 2 hkøtulí/skøtulí 3 5 
   skotolí/skotoní 2 - - 2 
    10  5 15 
   conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   expected tk. non-expected tk. GT 
   gutumú/ gutulúna/ gutunú   5 gøtemú   1     6 
     gutó 1 1 
   hkutulú/skutulú/ hkutulúna   5 hketulú/sketulú   2     7 
   hkytulú 1 - - 1 
    11  4 15 
   non-conforming nicknames in /-ú/ 
   no raising tk. no iterativity tk. Tot. 
   gøtomú/gøtonú 2 gøtumú 2 4 
   getolú 1 gotymú 1 2 
   gøtømú 1 - - 1 
   gotoný 1 - - 1 
   skøtolú 1 skøtulú/hkøtulú 3        4 
   skotolý 1 skotulú 1 2 
   skotonú 1 - - 1 
    8  7 15 
 
50% (15/30) of /-í/ nicknames conform to the pattern; in most cases, both vowels are raised; 
/ǿ/ is either raised to [u] or [y]; 50% (15/30) do not conform; 66.7% (10/15) exhibit no 
raising; 33.3% (5/15) exhibit raising of the pre-tonic vowel only. 50% (15/30) of /-ú/ 
nicknames conform with either raising of both vowels or with different but conforming 
patterns; 50% (15/30) do not conform. 53.3% (8/15) exhibit no raising; the remaining would 
exhibit raising of the pre-tonic vowel only. 
A1.4 Raw data for variation [u] ~ [y] as raised alternants of /ǿ/ 
The charts are organized by alternations, and by /-í/ and /-ú/ nicknames. The not 
expected alternations are listed in the column „other‟. The percentages are calculated by 





it belongs to. For example, the percentage of ǿ ~ u alternations is obtained by dividing ǿ ~ u 
tokens by the sum of ǿ ~ u and ǿ ~ y tokens. 
   A1.4.1 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ in base-final syllables (pɛkǿl, pohǿlɔ, tɛkǿr, molǿt) 
The data of interest are in (A31). 
(A31) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   nickname in /-í/ 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
 pɛkǿl 15 pɛkulí/pɛkulínɔ 14 pɛkylí 1 15 
 pohǿlɔ 15 puhulí/puhulínɔ 7 pohylínɔ 1 8 
   pohulí/pohulínɔ 3 - - 3 
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkurí/pɛkurí 10 tɛkyrí/tɛkylí 2 12 
   - - tɛkyrylí 1 1 
 molǿt 15 - - mylytí 1 1 
   molutí 1 molytí 2 3 
  60  35  8 43 
   ǿ ~ ø; o tk. other tk. GT  
   -  - - - 
   poholínɔ 2 puhilí/puhilínɔ 2 4 
   tɛkørínɔ 1 - - 1 
   tɛkørulí 1 - - 1 
   moløtí 3 mylití 1 4 
   møløtí 3 mulití 4 7 
    10  7 17 
   nickname in /-ú/ 
   ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT 
   pɛkulú/pɛkulúnɔ 15 - - 15 
   puhulú/puhulúnɔ 5 - - 5 
   pohulú/pohulúnɔ 5 - - 5 
   tɛkurú/tɛkulú/pɛkurúnɔ 11 - - 11 
   tɛkurulú 1 - - 1 
   molutú 2 - - 2 
    39   39 
   ǿ ~ ø; o tk. other tk. GT 
   - - - - - 
   poholúnɔ 2 puhilú 1 3 
   - - pohelú/pohelúnɔ 2 2 
   - - tɛkrú 1 1 
   tɛkørulú 1 - - 1 
   tɛkorúnɔ 1 - - 1 
   molotý 1 muligú 1 2 
   - - moletú/moletúnɔ 10 10 
   - - møletú 1 1 
    5  16 21 
 
In /-í/-suffixed forms, [u] occurs 81.4% (35/43), [y] occurs 18.6% (8/43). In /-ú/ suffixed 
forms, [u] occurs 100% (39/39). No [y] is observed.  
   A1.4.2 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ in base-initial syllables (hǿpɛk, kǿlɛn, gǿtom, hkǿtol) 





(A32) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   /-í/ nickname 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
 hǿpɛk 15 hupikí 1 hypigí 8 9 
   - - hypí 1 1 
 kǿlɛn 15 kulení 1 kyliní 3 4 
   kuliní 1 kylynilí 1 2 
 gǿtom 15 gutulí/gutumí 3 gytymí/gytyní 2 5 
   gutí 1 gytumí 1 2 
 hkǿtol 15 hkutulí/skutulí 2 hkytulí 4 6 
   - - skytylí 1 1 
  60  9  21 30 
   ǿ ~ ø, o tk. other tk.  
   høpekí 3 - - 3 
   høpikí 2 - - 2 
   kølení 6 - - 6 
   kolíno 1 - - 1 
   køliní 1 - - 1 
   kølyní 1 - - 1 
   gøtømí/gøtøní 4 - - 4 
   gotymí 1 - - 1 
   gøtumí 1 - - 1 
   gøtolí 1 - - 1 
   gøtomí 1 - - 1 
   skøtolí 2 sketulí 1 3 
   hkøtulí/skøtulí 3 - - 3 
   skotolí/skotoní 2 - - 2 
    29  1 30 
 STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   /-ú/ nickname 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT 
 gǿtom 15 gutumú/ gutulúna/ gutunú 5 - - 5 
   gutó 1 - - 1 
 hkǿtol 15 hkutulú/skutulú/ hkutulúnɔ 5 hkytulú 1 6 
  30  11  1 12 
   ǿ ~ ø, o tk. other tk. Tot. 
   gøtemú 1 getolú 1 2 
   gøtomú/gøtonú 2 - - 2 
   gotoný 1 - - 1 
   gotymú 1 - - 1 
   gøtømú 1 - - 1 
   gøtumú 2 - - 2 
   skøtulú/hkøtulú 3 hketulú/sketulú 2 5 
   skøtolú 1 - - 1 
   skotulú 1 - - 1 
   skotolý 1 - - 1 
   skotonú 1 - - 1 
    15  3 18 
 
In /-í/-suffixed forms, [u] occurs 30% (9/30), [y] occurs 70% (21/30). In /-ú/ suffixed forms, 
raising is expected only for gǿtom and hkǿtol, and not for hǿp k and kǿl n since base-final /ɛ/ 





   A1.4.3 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ in base-final syllables before /l/ (pɛkǿl, pohǿlɔ) 
 
 The data of interest are in (A33). 
 
(A33) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   nickname in /-í/ 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
 pɛkǿl 15 pɛkulí/pɛkulínɔ 14 pɛkylí 1 15 
 pohǿlɔ 15 puhulí/puhulínɔ 7 pohylínɔ 1 8 
   pohulí/pohulínɔ 3 - - 3 
  30  24  2 26 
   ǿ ~ o tk. other tk. GT 
   poholínɔ 2 puhilí/puhilínɔ 2 4 
    2  2 4 
   nickname in /-ú/ 
   ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
   pɛkulú/pɛkulúnɔ 15 - - 15 
   puhulú/puhulúnɔ 5 - - 5 
   pohulú/pohulúnɔ 5 - - 5 
    25   25 
   ǿ ~ o tk. other tk. GT 
   poholúnɔ 2 puhilú 1 3 
   - - pohelú/pohelúnɔ 2 2 
    2  3 5 
        
In /-í/-suffixed forms, [u] occurs 92.3% (24/26), [y] occurs 7.6% (2/26). In /-ú/ suffixed 
forms, [u] occurs 100% (25/25). 
   A1.4.4 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ in base-final syllables before C-L (tɛkǿr, molǿt) 






(A34) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   nickname in /-í/ 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkurí/pɛkurí 10 tɛkyrí/tɛkylí 2 12 
   - - tɛkyrylí 1 1 
 molǿt 15 mulití 4 mylytí 1 5 
   molutí 1 molytí 2 3 
  30  15  6 21 
   ǿ ~ ø tk. other tk. GT 
   tɛkørínɔ 1 - - 1 
   tɛkørulí 1 - - 1 
   moløtí 3 mylití 1 4 
   møløtí 3 - - 3 
    8  1 9 
   nickname in /-ú/ 
   ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
   tɛkurú/tɛkulú/pɛkurúnɔ 11 - - 11 
   tɛkurulú 1 - - 1 
   molutú 2 - - 2 
    14  - 14 
   ǿ ~ ø, o tk. other tk. GT 
   tɛkørulú 1 tɛkrú 1 2 
   tɛkorúnɔ 1 - - 1 
   molotý 1 moletú/moletúnɔ 10 11 
     muligú 1 1 
     møletú 1 2 
    3  13 16 
 
In /-í/-suffixed forms, [u] occurs 71.4% (15/21), [y] occurs 28.6% (6/21). In /-ú/ suffixed 
forms, [u] occurs 100% (14/14). 
   A1.4.5 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ in base-final syllable before /r/ (tɛkǿr) 
The data of interest are in (A35). 
(A35) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   nickname in /-í/ 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkurí/pɛkurí 10 tɛkyrí/tɛkylí 2 12 
     tɛkyrylí 1 1 
  15  10  3 13 
   ǿ ~ ø tk. other tk. GT 
   tɛkørínɔ 1 - - 1 
   tɛkørulí 1 - - 1 
    2  - 2 
   nickname in /-ú/ 
   ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
   tɛkurú/tɛkulú/pɛkurúnɔ 11 - - 11 
   tɛkurulú 1 - - 1 
    12  - 12 
   ǿ ~ ø, o tk. other tk. GT 
   tɛkørulú 1 tɛkrú 1 2 
   tɛkorúnɔ 1 - - 1 





In /-í/-suffixed forms, [u] occurs 77% (10/13), [y] occurs 23% (3/13). In /-ú/ suffixed forms, 
[u] occurs 100% (12/12). 
   A1.4.6 The raised alternant of /ǿ/ in base-final syllable before /t/ (molǿt) 
The data of interest are in (A36). 
(A36) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   nickname in /-í/ 
  tk. ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
 molǿt 15 molutí 1 mylytí 1 2 
     molytí 2 2 
  15  1  3 4 
   ǿ ~ ø tk. other tk. GT 
   moløtí 3 mylití 1 4 
   møløtí 3 mulití 4 7 
    6  5 11 
   nickname in /-ú/ 
   ǿ ~ u tk. ǿ ~ y tk. GT  
   molutú 2 - - 2 
    2 - - 2 
   ǿ ~ ø tk. other tk. GT 
   moletú/moletúnɔ 10 muligú 1 11 
     møletú 1 1 
     molotý 1 1 
    10  3 13 
 
In /-í/-suffixed forms, [u] occurs 25% (1/4), [y] occurs 75% (3/4). In /-ú/ suffixed forms, [u] 
occurs 100% (2/2). 
A1.5 Raw data for the unstressed alternant of /ǿ/ 
The chart is organized by the two expected alternations,  /ǿ/ ~ [ø] and /ǿ/ ~ [o], and by 
/-í/ vs. /-ú/ nicknames. The percentages of interest are calculated by comparing the frequency 
of /ǿ/ ~ [ø] to the frequency of /ǿ/ ~ [o], across different environments, with respect to the two 
triggers /í/ and /ú/. The frequency of each alternation is also compared against all responses in 
two environments: when /ǿ/ occurs before /l/ and in base-initial syllables (cf. kǿl n) and the 
trigger is /í/; and when /ǿ/ occurs in base-initial syllables before a consonant different from /l/ 





(A37) STIMULUS  RESPONSE 
   /-í/ nickname /-ú/ nickname 
  tk. ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT ǿ ~ ø tk. ǿ ~ o tk. GT 
 pɛkǿl 15 - - - -  - - - - - 
 pohǿlɔ 15 - - poholínɔ 2 2 - - poholúnɔ 2 2 
 tɛkǿr 15 tɛkørínɔ 1 - - 1 tɛkørulú 1 tɛkorúnɔ 1 2 
   tɛkørulí 1 - - 1 - - - - - 
 molǿt 15 - - moløtí 3 3   molotý 1 1 
   møløtí 3 - - 3 - - - - - 
 kǿlɛn 15 kølení 6 kolíno 1 7 kølenú 5 kolenú 1 6 
   køliní 1 - - 1 kølinú 1 kolóne 1 2 
   kølyní 1 - - 1 - - kolunú 1 1 
  15  8  1 9      
 hǿpɛk 15 høpekí 3 - - 3 høpɛkú 2 hopegú 8 10 
   høpikí 2 - - 2 - - - - - 
 gǿtom   15 gøtømí/ 
gøtøní 4 gotymí 1 
 
5 gøtemú 1 gotoný 1 
 
2 
   gøtumí 1 - - 1 gøtomú/gøtonú 2 gotymú 1 3 
   gøtolí 1 - - 1 gøtømú 1 - - 1 
   gøtomí 1 - -    1 gøtumú 2 - -    2 
 hkǿtol 15 skøtolí 2 skotolí/skotoní 2 4 skøtulú/hkøtulú 3 skotolý 1 4 
   hkøtulí/ 
skøtulí   3 - - 
 
3 skøtolú  1 skotonú 1 
 
2 
    - - -   - - skotulú 1 1 
  45  17  3 20      
  120  30  9 39   19  20 39 
 
In /-í/-suffixed forms, [ø] occurs 77% (30/39), [o] 23% (9/39). In /-ú/ suffixed forms, [ø]  
occurs 48.7% (19/39); [o] 51.2% (20/39). In stimuli with [ǿl] in base-final syllables, [ø] is 
never observed, regardless of the trigger. In the stimulus with [ǿl] in base-initial syllables, [ø] 
is observed 89% (8/9); [o] 11% (1/9) in /-í/ suffixed forms; in /-ú/ suffixed forms, [ø] occurs 
60% (6/10); [o] 30% (3/10). In stimuli with /ǿC-L/ in base-final syllables, [ø] occurs 62.5% 
(5/8); [o] 37.5% (3/8) in /-í/ suffixed forms; for /-ú/ suffixed forms, [ø] occurs 33.3% (1/3); 
[o] 66.7% (2/3). In stimuli with /ǿC-L/ in base-initial syllables, [ø] occurs 85% (17/20); [o] 
15% (3/20) in /-í/ suffixed forms; for /-ú/ suffixed forms, [ø] occurs 48% (12/25); [o] occurs 
52% (13/25). When compared against all other responses, and the trigger is /í/, [ø] is observed 
53.3% (8/15); [o] 6.7% (1/15) in the stimulus with [ǿl] in base-initial syllables. In stimuli with 





Appendix II. The questionnaire 




Age ____________ Sex ____________ Employment ____________________________ 
Marital status ______________________ Do you have children? ____________________ 
Place of birth ______________________ Current place of residence __________________ 




Education level (check applicable levels)   Elementary school   University 
         Middle school    Postgraduate 
        High school 
 
Language of education   Standard Italian         Camuno Italian 
       Other (please specify)  ____________________________ 
 
Languages that you speak   Standard Italian         Camuno Italian 
      Other (please specify)  _____________________________ 
 
Please give the approximate age at which you began learning each of your languages 




1) Which language comes first to mind when you are about to speak? 
CAMUNO/ITALIAN 
2) In which language do you feel more confident? CAMUNO/ITALIAN 
3) In which language do you usually think? CAMUNO/ITALIAN 
4) Which is the language commonly spoken at home? CAMUNO/ITALIAN 
5) Do you think that Camuno is threatened or endangered? YES/NO 




With some conversation partners, you may usually speak in Camuno Italian much (or 
somewhat) more, while with others, you may usually speak in Standard Italian.  For each of 













only        N.A. 
            1 2                      3                    4                5           
         0 
…your spouse                                                              
…your children                                                              
…your grand-children   
…original family                                                              
…friends                                                              
…shopkeepers   
…work/school colleagues                                                              
…fellow countrymen                                                                           























Appendix III. The poem ‘i ʧɛrf 'ðo l kap’ 
i ʧɛrf 'ðo l kap' 
(written in 1998 by  Mirko Alessi, 1985-2005) 
l ajál „ðo l kap‟ 
l ɛ grándɔ e piánɔ  
ən mɛh əl gɛ 
ǿnɔ piántɔ biáŋkɔ   
bakádɔ de la haɛ tɔ  
ke la ge fa i kórɛɲ 
al ʧel  
ko le hɔ brɔ ke hɛ kɛ. 
kɛ lɔ nɔt de lýnɔ piénɔ 
la piántɔ hɛ kɔ la hberlyðíɔ   
kom əl ʤiáh, 
e me ŋkwaʧát  
høl pagér 
a hpetá i ʧɛrf.    
høl prat ʧar-ʧarɛ nt 
l ombréɔ de le piánte ntúrɛn  
le paríɔ  
krɛ hte de krap négre-negrɛ nte. 
me kompáɲ d y ka de káhɔ 
tindíe əl myíh de n  fɔ i   
e, dɔ po le mólte, 
ən font a l ajál 
o iht a myíh  
i ram di kórɛɲ 
dɛ i ʧɛ rf  
kɛ i ɲíɔ a la de 
ko le orɛ ʤe mpe.  
əl prim ʧɛ rf əl gíɔ  
y pelaʧú denáʧ 
kompáɲ de y leú 
e i óter tre  
i ge ɲíɔ dre. 
ǿnɔ ʧɛ rvɔ la hɛ ŋkwaʧádɔ 
an bándɔ ái hpi 
e me l o piǿ ɳɔ ardádɔ 
i óter ntat i hɛ kunhuláɔ 
a manʤá l ɛ rbɔ frɛ hkɔ 
e me me kunhuláe a ardái 
kwan ke la ʧɛ rvɔ 
la hɛ leádɔ mpe 
al ʧar de lýnɔ 
l ɛ haltát fɔ əl nuilí 
kɛ l tremáɔ ko le hɔ uriʤíne ʧáre. 
e kwan ke i hɛ abiáʧ la 
prímɔ əl htentáɔ  
e pɔ l ga kurít dre 
The glade „ðo l kap‟ 
is large and flat 
and in the middle there is  
a white tree 
struck by lightning  
that makes horns  
towards the sky 
with its dry branches. 
That full moon night 
the dry tree would shine 
like ice, 
and I squatted  
on the spruce,  
waiting for the deer. 
In the very bright meadow                         
the shadow of surrounding trees 
resembled  
darkest ridges. 
Me, like a hunting dog,  
fixed on the movement of the leaves                       
and, after a while,                                       
at the edge of the glade,                        
I saw moving                                  
the branches of horns  
of the deer                                    
approaching                          
with twiching ears. 
The first deer had  
a fleece on his front                                                 
as thick as a lion‟s                                   
the other three                                
followed behind. 
One doe squatted  
next to the thorns               
and I forgot about her. 
The others meanwhile enjoyed  
eating the fresh grass  
and I enjoyed watching them. 
When the doe 
rose up                                        
in the moonlight                             
a fawn popped out            
trembling with tiny pale ears.  
And when they left,  
at first he was tentative,  





ko i hɔ kwáter kaíʧ de  
gámbe nkruðáʧ.  
ho ndát a kɔ kontét 
ko la ɔ iɔ de kyntálɔ 
e ndɛl lɛt penháe 
al póer nuilí 
ke íre iht a nahí 
...ke ítɔ fará l a ly? 
On his four sticklike of  
crooked legs. 
I went home happy                
thrilled to tell the story                                         
and in my bed I thought  
of the poor fawn  
that I had seen come to life 


























Appendix IV. Tasks and material 
Repetion task 1  
 The purpose of this task was to identify the acoustic parameters that cue voicing 
contrasts in the language. 
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were instructed to put the target 
stimulus that I would supply in a carrier phrase, and say the whole phrase. The carrier 
phrase was “di X am  ” “say X again”. For example, I would say pol  nt  „corn 
porrige‟, and they were expected to say “di pol  nt  am  ”. 
 Data were collected in 2011. 
 Stimuli are in (T1). 
(T1) /p/ polɛ ntɔ „corn porridge‟ hypɛ l „clog‟ 
  podér „piece of land‟ hapí „small hoe‟ 
 /b/ biʧér „glass‟ hábiɔ „sand‟ 
  bilínɔ „dried  chestnut‟ rábiɔ „anger‟ 
 /t/ tólɔ „kind of container‟ pitóto „off-centered person‟ 
  tóh „cough‟ fritádɔ  „omelette‟ 
 /d/ dét „tooth‟ podɛ t „sickle 
  déh „ten‟ predér „gallbladder‟ 
 /k/ káp „field‟ pekát „sin‟ 
  kár „cart; dear‟ takú „darning‟ 
 /g/ gál „cock‟ dygál „gutter‟ 
  gát „cat‟ hegábol „scything land‟ 
 /f/ fít „rent‟ brofɛ l  „carbuncle‟  
  fé „hay‟ fifú „fearful‟ 
 /v/ vidúr „vines‟ áivɔ „water‟ 
  vagú „wagon‟ - - 
 /z/ zét   „people‟ ázɛn „donkey‟ 
  zǿk  „game‟ rázɔ  „resin‟ 
 /h/ hɛ t „seven‟ hbehɛ t „robin‟ 
  hɛ k „dry‟ pohɛ t „small well‟ 
 /ʧ/ ʧaf „key‟ bóʧɔ „kid‟ 
  ʧót „nail‟ páʧɔ „mud‟ 
 /ʤ/ ʤáol  „devil‟ orɛ ʤɔ „ear‟ 
  ʤáh „ice‟ óʤɔ „needle‟ 
 
Production task 2  
 The purpose of this task was to identify the acoustic characteristics of word-final 
obstruents in order to assess final obstruent devoicing and neutralization. An 
additional purpose was to assess the productivity of the pattern of final devocing. For 
this reason, nonce words were added, and the whole stimuli were divided into three 
blocks. Each block had real words and nonce words with the target obstruents at 2 





 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were instructed to supply the masculine 
form of a feminine noun or adjective, and the regular size of a masculine diminutive. 
For example, I would say l    na kolómb  „it‟s a pigeon, f.‟, and they were expected to 
reply l    n kolómp „it‟s a pigeon, m.‟. 
 Data were collected in 2011. 
 Stimuli are in (T2a-c) 
(T2a) BLOCK 1 
 real words 
  context stimulus expected response  
   voiced voiceless   
 /p,b/ l ɛ   stópɔ stóp  „clogged‟ 
  l ɛ  n grupí  gróp „knot‟ 
  l ɛ  gɔ bɔ  gɔ p „hunchbacked‟ 
  l ɛ  gɛ rbɔ  gɛ rp „unripe‟ 
  l ɛ  na kolómbɔ  kolómp „pigeon‟  
  l ɛ  ɔ rbɔ  ɔ rp „blind‟ 
  l ɛ  piumbí  piómp „lead‟ 
  l ɛ   hɔ pɔ hɔ p „lame‟ 
 /t,d/ l ɛ   hýtɔ hýt „dry‟ 
  l ɛ   pýtɔ pýt „unmarried‟ 
  l ɛ  húrdɔ  húrt „deaf‟ 
  l ɛ  záldɔ  zált „yellow‟ 
  l ɛ  tóndɔ  tónt „round‟ 
  l ɛ   hpɛ rtɔ hpɛ rt „smart‟ 
  l ɛ  herádɔ  herát „close‟ 
  l ɛ  ǿdɔ  ǿt „empty‟ 
  l ɛ  hlojádɔ  hloját „insipid‟ 
  l ɛ  érdɔ  ért „green‟ 
  l ɛ   kýrtɔ kýrt „short‟ 
 nonsense words 
 /p,b/ l ɛ  ʧóbɔ  ʧóp  
  l ɛ  htróbɔ  htróp  
  l ɛ  na trébɔ  trép  
  l ɛ  mɔ rbɔ  mɔ rp  
  l ɛ   lǿpɔ lǿp  
 /t,d/ l ɛ  pɛ rdɔ  pɛ rt  
  l ɛ  góldɔ  gólt  
  l ɛ  na bédɔ  bét  





(T2b) BLOCK 2 
 real words 
  context stimulus expected response gloss 
   voiced voiceless   
 /g,k/ l ɛ   htínkɔ htínk „rigid‟ 
  l ɛ   ʧɔ kɔ ʧɔ k „drunk‟ 
  l ɛ  bordɛ gɔ  bordɛ k „dirty‟ 
  l ɛ  lárgɔ  lárk „large‟ 
  l ɛ   ɲɛ kɔ ɲɛ k „angry‟ 
  l ɛ  na helvádegɔ  helvadɛ k „wild‟ 
  l ɛ   htrákɔ htrák „tired‟ 
  l ɛ  n fogatí  fǿk „fire‟ 
  l ɛ  lóngɔ  lónk „long‟ 
  l ɛ   hɛ kɔ hɛ k „dry‟ 
 /ø,f/ l ɛ   hʤúfɔ hʤúf „swollen‟ 
  l ɛ  íɔ  íf „alive‟ 
  l ɛ  n oatí  ǿf „egg‟ 
  l ɛ  gréa  gréf „heavy‟ 
  l ɛ  katíɔ  katíf „wicked‟ 
  l ɛ  na laatíɔ  laatíf „lazy‟ 
  l ɛ  nǿɔ  nǿf „new‟ 
  l ɛ   htýfɔ htýf „tired‟ 
 nonsense words 
 /g,k/ l ɛ  bárgɔ  bárk  
  l ɛ  kálgɔ  kálk  
  l ɛ  mángɔ  mánk  
  l ɛ   rókɔ rók  
 /ø,f/ l ɛ  rývɔ   rýf  
  l ɛ  hévɔ  héf  
  l ɛ  tǿvɔ  tǿf  





(T2c) BLOCK 3 
 real words 
  context stimulus expected response gloss 
   voiced voiceless   
 /z,h/ l ɛ   míhɔ míh „wet‟ 
  l ɛ   róhɔ róh „red‟ 
  l ɛ  na hpúzɔ  hpúh „bridegroom‟ 
  l ɛ  na malgézɔ  malgéh „cow‟s tender‟ 
  l ɛ   nujúzɔ  nujúh „boring‟ 
  l ɛ  grízɔ  gríh „grey‟ 
  l ɛ   bólhɔ bólh „feeble‟ 
  l ɛ  frɛdulúzɔ  frɛdulúh „chilly‟ 
  l ɛ  maliʃúzɔ  maliʃúh „malicious‟ 
  l ɛ   dólhɔ dólh „sweet‟ 
  l ɛ  purúzɔ  purúh „scared‟ 
  l ɛ   hkíhɔ hkíh „hungry‟ 
 /ʧ,ʤ/ l ɛ  na  kuníʧɔ kuníʧ „rubbit‟ 
  l ɛ   ɛ ʤɔ  ɛ ʧ „old‟ 
  l ɛ  n   hpiʧí hpɛ ʧ „mirror‟ 
  l ɛ  na  piǿʤɔ  piǿʧ „stingy‟ 
  l ɛ   hkalǿʤɔ  hkalǿʧ „cross-eyed‟ 
  l ɛ  n kaiʤí  kaíʧ „piece of wood‟ 
  l ɛ  n  kuirʧí  koɛ rʧ „top‟ 
       
 nonsense words 
 /z,h/ l ɛ  kýzɔ  kýh  
  l ɛ  trɛ zɔ  trɛ h  
  l ɛ  krǿzɔ  krǿh  
  l ɛ   tríhɔ tríh  
 /ʧ,ʤ/ l ɛ  na borɛ ʤɔ  borɛʧ  
  l ɛ  na molɛ ʤɔ  molɛʧ  
  l ɛ  bilǿʤɔɔ  biløʧ  
  l ɛ   tríʧɔ triʧ  
 
Nonce words task 3 
 The purpose of this task was to assess whether the pattern of final obstruent devoicing 
was productive. 
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were instructed to supply the masculine 
form of an imaginary feminine noun. I would show them the two imaginary creatures 
on a card, a male and a female, say the feminine noun, and elicit the masculine noun 
from them. 
 Data were collected in 2012. 
 Material: cards with imaginary creatures, a female (wearing a pink ribbon) and a male 
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     (T3a)  STIMULUS EXPECTED RESPONSE   STIMULUS EXPECTED RESPONSE 
 /p,b/ ápɔ áp   ɛ bɔ ɛ p 
  ɔ pɔ ɔ p   ǿbɔ ǿp 
 /t,d/ ɛ tɔ ɛ t   ɛ dɔ ɛ t 
  ýtɔ ýt   ádɔ át 
 /k,g/ ýkɔ ýk   ágɔ ák 
  ɛ kɔ ɛ k   ógɔ ók 
 /f,v/ ɛ lfɔ ɛ lf   ǿlvɔ ǿlf 
  ɛ fɔ ɛ f   ývɔ ýf 
 /z,ð,h/ ɛ hɔ ɛ h   ɔ zɔ ~ ɔ ðɔ ɔ h 
  íhɔ íh   ǿzɔ ~ ǿðɔ ǿh 
 /ʧ,ʤ/ íʧɔ íʧ   áʤɔ áʧ 
  óʧɔ óʧ   íʤɔ íʧ 
 
Acceptability judgment task 4 
 
 The purpose of this task was to probe the well-formedness of words ending in a 
voiceless obstruent.  
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were told that they would hear from me 
a number of paired words; they were asked to pick the word they thought sounded 
more Camuno, or more natural to them in the pair, and repeat it. 
 Data were collected in 2011. 





(T4) STIMULI EXPECTED RESPONSES   
 biʧér/piʧér biʧér D „glass‟ 
 barpái/barbái barbái D „nothingness‟ 
 bygádɔ/bygádo bygádɔ D „laundry‟ 
 zakɛ l/hakɛ l hakɛ l D „bag‟ 
 mardɛ l/martɛ l martɛ l D „hammer 
 kuníʧ/ʤ kuníʧ D „rubbit‟ 
 gánv/f gánf vl „numbness‟ 
 ǿʧ/ʤ ǿʧ dv „eye‟ 
 katíf/v katíf dv „wiked‟ 
 pɛrhɛ k/g pɛrhɛ k dv „peach‟ 
 harézɔ/halézɔ harézɔ D „cherry‟ 
 ʧót/d ʧót dv „nail‟ 
 horɛ g/k horɛ k dv „mouse‟ 
 dólz/h dólh dv „sweet‟ 
 gréf/v gréf vl „heavy‟ 
 htrýd/t htrýt dv „lard‟ 
 líbɛr/líbɛl líbɛr vl „book‟ 
 hbrɔ f/v hbrɔ f D „sprinkle‟ 
 bóz/h bóh vl „worm‟ 
 ǿv/f ǿf dv „egg‟ 
 fjuríd/t fjurít dv „bloomed‟ 
 ʧɔ k/g ʧɔ k dv „drunk‟ 
 kíkerɔ/ʧíkerɔ kíkerɔ vl „coffe-cup‟ 
 órt/d órt D „veg. garden‟ 
 gɛ rb/p gɛ rp vl „unripe‟ 
 fǿk/g fǿk dv „fire‟ 
 pitóg/k pitók dv „stupid‟ 
 fórbɛh/z fórbɛh vl „scissors‟ 
 botér/ bodér botér dv „butter‟ 
 póh/z póh D „well‟ 
 hpɛ ʧ/ʤ hpɛ ʧ vl „mirror‟ 
 htýv/f htýf vl „tired‟ 
 koɛ rʤ/ʧ koɛ rʧ vl „cover‟ 
 perýk/berýk perýk vl „wild spinach‟ 
 hturnít/d hturnít D „stupid‟ 
 ɔ rb/p ɔ rp dv „blind‟ 
 ɛ ʧ/ʤ ɛ ʧ dv „old‟ 
 páh/z páh dv „step‟ 
 hʧɔ b/p hʧɔ p vl „gun‟ 
 polér/polél póler vl „hen-house‟ 
 gát/d gát D „cat‟ 
 piǿʤ/ʧ piǿʧ vl „louse‟ 
 htób/p htóp dv „clogged‟ 
 krúh/z krúh vl „cross‟ 
 bɛ g/k bɛ k dv „he-goat‟ 
 gɔ p/b gɔ p vl „hunchbacked‟ 
 hurtíɔ/kurtíɔ hurtíɔ dv „water-spring‟ 
 hulíf/huríf hulíf D „facing south‟ 
 hkydɛ lɔ/ hkydɛ lo hkydɛ lɔ D „bowl‟ 





Picture elicitation task 5   
 The purpose of this task was to collect data to assess the occurrence of height vowel 
harmony.  
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were instructed to name the objects the 
would see on cards. 
 Data were collected in 2010. 
 Material: cards with the target objects. An example is in (T5). 
 Stimuli are in (T5a). 
 
(T5)        
 






         
 
               
       























 1 e „tooth‟ dét dintí  dɛntú 
 2 e „church‟ ʧézɔ ʧizínɔ ʧezúnɔ 
 3 ɛ „toilet‟ ʧɛ ho  ʧihí ʧɛhú 
 4 ɛ „bed‟ lɛ t  lití lɛtú 
 5 ɛ…ɛ „comb‟ pɛ tɛn pitiní pɛtɛnú 
 6 ɛ…e „mountain trail‟ hɛntér hintirí henterú 
 7 e…ɛ „Stephen‟ htéfɛn stifiní stefenú 
 8 ɛ…ɛ „cap‟  bɛrɛ t  birití bɛrɛtú 
 9 ɛ…ɛ „brain‟  hɛrvɛ l  hirvilí hɛrvɛlú 
 10 e…e „loom‟  telér tilirí telerú 
 11 ɔ „cow-pie‟  hɔ tɔ hutínɔ hutúnɔ 
 12 o „nail‟  ʧót ʧudí ʧudú 
 13 o „knot‟  gróp grupí grupú 
 14 o…o „tomato‟  pondór pundurí pundurú 
 15 o…ɛ „mouse‟  horɛ k  hurigí horegú 
 16 o…e „hen-house‟  polér pulirí polerú 
 17 o…e „coin‟  monédɔ munidínɔ monedúnɔ 
 18 ɔ…e „nun‟  mɔ negɔ munigínɔ mɔnegúnɔ 
 19 o…ɛ „umbrella‟  ombrɛ lɔ  umbrilínɔ ombrɛlúnɔ 
 20 e…o „hare‟  légor legurínɔ legurúnɔ 
 21 ø „fire‟ fǿk føgatí~fogatí føgatú~fogatú 
 22 ø „eye‟ ǿʧ øʒatí~oʒatí øʒgatú~oʒatú 
 23 i…a…ø „apron‟  bigarǿl bigarulí bigarulú 
 24 ɛ…ø „sheet‟  lɛnhǿl lɛnhylí~lɛnhulí lɛnhulú 
 25 a „basket‟  kaáɲɔ kaaɲínɔ kaaɲúnɔ 
 26 a „chair‟  skáɲɔ skaɲínɔ skaɲúnɔ 
 27 o…a „fountain‟  fontánɔ fontanínɔ fontanúnɔ 
 28 o…a „necklace/yoke‟  kolánɔ kolanínɔ kolanúnɔ 
 DISTRACTORS (D)    
 1 a…ɛ „axe‟ f. manérɔ manirínɔ manerúnɔ 
 2 a…ɛ „hammer‟  martɛ l martilí martɛlú 
 3 a…ɛ „bag‟  hakɛ l  hakilí hakɛlú 
 4 a…ɔ „pebble‟  balɔ t balutí balutú 
 5 i…e „glass‟  biʧér biʧirí biʧerú 
 6 y…ɛ „clog‟  hypɛ l hypilí hypɛlú 
 7 u…i „rabbit‟ kuníʧ kuniʧí kuniʧú 
 
Picture elicitation task 6 
 The purpose of this task was to collect data to assess the behavior of vowel /ǿ/, 
adjacent to a following stressed /í/, in morphological and phonological environments. 
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were instructed to name the object they 
would see on cards, and to supply the diminutive. If what they saw was an action, they 
were asked to describe it in the present and in the past.  
 Data were collected in 2012. 





 Stimuli are in (T6a). 
(T6)   
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(T6a) MORPHOLOGY 
 environment  stimulus expected response  
    base form diminutive imperfective 
 -ǿl 1 „bib‟ baarǿlɔ baarulínɔ  
  2 „apron‟ bigarǿl bigarulí   
  3 „food-cabinet‟ mohkarǿlɔ mohkarulínɔ  
  4 „hanker-chief‟ fahǿl fahulí  
  5 „armful‟ brahǿl brahulí  
  6 „balcony‟ pozǿl puzulí  
  7 „fennel‟ tortarǿl tortarulí  
 ǿl# 8 „it hurts‟ dǿl  dulíɔ~dylíɔ 
  9 „s/he/it wants‟ vǿl  vulíɔ~vylíɔ 
  10 „s/he/it is able to‟ pǿl  pudíɔ~pydíɔ 
 ǿC-L# 11 „s/he/it moves‟ mǿf  muíɔ~myíɔ 
  12 „it rains‟ piǿf  piuíɔ~piyíɔ 
 PHONOLOGY 
 environment  stimulus expected response  
    base form diminutive  
 ǿl# 13 „orchard‟ brǿl brulí~brylí  
  14 „bean‟ fazǿl fazulí~fazylí  
  15 „bedsheet‟ lɛnhǿl lɛnhulí~lɛnhylí  
  16 „hazelnut‟ nihǿlɔ nihulínɔ~nihylínɔ   
 #C0øl 17 „home spool‟ hpolɛ tɔ~hpølɛ tɔ hpulitínɔ~hpylitínɔ  
 ǿC-L# 18 „louse‟ piǿʧ piuʧí~piyʧí  
  19 „cross-eyed‟ hkalǿʧ hkaluʧí~hkalyʧí  
  20 „knee‟ zinǿʧ zinuʧí~zinyʧí  
 #C0ǿC-L 21 „heart‟ kǿr kurizí~kyrizí  
  22 „wheel‟ rǿdɔ rudilínɔ~rydilínɔ  





Picture elicitation task 7 
 The purpose of this task was to collect data to assess the productivity of Camuno 
height harmony. 
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were instructed to name imaginary 
creatures the would see on cards. The creatures were in three different sizes: regular, 
small, and big. They could either be females (pink ribbon), or males (blue ribbon). 
These imaginary creatures had imaginary names that were devised on the basis of 
Camuno phonology. I would tell the speakers the name of the regular-size creature, 
they were expected to repeat it, and then supply the name for the small-size creature 
(diminutive), and the big-size creature (augmentative).  
 Data were collected in 2012. 
 Material: cards with the imaginary creatures in three different sizes: regular, small, 
and big. An example is in (T7). 




















nicknames in /-í/ 
 
nicknames in /-ú/ 
 /ɛ…ɛ/ tɛ pɛn tipiní   tepenú   
 /e…ɛ/ petɛ lɔ  pitilínɔ   petelúnɔ   
 /ɛ…o/ bɛ kolɔ bɛkulínɔ   bekulúnɔ   
 /ɛ…o/  mɛ rkolɔ mɛrkulínɔ   mɛrkulúnɔ   
 /ɛ…ø/ pɛkǿl pɛkulí   ~ pɛkylí pɛkulú ~ pɛkylú 
 /ɛ…ø/  tɛkǿr  tɛkurí ~ tɛkyrí tɛkurú  ~ tekyrú 
 /o…ɛ/ pohɛ k puhikí   pohɛkú   
 /o…ɛ/ pozɛ l puzilí   pozɛlú   
 /ø…ɛ/ kǿlɛn kuliní ~ kyliní kolɛnú ~ kølɛnú 
 /ø…ɛ/ hǿpɛk hupikí ~ hypikí hopɛkú ~ høpɛkú 
 /o…ø/  pohǿlɔ puhylínɔ ~ puhulínɔ puhylúnɔ ~ puhylúnɔ 
 /o…ø/ molǿt, mulutí ~ mulytí mulutú ~ mulytú 
 /o…ɔ/ bohʤɔ t buhʤutí   buhʤutú   
 /o…ɔ/ polɔ t pulutí   pulɔutú   
 /ø…o/ gǿtom gutumí ~ gytumí gutumú ~ gytumú 
 /ø…o/ hkǿtol hkutulí ~ hkytulí hkutulú ~ hkytulú 
 /o…a…ø/ poharǿlɔ poharulínɔ   poharulúnɔ   
 /o…a…ø/ tomarǿlɔ tomarulínɔ   tomarulúnɔ   
 /o…a…ø/ togarǿl togarulí   togarulúnɔ   
 /e…a…ø/ pɛkarǿlɔ pɛkarulínɔ   pɛkarulúnɔ   
 /e…a…ø/ meharǿl meharulí   meharulúnɔ   
 /e…a…ø/ melarǿlɔ melarulínɔ   melarulúnɔ   
 
Forced choice task 8 
 The purpose of this task was to collect data to assess whether /-ǿl/ and /-ol/ are 
synchronically two different suffixes, or allomorphs of the same morpheme.  
 The task was carried out in Camuno. Speakers were asked to supply the intermediate 
forms for a set of existing nouns and adjectives;  if they had no name for them, they 
were asked to choose between two possible but unattested forms ending in [ǿl], or in 
[ol]. For example, in the case of the morphologically related pair pí „kid‟ / pinulí 
„small kid‟, speakers were asked to choose between **pínol and **pinǿl as 
intermediate forms. Speakers were also asked to name the other two pictures on the 
card. 
 Data were collected in 2012. 
 Material: cards with the imaginary creatures in three different sizes: regular, small, 
and medium. An example is in (T8). 
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(T8a)     RESPONSE 
 STIMULUS forced choice pair 
 pí  „kid‟ pinulí „small kid‟ pínol  pinǿl 
 pér  „pear‟ perulí „small pear‟ pérol perǿl  
 pɛ h „fish‟ pɛhulí  „small fish‟ pɛ hol pɛhǿl 
 ʧézɔ „church‟ ʧezulínɔ „small church‟ ʧézolɔ ʧezǿlɔ 
 hentér „trail‟ henterulí „small trail‟ hentérol henterǿl 
 ɲɛ k „angry‟ ɲɛkulí „little angry‟ ɲɛ kol ɲɛkǿl 
 bɛ l „beautiful‟ bɛlulí „little beautiful‟ bɛ lol bɛlǿl 
 gréf „heavy‟ greulí „little heavy‟ gréol greǿl 
 brýt „ugly‟ brytulí „little ugly‟ brýtol brytǿl 
 mágɛr „lean‟ magrulí „little lean‟ mágrol magrǿl 
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